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Ticky Business Simulation
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ABSTRACT

Discrete event simulation software, Arena, was used to
analyze the processing of a research laboratory. The Old
Dominion University Tick Research Lab was modeled as
ticks are identified by species and life stage, entered into a
database. The system functions sufficiently, but
modifications could be made to improve efficiency. Three
potential scenarios to increase efficiency in the lab were
tested. Mean number of ticks processed during a sorting
period and the variance around that mean were used as
metrics for satisfaction. The greatest numbers of ticks were
processed by having more advanced interns, but the
addition of another graduate student also increased the
production of the tick lab. Further data collection is needed
to improve distributions of events and validity of the model.
1. INTRODUCTION

Discrete event simulation was utilized to model the
processes of the ODU Tick Lab. Physical manipulation of
the lab can be inefficient and cause a disruption to
productivity. Simulation provides an opportunity to explore
several solutions with minimal cost and furthermore it can
help evaluate long-term results of a change on the system.
Arena business software was used to simulate the lab [1].
Three alternatives were investigated using the metric of
mean number of ticks processed within a 3-hour period.
The alternatives are addition of a graduate student, addition
of a data entry intern, or advanced skilled interns.
2. METHODS
2.1 System Description

The ODU Tick Lab is currently conducting a surveillance
study of tick populations in the Hampton Roads Area. A
team of undergraduates, graduate students, and professors
collect ticks from the field and bring them to the lab to be
processed. Upon arrival at the lab, ticks are placed in a

freezer until sorting occurs. Sorting periods happen
intermittently and occur for three hours. At the beginning of
a sorting period ticks are removed from the freezer, and are
sorted by two interns oldest to newest. Common species
and life stages of ticks are ‘easy’ to identify with training so
interns are able to identify them unassisted. However, some
ticks are more difficult to identify so use of a dissecting
microscope, and confirmation by a graduate student, are
needed. Once identified by an intern, with or without the
help of a graduate student, tick information is entered by
one of two interns located at computer data entry stations.
Ticks are then given a label and moved to long-term storage
(Figure 1).
Although the system of sorting ticks has been consistent
over the past five years, it is possible there is a more
efficient way to process ticks. The goal of this study is to
evaluate possible changes to the ODU Tick Lab, which will
increase the efficiency of ticks processed.
2.2 Model Details and Scenarios

The ODU Tick Lab processes ticks from the lab to longterm storages randomly throughout the month, but
consistently for 3 hours at a time. The model was run for 3
hours, for 100 replications of each scenario to analyze the
mean number of ticks processed.
For the first scenario, "additional data intern", the capacity
of resources for the Data Entry Computer was increased
from 1 to 2. For the second scenario, "additional
microscope graduate student", the capacity of resources for
the microscope process was increased from 1 to 2. For the
last scenario, "Advanced interns", the processing times
were all changed from the baseline to modified faster
values described in Table 1.

Figure 1. Above is a flow diagram of tick processing within the ODU Tick Research Lab. Start describes the entry of ticks
into the lab and end represents the placement of ticks into long-term storage.
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Table 1. Below are the distribution values utilized as processing
times (in minutes) within the laboratory.
Baseline
Sorting
Process
Med. ID
Microscope
Hard ID
Microscope

1+LOGN(5.7,6.31)
N=60 p>0.15
1+33*BETA(0.604,2.84)
N=60 p>0.15
UNIF(1,59)
N=55 p>0.15
1+LOGN(5.7,6.31)
N=60 p>0.15

Data Entry

Scenario:
Advanced Interns
LOGN(3.92,3.05)
N=51 p-value >0.15
LOGN(10.5,15.7)
N=49 p-value>0.15
1+LOGN(2.25, 3.23)
N=15 p-value>0.15
LOGN(3.92,3.05)
N=51 p-value>0.15

Basic assumptions of this model include that all ticks arrive
at time zero. The data used to create distribution is
representative of true event timing. All graduate students
and intern resources function equally. The distributions of
sorting and data entries are assumed to be the same. It is
also a major assumption that the efficiency of the lab is
related to ticks processed.
Time distributions for events were calculated based on
previous ODU Tick Lab data entry results. These data were
analyzed using the Arena Input Analyzer [1]. Skills intern
data was established as any intern who had been with the
lab for more than two years. Distributions do not vary
between batches and remain fixed. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test was used as a measure of goodness-of-fit. The
distribution fit with the least square error was chosen, all pvalues and the sample size is given below distributions in
Table 1.
Entities in this model are ticks, and they have attributes
based on the difficultly of identification: easy (40%),
medium (35%), and hard (25%). The percentage of each
attribute is based on observed collected data. Resources
within this model consist of two interns for data entry, two
interns for sorting, and one graduate student. Queues
remained simplistic with an unlimited FIFO sorting queue,
an unlimited FIFO microscope queue, and an unlimited
FIFO computer data entry queue (Figure 3).

Table 2. Below are the summarized outputs from simulation
metrics of ODU Tick Lab scenarios all values are in minutes.

Baseline
Additional
Data Intern
Additional
Scope Grad
Advanced
Interns

Mean
(min.)

Half Width
(min.)

Min Mean
(min.)

Max Mean
(min)

22.58

0.89

11

35

22.65

1

9

38

28.27

0.93

18

40

30.86

1.24

10

47

3. RESULTS

Each scenario was analyzed based on the mean number of
ticks processed. The current processing of the ODU Tick
Research Lab is simulated as the baseline in Figure 1,
processing about 23 ticks during a 3hour time interval. The
addition of another intern for data entry had minimal impact
on the mean number of ticks processed. Both the addition
of a graduate student and advanced interns significantly
increased the output from the baseline. Figure 1 compares
the mean number of ticks from each scenario to the
baseline. The black bars represent that a 95% confidence
interval that the mean value for each scenario falls within
the given range (Figure 2, Table 3).
Addition of another intern at the current processing
distributions made no difference to the mean output of
ticks. The confidence interval and mean are almost exact to
the baseline values. Addition of another microscope and
graduate student did result in a significant difference from
the baseline with at small confidence interval around the
mean. Furthermore the addition of a grad student resulted in
a minimum mean of 18 ticks and a maximum mean of 40
ticks in the 3 hours period (see table 2). The greatest mean
number of ticks processed resulted from the last scenario of
advanced interns (Figure 2). By changing the processes
distribution to that of interns who have been in the lab
longer with more skill the mean number of ticks also
increased. For this scenario, the minimum number of ticks
out of the 100 simulations of this scenario was 10 ticks,
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Figure 2. Means from each scenario are compared to the current system (baseline). The bars represent the 95%
confidence interval for each of the means.
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Figure 3. Above is the flowchart from within Arena software [1].

which is less than both the baseline and scenario of an
additional graduate student. That being said, the maximum
average produced by any of the scenarios was by adding
new processing times from more advanced interns.
Therefore a balance of new equipment such as another
graduate student and microscope along with more training
to develop the skills of interns is recommended to increase
processing.
4. CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION

Results suggest that an investment in more training for
interns would best improve efficiency of the ODU Tick
Research Lab. This seems logical but did increase the
processing of ticks by the lab from the current values. Also
currently the microscope results as a sink of productivity by
adding another microscope and graduate student to the
system average wait time was cut in half for the microscope
process. The addition of another intern at the baseline
processing levels had minimal effect on the output of the
system. In conclusion, if possible further training as well as
the investment of a new dissecting microscope could
improve the average number of ticks processed by the ODU
Tick Lab.
Further development of the model is needed in regard to
data collection and improving the model to address
bottlenecks. During baseline runs a bottleneck is formed at
the microscope station which although averages 36 minutes
it can reach maximums of nearly 160 minutes. This does
not reflect behaviors seen in the lab and will be correct in
future analysis. To address data collection, lab members
will be timed at each task individually. By using data
intervals from entry any variety of things could have
happened including advanced interns helping others
identify ticks, which may have negatively impacting the
distribution times.

Although development is needed to improve the validity of
this model, this unique application could be expanded for
other laboratory functions. Introducing discrete event
simulation in this manner could provide a great opportunity
to try new improvements quantitatively without disrupting
or hindering laboratory processes.
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Methods for Analyzing Attribute-Level Best-Worst Discrete
Choice Experiments
Amanda Working
Old Dominion University
awork005@odu.edu
ABSTRACT

Discrete choice experiments (DCE) and models have
applications in many areas such as social sciences,
economics, transportation research, and health systems
research to mention a few. The usual DCE models
consumers’ choices in product. The attribute-level bestworst discrete choice experiments determine what about the
product motivates consumers to purchase it. A product is
described by its k main components and the attribute-levels
that are present for each of these components. The best and
worst attribute-levels are what impacts a consumer’s
decision the most and choosing the pair that contains the
best and worst attribute-levels is the choice task in these
experiments. Our goal is to provide some flexibility to these
models. We look at a model that allows a function of the
attribute-levels to be used in the model rather than just the
attribute-levels themselves. Also, we introduce a time
dependent model to adjust the utility for changes over time.
We examine the assumptions of the models and look at
methods for analyzing data when these assumptions do not
hold by using semiparametric methods.
Keywords

Discrete choice models, attribute levels, best-worst choice
pairs
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Usually discrete choice experiments (DCE) focus on
modeling the product choice; however, these models do not
provide information about what attributes of the products
impact consumers’ choices the most. Today, it is common
to record the best and worst features of a product (or
profile), also called attribute levels. The goal is to
investigate and build models for estimating the impact the
attributes and attribute levels have. Attribute-level bestworst discrete choice experiments provide more
information into consumer’s choices of products than the
usual DCEs. It also adds a great more value to the
understanding of the data and outperforms the standard
logit modeling in terms of goodness of fit as mentioned in
Hole [5] in the context of attribute attendance. Hess and
Hensher [4] state that decision are sometimes made after
ignoring some of the attributes or giving such attributes a
lower level of importance. However as they mentioned,
more work is need in the case of multiple attributes, and

Norou Diawara
Old Dominion University
NDiawara@odu.edu
where respondents could ignore some of the attributes, and
include the confounding component or variation in the
modeling. Flynn et al. [1] given an example of the
heterogeneity in the discrete choice experiments.
Attribute-level best-worst discrete choice experiments
provide information into what consumers find the most
important when considering products. The design of
attribute-level best-worst discrete choice experiments are
discussed by Street and Knox [12]. The theory and
development of the models are discussed in Marley et al.
[10] and Street and Burgess [11]. Attribute-level best-worst
discrete choice models can help to market products to the
consumers and are often times used in health economics
research. Knox et al. [7] [8] used attribute-level best-worst
discrete choice models to look at women’s choices in
contraceptives. These models can help companies market
the products because they know what attributes to highlight
or downplay to make the product appeal to the consumers.
We describe the setup and modeling of attribute-level bestworst discrete choice experiments in the idea of Street and
Knox [12] with methodology for performing attribute-level
best-worst discrete choice experiments. In these
experiments, a set of k key attributes describe the product.
A product is represented by a profile that contains attributelevels for each of the k attributes describing the product.
Since the interest of the respondent is to determine the pair
of attribute-levels that contain the best and worst, a choice
set is formed with all possible, k(k-1), pairs of attributelevels. Multiple profiles are analyzed by the respondent, so
in the experiment there are multiple responses from each
respondent.
ALTERNATIVE MODELS

As mentioned, much work has gone in to determining the
properties, probabilities, and the construction of the
experimental design of these experiments. Our interest is to
add flexibility in the examination of attribute-level bestworst data. In practice, a multinomial logit model is built
with the choice pairs as the response variable and the
attributes and attribute-levels as the covariates. Großmann
et al. [3] and Graßhoff et al. [2] present models for
approximate or exact optimal designs in DCEs. In
Großmann et al. [3], they build a method for modeling
paired comparisons. We extend their work to include
attribute-level best-worst discrete choice experiments. In
the analysis, functions of the best and worst attributes and
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attribute-levels are used in the multinomial logit model.
This allows flexibility in to the model. Suppose new
information about a product is revealed that impacts the
way consumers value certain attributes or attribute-levels.
In this case, a function of the attributes and attribute-levels
may make more sense than their original values.
In parametric methods, there is an assumption that we know
ahead of time how the data will behave. However, this is a
restrictive assumption. Suppose we do not know full
description of the model. In this case, semiparametric
methods allow flexibility in the model building giving
special attention to particular key parameters that need to be
estimated. We use methods described by Kennedy et al. [6],
Li and Racine [9], and Tsiatis [13] to form a
semiparametric model for attribute-level best-worst data.
We describe the formulation of the model and necessary
model assumptions. Using a semiparametric model, subject
specific covariates are introduced to the model where the
covariates are dependent on the attributes and attributelevels. We also present initial results that we have from
simulations. The process is simple, efficient and easy to
implement. The random model that we have proposed
simulates the process seen in DCEs.
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A Study of the Impact of Information Blackouts on the
Bullwhip Effect of a Supply Chain Using Discrete-Event
Simulation
Elizabeth Rasnick
Old Dominion University
Strome College of Business
erasnick@odu.edu
ABSTRACT
This study explores what happens to supply chains
when an information blackout occurs to one or more
of the nodes within it. An information blackout is a
short-duration, complete cut off of communication by
one or more of the nodes in a supply chain due to an
event such as a natural disaster. Three response
scenarios to an information blackout are modeled.
The first ignores the problem, the second attempts to
keep operating by using the same order quantity as
the last time and the third uses an average from
previous orders. The key indicator of the state of a
supply chain in this research is the bullwhip effect.
The bullwhip effect has been used and welldocumented in previous literature. Also well supported
by earlier research is the use of discrete-event
analysis to study the bullwhip effect. This study uses a
discrete-event simulation in Arena to examine
different supply chain disruption scenarios.
Author Keywords
Bullwhip Effect; Supply Chain Disruption; DiscreteEvent Simulation; Information Blackout.
ACM Classification Keywords
I.6.1 SIMULATION AND MODELING
1. INTRODUCTION
Hurricane Katrina wrought destruction along the Gulf
Coast of the United States on August 25, 2005. Much
of the damage presented itself clearly; houses and
businesses destroyed, cars flooded, roads and levies
failed. People outside the Gulf Region sent help and
were grateful they were spared the effect of Katrina.
As it turned out, the impact of Katrina extended across
the country.
The new house construction market before Hurricane
Katrina was on an upswing making demand for
drywall high. After Katrina swept through, the
domestic supply of drywall could not keep up with the
demand. This forced the import of drywall. The drywall
supply chain was functioning at full capacity when an

external event caused a temporary shutdown and
then an enormous surge in demand.
Observing this sequence of events makes one wonder
about temporary blackouts of information in a supply
chain. The question that comes to mind is what
happens to a supply chain when the information it
uses to function is temporarily unavailable, as it is in a
hurricane takes out communications for a short period
of time.
Hurricane Sandy served to illustrate this further after it
struck the Northeast coast of the United States in
October 2012. Infrastructures were damaged beyond
expectations. It took weeks the repair communication
systems in many locations. In the meantime, the rest
of the country continued the function normally. Sandy
caused localized, temporary information blackouts in
many supply chains.
These hurricanes produced short-term breaks in
supply chain functions, sudden and harsh jolts to their
operations. For supply chains with only some
members effected and others still fully operational,
there is pressure for those that are not functioning and
impatience from those that are. Anticipating and
preparing for these rare events occurrences is difficult.
While inventory management commands the
attentions of managers, they focus on the daily
demands of inventory management and so spend little
time planning for infrequent, yet costly events such as
temporary infrastructure breaks. There are costs
associated with carrying too much inventory and
running out of inventory. While it has long been
studied, there is now heavier reliance on automated
inventory control systems. Managers search for
inventory control systems that keep inventory levels at
a sweet spot where storage costs are minimal and
stock-outs are rare. To that end, managers examine
inventory flow throughout their entire supply chain. By
increasing awareness of up-stream and down-stream
inventory
movement,
managers
have
more
information on which to base inventory decisions.
This research investigates what happens when there
are information blackouts between members of a
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supply chain. The research is in the final stage,
however, preliminary results have been attained and
are promising.
1. 1 Statement of the Problem
Fourteen sources of supply chain uncertainty have
been identified. One of these are non-deterministic
chaos such as earthquake, tsunamis, and hurricanes.
Their definition for such an event is a “Natural
disaster, e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes, and storms
that has a great impact on the supply-chain
processes” (Simangunsong et al, 2012). In addition to
listing the models used in researching the fourteen
sources of uncertainty, Simangunsong et al (2012)
also identified gaps in the literature by uncertainty
type. These areas include decision complexity,
organizational/behavioral, order forecast horizon and
disasters. This last, under-studied, source of
uncertainty is what this research will explore.
The significance of the disruptions in supply chains is
obvious. When a supply chain fails to operate, even
for a short period of time, the result is lost production
and profit. While many customers within a supply
chain are willing to wait for the system to start back up
again, many retail customers will not wait. They will
purchase from a retailer that can immediately provide
the good or service they seek. In some cases, these
customers who were once returning customers, have
been forever lost to the new provider. This means
supply chain failures have the potential to cause both
short-term and long-term problems.
As an example of a natural disaster causing losses is
the 2011 earthquake in Japan. As Tang et al (2016)
reported the “Toyota Motor Company was forced to
stop operations in twelve assembly plants and absorb
a production loss of 140,000 vehicles. The main
cause of this problem was the disruption of the supply
chain supporting the manufacturing subsystem.
During disruptive events, supply chains are
particularly vulnerable to propagating failure.”
Assuming a modest price of $15,000, the lost income
from those vehicles is over two billion U.S. dollars.
This expresses the lost income only, not any of the
peripheral losses like the wages of employees and
then the losses to the local economy because the
employees were short of funds.
To look at a less drastic example, Hendricks and
Singhal (2003) investigated changes in stock price
due to announcements of supply chain glitches.
Examples of the glitches they examined include the
parts shortage the lead Sony to run short of
PlayStation 2 units and the internal and supplier
production problems that prevented Ericsson from
meeting the demand for mobile phones in 2000. They
found that “glitches do affect a firm’s short- and long-

term profitability, which in turn affects shareholder
value” (Hendricks & Singhal, 2003). The results of
their studied showed a drop in shareholder value of
US$ 251.47 million (US$ 26.29 million) in 2000
dollars. “Clearly, supply chain glitches have significant
negative shareholder wealth impacts” (Hendricks &
Signhal, 2003).
With this understanding that supply chain disruptions
due to disasters has real world impact and is under
represented in the literature, the purpose of this
research is to determine the best course of action
when order information is limited due to an information
blackout, a disruption in the information flow of a
supply chain. The hypothetical disruptions being
considered in this study are intended to represent the
short-term disruptions that happen due to disasters
like hurricanes. The outages are brief and often
limited to a geographic area so the entire supply chain
is not shut down, only particular nodes. These
disruptions cause losses of money and customers that
extend beyond the outage period. For this reason,
members of supply chains need to take the most
advantageous actions during an information blackout
in order to minimize its impact.
2. METHOD AND PROCEDURE
There are two primary limitations to experimenting
with operational supply chains. The first is the cost
involved and the second is the complexity. Changing
how a supply chain functions can incur expenses and
runs the risk of lost production or delivery of goods
and services. The costs of altering a supply chain may
include the expenses of physically changing some
facilities, longer production or delivery times, and the
need for more resources.
The complexity of supply chains is another limitation
to experimenting with operational supply chains. While
the name supply chains does express the
interconnectedness of the members, it implies a
simple linear structure. This is rarely the case. Supply
chains are more accurately described as networks of
customers and suppliers. In many, suppliers buy from
and sell to each other, making a study of them even
more complex. It is this complexity of supply chains
that leads to most researchers to use simplified
models of supply chains.
The method used for this research is a discrete-event
simulation using Rockwell’s Arena® software.
Computer simulations has been used by many
previous studies including Datta and Christopher
(2011) and Chatfield and Pritchard (2013). These
studies begin with creating a conceptual model of the
problem. The simulation is then created to reflect the
conceptual model. The simulation is then validated
and verified. The model being used in this research,
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was verified against two previous models, Chen et al.
(2000) and Chatfield and Pritchard (2013). As Table 1
shows, this model has been compared against both
previous models, using the parameters for each of the
respective models, and produced a total variance
amplification (TVA) that is considered reasonably the
same.
Study

Customer
Lead
Order
Time
Distribution

Total
Variance
Amplification

Chen et al.
(2000)

Normal (50,
20)

Constant
4

1.89

Chatfield and
Pritchard
(2013)

Normal (50,
10)

Gamma

1.89

Current

3. METHODOLOGY: DISCRETE-EVENT MODELING
This section explains the research approach and the
methodology that is followed in the study. The first
part is a summary of the conceptual model used for
this research. This summary, Table 2, gives a
description of the system and a list of the
assumptions. The second part explains the
operationalization of the conceptual model using
Arena simulation software.
Component

Details

Conceptual
Model

R, S Inventory System

Entities

Customer orders
Retailer orders
Wholesaler orders
Distributor orders
Factory orders

Metrics

Number of retailer replenishment orders
Number of backorders (stock-outs)
Variance of customer demand orders
Variance of retailer replenishment orders

Assumptions

There are no returns of inventory.
There is one customer demand order and
one retailer replenishment order placed
per day.
The retailer replenishment order quantity is
for the difference between S, the order-upto-level, and the inventory position.
All retailer replenishment orders are filled
to the full quantity of the order.

(4, 1)
1.87 / 1.88

Table 1. Model Comparison

2. 1 Literature Review: Supply Chain Analysis
Systems dynamics was one of the earliest
approaches for investigating supply chains. Forrester
(1959) stated organizations could benefit from thinking
of the organization as a system of systems. Changes
in one area should not be think of in isolation from the
rest of the organization. His work has been applied to
supply chains and introduced the bullwhip effect
(BWE). The bullwhip effect, also called demand
variance amplification or order variance amplification,
is the tendency of replenishment orders to increase in
variability as it moves up the supply chain. There have
been several approaches used in studies of the BWE.
These start with Forrester (1958, 1961) using a
system dynamics approach. Since then many other
methods.
Simangunsong et al (2012) detail the theories prior
literature has used to address uncertainty from the
possibility of disasters. As mentioned previous, they
identified different types of uncertainty and listed the
literature that examined each. Many of the sources of
uncertainty have been well studied. Rare events, such
as hurricanes and earthquakes, have not been.
Miller’s (1992) research studied the Integrated Risk
model for supply chain uncertainty. Christopher and
Peck (2004) employed the Risk Sources model in
their study. Smith et al (2007) explored the IT
Vulnerability model while Savic (2008) used the
Operational Risk model.

This model represents an inventory system
with an order-up-to-level of S and an order
frequency of every period, R.

Table 2. Conceptual Model Summary

3.1 System Description
Customer orders are created and assigned a demand
quantity. Each order is filled by the retailer
immediately on a first-come, first-served (FIFO) basis.
The retailer receives the customer demand order for
that day. The order is filled immediately. If the retailer
does not have enough stock on-hand, a backorder for
the needed quantity is created. Each day the retailer
places a replenishment order with the wholesaler. The
quantity of the retailer replenishment order is based
on the inventory position and the order-up-to-level, S.
If the inventory position is less than S, then the order
is placed for a quantity that will bring the position back
up to S.
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The wholesaler completely fills the retailer
replenishment orders on a FIFO basis. Inventory is
received by the retailer after a lag time based on a
Gamma (4, 1) distribution. This increases the onhand, zeros-out on-order and backordered quantities.
This same process takes place between the
wholesaler and distributor and the distributor and the
factory. The factory is assumed to never run out of
stock and to always be operational. An unrealistic, but
customary assumption. The linearity of the
relationships described is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Supply Chain Flow
Chart

3.2 Input Data Source
Customer orders enter the system at rate of 1 per day

Customer order demand is normally distributed in the
verification and experimental models. The distribution
for the Chen et al model verification was (50, 20) and
for the Chatfield and Pritchard model verification was
(50, 10).
3.3 Operationalization In Arena
The simulation employed in this study was built using
Rockwell Automation software, Arena ®version 13.5.
Arena is a Windows based software applications that
allows simulations to be created by specifying and
connecting blocks that represent the entities and
activities in the system.
First, the conceptual model must be written in full
detail. The Arena model is built based on the
specifications of the conceptual model. For the model
in this study, there are four pairs of create and
dispose models. The first is simply an initializer for the
system used to set preliminary values for variables.
This is not of particular interest in analyzing the

Figure 3. Arena Results Report Screen Capture

Figure 2. Arena Model Screen Capture

representing the cumulative quantity of all individual
orders by customers for that day.

simulation. The second pair encloses the customers’
activities. Each day an aggregate order representing
the sum of all orders for all customers is created. This
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is based on a normal distribution from previous
literature. The third is for the retailers’ activities,
Retailers fulfill customer orders, determine how much
inventory needs to be replenished and then creates a
replenishment order with the supplier. And the fourth
wraps around the suppliers’ activities. The supplier
simply provides whatever quantity was ordered by the
retailer. Each of the four levels described can be
observed in the model screen capture in Figure 2.
Arena produces several reports of the results from
simulation runs. These reports provide system
generated statistics and user-specified data. Figure 3
is a screen capture of one of these reports.
4. STUDY SPECIFICATIONS
Each stocking point places replenishment orders with
the echelon supplying it, retailer from supplier. Each
stocking point is a customer of the echelon up stream
in the supply chain and a supplier for the echelon
down-stream.

in this study, based on those used in previously
literature, is a periodic (R, S) policy. The review
period, R, is how often a replenishment is placed. This
study uses a review period of 1 meaning the inventory
level is assessed once a day to determine if a
replenishment order is needed. The order up to level,
S, determines how much inventory to order. This
quantity is calculated using lead time demand
information.

Where
And

The key metric for this study is the total variance
amplification, TVA, calculated using standard
deviation of the order quantities.

Inventory policy determines the size of the
replenishment order placed. The inventory policy used
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To decide which of the order option a node should
take in an information blackout, three different models
will be run. The first is the baseline model. When the
information blackout occurs, the nodes that are still
functioning will fill and place orders based on the
information in hand. This is the do nothing scenario.
The second model that will be run is one where the
functioning nodes in the supply chain will continue
working as usual, minus the blacked out node. This
time, however, if order information is no available, the
last quantity ordered will be used. Here the scenario is
following the heuristic that the best predictor of the
future is the immediate past. This is the same as last
time scenario.
The third model that will be run is the using an
average. The Arena model has been created so that
the user can determine if the running average or
moving average of the customer orders should be
used in the subsequent calculations. During an
information blackout, the functioning nodes will use
the average of the previous orders. This is the use the
average scenario.
5. MODEL RESULTS COMPARISON
The initial model with a single stocking point, the
retailer, produced a TVA that matched the TVA of
other models in the literature. Keeping in mind these
previous models used different parameters from each
other, the model in this study was able to duplicate the
results of each. These results speak to the soundness
of the baseline model in this study. The model is
currently being expanded to include two more
stocking points. This number of echelons is not
frequently built into models because of the level of
complexity that goes with it. Often sequential pair are
used instead. While a sequential pairs analysis
produces reliable results, a fully modeled systems
replicates the real world system more closely. For that
reason, this model is being extended to include the
representation of the wholesaler and distributor
between the retailer and factory.
Once these stocking points are in place, the model will
be run to test the three different information blackout
scenarios described. The results of the three model
runs will be compared. The bullwhip effect should be
approximately the same between the three. A
significantly larger bullwhip effect for any one of the
scenarios means that option is not a good choice for
what to do during an information blackout. If two or all
three of the scenarios have the same total variance
amplification, then they are all equally desirable
options.
Paired T-test was conducted to determine whether or
not the differences between scenario one (as is) and
scenarios two and three are statistically significant at

p-value equals or less than 5%. Paired t-test can be
calculated by the following equation:

where a-level is 5 %, degrees of freedom is computed
as d.f. = N-1 .05, and critical value comes from the ttable.
The scenario with the lowest total variance
amplification has the smallest bullwhip effect. This is
the best option for nodes to take during an information
blackout. By using this course of action, the supply
chain can achieve the closest to normal operations
possible while experiencing an outage.
6. CONCLUSION
The key contribution to this work is the introduction
and definition of the term information blackout. It has
not been used in previous supply chain studies,
however, it is an ever-present threat to supply chains.
This study of the information blackout phenomenon
adds to the supply chain literature as well as to the
discrete-event analysis literature.
It is expected that the results from this research will
suggest that doing nothing during an information
blackout exaggerates the already stressed supply
chain. The anticipated results will show that the
bullwhip effect is reduced when managers employ a
temporary replenishment policy using either the
previous order size or the average of previous order
sizes. This knowledge can be used by managers to
help minimize the problems caused when part of a
supply chain is out of communication for a short time.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Aiming at the analysis of transportation safety research
in the past 20 years using Bayesian models, we uses the
negative binomial distribution instead of Poisson
distribution to approach the real distribution of crash in
transportation. In the R Studio platform using Jags, we
compares the performance of eight different models using
priors like Gamma distribution, Weibull distribution,
Normal distribution and Lognormal distribution to find a
better hierarchal Bayesian model with suitable priors
through simulation and verification.
Author Keywords

Gamma distribution; Negative binomial distribution;
Weibull distribution; Normal distribution; Lognormal
distribution
METHODOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION

The transportation safety research has been a hot topic
due to the rapidly developing number of vehicles, and thus
researchers have develop various methods like random
effect models [1], generalized estimating equations
(GEE)[2] and Makov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)[3] to
analyze and further predict the crash data. Among such
method, the traditional and most commonly used way is
using the model with the assumption of Poisson distribution
and the Gamma prior [4]. In this paper, we try to use the
Negative binomial (NB) model instead of using the Poisson
model to approach the real distribution of crash data and
compare the performance of the eight different models with
combinations of priors which are showed as follows:
Model 1: NB+ Normal + Gamma
Model 2: NB+ Lognormal + Gamma

Yang Hong
Department of Model and
Simulation & Visualization
Engineering
Old Dominion University
hyang@odu.edu
It is obvious that the posterior of Gamma prior of
Poisson distribution obeys the Gamma distribution, but
there do not exist the explicit mathematical distribution for
the eight model showed above. In the simulation of R
Studio platform using the Jags, we set up the model of X
and Y as follows:

Suppose that Y is the observed times of safety injury,
and X is the AADT and relevant information in the real
world, and thus we are trying to set up a Bayesian model to
estimate the relationship between Y and X and the hidden
parameter. Note that X could have two dimension X1 and
parameter would accordingly have two
X2 while the
dimensions.
In the model, we assume that Y obeys a binominal
distribution (r,p), and the r is the observation and
measurement error of Y due to different levels of accidents
which may be ignored which obeys the Gamma distribution
of shape and scale parameters of a, and the p is the function
that obeys the Gamma
of X which contains the
distribution with shape and scale parameters of b, and the
is the measurement of items like the spatial relationship, the
temporal relationship and the measurement error of the X
during the observation procedure and so on which obeys the
lognormal distribution with parameters (μ,σ2). Thus the
model will be NB + Lognormal +Gamma model which
refers to the model 2 we previously mentioned. The
posterior distribution would be:

Model 3: NB+ Gamma + Gamma
Model 4: NB+ Weibull + Gamma
Model 5: NB+ Normal + Lognormal
Model 6：NB+ Lognormal + Lognormal
Model 7: NB+ Gamma + Lognormal
Model 8: NB+ Weibull + Lognormal

Thus, we could verify the performances of other 7
models using the following procedure to value the choice of
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such combination of such priors by setting up such a model
and uses method like Mento Carlo simulation to see the
difference between the real data and the simulated data. The
attached picture is just the simulation result of parameter
alpha which is accordingly in the previous model 2. It
should be noticed that here we uses the data from Poch and
Mannering, 1996 [5] and thus set the log of AADT to be
0.622 during the simulation.

implemented to find out that which combination of priors is
better and under what circumstances and what kind of
source data would it performs better and to what extent
would it outperforms other models to better help the
research on transportation safety.
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ABSTRACT

Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) with vertical take-off and
landing capabilities will pose a new issue with the current
airspace system, as it will not be able to support the
increased number of air vehicles entering and exiting the
airspace from non-airport locations. Guidelines for a
decentralized air traffic control environment, “Rules of the
Road” (ROR), would need to be developed to be used by
each vehicle to self-manage flight operations. This paper
discusses a simulation software developed, and the process
used to test and evaluate these guidelines rapidly and
compare results with other sets of guidelines. The process
begins with a proposed set of testable ROR. An airspace
scenario is then developed which contains air vehicles with
flight paths in an airspace. In the form of computer code,
the ROR is inserted within the simulation software
framework and the airspace scenario is then simulated using
the ROR. The results from the simulation can then be
analyzed and formatted into performance metrics. The
duration of the simulation can then be viewed and specific
sections of interest can be focused on for further analysis of
the ROR being tested.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Current airspace operation involves thousands of concurrent
flights departing from and arriving at airport locations. To
operate safely and efficiently, these flights depend on a
centralized air traffic management system. Emerging
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) can enter and leave an
airspace vertically from non-airport locations and will cause
an issue to the current air traffic control system. NASA
Langley Research Center (NASA) seeks to develop
protocols and guidelines, “Rules of the Road” (ROR), for a
distributed airspace with The Autonomous Departure and
Arrival Procedures and Technology (ADAPT) system. With
this system, the ROR will serve to manage UAVs, manned
vehicles, and increased air traffic without a central air
traffic apparatus. The senior class Capstone team in the
Department of Modeling, Simulation, and Visualization
Engineering at Old Dominion University is working to
develop a simulation software for NASA. This Simulation
software is designed to aid in the rapid development,
testing, and evaluation of proposed ROR. The Framework

for ADAPT Simulated Testing (FAST) incorporates agentbased modeling and multiple components to simulate air
vehicle flight and air travel missions and evaluate ROR,
provided that NASA imparts flight logic to assist in conflict
detection, conflict resolution, and course correction into the
simulation framework provided.
2.

BACKGROUND

The shift towards a distributed, autonomous air traffic
system, described as free-flight, is already underway
[Schultz et al., 1997]. Responding to growing demand for a
safer and more efficient air traffic system, satellite-based
navigation is taking over as the standard in surveillance and
broadcasting avionics technology over ground-based
navigational aids [FAA, 2015].
Simulation offers safe and low-cost means of comparing
algorithms in a multitude of scenarios, which would
otherwise be infeasible using real aircraft or other physical
models. Various algorithm development approaches have
been taken, from procedural rules which resolve conflict
between two aircraft (Albaker & Rahim, 2010), to convex
optimization (Frazzoli et al., 2000) and mixed-integer linear
programming (Richards & How, 2002) formulations
handling multiple conflicted aircraft.
Researchers at the Czech Technical Institute have
developed AgentFly, a simulation tool using an agent-based
architecture with visualization capabilities that tests various
collision avoidance algorithms against, as well as in concert
with, one another (Pechoucek & Sislak, 2009). Its focus is
on the free-flight paradigm of decentralized air traffic
control.
The AgentFly simulation tool represents a significant
achievement in the ability to test automated conflict
avoidance strategies against one another in numerous
scenarios. However, the Capstone Team has recognized the
lack of a suitable framework for the development of new
ROR which fits the needs of NASA. The previous works
mentioned serve as a contextual basis for the algorithmic
techniques that the Capstone Team anticipates having to
accommodate in a framework designed to facilitate the
development of ROR.
3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

FAST seen in Figure 1: FAST Architecture is modular
software that connects components via a file sharing
structure and allows for testing of RORs. The modularity of
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FAST allows each component to be used independently of
each other therefore allowing components to be distributed.
The components of FAST are as follows: Input Editor,
Simulator, Data Analyzer, and Visualizer.

file received from the Simulator Repository and Scenario
repository.
4.

FAST COMPONENTS USE CASES

This section explains how the various components of FAST
function and contribute to the Iterative RORs testing
process. Figure 2 depicts a graphical representation of the
uses of FAST. A NASA Rules Tester will test the
developed ROR using the FAST tool. The Rules Tester's
responsibilities include determining if the current set of
ROR should be modified, or if new ROR need to be
implemented in the current test scenario. Once the Rules
Tester is confident in ROR for a given scenario, he may
choose to test ROR in another test scenario. Another user
will be a Developer, who inputs parameters, modifies a set
of ROR, and receives feedback from the Rules Tester, after
his assessment of the simulation results, then implements
any decided changes with the Input Editor. Another
Developer will receive decisions from the Rules Tester and
develop code to reflect any changes to ROR being input
into FAST. A fourth user will be the Simulation Analyst,
who will analyze and report the results of the scenario to
the Rules Tester.

Figure 1: FAST Architecture

3.1

Input Editor

The Input Editor is a GUI program which generates or edits
a scenario file. This file contains an airspace definition
which consists of Cartesian bounds and special locations. It
also consists of a scenario definition, which is a set of
vehicles with a mission or objective, defined within the
airspace and simulation management details such as timestep size, and run-time length. The Input Editor receives
airspace information and vehicle information from an
Airspace Repository and Vehicle Repository. Once a
scenario file is completed it is stored within a Scenario
Repository.
3.2

Simulator

The Simulator is an agent based simulation that selects a
scenario file from the Scenario Repository as input. The
Simulator then runs the scenario file and outputs a
simulation file to the Simulator Repository. A simulation
file contains time-stamped vehicle state information.
3.3

Data Analyzer

The Data Analyzer performs statistical analysis on a
simulation file and the corresponding scenario file received
from the Simulator Repository and Scenario Repository.
The Data Analyzer then outputs an analyzed file to the Data
Analyzer Repository to later be used by an analyst in the
RORs evaluation process.
3.4

Visualizer

The Visualizer shows 2D representations of a simulation
run. The Visualizer takes a scenario file and the simulation

Figure 2: FAST Use Case

4.1 Input Editor

The primary purpose of the Input Editor is to create a
scenario in which the RORs can be effectively tested. A
complete scenario consists of an airspace component, a
model that represents the physical and static characteristics
of a given cubic area, and a scenario component, dynamic
elements of a complete scenario such as the number and
type of vehicles, vehicle flight paths, and end conditions of
a simulation run. The process of creating a complete
scenario can take an extremely long time given that the
complete scenario is complicated and that the complete
scenario is created by hand. The amount of time it takes to
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test RORs is directly proportional to the time it takes create
a complete scenario. For example, if it takes 10 hours to
create one complete scenario that only tests the RORs in
one situation then it is all but impossible to test large sets of
RORs in a variety of situations within a feasible amount of
time. Thus for FAST to be truly effective, there must be a
quick method of creating RORs hence the Input Editor is
extremely vital.

traverse between waypoints, detection of conflict is
necessary to choose what rules to apply. Should an agent
enter into conflict with another agent, the conflict
occurrence will be recorded as an event that consists of two
agents. At the end of the simulation run, a set of all events
that occurred throughout the simulation will be logged as
output.

The Input Editor is a GUI that functions as seen in Figure 3:
Input Editor Use Case, the developer is allowed to edit and
create the scenario component and the airspace component
of the complete scenario separately. The separate editing
allows for the developer to use the same airspace for
different scenarios thus expediting the creation process. It
should be noted that scenarios are defined within the
context of an airspace thus the same scenario may not be
valid given a different airspace.

Figure 4: Use Case for the Simulator Component

Figure 3: Input Editor Use Case
4.2 Simulator

The Simulator takes user provided information from a
scenario file as input required to run the simulation as
shown in Figure 4. The input contains three dimensional
airspace coordinates required to set the bounds of the
system; a set of structures specified by two dimensional
coordinates as well as special locations specified by three
dimensional coordinates as destinations for aircraft to travel
to. A set of agents with multiple variables requires user
definition before being instantiated into the system.
Locations in the airspace, referred to as waypoints, are
required to influence agent behavior and so must be
provided to the system. Lastly, the total run time is required
to determine how long the simulation will run for.
The Simulator implements an agent based approach, that is,
multiple agent entities in a virtual world that can interact
with objects within their environment. The agents are
assigned a set of waypoints (missions) and start times. They
use the waypoint input data, following these sets of
waypoints to move to and complete their missions while
being directed by a set of rules that influence their decision
making. Because multiple agents may cross paths as they

The Rule Developer can also use the Simulator to define the
remaining elements of the model: conflict detection,
conflict resolution, and course correction. To do this, the
Rule Developer can insert code into the Simulator
framework, as depicted in Figure 4. Areas for user code are
marked in the source code, and the developer has access to
a variety of characteristics about the airspace and vehicles
when developing additional simulation code. Vehicle state
and characteristics, information about nearby vehicles, and
information about conflicts can all be used in algorithm
development. Each type of model element has a required
output format. Conflict classification algorithms, for
example, must output a numeric value indicating the
severity of the conflict. Conflict detection outputs a
Boolean result, and conflict resolution and course
correction output new waypoints for the vehicle.
4.3 Data Analyzer

Upon completion of the simulation run, the Data Analyzer
performs statistical analysis on the simulation and scenario
file associated with the run. From the analysis, performance
metrics are calculated which are used to evaluate the ROR
being tested. These data metrics include, flight time, flight
distance, number of conflicts, number of losses of
separation. The simulation analyst is shown inputting the
files need for each performance metric in Figure 5.
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scenario from the completed simulation run. All files are
stored within the Data Analyzer until transferred to the Data
Analyzer Repository by the user, where the Visualizer can
access the files.
4.4 Visualizer

The primary purpose of the Visualizer is to provide
graphical representations of information from the Input
Editor, Simulator, and Data Analyzer output. Using this
information, the Visualizer is capable of producing a twodimensional overhead view that allows the user to examine
particular conflict events and agents of interest in the
simulation. Information from the Data Analyzer output is
used to augment the visualization by incorporating loss of
separation information in the Flight Animator, which
animates the simulation and scenario information.
Figure 6 shows how the user interacts with the Visualizer to
produce graphical output as needed.
Figure 5: Data Metrics calculated from the Data Analyzer

The Data Analyzer reads the simulation file and the
scenario file as input in order to calculate the flight time,
flight distance, number of conflicts, and number of losses of
separation for each agent in the simulation. The user
determines which two input files to analyze from the same
simulation run. Loss of separation refers to a lost safe
separation between two agents. This safe separation is
based on maintaining a minimum distance, as defined by
NASA in the Input Editor, laterally in nautical miles and
vertically in feet between two agents. The values for the
lateral and vertical minimum distance are determined by the
scenario inputs to test ROR. A conflict refers to a potential
loss of separation between two agents. However, an agent
can be in conflict with multiple agents simultaneously
throughout the simulation.
From the scenario file, the initially predicted flight time and
flight distance for each agent is calculated, given each
agent’s origin, position, flight destination, flight path, and
agent flight characteristics. The simulation file is accessed
from the Simulation Repository and contains unprocessed
data from a simulation run completed in the Simulator.
From the simulation file, the actual flight time and flight
distance for each agent is calculated given the results from
the completed simulation run. In the simulation file,
information regarding when and where individual agents
were in conflict with other agents during the simulation run
is collected. Using the number of conflicts, the Data
Analyzer determines if any pairs of agents were in loss of
separation.
The resulting output from the Data Analyzer is analyzed
performance metrics from both the simulation file and the
corresponding scenario file. Using these performance
metrics, the simulation analyst can evaluate the ROR on the

Figure 6: Use Case for the Visualizer Component

The Flight Animator requires information from scenario
and simulation files. The former file provides vehicle and
environment information along with planned trajectories to
initialize the scenario, and the latter file is required to
animate actual trajectories. The Flight Animator is capable
of displaying the planned and actual trajectories, as well as
allowing the user to view vehicles and events of interest,
notably in terms of conflict and loss of separation. The twodimensional viewer provides an overhead view of the
vehicle(s) of interest, using various visual indicators to
represent the altitude and vertical velocity of the vehicle(s).
Through a file obtained from the Data Analyzer, the
Visualizer is capable of producing graphical representations
of loss of separation between aircraft. Although the
Visualizer produces no output files, visualizations can be
replayed by reusing the input files. The user can also pause,
rewind or fast-forward one time step at a time, and zoom in
or out.
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5.

CONCLUSION

The FAST simulation software allows for the development
and testing of ROR which NASA can implement with the
ADAPT system to build new protocols and rules for an
expanding air traffic network. FAST allows the users of the
simulation software to quickly and efficiently develop a
simulation scenario, run the simulation, analyze the results
of the simulation run, and finally visualize the results of the
simulation run. The independence of each component gives
the users of the software the capability to run each
component separately when needed. By using FAST,
NASA will have the capability to design and test rules for
multiple scenarios and determine the effectiveness of these
rules for managing air traffic control in an airspace
containing UAVs and an increased air traffic population.
6.
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ABSTRACT

The Compressor Station at NASA Langley is a critical
infrastructure that generates high pressure air used for all wind
tunnels at NASA Langley. Point cloud data have been
generated for this facility using LIDAR scans. The data set has
5.6 billion points with a resolution of about 0.5 cm and a total
size of 51 GB. This initial data set was used to establish a base
mesh compromised of a surface mesh with individual points
used as reference marks. Using current software the compressor
station was reversed engineered to include highly accurate solid
body structures that can be utilized in numerous applications
such as finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics,
augmented reality, and virtual reality. This extended abstract
outlines the steps taken and displays final results.

approximately 5.6 billion points with a file size of 51GB was
generated and utilized to visualize one of the six compressors,
see Figure 2 for an image of the entire point cloud. This
particular compressor, compressor 6 has been in full service
since 1956 [3]. This presented an opportunity as there are no
current existing mesh or CAD files for such a piece of
machinery. Through using advanced software this initial point
cloud data was transformed into a solid body structure which
then allows for various exportation options related to specific
use case situations.

Author Keywords

LiDAR, Point Cloud, GeoMagic, virtual reality, augmented
reality
INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

The Compressor Station at NASA Langley is a large facility
housing numerous industrial equipment required to provide
compressed air for all of the various wind tunnels on site as well
as at Langley Air Force Base [1]. See Figure 1 for an image of
one of the industrial compressors. LiDAR, is a surveying
technology that uses pulses of lasers to determine distances of
nearby objects [2]. In this project a third party company was
used to scan the entire facility. A point cloud, or these
individual measurements from the LiDAR scan, contained
Figure 2: Point cloud data of entire Nasa Langley facility

PROCEDURE
Data

Figure 1: Compressor 6 at Nasa Langley Compressor Station

The original scan was done using a Trimble TX 5 3D laser
scanner. This device is capable of scanning indoor and outdoor
facilities with varying distance anywhere between 0.5 – 120
meters away, and anywhere between 122,000 – 976,000 points
per second with a known error of ±2mm when used in ideal
conditions [4]. Given the size of the station, and maintaining a
high accuracy setting, there were approximately 332 scan
positions. Each of these positions fell within viewing distance
of a previous scan resulting in the capability of taking all of the
individual scans and placing them together for one large point
cloud data file. Each point holds spatial (X,Y,Z) and color
(RGB) information. For our intentions we only need a portion
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Figure 3: Point cloud Data cleaned consisting of just Compressor 6 and it’s corresponding components

of this data. The second stage, cleaning the data, is done using
built in tools with Autodesk Recap.
Cleaning/Removing Data

Autodesk Recap allows you to see individual scans through the
use of a layer system. Each scan has a corresponding layer;
given that there are 332 scans we have 332 layers we can go
through. These layers are narrowed down to 16. The 16 scans
are from the northern corner of the building where Compressor
6 is located at. Given that we were only interested in a smaller
portion of the general input data; the 16 scans were then
manually removed using simple bounding boxes. Time spent
here cleaning and removing unnecessary point cloud data will
save you exponentially more time at the next stage. A best guess
is for every minute spent cleaning you potentially save 15-30
minutes in later stages. At the end of removing these
unnecessary point cloud data, the quantity of points was
brought down to approximately 25 million with a file size of
595mb or approximately 2% of the original point cloud data,
see Figure 3.
GeoMagic Design X
In order to work with the data, the cleaned data is exported out
of Autodesk Recap as a *.PTS file. PTS formats lose the
original scan registration information –for the purposes of this
project the scan registration information is no longer needed
and accounts for approximately half of the size of the file,
dropping the file size from 595mb to 290mb. This format is then
imported into GeoMagic Design X. From this point on all
remaining mentions of CAD software will be referring to
GeoMagic Design X. GeoMagic Design X is comprehensive
reverse engineering CAD software [5]. It combines a historybased cad file hierarchy with 3D scan data processing.
GeoMagic Design X has efficient parallel processing
algorithms that are designed to extract and identify surfaces
from large scale 3D point cloud data. Combined with these

features, GeoMagic also supports a tool called the ‘Accuracy
Analyzer’ that compares the original 3D scan with the
automatically generated surface mesh files to allow the user to
visually compare their current work to the original data files.
Once the data has been imported into GeoMagic, GeoMagic has
a user friendly Mesh Wizard that, based on user preferences,
will automatically generate surface mesh’s to minimize error
associated with the original scan.

Figure 4: Above Generated mesh with solid body work on top. Bottom right,
picture of a valve cover. Bottom left, reverse engineered solid body of valve
cover
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Automatic Surface Generation & Reverse Engineering Solid
Bodies

The process of automatically extracting surface meshes requires
three stages of user input. First, the software is going to want
to know what type of scanner was used, in this case a ‘Long
Range Scanner’ was selected. The second input is if we want to
further remove other data sources, in this case the data has
already been cleaned and thus we can select all. The last stage
can be adjusted depending upon the use case. We went with the
defaults which are the following: ‘Global Shape Fitting
Resolution: 4’ and ‘Shape Fitting to Source Data: 3’ At this
point it took a Windows 10 I7 with 8gb of ram approximately
3-4 minutes to process this data and generate a set of various
surface mesh files. Using a combination of the original point
cloud data and the constructed surface mesh, we derive specific
coordinate information in the forms of points, vectors, and
arrays. The combination of points, vectors, and arrays allow us
to establish CAD drawing canvas’s that are aligned with our
current data. From here standard CAD tools can be used to
extract and/or create whatever complex shape we need. Most

Figure 6: Mid-high mesh resolution export

for mobile device use, we would be more likely to group smaller
connected parts together and then export these mesh files out at
a low polygon level. Through grouping and reducing the quality
of the polygons it will reduce repeating vertices and triangles;
ultimately this will have a reduction in model size as well as
reduction on the mobile device processor and/or render time. If
we are exporting the mesh out to be part-by-part representation
of the physical item, then we will end up with a highly detailed
mesh with a lot of vertices/triangles, see Figure 5 for a current
status check on a solid body mesh compared to the underlying
point cloud data and see Figure 6 for a high resolution mesh.

Figure 5: Accuracy analyzer on GeoMagic Design X

of the time the surface’s which we are extracting from provide
a majority of the information we need to generate an incredibly
accurate solid representation of the original item, see Figure 4
demonstrating this high level of fidelity. In cases where there
are missing data pieces, specifically where the scanner was
unable to reach due to limitations of size and/or clear line of
site, other data in the forms of manuals and service records
combined with numerous photographs can be used to generate
the missing data. This process makes up the majority of the
work involved.
At any point during the reverse engineering phase we are
capable of exporting out the current work to a highly user
customized mesh format. This registration process is dependent
upon the level of detail that is extracted from the previous stage
as well as the user specified intentions. In the current status, the
solid bodies are completely separate from each other, but when
we export the mesh we are capable of combining any solid body
we would like. This grouping or ungrouping is dependent upon
the use case. If our end application was to provide a 3D model

Figure 7: final non-textured mesh displayed in Unity 3D

RESULTS

For the project intentions once the station was fully reverse
engineered the main work was done, see Figure 7. Different 3D
printed parts have been replicated to demonstrate the accuracy
and fidelity of the mesh at high and low qualities using
makerbot version 2. A mid-range mesh was exported and
broken up into 305 different components and imported into
Unity3D. Unity’s framework with support of multiple devices
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Figure 8: Animation sequence of internal crankshaft using Unity for different user input configurations on mesh opacities and highlighting contours.

and built in support for AR/VR applications was used to
animate some internal mechanics of the main crank shaft, see
Figure 8.
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CONCLUSION

A LiDAR scan of the NASA Langley Compressor consisting of
over 5 billion points was refined and reverse engineered to
obtain a highly accurate solid body and surface mesh of
Compressor 6. The framework and procedure mentioned here
can be applied to numerous other structures and/or objects.
Going forward this framework will be used on other projects to
develop augmented, virtual, and mixed reality components for
use within Industrial settings.
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes an approach for noise removal and
calibration of noisy point cloud data based on deviation of a
vector order statistic filter. Median and order statisticsbased filters are widely used in signal processing and mesh
processing because they can easily remove outlier noise and
preserve important features. This paper demonstrates some
preliminary results with median filter, vector median filter
and Fuzzy vector median filter on point cloud data.
Author Keywords

Point Cloud, Filters, Order-statistic noise removal.
INTRODUCTION

Three-Dimensional point clouds are widely used in various
applications such as modeling, rendering, CAD model
generation etc. These point clouds are mainly generated
using 3D scanners. Scanning real objects with 3D scanners
has the advantage of having faster result and convenient
way of representation. However, the scanning technology
may have improved and offered better features but also
have some disadvantages such as distortion, reflections,
shadows, low contrast etc. Limitation of device precision,
influence of light, reflection may cause the addition of noise
in the original data, which damages the original
representation of the model and also hampers the accuracy
of the surface reconstruction. The noise can be of different
types such as outlier, Gaussian, shot/impulse etc. Many
techniques have been introduced to remove the noises [1],
[2], [3], [4]. The emphasis of noise removal in point cloud
data is to generate cleaner and smoother surface of the
original data with least topological error. For this reason,
not only noise removal, a structural improvement to the
noisy point cloud is also the purpose of this paper. One of
the method is based on Fuzzy vector median algorithm [5]
which was basically developed for smoothing surface by
triangular meshes. The idea has been extended for the point
cloud.
METHOD

The method is implemented in Point Cloud Library [6], an
open source project for 2D/3D image and point cloud
processing. For better understanding of the noise removal
approaches, three filtering techniques are utilized in this
paper: median, vector median and Fuzzy vector median
filter. Like the mean filter, the median filter considers each
point and its neighborhood and replaces the center value
with the median of surrounding. The vector median filter is

the extension of median filter [7]. For an observation
window Ω={x1, x2,….., xN ϵ Rm}, the output of the vector
median filter is defined as [5]:
N

X VM = arg min ∑ x − xi
x∈Ω

i =1

,

(1)

p

where, x1, x2,….., xN are input points , N is the window size
and

. p denotes the Lp norm. The sum of Lp is the distances

from each point to all other points. The Fuzzy vector
median filter is done in the following way: for a given point
cloud dataset, first compute the surface normal at each point
in the cloud, then the final outcome is the weighted sum of
input point sets, where the weights are determined by the
fuzzy relation between each vector and the vector median.
The surface normal at a point in the point cloud needs to be
estimated from the surrounding point neighborhood
support, also called K-neighborhood. A Kd-Tree is formed
to represent the neighborhood information. The output of
the FVM is defined as:
N

~
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,
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where,

~
Ri ,(δ ) = µ R~ ( xi , x(δ ) ) is the fuzzy relation between

xi and x(δ ) . xi is the input point data set and x(δ ) is the
median.
RESULTS

A number of experiments have been conducted with the
proposed algorithm. The method is applied to both the real
world datasets from laser light scanners such as Kinect and
some artificial datasets. The artificial point cloud of a teapot
is shown in the Fig. 1 where 1000 artificial random outlier
noise and Gaussian noise with 0 mean and 0.01 variance
have been added to the original cloud. The noise additions
are done in MATLAB and PCL. This noisy cloud is the
input to our methods. Fig. 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) illustrate the
output of median filter, vector median filter and Fuzzy
vector median filter, sequentially. From Fig. 1(b) it is easily
seen that the median filter could not remove the noise
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properly, also the position of upper part of the teapot is little
bit distorted. In Fig. 1(c) the middle portion and the handle
of the teapot lost some of the points after applying the
vector median filter. But Fig. 1(d) removed most of the
noise and kept the structure of the teapot unchanged. The
window size is 25 for the artificial data and 9 for the real
scene data. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a real scene
which is a point cloud representation of milk cartons. The
scanned point cloud is really noisy with some outlier noise
and original structure of the cartons are distorted due to

(a)

(b)

scanning error. The noises and the areas of improvements
after filtering are highlighted with circles. Fig. 2(b) shows
the result of median filter where some areas are recovered
but most of the noises are kept unchanged while Fig 2(c)
shows the output of vector median, which recovers much of
the noises with some visible outliers. Fig. 2(d) represents
Fuzzy vector median where the uneven point clouds are
adjusted and also the outliers are removed from the point
cloud.

(d)

(c)

Figure
(a) 1: Artificial teapot (a) Input, (b) Median filter (c) Vector median filter, (d) Fuzzy Vector Median filter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

Figure 2: Original Scene- Milk Bottles (a) Input, (b) Median filter, (c) Vector Median filter, (d) Fuzzy Vector Median filter.
CONCLUSION

This paper presents three methods based on order statistic
filter. The main purpose is to construct a better error and
noise free point cloud for future surface reconstruction.
Most noise removal studies are conducted on mesh
structures which sometimes leads to losing of important
features. But noise removal from a point cloud can
produce better noise free results with essential features
intact. Future works include optimization of the spread
parameter of the Gaussian membership function based on

stochastic method, utilization other membership function
and adaptive filters for the determination of window size.
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ABSTRACT

As part of the Stern2STEM program for assisting military
veterans in completion of STEM degrees, we have
developed a military-themed game designed to help
students learn mathematics concepts. This game currently
covers several topics in the undergraduate precalulus
curriculum including transformation of functions and
trigonometric identities.
The game proceeds in Learn, Play, and Assess modes. In
the Learn mode, students are presented with video minilessons interspersed with multiple choice questions to
introduce topics they may not be familiar with. After
completing the relevant Learn mode, the students proceed
to Play mode. In Play mode, the students play through a
series of mini-games in order to practice the knowledge
they have acquired. Finally, the students are assessed at
regular intervals in the Assess mode which is presented in a
simulated testing environment and checks that the students
have learned the requisite material.
The remainder of this paper will discuss the Learn mode
and the series of Play mode mini-games that has been
developed thus far before briefly summarizing future work.
1. Methods
1.1 Learn Mode

In Learn mode, the students watch a short video containing
a mini-lecture where multiple choice questions are
interspersed at various intervals throughout the material.
Keeping in mind that human attention spans have decreased
significantly over the last fifteen years, our goal was to
present the content in a way that supported maintaining
student attention [1]. One way to design content delivery
with a focus on maintaining student attention is to add
activities within the content delivery [2]. To this end, we
have kept the length of the mini-lectures to no longer than
approximately seven minutes and required the students to
interact with the content by answering questions on the
material throughout the mini-lectures. Between the minilectures, students are engaged by serious games that allow
them to practice the skills they have just learned. Figure 1

shows the Learn mode while a mini-lecture video is
playing.

Figure 1: Learn Mode showing a mini-lecture video playing
1.2. Play Mode

Play mode consists of a series of games that allow students
to practice the content they have just learned. Equations and
graphs are displayed in a way that is mathematically correct
and readable using a toolkit we developed to allow for the
display of graphs and equations during game play [3].
Currently, the games that have been developed focus on
classification of functions by type, graphing functions using
transformations, and trigonometric identities. All games are
military-themed in an attempt to engage our target audience
which includes student veterans.
Each game follows game design principles linked to the
science of learning [4]. The games promote intensity by
immersing the player in engaging military-themed game
play. All games also provide feedback throughout gameplay
as users are not only scored at the end of each game, but
provided with visual and audio cues on their progress
throughout the game. There is also focus on practice by
requiring the player to play through multiple levels on a
particular topic and demonstrate mastery before moving on
to the next topic. Players are rewarded for good
performance using a star system which clearly relates
scores in the game to mastery of a topic.
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2 Implementation and Results
2.1. Cargo Loading Game

Game play proceeds until the player is out of missiles.
Figure 3 shows a screen capture during gameplay.

In the cargo loading game, players are asked to load
missiles onto the correct aircraft by matching the graph of a
function to the correct function type. Players receive
immediate feedback as they load each missile through audio
cues and can overall progress is tracked using a pie chart.
At the end of gameplay, correctly loaded planes take off,
while those that are missing one or more missiles remain on
the deck of the aircraft carrier. Figure 2 shows a screen
capture during gameplay.

Figure 3: Destroyer game. Players are rewarded with
successful hits when they correctly match equivalent
trigonometric expressions.
3. Conclusions and Future Work

Figure 2: Cargo loading game. Players are offered feedback
during gameplay using a pie chart to show correctly and
incorrectly loaded planes and are rewarded with stars as they
progress through the level.
2.2 Shooting Match Game

The shooting match game is set in a shooting range and
requires users to match graphs that are either horizontal or
vertical reflections by shooting pairs of targets.
2.3 Flight Path Game

In the flight path game, players must choose the correct
function type and adjust the functions transformation
parameters to match the path of their aircraft to a target
flight path. Each level is timed and points are related to how
quickly the player is able to make the required adjustments
to the function. As time runs out, the game goes into a panic
mode with additional feedback to help players align the
flight path before time runs out.

So far, a series of serious games for helping student
veterans learn mathematics have been developed.
Throughout development, best practices in education and
game design have been incorporated to enhance the user
experience and efficacy of the final product. Future
development includes the completion of additional games
for precalculus, calculus, chemistry, and physics to create a
robust program that will assist student veterans in
completing the general education mathematics and science
requirements for STEM degrees. As the game is utilized,
we plan to conduct studies to assess its efficacy in helping
student veterans learn STEM topics.
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I.6.8 TYPES OF SIMULATION - Gaming

2.4 Destroyer Game
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ABSTRACT

The history of Greater Norfolk can be traced back to the
birth of the American nation, and this history can be
enjoyed today on the Cannonball Trail as it winds through
the districts of downtown Norfolk and along the shoreline
of the Elizabeth River. This paper discusses the
development of a new mobile app “Cannonball Trail” that
allows tourists to experience the rich history of Norfolk in a
leisurely two hour walk. The Cannonball Trail App offers
mobile users a total of five tour quests, with each quest
containing more than ten marked historical sites. With
Google Maps embedded in the app, mobile users are able to
track their locations in the city. This capability provides a
convenient way to not only explore the people, places, and
moments that have shaped the city’s history, but also share
interesting travelling experiences on social media. Once the
app starts, the map component will activate the GPS
function on the smartphone, and guide users to tour
different historical sites on the Cannonball Trail virtually on
mobile devices. Furthermore, in order to provide users with
more in-depth background information for each site, the
app contains written guides, external links and high quality
images. Additionally, mobile users will be rewarded with
coupons once they finish the trail quests, which will benefit
local businesses.
Keywords

Mobile app; tourism; Google GPS; virtual reality.
INTRODUCTION

The port city of Norfolk, Virginia has over 400 years of
history and is the largest naval base in the world. Tourism
in Norfolk continues to increase even in the recent period of
recession. According to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO) and the City of Norfolk1, over 95 percent of tourists
use digital devices to improve their traveling and
sightseeing experiences, and tourists on average use tourism
mobile apps 19 times an hour while traveling. The rapid
growth of smartphone and mobile app usage has created
new ways for the tourism industry to connect with visitors.
This is a golden opportunity for the City of Norfolk to
promote local tourism by developing a mobile app.
Tourists have specific requirements when using tourism
apps. The basic app function is to guide visitors on their
travels and facilitate their exploration of places of interest

jowens@gliddono
wens.com

by intuitively using their smartphones or tablets. Towards
this aim, the app must have GPS capability to track the
user’s location and supply turn-by turn navigation while the
user drives, walks, or bikes. According to WTO2, about 69
percent of tourists prefer to research reviews on websites or
social media before making a final decision on their travel
plans. Therefore offering an app service that is integrated
with social media will work to the client’s advantage as the
client will be able to monitor comments and reviews. Also
the client can effectively manage public image and
continually improve tourists’ experiences in the location.
In response to these requirements, we present a project that
utilizes the Google Maps API to assist visitors in navigating
the Cannonball Trail’s various historical sites. The project
ultimately seeks to transform the trail into an interactive,
game-like experience. Additionally, the presented mobile
app will allow users to share and comment upon travel
experiences on social media.
BACKGROUND

For this project, we are partnering with the City of Norfolk
to produce a Cannonball Trail app for mobile devices.
Located in downtown Norfolk, the Cannonball Trail is a
self-guided walking trail that consists of a number of
historical and architectural sites that span the city’s nearly
400-year history. However, currently the trail is rarely used.
Norfolk’s high-rise buildings make it difficult for visitors to
navigate the trail, and furthermore some of the trail’s
markers were installed incorrectly, adding to the confusion.
Moreover, the trail lacks a sense of historical or
geographical cohesion. It takes visitors from eighteenthcentury churches to twentieth-century apartment buildings
and then to nineteenth-century monuments without any
attempt to connect these sites through a clear narrative or
history. Through augmented reality, the Cannonball Trail
app will teach users – primarily tourists, but also K-12
students – about downtown Norfolk’s cultural geography
and history, while transforming current obstacles into playbased challenges, incentivizing problem-and-puzzlesolving, and providing narrative coherence to the trail’s
many landmarks.
The Cannonball Trail app is also innovative. It employs
many of the techniques common to augmented reality to
2

1
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blend elements of traditional game and app design. For
example, the app will use GPS and smartphone technology
to superimpose fictional and historical characters onto the
Cannonball Trail’s existing sites, allowing visitors to
participate in the history of downtown Norfolk through
quests and similar narrative structures. The app will also
overlay historical maps and photographs onto the trail’s
sites to help visitors understand how the geography and
architecture of downtown Norfolk has changed. In doing so,
the app leverages current research in both augmented reality
and game design.
METHODOLOGY

Drawing inspiration from augmented-reality games like
Google’s Ingress, the Cannonball Trail mobile app will:
 Subdivide the cannonball trail into a number of distinct
sub-trails organized thematically by historical period,
architecture, culture, or other broad categories. This will
make the experience of the trail more manageable and
encourage multiple visits.
 Repackage these sub-trails as a series of narrative quests
that will not only lead visitors to the various sites on the
sub-trails, but will ask them to interact meaningfully with
virtual objects and characters that they encounter at these
sites.
 Add cohesion to the current trail. Since these quests will
overlap, they will provide visitors with a coherent
narrative experience that will help them better understand
the complex histories and cultures that intersect in
downtown Norfolk.
 Encourage visitors to invest in the city: the app’s quests
will reward visitors with coupons that they can redeem
from local merchants and with achievements they can use
to unlock additional features in the app. It will also allow
users to share their own photos and experiences which
will generate publicity for the Cannonball Trail and
feedback to the City of Norfolk.
User Interface Design

Increasingly users demand attractive and intuitive User
Interface (UI) design.
UI design focuses on user experience and interaction, while
being easy-to-use. According to the Google’s material
design guidelines3, an attractive yet practical design is
essential to the success of an app. The primary design
purpose in the Cannonball Trail is to create an intuitive user
interface that is aesthetically integrated with the historical
theme. The examples of the Cannonball Trail mobile app
UI is shown below.

3

Google Material Design

Figure 1. Mobile UI design for home activity in the
Cannonball Trail.
There are total of eight activities in the Cannonball Trail
mobile app, loading activity is displayed while the app is
loading content, and home activity is linked to quest
activity, map activity, profile activity and option activity.
Quest activity lists all the quests available vertically. Users
can scroll through the quests and select them to start. After
a user finishes choosing a sub-quest, the quest activity will
navigate him/her to the info activity. Meanwhile, map
activity is used to display data from the Google maps API,
track users’ locations, and allow users to select sites that the
app will route them to. Info activity displays in-depth
background information for each historical site. It also
includes external links for additional content and a back
button that allows users to return to the previous activity.
Reward activity shows users the reward images and
associated text. The way these images are displayed is
determined by individual quests. A continue button
launches a map activity displaying unlocked sites or, if the
quest is finished, returns users to the main menu. Option
activity allows users to configure various aspects of the app.
Profile activity creates users’ accounts and allows users to
track scores and achievements.
Functionality Design

Fragments
In Android mobile development, a fragment represents a
behavior or a portion of UI in an Activity. In other words, a
fragment is like a modular section of an activity, which has
its own lifecycle and receives its own input event. It must
always be embedded in an activity and the fragment's
lifecycle is directly affected by the host activity's lifecycle.
For instance, when the activity is paused or destroyed, so
are all fragments within it. However, while an activity is
running, each fragment can be manipulated independently,
such as by adding or removing them. When performing
such a fragment transaction, the previous fragment will be
added to a back stack, which is managed by the activity—
each back stack entry in the activity is a record of the
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fragment transaction that occurred. The back stack allows
the user to reverse a fragment transaction (navigate
backwards), by pressing the Back button.4

converted them into mobile screen coordinate system so
that they can be appropriately formatted for the mobile
devices.

Google Map
With the Google Maps Android API, we were able to add
maps based on Google Maps data to the Cannonball Trail.
The API automatically handles access to Google Maps
servers, data downloading, map display, and response to
map gestures.

Linkify
Linkify Class, which in the Android SDK, is used to create
a wiki note pad. It allows developers to specify a regular
expression to match the content in the XML file and to
prepend a scheme to the matched text. The scheme is a
string that, when the matched text is added, forms a Content
URI to allow the correct data to be looked up. In
Cannonball Trail app, we used Linkify class to bridge a
communication gap between the app and our Cannonball
Trail official website, so that users can browse additional
historical content through the app. The example is shown
below:

Geofence
Google Map Geofence, a virtual barrier for a geographic
area, combines awareness of the user's current location with
awareness of the user's proximity to places of interest. 5 In
order to mark a location of interest, we specified its latitude
and longitude. Moreover, we added a radius to adjust the
proximity for the location. The latitude, longitude, and
radius define a Geofence, creating a circular area, or fence,
around the location of interest.
Google Map Geofences monitoring of users’ location is
essential for detecting the closeness of user’s location with
markers in Google Map. For that purpose, we use algorithm
to control the Geofence function.
Google Map incorporates Geofences function which allows
administrators to set up triggers so when a device enters (or
exits) the boundaries defined by us, a notification will be
displayed on the top of the mobile screen.
Map camera and view
The maps in the Google Map Android API can be set with
any orientation and zoom level. We used this feature to
change the user's viewpoint of the map by modifying the
map's camera.
In order to display current user’s location with custom
makers on the same screen. We calculated the longest
distance between 2 locations in regards to longitudes and
latitudes. The calculation is shown in below:

Yltd 
X lat

Ltd max  Ltd min 
2

Lat max  Lat min 

2

Equation 1. Map camera calculation
In Equation 1, X and Y indicate the geographic coordinate
of the camera in the Google Map. 2 multiplied by X is the
height of the camera view, and 2 multiplied by L is the
length of the camera view. After getting these results, we

4
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Figure 2. In quest activity, red words will navigate users
to external links
CONCLUSION

In this project, we have designed and build an Androidbased tourism mobile app. The app displays the Cannonball
Trail tourism information to promote the rich historical
content of city of Norfolk. With the written guides, the
external links, and the high-quality images included in the
app, users always have options when it comes to educating
themselves about the historical sites they visit. Upon
completing the trail quests, users will be rewarded with
coupons redeemable at local merchants, which will benefit
the local economy.
For future works, we need to evaluate the application
usability and the user experience of the tourists. Through an
evaluation process6, we will improve and enhance the
design and capability of this tourism mobile app. We also
suggest using cloud computing technology to ensure high
scalability and user security.
6

Quantifying the User Experience: Practical Statistics for
User Research
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Abstract—To achieve optimal co-design of HPC applications
and architectures, it is necessary to efficiently monitor and
analyze run-time application behavior. In heterogeneous platforms, including accelerators, this process becomes even more
complex and error prone. Tools exist to measure execution
performance or power, but combining the output of diverse
tools is non-trivial, if possible at all. In this work, through the
use of specific software API’s that provide access to precision
measurements of modern HPC platforms, an integrative tool is
created to efficiently monitor the execution of an application.
In particular, a method for measuring simultaneously host
and accelerator performance and power is proposed here.
Further, this work details how an offload model may be
applied for given software-hardware configurations as well as
to determine the best configuration with an accuracy of ±5%.
Waterfall plots are used to provide a visual representation of
application execution. Power draw, execution time, and various
configurations are simultaneously displayed and colored is
assigned according to execution phase.
Keywords-energy; power; performance; Xeon Phi; multicore
modeling; hardware counters; measurement apps; RAPL;
micmgmt;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Effective measurement tools are rare; some tools incur
high overhead and significantly impact the execution performance of the measured application while others simply
measure for performance or power, but not both. However,
beyond simply reading power and performance data, tools
do not exist to synchronize generic measurement data. This
complicates the work for those attempting to optimize code
or attempting to minimize energy usage, the most common
problem facing HPC. There are plenty of methods for minimizing energy usage: adopt accelerators for computation,
dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS), throttling, and
power capping to name a few. However, testing all of these
methods for every application on every system for every
permutation of configuration options is not feasible. Ideally,
a model would be used to predict the energy consumption
for many of these methods.
Accelerators are adopted to reduce time-to-solution with
low energy costs. The Xeon Phi is an accelerator that
promotes high memory bandwidth (i.e. data movement) in
addition to high computational throughput, and that supports
various execution modes [12], [24]. From the work of Choi
et. al [2], the Intel Xeon Phi is capable of 11 GFLOPs/J
and 880 MB/J for single-precision operations (measured

throughput of 2 TFLOPs/s and 180 GB/s memory bandwidth). For double-precision, the device is capable of 5.5
GFLOPs/J at 1 TFLOPs/s.
The Xeon Phi co-processor is an accelerator with many
execution modes: native, offload, and symmetric. This is
unique because normal operation of an accelerator is considered the offload execution mode; this is the mode used
by GPUs. The Xeon Phi supports these other modes because
of the micro-OS (running a special version of Linux) which
enables the device to execute applications from the device
itself; to the host, the Xeon Phi may be considered an
additional node. Native execution mode allows an application to be executed only on the Xeon Phi; a user log’s
onto the device and executes the application. Symmetric
execution mode allows an application to be executed on
the host and on the Xeon Phi, but each device is to solve
a different sub-domain. Offload execution mode allows the
host and accelerator to share the workload, but this execution
mode requires some code changes [13]. This is the ideal
starting place for a procedure that requires some code
instrumentation.
The Xeon Phi also offers user-level access to important
power data, but poorly documents how to utilize the information. This work describes an easy-to-implement method
to read power at the highest available sampling frequency for
the device. Unlike tools or methods which rely on reading
“window” power, such as MICSMC (Many Integrated Core
Software Management Controller) [14], this work yields
true, instantaneous power measurements based on the connectors that supply power. Additionally, accelerator power
is easily read on the host and synchronization is no longer
a concern. This work takes a step towards providing a lightweight measurement tool and a procedure for monitoring
applications executed in offload mode on Xeon Phi coprocessors.
This work builds on the models–proposed by the authors
in [23]–for execution time, power, and performance of an
offloaded application that is able to run in parallel across
many nodes and threads [6] with intensive code sections
mapped to accelerators. The obtained offload model leverages several known execution time models, such as the
Roofline model [31], [3], and the Time-Frequency model [4],
[28], [22].
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the
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details for preparing an offloaded application for monitoring and experimentation. In Section III, the experimentation procedure is outlined. Section IV discusses the postexperimentation data processing procedure for obtaining
model parameters and generating waterfall plots. Section V
concludes.
II. P REPARATION FOR A PPLICATION O FFLOAD
Before any experiment may be conducted, certain hardware and software are required. The measurement app must
also be implemented such that measurements for the host
and accelerator devices may be obtained. Further, there are
certain additions to the code that must be implemented for
data synchronization.
A. Hardware and Software
In this work, the cluster is assumed to be composed
of Intel Xeon processors of the Sandy-Bridge or newer
micro-architecture and supplied with one or more Intel Xeon
Phi accelerators, which is a common configuration among
hybrid Xeon and Xeon Phi clusters, and which provides
the necessary model-specific registers (MSR) for model
parameter estimations. However, it is not a requirement that
the processors be of the Intel brand or the accelerator be a
Xeon Phi if similar measurements may be obtained.
Host power is to be read using the running average power
limit (RAPL) MSR [26]. The power readings include total
package power, CPU power, and DRAM power. Xeon Phi
power is read using the micmgmt [17], [16] API, which
provides a wealth of information including window, instantaneous, and connector power draws, as well as power and
voltage for CPU, DRAM, and uncore power rails [1].
This work uses an application that utilizes MPI and
OpenMP, although it is not a requirement for the application
to utilize these software libraries, the application should be
capable of executing in parallel over many nodes and threads
simultaneously. For application compilation and execution,
the Intel compiler [10] and MPI library [9] was used on all
systems. Furthermore, although the application under consideration incurred certain code changes and optimizations,
they are not mandatory for the application to be monitored
and analyzed by the proposed procedure as long as it has
sections offloaded to accelerator. Note that, to take advantage
of Xeon Phi, the many-processor platform stack (MPSS)
must be installed on the system.
The Performance API (PAPI) [7] has been utilized in this
work to read both host and accelerator hardware counters.
PAPI provides an easy means of converting native hardware
counter names into MSR codes and safely manipulates the
registers for the user. PAPI is also highly portable and, thus,
an attractive option for monitoring1 .
1 Both host and Xeon Phi native builds of PAPI are required for offload
execution.

For the Xeon Phi accelerator, whether power measurements are obtained in-band or out-of-band mode is important. In-band power measurements require the device to
be active (in the C1 power state), whereas an out-of-band
power measurement method does not wake the device [15]
and, thus, a lower, PC3, power state occurs. The power
draw difference between the two modes is significant: C1
power draw is less than 115 Watt and PC3 power draw is
less than 45 Watt, as stated in the datasheet [11]. Reading
power directly on each device [21] incurs an overhead that
is overlooked when using methods in [21]. For example,
the idle power draw was detected as ∼160 W and thought
to be the minimal power draw for the highest power state
C0, However, from [11], the C0 power state power draw is
expected to be the thermal design power (TDP), which is
245 W because all three power connectors (PCI, 2x3, and
2x4) are used to power the device providing a maximum
power draw of 300 W.
B. Application Code Modifications
To easily monitor execution, some code modifications
are desired. To capture execution phases, simple output is
added to mark phase start and end time. To capture offload
execution performance, PAPI is added to offload sections.
Execution is categorized here into four phases: host computation, accelerator computation, PCI data transfer, and host
communication [23]. The host computation phase may be the
compilation of a number of instructions: computation, data
movement in host memory system, data I/O, etc. Accelerator
computation only involves computation and data movement in accelerator memory system. Host communication is
data movement between subdomain’s; either data movement
within the same memory system (two subdomain’s on the
same node) or between memory systems (different nodes).
Finally, PCI data transfer is the data movement between the
host and accelerator memory system’s.
To capture these phases, certain execution events are
required. Because host communication time and offload time
may be captured by locating specific code functions or pragmas, events are created for these phases. Host computation
is the time unaccounted for throughout execution; no event
is created for host computation because this phase involves
broad functionality, such as preparing data for communication as well as computation instructions. PCI data transfer
time is found using the offload report output captured with
application output. The important execution events include
simulation start/end, communication start/end, and offload
start/end. Although the number of statements varies highly
on the length and complexity of the code, it is simpler
to add a few output statements as opposed to developing
a new method for approximating the phase transitions. In
addition to writing an event string to output, timing output
is necessary to synchronize execution with measurements.
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PAPI is added to offload sections to capture performance.
Although this does require code additions, it provides very
precise performance readings for the executed section. This
is important in utilizing the Roofline model to describe Xeon
Phi execution. The model compares time to compute and
time to move data to determine execution time, as well
as the limiting factor in execution (computation or data
movement). PAPI provides access to the hardware counters
that are primarily used to monitor data movement. To calculate computational throughput for the accelerator, additional
hardware counters are required as described in [21]. For
the experiment, the hardware counters are set to monitor
memory accesses and cycle on each device.
If the goal is to strictly measure execution energy, these
code additions are not required. Execution energy may be
easily approximated by capturing device power. However,
there are two advantages to instrumenting the code with
these events: the offload model is applicable and therefore
energy for other configurations may be predicted, and the
execution data may be plotted to compare the executions
of many configurations. Waterfall plots may be used to
identify phase changes and associated power draw during
such events.
C. Measurement App
A measurement app has been developed for the host CPU
and Xeon Phi accelerator. This is a software measurement
tool and thus more portable than a hardware measurement
option. It is also highly scalable as the measurement tool
requires only a single thread per node to occasionally read
data and print output. The app is executed and remains on the
host to measure the mini-app. Host power is gathered using
the RAPL MSR, and the app base code is that provided by
Vince Weaver [30]. MPI is used in the app to place a thread
on each node to collect measurements. The app may read
power and performance at a specified sampling rate of 10ms.
Host performance is gathered via two hardware counters.
The counters measure memory bandwidth throughout execution. To estimate bandwidth, unhalted clock cycles and
last level cache (LLC) misses are captured; bandwidth is
then 64 * LLC miss * frequency / cycles. The performance
counters used in this work vary depending on the microarchitecture of the processor, where the defined counters may
be found in the authors previous work [21].
Xeon Phi power is obtained using the micmgmt API to
read the device sensors. As opposed to the authors previous method, to read the /sys/class/micras/power
file on the device directly, this method allows in-band
power measurements to be made from the host and thus
timed using the same timers as the application and host
power/performance measurements. Although the MIC power
file was only updated every 50ms, the sensors are accessed
via the API every 10ms as the host and accelerator use the
same sampling timer. With each reading, timings are also

captured: local time, time elapsed since last measurement,
and the time from measurement start. The first and final
timing are most important because, between the two, measurements and execution may be synchronized to within one
second.
III. E XPERIMENTATION P ROCEDURE
To accurately model application performance and power,
it is necessary to properly measure CPU and Xeon Phi power
and performance, and to synchronize the measurements with
with the applications execution.
A. Execution Environment
To facilitate the output production and measurements,
certain environment variables need to be defined. The
executions are always run with the offload report
environment variable set to 2. This results in the output of
MIC time, CPU time (if applicable), and data transferred to
and from the device. To distinguish offload reports among
various devices executing in parallel, it is advisable that MPI
is executed with the ’-l’ option to print the application
sub-domain rank [18]. The Affinity variable is always
set to “compact”, which groups threads into as few cores
as possible. And, to provide the best memory throughput,
the MIC_USE_2MB_BUFFERS=64K environment option is
used [8], which significantly improves PCI data transfer.
B. Experiment Description
The experiment is composed of many executions, each
of which may vary in configuration but follows the same
sequence of steps (see below). The configuration space,
selected as in [23], is defined by several static parameters
(system, application, number of Xeon Phi’s, number of
nodes, and problem size) and is varied over host frequency
and number of accelerator cores. The experiment sequence
of steps is as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Start app for measurements.
Sleep 20 seconds.
Execute application.
Sleep 10 seconds.
Stop app for measurements.
Sleep 60 seconds.

Ample idle (line 2) time is provided before execution begins
to ensure that a sufficient number of power samples is
obtained for each device to measure the idle power. Note
that idle power measurements are based on at least 10
seconds of sample data. The application is then executed
according to the execution configuration parameters. Upon
completion, an idle period (line 4) is provided to capture
power measurements before the CPU and MIC measurement
app is halted; these measurements are used to compare static
power draw before and after execution. Finally, a period
of one minute (line 6) is provided to allow the system to
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cool-down2 Note that even such a relatively short cool-down
period may account for the majority of the total experiment
time.
C. Application Instrumentation
If the application is outfit with timings and PAPI, a
wealth of performance data may be extracted in addition
to application results and total execution time. These data
(such as offload reports, performance, and phase-specific
output) are stored in an output file specific to the execution.
Following the work in [23], a proxy application CoMD [5]
for molecular dynamics simulations [5], [25] is considered
for testing here. In CoMD, communication and host computation times may be recorded by reading the default output
from the application. In general, however, the application
code should be instrumented with timing calls to distinguish
execution phases accordingly; this is because most codes do
not profile execution as is done for CoMD. The per-phase
timing output is used primarily for synchronizing power
measurements with execution to determine whether device
power draw is active or idle.
Offload reports are used to determine the time spent
computing on the Xeon Phi, as well as the time spent transferring data between the host and Xeon Phi. Additionally, the
amount of data transferred between devices may be obtained
from the report and used to estimate the PCI bandwidth.
Finally, offload performance is gathered: for each offload, the
value for each hardware counter is read. Note that hardware
counters are reset at the start of each offload.
D. Reading Device Sensors
If all the measurements are conducted using the same
source timer, then synchronization is simple. This is the
motivation behind using the micmgmt API for gathering
Xeon Phi power data. It allows the sensors to be read from
the host with minimal impact on device usage; i.e., the
device does not need to enter a higher execution phase while
reading these sensors. This allows timing to be conducted
using the same timer as the application; this is unlike the
authors previous method, [21], where multiple timers were
used to measure and monitor execution.
This method also significantly reduces the amount of raw
data stored and reduces the number of files, thus, providing a
more scalable solution. For each execution, only two files are
produced independently of the number of devices or nodes;
an improvement over the previous method where the number
of files increased linearly with the number of Xeon Phi.
IV. P OST- EXPERIMENT DATA M ANIPULATION
Following the experiment, a wealth of data files are ready
for processing. This section discusses the procedure used to
take raw data and transform them into desired metrics, for
2 A single-node configuration with fan-only passive cooling of Xeon Phi
5110p is considered for the cool-down duration estimate.

instance those required to construct the offload model [23].
The purpose of this procedure is to calculate measured
energy, performance metrics, and model parameters used to
predict the energy consumption of untested configurations.
For the data extraction, there are two important sources in
each experiment, the measurement app, and the application
output, from which the measured energy may be determined.
From the measurement app, one may gather host CPU and
accelerator power draws. For the CPU, power is the sum of
core and DRAM power, which are provided by RAPL. For
the Xeon Phi, power is the sum of connector power: PCI,
2x3, and 2x4 [11]. If the intent is to model execution, the
hardware counter data is also gathered from the output file.
Finally, timings are gathered for synchronization between
measurement and application output. Local time, and time
from start are the most crucial timings; using these timings,
power and performance samples may then be mapped back
to the application execution phase.
Device power draw is categorized as active and idle. The
host is idle during communication and active during host
computation and during the offload execution, unlike the
assumptions made in [23]. Thanks to the waterfall plots,
(shown later in Section IV-B) it can be clearly observed that
the host is, in fact, active during accelerator offload, even if
the host is not preforming computations. The Xeon Phi is
active during offload computation and otherwise idle.
Measured energy is based on device power and application execution time. For each device, average active and
idle power draw are calculated as well as the associated
times as described in [23]. Additionally, execution time is
determined either by the application output timings or by the
instrumented event timings. An average power is calculated
for each device and summed to the total power. The product
of power and the application execution time results in the
measured energy.
A. Modeled Energy
To model energy is a complicated endeavor on heterogeneous architectures with accelerators. It is achievable, however, if the application execution is categorized into phases,
such as host computation, host communication, PCI data
transfer, and offload computation [23]. The sum of times for
these four phase is taken as the application simulation time,
which constitutes the total time along with time spent in the
initialization, output, and statistics-gathering tasks. Because
most of execution and energy consumption is dedicated
to simulation, it is the only step modeled and measured.
Initialization time is expected to contribute little to overall
execution time and therefore energy consumed, as can be
shown using waterfall plots.
1) Communication: There are three communication types
of importance for the offload model [23]: host communication, Xeon Phi memory bandwidth, and PCI data transfer
bandwidth. Host communication is captured by summing
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the hardware counters measured during the execution phase.
An estimation of data transferred and memory bandwidth is
computed from the counters to estimate the time to transfer
data. Latency time is found by subtracting time to transfer
from measured host communication time.
Xeon Phi memory bandwidth is estimated using the
hardware counters in the same way the host communication
bandwidth was calculated. The Xeon Phi memory bandwidth
does not incur a latency for communication as it is not a
generic data transfer, but instead a data transfer between L2
cache and DRAM, an optimized communication. Similarly,
data transfer across the PCI bus between the host and
device is also an optimized communication and no latency
penalty is required. Hence, PCI data transfer bandwidth is
estimated using measured time to transfer (MIC compute
minus CPU time from the offload report) and the exact data
transferred. It can be shown that the data transferred between
devices only changes as the number of sub-domains varies
or problem size varies.
2) Time-Frequency Model: The time-frequency model [4]
is used to approximate host computation time. This phase of
execution essentially finishes the less computational intensive portions of the simulation as often the work performed
here degrades execution performance if offloaded to an
accelerator. Thus, execution time is categorized into two
portions: time on- and off-chip with respect to frequency.
Time on-chip represents the amount of time spent on computation and it is highly dependent on frequency. Time
off-chip represents the amount of time spent performing
non-computational tasks such as memory retrieval. In this
work, the performance of the host is less defined because
it is difficult to explicitly model these portions of execution
generically between various applications.
To obtain the time on- and off-chip, linear regression
is performed over a configuration space; recall a specified
set of configuration parameters and varied host frequency
and Xeon Phi cores. Input to the model includes the host
computation time obtained from the application output, and
the ratio of maximum host frequency over the operating
frequency, where the operating frequency may not equal the
maximum frequency.
3) Roofline Model: For offloaded code sections, the
Roofline model is applied [31]. This model is similar to the
time-frequency model in that it also compares time to work
and time to move data. The time to work is the product of the
number of floating-point operations and the time to perform
said operation; the time to move data is the product of the
amount of data to be transferred and the time to move a unit
of data (generally byte). Recall obtaining memory bandwidth
has been discussed in Section IV-A1; the time to move a unit
of data is the inverse of bandwidth, and the amount of data
is estimated using the last-level cache memory counter. Due
to difficulties with the L2 write counter and PAPI, only the
L2 read miss counter is used, recall Section II-B.

For floating-point operations, an equation for throughput
is described [23] where flops depends on operating frequency, vectorization intensity, number of operations per
cycle, and the number of operating cores. Vectorization
intensity is a metric for the number of simultaneous instructions to multiple data (SIMD) issued per core; for the
Xeon Phi, vectorization intensity is a value between 1 and
8 for double-precision, 1 and 16 for single-precision. The
number of operations is a measure of how frequently a fusedmultiply add is issued. It may be a value between 1 and 2,
where 1 represents a code that does not use fused-multiply
adds and 2 represents a code that uses only fused-multiply
adds. As an example, CoMD has been calculated to have a
value of 1.15 operations per cycle on average. It is the ratio
of actual cycles over theoretical cycles; for actual cycles, a
fused-multiply add counts as 1, and 2 for theoretical cycles.
The time to perform a flop is simply the inverse of the
maximum number of theoretical flops.
4) Power: Device power for each state, active and idle, is
estimated using linear regression. Static power and dynamic
power are the two key components of power draw; static
power is the baseline power requirement for the device,
and dynamic power is that required to perform work. For
simplicity, dynamic power is assumed to scale linearly
with operating frequency and number of cores given some
constant which must be solved for.
5) Calculating Modeled Energy: Modeled energy is calculated from several execution time and power models. In
particular, host computation, host communication, PCI data
transfer, and offload computation time models produced
results for the summation into the total execution time modeled. The modeled total power is the sum of device power
for each device used in execution. In a nutshell, the device
power is the weighted average of active and idle power. Host
computation is the sum of time on- and off-chip according
to the time-frequency model, and host communication is the
product of data transferred and time to move data along with
the latency to establish communication; PCI data transfer is
simply the product of data transferred and time to move
the data; offload computation time is the maximum between
time to compute and time to move data, according to the
Roofline model.
B. Waterfall Plot Creation
To better visualize power with respect to time for different
configurations, it has been decided to employ the so-called
waterfall plots [27]. Although software exists to render
these plots, such as Mathematica or Matlab, rendering is
slow and thus too cumbersome to use as a tool. Instead,
Unity, a software used for game development on many
platforms [29], has been adopted to render the plots. With
Unity, a tool has been created by the authors to read simple
input files (containing only a 2D array of power data and
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Figure 1.

Waterfall plots for Turing with 1–4 nodes (a–d), each with 1 Xeon Phi, 236 threads with a CoMD problem size of 60 (864,000 atoms).

Figure 2. Waterfall plot on Borges with 1 node, 1 Xeon Phi, 236 threads with a CoMD problem size of 50 (500,000 atoms). On the left (a), executions
were measured using the old method, and on the right (b), measured using the new method with micmgmt API.

phase labels) and to automatically render a corresponding
plot.
The three axes composing each waterfall plot are execution configuration (x-axis), power draw (y-axis), and
execution time (z-axis); in Unity, the y-axis is the vertical
axis by default. The input power and phase data are used
to create a mesh: one mesh is created for the host and
another for the accelerator, and, in cases of multiple host
or accelerator devices, the power is summed. Recall that
the application execution phases are static power draw,
initialization, host computation, host communication, and
offload phase. The offload phase contains both accelerator
computation and data transfer phases. The created waterfall
plots are meant to be viewed in color and from multiple
viewpoints. Hence, the authors have published a webpage,
available at [19], where any user may explore the plots

firsthand.
1) Computing Platforms Used in Experiments: The plots
are generated with data from the experiments conducted
in [23], and from the experiments with the measurement
method using micmgmt API, as described in Section II-A.
Producing plots of the two allows comparing the methods
visually. In particular, two systems are investigated in this
work: “Borges” and “Turing”. Borges is a single-node system commonly referenced by the authors, see [23]. Turing is
a cluster hosted by Old Dominion University’s HPC Group.
Borges has only 1 node with 2 5110p Xeon Phi. The node
has 2 sockets for the host processor and 64 GB of DRAM.
The host processor is a Intel Xeon E5-2650 v1 (SandyBridge) @ 2.0 GHz. It has 8 cores, 20 MB of LLC, 10
power states, and a TDP of 95 W. The system uses the Intel
Compiler version 2013 sp1.1.106, Intel MPI 4.1.2, MPSS
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3.4.1, and PAPI 5.3.2.
Turing contains 10 nodes with 2 5110p Xeon Phi per
node. Each node has 2 sockets for the host processor and
128 GB of DRAM. The host processor is a Intel Xeon E52670 v2 (Ivy-Bridge) @ 2.5 GHz. It has 10 cores, 25 MB of
LLC, 15 power states, and a TDP of 115 W. The system uses
the Intel Compiler version 2015.3, Intel MPI 5.0.3, MPSS
3.4.2, and PAPI 5.3.2.
The accelerator of choice in this work is the Intel Xeon
Phi. Currently, only the 5110p is investigated: it offers 60
cores at 1.053 GHz. Each core has 4 hardware threads,
a 512-bit vector processing unit with fused multiply-add
operations. Each device has 30 MB of LLC, 8 GB of DRAM,
and a TDP of 245 Watts.
2) Execution Plots: Figure 1 shows the waterfall plots
for 1–4 node configurations with 236 threads, one Xeon Phi,
and frequency from minimum to maximum in each plot. The
colors illustrate the phase transitions that occurred in each
execution, and show the relative timing of phases across
different executions. The data for the plots in Fig. 1 come
from the authors’ work [23]. One may observe across all
four plots in Fig. 1 that the phase power draw differences
diminish as the number of devices used increases; in (a),
power draw is very jagged and fluctuates highly between
large and small power draws, but in (d), power draw is
relatively smooth and thus fewer fluctuations are perceived.
This shows that there is significant overlap among phases
executed on differing nodes which impacts the resulting
power draw of the system. On a per node basis, power draw
can be expected to fluctuate rapidly, but from the viewpoint
of the system, power draw appears fairly consistent.
Figure 1 may also be used to show the power draw
for each execution phase. In color, the plots are mostly
green; green is used to show when power draw has been
sampled during the offload execution phase. This is especially true for the host. Most of the high power readings
on the host are colored green, although one would think
that power would be low because the host is not actively
computing. This shows that the host is moving data, but
must utilize the core to handle the instructions. From the
authors previous work [20], minimizing frequency during
offload execution reduced power draw. However, from the
waterfall plots in Fig. 1, it may be concluded that there is
a potential for energy savings during offload through host
DVFS. Alternatively, the host may be scheduled to perform
computations during the offload phase.
Figure 2 shows a waterfall plot with data collected using the micmgmt API measurements as described in Section II-A. Note the power draw differences between Fig. 1
and Fig. 2: The power per Xeon Phi does not exceed 150
W with the micmgmt API measurements (Fig. 2). All the
plots have been generated using power data collected by
reading the connector sensors (PCI, 2x3, and 2x4) which
should yield a maximum power draw of 300 W. The device

TDP is 245 W, recall that this is the average power draw
while the device is in the C0 (active) state; therefore, a power
draw of over 200 W was the expected result, yet power draw
nears only 130 W.
From the /sys/class/micras/power method,
static power is 170 W and from micmgmt, static power is
95 W measured on the Borges system. Executing CoMD
incurs 40 W when measured with micmgmt and 70 W
from the power file. However, execution time increases
when the micmgmt API is used by 3.3%; an average
of 29 seconds using the power file, and 30 seconds using the micmgmt API. From the results, it seems that
reading the power file significantly increased power draw
in both static and dynamic power draws; however, it is
unclear what readings each method is providing because
both methods allegedly read the power connector sensors
and thus should yield the same reading. Readings from the
/sys/class/micras/power file more closely relate to
the TDP defined in the Xeon Phi datasheet [11]. Readings
from the micmgmt API relate to the static power draw
defined in the datasheet. Further, if reading the power file
incurred such an additional power envelope, it would be
expected to impact execution. Investigation into the out-ofband power measurement method [15] is required to better
understand what readings are provided by the sensors.
V. C ONCLUSION
Minimizing energy for application execution is hard,
especially on heterogeneous systems. Execution is complex
as several devices are now responsible for handling computations and moving data. This leads to a more complex
configuration space, and although there is promise for a
more efficient execution, often all that is found are the
configurations which degrade performance. This work intends to assist in configuration-space model validation by
providing tools to monitor, measure, and visualize power
and time for the configuration instances. In particular, the
proposed procedures feature combined usage of accelerator
software APIs, such as micmgmt, open-source performance
monitoring tools, such as PAPI, along with application
code instrumentation with phase timing calls and lightweight measurement app executions. For visualization, a
rendering of 3D waterfall plots has been developed. Future
work includes testing of the proposed procedure on more
applications, reducing the number of required experiment
executions for experimentation, and applying it for real-time
tasks, such as power capping and fault tolerance.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of the present study was to determine the nature of
mental workload during simulated endoscopy. Novice and expert
participants were asked to perform a visual-spatial secondary task
alone and along with a simulated colonoscopic primary task.
Results indicated significant differences in mental workload
between single- and dual-task conditions but not between
participant groups. Findings suggest that mental workload
imposed by the simulated primary task is not sensitive to expert
ability.
Keywords
Endoscopy; mental workload; medical simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic colonoscopy is an imaging technique used to examine
a patient’s colon for abnormalities. Similar camera-based
techniques, such as laparoscopy, are known to be more difficult
perform due to limitations in the imaging technique, such as motor
and visual axis misalignment (Gallagher, Al-Akash, Seymour, &
Satava, 2009) and the loss of binocular depth cues (Tendick,
Bhoyrul, & Way, 1997). Because colonoscopic imaging appears to
possess similar visual and spatial cognitive demands (Cao &
Milgram, 2000; Cao 2001; Cao 2007), it is likely that
colonoscopic mental workload patterns will also be similar to
laparoscopy.
Mental workload researchers often use secondary tasks to measure
residual cognitive resource availability (Young, Brookhais,
Wickens, & Hankcock, 2015) based on the resource model
established in Multiple Resource Theory (MRT; 2002). Secondary
tasks are matched to primary task resource demands to ensure
sensitivity to mental workload changes (O’Donnell & Eggemeier,
1986). Our aim in the current experiment was to explore the nature
of mental workload during a simulated colonoscopy procedure
using a visual-spatial secondary task validated in laparoscopic
research called the ball-and-tunnel task (Prytz et al., 2012; Scerbo
et al., 2013). Based on past results, it was hypothesized that
secondary task performance would decline from single- to dualtask performance. Subjective ratings of workload were expected to
reflect an increase in task demands from single- to dual-task
conditions as well. It was also expected that participants with more
endoscopic experience would demonstrate less extreme
decrements in task performance relative to those with less
experience.

METHODS
Fifteen participants (11 male and 4 female; 9 novice and 6 expert)
from a medical school population were recruited for this IRB
approved study. All participants were medical students or
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instructors, at least 18 years of age with a mean age of 36.5, and
had normal to corrected-to-normal vision. Novices were
considered to be medical personnel who have performed, observed
or assisted less than 50 colonoscopies in their lifetime. Experts
were considered to be medical personnel who had performed 500
or more colonoscopies. Each expert reported performing 800 or
more colonoscopies during their careers. They completed the balland-tunnel task alone as well as paired with a simulated
colonoscopic navigation primary task. The ball-and-tunnel task
presented four balls in a simulated tunnel that was superimposed
at 50% transparency over the endoscopic display. If they believed
a ball moved out of a standard configuration, they pushed a foot
pedal. Ball-and-tunnel presentations occurred on average every 3
sec and for a total of 300 msec. Measures of subjective workload
were also taken with the NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1988)
RESULTS
One expert was removed for failing to complete all of
the experimental trials. A repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed on each of the secondary task dependent measures as
well as NASA-TLX scores. Post hoc analyses were used to
analyze significant results. Simple main effects were
complimented with pairwise comparisons of the mean differences
and analyzed with Bonferroni-corrected degrees of freedom.
Statistical significance was assessed at the .05 level unless
otherwise noted. Analysis revealed a significant within-subjects
multivariate effect for task type on secondary task performance
and NASA-TLX scores, F (1, 12) = 616.59, p = .031 partial η2 =
1.00. No Task x Participant type interactions were detected.
Proportions of correct detections were significantly different
between task types, F (1, 12) = 276.71, p <.001, partial η2 = .958,
as was proportions of false alarms, F (1,12) = 13.61, p =.003,
partial η2 = .801 In all cases, performance declined in the dual-task
condition relative to single-task performance. Significant
differences in NASA-TLX total workload scores were found
between task types, F (1,12) = 48.45, p <.001, partial η2 = .801.
Total workload was found to be higher in the dual-task condition
compared to single-task scores. No significant differences were
detected between novice and expert performance. Descriptive
statistics for ball-and-tunnel performance may be found in Table
1.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Ball-and-Tunnel Task by Task Type
Mean
Std. Error
P(Correct Detect)
Single-task

.964

.011

Dual-task

.228

.044
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P(False Alarms)
Single-task

.142

.033

Dual-task

.027

.008

DISCUSSION
The results were partially consistent with the researcher’s
expectations. Participants performed significantly worse in the
dual-task condition relative to single-task benchmarks, indicating
an increase in workload. Subjective measures of workload further
supported this finding. Simulated endoscopy demonstrates visual
and spatial cognitive demands similar to those previously found in
simulated laparoscopy research. However, it was also expected
that expert performance would be superior to that of novice
participants. No differences were observed between novice and
expert performance on any dependent measures. Task expertise is
generally accepted to promote task automaticity and reduce mental
resource demands (Young et al., 2015). As such, expert
colonoscopic operators should be able to perform the procedure
with less errors and demonstrate better performance outcomes on
the secondary task compared to novice participants. The ball-andtunnel task has demonstrated sensitivity to mental workload
differences resulting from both variations in primary task demands
(Prytz et al., 2012) and cognitive resource availability of experts
and non-experts (Scerbo et al., 2013) in past laparoscopic
research. It would be unlikely that a previously validated measure
of visual and spatial mental workload would lack sensitivity in a
medical domain that possesses nearly equivalent resource
demands on visual and spatial resources (Cao, 2001; Cao, 2007).
Because the secondary task used has previously demonstrated
sensitivity to visual and spatial resource demands between levels
of expertise, it is possible that the simulator itself is responsible
for the unusual pattern of results. Some of the expert participants
expressed a concern that the simulator did not behave like an
actual patient would during a colonoscopy. If the simulator does
not adequately represent the perceptual and cognitive demands of
the real-world procedure, expertise-based automaticity will not
result in decreased task demands. Experts will not be able to make
use of their enhanced skill set, which may explain why the current
study found no differences between experts and novices. Koch et
al. (2008) reported results that support this possibility. While
assessing the validity of the GI Mentor II endoscopic simulator,
the researchers observed unusual performance results across levels
of expertise. The only significant differences observed in
performance were found between novice participants with zero
colonoscopic experience and participants with any prior
colonoscopic experience. No differences were observed between
intermediate, experienced, and expert participants. In our current
research, the novice group more closely corresponds to
intermediate group in Koch et al. (2008), who were defined as
participants with experience on less than 200 colonoscopic
procedures. Thus, the current results and those of Koch et al.
(2008) follow the same pattern. Such results may indicate that
some colonoscopic simulators may not demand the same cognitive
resources as real colonoscopies. If colonoscopic simulation is
expected to provide transferable training to less experienced
doctors, designers must be sure to match simulated task demands

to those of the actual procedure. Otherwise, no colonoscopic
expertise can be expected to be achieved through simulator-based
training.
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ABSTRACT

A great opportunity exists to leverage the skills and abilities
of transitioning service-members, who have received indepth defense-related technical training through the military,
to fill human resource gaps in the Department of Defense
(DoD) and greater defense industry. However, low retention,
low participation rate, and increased years to degree
completion are important challenges facing student veterans
pursuing STEM degrees. The Stern2STEM program at Old
Dominion University is designed to mitigate some of these
challenges and improve student veteran educational
attainment in STEM degree programs. Educational gaming
will be a critical component of the success of the program,
and the academic support team has developed an integrated
mechanism for identifying and addressing academic
deficiencies in the target population through a feedforward
model for educational game development. This process will
enhance the education of student veterans in STEM degree
programs through the integration of one-on-one tutoring
sessions with educational gaming modules.

However, the effectiveness of Stern2STEM’s initiatives
needs to be evaluated. This paper aims to identify
feedforward and feedback loops for the development of
academic games that will be used by student veterans before
entering Stern2STEM. The aim of the games is to provide
remediation of consistent academic deficiencies identified in
the student veteran population. The feedforward and
feedback loops will enhance the effectiveness of the gaming
by allowing the development team to focus on areas that
student veterans need the most. For a more detailed
discussion of the technical game development, see Smith et
al. [6-7].

STEM education; educational games; feedforward.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Literature Review which describes student veteran
characteristics and the conceptual foundation of the
feedforward model, Feedforward Model for Educational
Game Development describes the implementation of this
model in providing feedforward data to the game
development cycle, Impact of Feedforward Model discusses
the results of using this model and lastly, Future
Developments extends the program’s progress going
forward.

ACM Classification Keywords

LITERATURE REVIEW

Author Keywords

K.3.1 COMPUTER USES IN EDUCATION – Computerassisted instruction
INTRODUCTION

Many military veterans have performed technical roles
during their military service and have received professional
STEM training through the military. Despite these
experiences, prior research has identified that science and
engineering attract service members at a lower rate than
other disciplines; at the associate’s and bachelor’s degreelevels, only 17.8% of military service members and veterans
pursue these degree programs [1]. By targeting these student
veterans, who already possess technical STEM training
gained in the military, with intensive academic support and
career development, Stern2STEM will increase the quantity
and quality of STEM graduates from Old Dominion
University [2-3]. In addition, these efforts will also assist in
closing the talent and competency gaps in the Department of
Defense (DoD) and with STEM employers in general [4-5].
These student veterans will, upon graduation, bring a higher
level of leadership, maturity, and technical expertise into the
workforce than traditional graduates of other programs.

Control theory is an interdisciplinary field that deals with the
behavior of systems under various inputs and how that input
can be adjusted based on feedback. Traditionally, control
theory focused on controlling machinery to achieve a
particular state [8]. There are three basic concepts of control
theory:
1.
2.
3.

The world exists in some state and action applied to
the world results in a state;
A series of actions may produce a series of states;
The action required to achieve a desired state may
be computed under certain conditions [8].

Feedback and feedforward are two basic approaches to
control system design. Feedback compares the state of the
world with the desired goal state and takes action to reduce
the difference, while feedforward uses a model of the world
to predict what actions will be required to achieve the desired
goal [8]. Feedforward is usually introduced to improve the
system’s response due to an extraneous input signal [9]. Both
methods have weaknesses. Feedback, for example, always
has some time delay in its loop and feedforward requires a
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very accurate model of the system in order to predict changes
in the output. Most systems deploy a combination of both
feedback and feedforward to compensate for their separate
weaknesses. For example, feedforward will predict what
actions will be necessary to produce a desired result and
feedback will correct for errors caused by noise or the
imperfections of the feedforward model [8].
The techniques of control theory can be applied to student
veteran academic achievement, as the current system of
higher education is not effective and in need of systemic
improvement. Sibson’s analysis on first year retention rates
of G.I. Bill beneficiaries for the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010
academic years showed that three higher education
institutions are producing lower retention rates (59.91% and
60.41%) for these students compared to the general student
populations (74.15% and 74.96%) [10]. Although this is
useful information, feedback of this type about student
veterans has a considerable time delay and as more student

veterans enter higher education a combination of feedback
and feedforward must be developed in order to correct for
the faults in the current system.
The literature focuses on the transition of veterans from the
military to post-secondary education, however there is little
research that describes how to support student veterans
throughout their time in post-secondary education [11-14].
Vacchi and Berger and the National Research Council
suggest possible feedforward techniques to address student
veteran needs, however none have been validated [15-16].
The challenge with developing feedforward techniques is
that student veterans are a diverse subpopulation and bring a
variety of academic backgrounds. According to the
Beginning Postsecondary Student Longitudinal Study, 27%
of student veterans did not complete Algebra 2 or higher
level math course in high school compared with 16% of other
students [17]. Table 1 summaries the diversity of student
veterans along demographic and economic lines.

Active Duty

Reservists

National Guard

Veterans

Women

22%

31%

33%

21%

Minorities

48%

47%

40%

37%

Income

$35,413

$34,937

$47,403

$30,538

Age at Entry

22

22

20

25

4 or more risk factors

60%

37%

30%

44%

≥ 1 Dependent

57%

46%

32%

52%

Full-time Employment

70%*

36%

36%

42%

*Some Active Duty students do not work full time if attending school through certain military
programs (e.g. ROTC/NROTC scholarship or Green to Gold program).
Table 1. Diversity of Student Veterans in Higher Education [18]
FEEDFORWARD MODEL FOR EDUCATIONAL GAME
DEVELOPMENT

Through Stern2STEM, the team seeks to develop and
implement programmatic interventions which increase the
number of student veterans pursuing STEM degrees at Old
Dominion University and support the academic achievement
and career placement of those students. These programmatic
interventions include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Outreach and Recruitment
Academic Support
Teaching and Advising
Career Development

Within this collection of interventions, the authors of this
paper focus on the effective implementation of academic
supports for student veterans, which broadly encompasses
academic leveling and tutoring activities.
In addition to traditional individualized tutoring sessions,
Stern2STEM will implement a continuum of academic
support to meet the needs of the student veteran population.

This will include online individual study materials, one-onone tutoring, and downloadable game-based learning
applications. These resources will support student veterans
on campus as well as those who plan on matriculating in the
future. Currently, the program’s website, study materials,
and game-based learning modules are under development.
The development of the game-based learning modules is
critical for several reasons. Rather than waiting until service
members matriculate at the university, the program can
provide veterans, even active duty service members, remote
academic support through these gaming applications prior to
the students’ arrival on campus. By reaching these student
veterans at an earlier stage of their higher education pursuit,
Stern2STEM will significantly increase the level of
preparation and confidence of student veterans upon their
enrollment in university coursework. This intervention will
mitigate the academic risk factors associated with an
observed gap in mathematics and science preparation for
student veterans in STEM degree programs. Providing
access to these materials online also renders them non-rival;
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that is, a wide audience can benefit from the academic
materials at the same time. This characteristic will increase
the efficiency and productivity of the one-on-one tutoring
sessions, as a portion of the student veterans’ instruction,
practice, and assessment can take place in an interactive
digital environment, thereby enabling the tutors to target
particular students and skills with particular emphasis.
For these gaming modules to be effective, the topics of
instruction and the methods of assessment must be aligned
with identified student needs and rigorous academic
expectations. In leveraging their experience working with
student veterans, the academic support team has provided
important guidance and focus on the academic content which
student veterans need the most. These areas of focus center
on critical knowledge gaps which adversely impact the
ability of current veterans to succeed in the introductory
mathematics and science curricula at Old Dominion
University.
In the most basic model of educational game design,
developers create an educational game based on a variety of
assumptions about important content, instructional methods,
and assessment types which will assist students in their
learning progression. This model of development may lead
to tremendously effective games however, it does not
account for useful information about the user. In education,
this type of game development is analogous to traditional,
teacher-focused, instructional techniques which provide the
same instruction to all student groups without regard for
individual differences.
Figure 1 is a representation of this basic model, where the
game design team utilizes a baseline reference r to inform
their design of the instructional gaming input represented by
the blue circle. This input is incorporated into the
Stern2STEM program which, affected by noise, leads to
student veteran achievement. A variety of student
characteristics are potential sources of noise, to include
individual student academic deficiencies and life
circumstances. This noise, which was not taken into account
in the development of the educational game, will alter the
student veteran’s academic achievement despite the
intervention of the Stern2STEM program and the
contribution of educational gaming.

Figure 1. Basic Model of Educational Game Design

In the basic model of educational game design described
above, the program’s desired output is improved student
veteran achievement in STEM degree programs (measured
by grades, career opportunities, degree completion rate,
research opportunities, summer internships etc.), and the

input to the system is the educational game. This process
does not account for student veteran characteristics, which
was modeled as noise to the system. In order to improve the
effectiveness of the system, the team has implemented a type
of feedforward control, where knowledge of the disturbances
to the environment are taken into account in the system input.
In an improved model, developers create an educational
game based on the specific characteristics of their target
population, in addition to knowledge about important
content, instructional methods, and assessment. This
involves in-depth research on the needs and characteristics
of the student population, and development of games which
address identified weaknesses and needs. In education, this
type of game development is analogous to student-centered
instructional techniques which are modified to meet the
needs of particular groups of students. This second model of
development guides the creation of educational games for
Stern2STEM. Through in-depth experience gained through
tutoring student veterans in one-on-one sessions, the research
team has identified and prioritized specific content and
question-types which address student veterans’ needs.
The conceptual framework of this game development model
is based in part on feedforward control. In this improved
model is depicted in Figure 2, the design of the instructional
gaming input is informed by a component of the
environment’s noise through a feedforward mechanism 𝐹" in
addition to the baseline reference r. Student veteran’s needs
are identified through a variety of methods. When veterans
first enter the program, students complete a survey, gauging
socio-economic status and self-efficacy in various STEM
disciplines. Next, the academic support team works with
student veterans throughout their leveling courses (precalculus, calculus, chemistry, physics, etc.) and further
identify subject areas that veterans consistently struggle
with. This information, combined with additional research,
is then presented to the game development team. Although
the feedforward block does not account for all noise in the
system, its inclusion reduces the effect of noise on the
intended output of student veteran achievement.

Figure 2. Feedforward Model of Educational Game Design

The implementation of this model is an iterative process - the
general structure is depicted in Figure 3. In the first stage, the
tutoring team identifies student needs; the second and third
stages are concerned with concept and game design; the
fourth stage implements and tests the game with student
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veterans in order to gauge its effectiveness. The process
iterates based on the feedback and modifications are made to
reduce the errors in the output.

Identification of
Need

Concept
Development

Implementation
and Testing

Game Design

retention, internship and career opportunities, and graduation
rate, and the program will be adjusted based on the
effectiveness of these interventions. These future activities
will build on the present successes and increase the overall
effectiveness of the program.

Figure 3: Game Development Cycle
IMPACT OF FEEDFORWARD MODEL

Stern2STEM has been working with student veterans at Old
Dominion University for one semester. Tutors in the
program have provided over 300 hours of individualized
tutoring to student veterans, and have been successful in
increasing these students’ self-perception, academic ability,
and performance in their coursework.
Based on their interactions with student veterans the
academic support team has successfully identified a set of
critical student needs to be addressed by the development of
educational games. These student needs include remediation
of: (1) trigonometric relationships and identities and (2)
multiple representations of various algebraic and
trigonometric functions. Using this information and applying
it through the feedforward mechanism, the gaming team is in
the final stages of development for games which address
these needs.
The gaming will soon undergo initial
implementation and testing with student veterans at the
University.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

As the program continues to develop, the number of student
veterans who receive these interventions will continue to
increase. The academic support materials will also be
expanded to include leveling materials to support students in
placing out of or receiving credit (CLEP exams) for lowerlevel prerequisites and a website to provide a consolidated
resource bank of supporting academic materials.
Game development will continue focusing on the needs of
student veterans through the feedforward mechanism. In
addition, as more data on student veteran outcomes
(graduation, career opportunities, etc.) is collected, a
feedback loop will be integrated into the game development
cycle which accounts for the measured performance of
student veterans in comparison to the desired outcomes. The
final model of the game development is shown in Figure 4
with both feedforward and feedback loops. This additional
data will increase the effectiveness of the games by closing
the control loop and ensuring the errors in output further
adjust the gaming input. These errors will be assessed using
several metrics which include student veteran grades, yearly

Figure 4. Feedforward & Feedback Model
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Abstract
This paper focuses on an in-depth evaluation of
excelets as an instructional modeling tool. Excelets are
interactive spreadsheets that allow for presentation of
information, mathematical modeling of phenomena, and
graphical representation of data. The paper provides a
theoretical overview of instructional modeling and
simulation. Then excelets are evaluated as a modeling and
simulation tool using simulation evaluation criteria.
Advantages and disadvantages are discussed along with
implications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Instructional modeling and simulation has
increased over the last two decades yet the number of
research studies concerning simulation design remains
comparatively small [1]. The present paper evaluates
excelets as a modern day, modeling and simulation tool
for learning.
When talking about simulation, programs such as
SIMCITY, Microsoft Flight Simulator, or more
complicated simulations of combat and military
exercises come to mind. In fact simulation does not
always have to be complicated and does not need
sophisticated models and technology to be built. There
are simple simulations that can be used in instruction. In
this regard Alessi [2] defines educational simulation as a
program that incorporates a model that the learner can
manipulate and for which the main objective includes
learning the model. Underlying every simulation is a
model that represents some aspect of reality in the form
of symbols usually a set of equations or logical
relationships [3]. These symbols or set of representations
are facilitated by mathematical tools or spreadsheets. A
model particularly in the case of excelets, is a
mathematical algorithm that represents the association of
the variables in the phenomena, process, or the system.
Incorporating models into computer programs that
allow people to interact with the model is referred to as
the process of building a simulation. Clariana and Strobel

[4] put it this way that a model is the actual artifact
represented on a computer screen whereas a simulation is
an executable computer software that allows learners to
manipulate variables and process and observe results.
Various softwares for building a simulation are; STELLA,
PowerSim, Cocoa, and StarLogo. These are complex
kinds of software and require the user to have reasonable
knowledge of usage and manipulation of these programs.
Simulations can also be built by the use of tools as simple
as excel spreadsheet. The CoVis project has included
models built by students as well as professional scientists,
using more general tools such as common spreadsheet
programs and image analysis software [2].
An example of modeling tool facilitated by
spreadsheet is Excelets which is also known as the
interactive excel (Fig.1). For presenting multimedia
lessons, Mayer [5] asserts that only the core cause-andeffect explanation should be presented without any
sound, words, or pictures. This implies that the
presentation should be concise (p. 277). This principle
of multimedia presentation can be followed very
effectively through Excelets.

Figure. 1. Example of chemical excelets.
2.

EVALUATING THE SIMULATION
SOFTWARE

There are certain things that are to be kept in
mind to evaluate a simulation software or a model.
Verma, Gupta, and Singh [6] report that there are more
than 205 criteria available for this purpose. They
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2
enlisted; hardware and software considerations,
modelling capabilities, simulation capabilities, and
input/output issues. Each of the element in the list is
presented with respect to Excelets in the following
discussion.
2.1 Hardware and Software Consideration
Almost every school has computers available for
the instructors and the students in the school computer lab
if not in the classrooms, available individually to students.
Excelets is a program that does not require any special
hardware. Any computer in working order is good enough
to run the software. The software is robust and flexible
enough to be used by the instructor in the classroom and
even by the learners. The instructors can make
amendments in the already existing lessons or develop
their own. No special training is required to use this
package, medium level proficiency of Excel usage is
enough. No special support or service is required for this
software as it is simply an interactive excel spreadsheet.
The package is free and no cost is incurred to maintain or
install it neither any additional hardware is required for
the installation or usage.
2.2 Modelling Capabilities
The main subcategory in this criterion is the
modelling assistance which in Verma, Gupta, and
Singh’s words, “evaluates the type and level of
assistance provided by the package during modelling” (p.
7). In case of our current software, a lot of help can be
found on the internet. The user can google anything or
any function that is required to be added to make the
excel spreadsheet interactive in the desired form.
2.3 Simulation Capabilities
Though animation, sound or audio effects are
possible with this software yet graphical presentations and
calculation are normally the features that are used with
excelets. It is considered that it is not always necessary
and not even required to have animated simulations as
Reed [7] asserts that animated instruction is not required
when mental simulations are sufficient. As regards the
audio, Reed also notes that spoken narrative might work
well for scientific explanations but would be cumbersome
when manipulating symbols and icons in the ANIMATE
environment. The icons, in the form of spinners, scroll
bars, information and command boxes can be very easily
manipulated by the user. Though having low fidelity, the
software is reliable to help students manipulate and learn
through graphs. Fidelity according to Alessi [1], refers to
how closely a simulation imitates reality. Alessi notes that
though fidelity is critical yet it does not necessarily mean

that high fidelity is critical and simulation with lower
fidelity are being used to teach in a wider variety of
subject areas. The author reported several studies noting
that no difference was found in the learning or transfer of
learning with regard to fidelity. He also reported some
studies even showing superiority of lower fidelity. The
most common explanation given in this regard is that the
techniques that improve initial learning also tend to
decrease fidelity. Another reason in this regard can be that
only the essential features are given importance while
omitting the unnecessary features and elements in the
lower fidelity simulations. This can lead to a lesser
memory overload or cognitive load [8]. Excelets are also
efficient with respect to the execution time. As the
software is free and easy to use, it is very convenient to
experiment with the simulation for improving the quality
of results and for speeding up the process of designing
experiments and of experimentation. As the software is a
part of a statistical package, excel, there is no question of
whether it provides statistical facilities or not.
2.4 Input/ Output Issues
In excelets it is very easy for the user to present
the data to the package and get quality output. The output
reports provided are static and are easy to understand as
it is assumed that they are being used as a support to the
main lesson along with the text book.
3.

WHY USE EXCELETS

Windschitl [9] reports Teodoro [10] that there
are three kinds of objects in exploratory computer
environments such as simulations: (a) real objects, such
as a machine or ocean that has perceptual fidelity, it
looks and acts as it might have done in real world; (b)
conceptual objects such as a variable or vector that has
no perceptual fidelity but is represented visually by using
arrows, dot-trails, sounds and so forth; and (c) objects
that represent relations between properties of other
objects, such as graphs or equations. Excelets are of the
third kind. Here learners examine the representation of
objects, their properties and related events and explore
relationships by changing variables, executing the
system, and seeing how the system reacts. Then they are
supposed to draw inferences about relationships between
the variables. Though not real but it mimics what the
learners might have experienced in real world as they
give the learners the added advantage of changing
variables that might not have been possible in real life.
For instance learners might not observe the relationship
between force, mass and acceleration in real life by
pushing objects of various masses and measuring the
acceleration produced. It might be done with objects of
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reasonable mass but it might be very difficult with very
small or very big objects.
By the time learners are in a position to use or
work with a simulation they are able to work with
graphs. It is easy to work with graphs in the Excelets
because learners do not have to actually plot the graphs
but instead simply manipulate the variables and note the
resulting relationships that are automatically graphed in
the Excelets.
3.1. Advantages of Using Excelets
One main advantage of excelets is that with it,
simulations can be built by the instructors and the
students. It is debated that students learn more by building
multimedia programs rather than by studying them [11].
About the simulations that can be built, Alessi [2] notes
that the learners may not be able to modify internal code
of the computer programs, but may modify parameters
that may change the simulation significantly. Based on
what the students have learned in science curricula and the
commercially available simulations, they can make
changes or build their own versions. Alessi [2] again
asserts that it is considered that building a simulation
results in deeper learning which can be used in situations
outside the immediate learning. This is because for
building the simulation it is required of the learner to not
only know the information and recall it but also to apply
it. But again for building a simulation the learner needs to
learn the model and its application. In excelets this is not
the case, the learners need only to be proficient in excel
spread sheet and they can easily use excelets.
Another advantage is that with excelets,
principle of contiguity [5] can be met very easily by
placing the navigational tools as spinners or scroll bars
near the main graphs which leads to optimizing cognitive
load (Fig.2).

3.2. Weaknesses of Excelets


The program leads to the development of
multimedia programs with very little fidelity
which is a requirement for expert learners and
more sophisticated programs as in the military,
natural or social sciences.
 It does not have the option of providing
animation and sound is very rarely used. These
are helpful and required for multimedia learning
(Mayer, 2009)
4. EXAMPLE OF AN EXCELET LESSON
To make it clearer an example lesson is provided
below:
As excelets are excel spread sheets, numerous
sheets can be used and used as different windows
in any other simulation. It depends on the
developer or user to plan out what is required.
Normally the sheet is utilized for the introduction.
In the figure.3. provides an example of an
introductory sheet for the topic, “Periodic Table”

Figure. 3. Introduction. (ssinex/excelets)
The second window (Fig.4) provides the main body
of the lesson in which the user can have hands on
experience by changing the variable by clicking on
the spinner. When the user clicks on the up or
down arrow to change the tracer element, the
symbol of the element appears on the box exactly
below it. Under the element symbol box are two
check boxes for the user to determine whether the
properties of d, f, or either elements of both blocks
are needed to be displayed. Another box is also
provided to add liquids to make a comparison of
densities of liquids and solids.

Figure. 2. Example of principle of contiguity.
(ssinex/excelets).
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know whether the use of excelets is as effective as other
simulation software.
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ABSTRACT

The rapidly growing popularity of the TeachLivE simulator,
developed by the University of Central Florida and
currently being used at over 40 universities, has outpaced
research on TeachLivE and the various factors that impact
the overall effectiveness of a teaching simulator. Focused
research on TeachLivE’s fidelity, cognitive load, and
workload, and particularly how its users perceive these
factors, will allow for deeper analysis of the effectiveness
of TeachLivE specifically, while still continuing to add the
body of research regarding instructional simulators
generally. This study assessed the perceived fidelity,
workload, and cognitive load of pre-service teachers using
TeachLivE for initial classroom experience as part of a
classroom management course. The perceived fidelity by
the participants was categorized as moderately realistic.
Results regarding perceived workload and perceived
cognitive load reflected the perception of moderate levels of
workload and cognitive loading. Larger scale studies, both
regarding actual and perceived fidelity and loading, will be
needed to confirm or reject the results of this pilot study.
Author Keywords

TeachLivE; Perceptions; Cognitive Load; Workload;
Fidelity.
INTRODUCTION

Given how recently TeachLivE was developed and used,
literature on the simulator is both limited and fractured into
the specific focuses of the researchers, rather than focusing
on the simulator itself. The developers of TeachLivE note
this research gap in multiple studies (Dieker, Rodriguez,
Lignugaris, Hynes, & Hughes, 2013; Dieker, Straub,
Hughes, Hynes, & Hardin, 2014). However, research to
date has noted several issues regarding the use of the
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PowerPoint outline, or appendices that may exceed a printed page limit),
including without limitation, the right to publish the Work in whole or in
part in any and all forms of media, now or hereafter known, is hereby
transferred to the ACM effective as of the date of this agreement, on the
understanding that the Work has been or will be accepted for publication
by ACM.

Dr. Peter Baker
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TeachLivE simulator as a training tool for pre-service
primary and secondary education teachers.
Focused research on TeachLivE’s fidelity, cognitive load,
and workload, and particularly how its users perceive these
factors, will allow for deeper analysis of the effectiveness
of TeachLivE specifically, while still continuing to add the
body of research regarding instructional simulators
generally. This study assessed the perceived fidelity,
workload, and cognitive load of pre-service teachers using
TeachLivE for initial classroom experience as part of a
classroom management course.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What is the level of fidelity the learner perceives when
using the TeachLivE simulator?
2. What is the perceived workload of the learner when
using the TeachLivE simulator?
3. What is the perceived cognitive load on learners when
using the TeachLivE simulator?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous research Regarding TeachLivE

TeachLivE was built to fill “a gap in teacher education
instruction where teacher candidates and struggling teachers
can rehearse their skills, improve their skills, and build
confidence in their abilities” (Dieker et al., 2013, P.29). It
has also been noted to be safe alternative to putting novice,
pre-service teachers in a field experience where a loss of
valuable resources (especially in terms of learning time of
students) could occur if the novice fails. The inherent
benefit of being an alternative, non-field-based experience
is that, as a simulator, it allows the novice to work on
specific skills in classroom management and/or content
teaching, with opportunities to pause, reflect, and make
adjustments with no consequences (Dieker et al., 2014). It
has also be cited as a way to provide immediate feedback,
which along with its prominent use of mixed-reality, is
something not seen in many virtual teaching simulators
(Judge, Bobzien, Maydosz, Gear, & Katsioloudis, 2013).
Following the identification of what TeachLivE and its
goals are, studies have also sought to determine different
effects caused by or in relation to the simulator. The use of
TeachLivE simulator has been found to increase the
frequency of higher-order questions and specific feedback
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towards students by the novice teacher when practicing
content teaching (Straub, Dieker, Hynes, & Hughes, 2013).
Another study found similar results when focusing on the
training of special education teachers and further, that use
of the simulator compared favorably to role-playing
exercises in content-area teaching courses (Dawson &
Lignugaris, 2013). Another study found that, simply put,
the novice teacher made about 50% fewer mistakes
engaging in a particular teaching method following practice
with TeachLivE (Vince Garland, Vasquez III, & Pearl,
2012). Whitten, Enicks, Wallace, and Morgan (2013) found
a growth in effective teaching skills in the field following
the use of TeachLivE, but noted that it could not be
assumed that this was caused by use in the simulator.
Finally, a mixed-methods study noted that both in
quantitative and qualitative measures, novice teachers
found TeachLivE both more believable and more effective
than role-playing with fellow novices (Baker & Florence,
2014)
Simulation fidelity
Simulation fidelity is generally noted to be an important, if
not vital, part of the effectiveness of any instructional
simulation. Alessi (1988) very concisely spoke of dynamic
fidelity (a sliding scale of realism) and its necessity in the
design of simulations. In essence, he stated that there was a
curve of best learning, in which level of expertise was
proportional to the effectiveness of fidelity to helping
learning. An expert learner would likely benefit greatest
from a high fidelity simulation, while a novice would likely
find a low fidelity simulation the most useful. Results from
several studies and analyses have seemed to confirm the
importance of dynamic/progressive fidelity, especially in
the medical, driving, and aviation fields (Adcock et al.,
2011; Allen, 2007; Brydges et al., 2010; Lasater, 2007;
Sitzmann, 2011).
More specific to TeachLivE and other teacher education
simulators, Norman, Dore, and Grierson (2012) also
considered fidelity as content-specific, but stated concerns
regarding simulations in non-engineering fields (i.e.
medical professions or education). Simply put, unlike flying
an airplane and having a checklist and a finite number of
possibilities that could cause a particular issue, crisis
management in other fields can be vastly more complex and
therefore not reproducible in even high-fidelity simulations.
The counterpoint that simulations can still help in those
crisis situations sits with simulations’ abilities to increase
problem solving skills, as they require learners to respond
to presented issues in real time (Robison & Watson, 2013).
One argument regarding simulation fidelity, as well as
simulations generally, is cost-benefit analyses. Some
studies reported that the cost of high fidelity simulations
were outweighed by the benefits, noting that real-world
practice could be cut down, saving money, and in the case
of medical simulations, avoiding ethical concerns of
practicing on living patients (Lasater, 2007; Ortiz, 1994).

This is reflective of many of the arguments regarding the
merits of the TeachLivE simulator as well, especially when
comparing minor students with hospital patients in terms of
risk.
Perceived workload

Perceived workload, or the amount of workload that is felt
and believed to be occurring by a subject, can provide an
insight into both the cognitive and immersive aspects of a
simulation. The most commonly used measure is the
NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) instrument. Developed in
the 1980’s, NASA-TLX is a subjective instrument used to
measure perceived workload through a set of scales and
subscales, each measuring a different facet of workload
(mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
overall performance, frustration level, and effort), which is
then weighted and compared based on the participants’
emphasis of the importance of each type of workload
towards his/her overall perception (Hart & Staveland,
1988). Through validation in hundreds of empirical studies,
the instrument is considered the most accurate measure of
perceived workload and has even been broken down into
smaller instruments in order to increase the experimental
validity of the measure (Hart, 2006).
Perceived Fidelity

According to Dieker (2013), there are “three critical
components must be purposefully planned for and are
realized in strong simulated environments: (a) personalized
learning, (b) suspension of disbelief, and (c) cyclical
procedures to ensure impact” (p.22). The second of these,
suspension of disbelief (closely related to immersion) is a
product of fidelity, but much like the measure of workload,
perceived fidelity may be more accurately measured
through subjective means. The importance of perceived
fidelity to training/instructional simulations has been noted
in several studies.
Garris (2002) found that high perceived fidelity led to better
motivation and retention in users. Another study (Dede,
2009), measuring the effectiveness of different interfaces in
training, noted that immersive simulations positively
impacted learning and transfer. Further, the author claimed
that the strongest of the sensory immersion, touch (such as
vibrations, forces, or ability to touch virtual objects)
through haptic technology, was of significant importance in
the design of future simulators. Conversely, Herrington
(2007) argued that cognitive realism, rather than physical
realism, created through high-engagement, high-complexity
tasks, was both more impactful in terms of effective
training but also a better determinant of perceived fidelity.
Due to this finding, the study contended that a low physical
fidelity simulator online could be more immersive to a user
than an advanced simulator with high physical fidelity,
provided that the tasks required in the low fidelity simulator
were of significant complexity.
Cognitive load in simulations
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Cognitive load theory is required to be looked at somewhat
differently when considering instructional simulations.
Many load-creating aspects are unique to simulation. Mayer
and Moreno (2003) identified five cases of cognitive
overloading created by multimedia learning generally,
many of which dealing with the dual channel theory (in
which a person learns best when presented visual and
verbal stimulus, which are processed by different
“channels” of cognition); single channel or dual channel
overload caused by required demands, single channel or
dual channel overload caused by extraneous stimulus, a
combination of both, and overload caused by a combination
of essential processing and representational holdings. The
last of these are of extra importance in simulation design
particularly, as it deals with the cognitive loading caused by
verbal or visual representations of information being held in
working memory. This inherently returns the conversation
to simulation fidelity, as it is this that determines the
complexity of the interface. Overly complex interfaces can
create significant loading, as learners must not only focus
on meeting the goal of the simulation, but also on what
individual input will create a wanted output.
METHOD
Participants

are preprogrammed, everything reactive regarding the A.I.
comes from a human source. Due to this, the avatars only
have different personalities insofar as the operator
expresses those personalities. The user can interact with the
avatars via verbal discussion and physical movement
through the use of motion capture. Pre-service teachers
provide the last mechanism to the TeachLivE lab during
their session by bringing instruction to teach to the avatars
while also practicing classroom management.

Figure 1. A TeachLivE Lab with all electronic
mechanisms present.

The study’s target population were pre-service teachers
who were taking classroom management courses that
required participation and use of the TeachLivE simulator.
Participants were selected and recruited through the use of
convenience sampling, with sample size determined solely
by the number of pre-service teachers enrolled in the
classes who volunteered and consented to participate in the
study. There were four sections of classroom management
class available to participate in the study with a combined
34 potential participants. Seven potential participants were
immediately disqualified, due to absence or medical
inability to use a motion simulator.
Figure 2. Default TeachLivE avatars.

Apparatus.

TeachLivE is a teaching and management simulator
developed by the University of Central Florida (UCF). The
simulator is physically made up of a projector screen on
which the interface is displayed, a first-generation Kinect
motion capture device, speakers placed around the room in
which the simulator is housed, and a microphone for the
pre-service teacher to interact with the interface with. The
interface is made up of a classroom, which can be an
elementary, middle, or high school classroom depending on
the needs of the user. Within the classroom, there are five
student avatars for the user to interact with.
Unlike most simulations, the avatars are not entirely A.I.driven, but are controlled live from a central lab at UCF,
which allows for significant customization of classroom
management scenarios and provides the sole feedback
during the session in the lab. While small instances of
misbehavior (looking at cell phones, not paying attention)

Measures

Multiple instruments were necessary in order to measure
the three different variables: perceived workload, perceived
fidelity, and perceived cognitive load. The NASA-Task
Load Index (TLX) was used to measure both the perceived
workload and perceived cognitive load of the participants.
NASA-TLX has been in use for nearly three decades, and
has proven reliability (Hart, 2006), validity, and
psychometric quality (Rubio, Diaz, Martín, & Puente,
2004). The instrument measured self-reported levels of
stress, performance, and mental effort from the participants,
using a scale ranging from 1 (very low) to 7 (very high).
In order to measure perceived fidelity, a researcher-created
survey instrument was used. As it was created particularly
for this study, it had no measured and proven properties
regarding reliability, validity, and psychometric quality.
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The instrument measured self-reported perception of
fidelity of the simulator from the participants, using a scale
ranging from 1 (not very realistic) to 6 (completely
realistic).
Procedures

Following receipt of informed consent, the participant
entered and used the TeachLivE simulator as required by
the course, with either in room observation, video
recording, or both being present during the use of the
simulation. The participant engaged in a five minute
simulation, in which they taught a lesson of their own
design from their content area while monitoring and
correcting any classroom management issues during the
lesson. Following the use of the simulation, the participants
were individually led to a computer lab in order to complete
an online packet containing the NASA-TLX and the
perceived fidelity instruments. An observer was stationed in
the computer lab to keep participants from discussing the
packet.
The data was compiled and analyzed via SPSS and saved
onto a password-protected cloud-based drive, accessible
only by the researchers. Upon completion of analysis, the
raw data was removed from cloud storage and permanently
deleted from all computers involved in the process of
analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Participants generally found using the simulator to be
moderately demanding mentally and, in terms of temporal
demand, felt somewhat rushed in the use of the simulator.
The perception of these two demands were nearly identical
to the perceived amount of effort participants felt they had
to put into using the simulator overall. In contrast to the
other results, there was little consensus regarding how
frustrated, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed they
found themselves to be while engaged in using the
simulator, with the mean almost exactly in the middle of the
scale and a comparatively high standard deviation.
The participants’ responses measuring perceived fidelity
were homogenous overall. Regarding the appearance of the
classroom, the realism of the teaching scenario presented,
non-interactive student behaviors (i.e. non-verbal,
independent actions by the students), and the voices of the
students in the simulation, participants generally found
TeachLivE to be moderately realistic. The standard
deviation regarding the voices of the simulated students
illustrated a higher level of disparity in how realistic the
participants found that aspect compared to the others.
The interactive behaviors within the simulation,
specifically, how the simulated students interact with the
participant during the use of the simulation, was found by
most participants to be the most realistic aspect, as all but
two participants answered that they found student behaviors
and/or personalities to be highly realistic. In the follow-up

question asking them to describe what made it most
realistic to them, several stated that it matched the same
issues and behaviors seen in “real” classrooms.
Several factors were cited by the participants when asked to
consider what they found to be the least realistic features of
the simulation. A few of the participants found student
behavior least realistic, alluding to responses and
misbehaviors by the virtual students seeming staged. Other
participants found the time limit too restrictive to be
realistic, noting that five minutes was simply not enough
time to teach both content and handle misbehaviors. Others
found the virtual environment to be problematic, noting the
few number of students, the lack of decoration on the
classroom walls, and issues with the motion capture aspect.
It is important to note that the primary focus of the
TeachLivE simulator, the interaction between students and
the pre-service teacher, scored highest in terms of fidelity
by a sizable amount, with the mean over half a point higher
than any other of the responses. This means, at least in
regards to this study, the perceptions of TeachLivE’s users
illustrate that TeachLivE is doing well in meeting its stated
objective.
The results of this study were limited by the small sample
size. Technical issues with the simulator and the fact the
study was only executed at a single university’s TeachLivE
lab restricted the study and the number of participants,
allowing individual responses to potentially have significant
sway on the overall results. However, a check of the
individual responses does not show any obvious occurrence
of this possibility. Regardless, the sample size is certainly
too small to make too much of a generalization with the
results.
CONCLUSION

More positively, this study does provide a small baseline to
reference and the results certainly provide pathways to
further studies of the TeachLivE simulator and other similar
teacher-prep simulations. This study also provides a first
step towards an overall evaluation of the virtual
environments created in pre-service teacher-prep
simulators. With multiple organizations developing these
types of simulations and simulators, the constant push and
pull of cost vs. benefit regarding simulators, and the lack of
research regarding teacher-prep simulation specifically, a
total evaluation could provide direction in the continued
development of these simulations. For this author, this
study provides the first step in scaffolding towards an
experimental study designed to further evaluate TeachLivE
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Hastey 1

Shifting Power and Incomplete Information:
A Bayesian Game Analysis of US-China Relations
[[DRAFT: Submission to VMASC Capstone Conference 2016]]

Introduction
From the popular press to policy think-tanks and academic literature, one frequently
encounters a narrative explaining China’s aggressive policies in the South and East China Seas.
This view argues that the rapid growth in economic and military power that China has
experienced over the past two decades has enabled it finally to pursue perennial security interests
that it had hitherto been unable to obtain.1 Even if China has not reached absolute parity with the
United States, the strongest enforcer of the status quo in the region, it has developed sufficient
anti-access capabilities to make conflict so costly for the U.S. that the Americans are unlikely to
be willing to enforce the status quo. While intuitive, this argument fails to consider two key
elements that inform states’ strategic decisions. First, an actor considering a given policy
considers not only the benefits of the policy itself, but also the attendant costs of achieving that
policy.2 Second, an actor that whose decisions are informed by shifts in power will is also likely
to be interested in the trending nature of those power shifts.3 In other words, assuming that
China has acquired the ability to effect its preferences despite opposition by the United States, it
should also be interested in whether its relative power will continue to increase or whether it is
likely to plateau or decrease in the future.
This paper explores these elements through two Bayseian games designed to highlight the
effects of trends in power shifts over time on the costs of pursuing preferred outcomes. In doing
so, it argues that these games suggest that there are plausible equilibria in which a rising China is
less likely to attempt revisions when those revisions risk provoking conflict with the United
States. The first game focuses on the effects of power shifts over time on China’s strategic
incentives, while the second game focuses on the effects of variation in possible American
responses and types on China’s incentives. It concludes with a few observations on the common
lessons offered by the two games.

Model 1: Stage Game with Asymmetric Information
The first game focuses on the effects of shifting power over time on American and
Chinese behaviors related to the status quo in the South and East China Seas. The game, shown
in Figure 1 on page 4, reflects a stage game with three time periods: T0, T1, and T2. There is a
Chance move before T0, which determines whether China’s power relative to the United States is
See, for example: John J Mearsheimer, “Can China Rise Peacefully?,” The National Interest (2014).; Robert
Kaplan, “The South China Sea is the Future of Conflict,” Foreign Policy (2011): 76-85.; and John Ikenberry, “The
Rise of China and the Future of the West: Can the Liberal System Survive?,” Foreign Affairs, (2008) Vol. 87, 1, 29.
2
Robert Powell, “In the Shadow of Power.” Princeton: Princeton University Press (1999), 92-94
3
Robert Powell, “Uncertainty, Shifting Power, and Appeasement,” American Political Science Review, Vol 90, 4
(1996), 751-752
1
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rising or declining. Since China is more likely to have more complete information regarding its
own power trajectory than the United States, the result of this chance move is known to China,
but unknown to the United States. This creates a game of asymmetric information in which the
U.S. has an information set at each decision node. In the game illustrated below the probability p
that China’s power is increasing relative to the United States is set at 9/10 while the probability
(1-p) that China is declining relative to the U.S. is set to 1/10. While the argument of my larger
research project is that this is in fact not the case, it is currently the view of a large portion of the
academic and policy community.4 As such, the probability is set to reflect the most likely
assumptions with which the U.S. will approach the game. It is also important to note that the
results discussed following the setup of the game hold across a range of values for p, including
p=1/10.
At each stage of the game, both “Rising” and “Declining” types of China choose whether
to accept the status quo or revise. In the first and second rounds, a play of “Accept” moves the
game to the next round, where China faces the same decision. In the last round, “Accept” leads
to a final payoff of Status Quo. A play of “Revise” prompts a response from the United States,
which may either accept China’s revisions or enforce the status quo. Either response ends the
game with payoffs to the United States and China that correspond to the stage and relative power
balance at that point in the game. The possible outcomes in either the upper or lower branches of
the game are: (Revise; Enforce) at Tn, (Revise; Accept Revision) at Tn, and Status Quo at T2. In
the first outcome, China attempts to revise and the U.S. enforces the status quo, resulting in
conflict between the two states. This is assumed to be a limited conflict rather than a full scale
war, but even limited conflicts yield costs for parties involved, so these are reflected in the
payoffs for each. The second and third outcomes reflect acquiescence on the part of the U.S. and
China respectively.

A small sample of those arguing this case includes: Charles Glaser, “Will China's Rise Lead to War? Why Realism
Does Not Mean Pessimism,” Foreign Affairs (2011): 80-91.; Ikenberry, (2008), 25.; Henry A Kissinger, “Future of
US-Chinese Relations: Conflict is a Choice, Not a Necessity,” Foreign Affairs. 91 (2012): 44. ; Mearsheimer,
(2014).; and (2011).
4
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Figure 1

Since this game aims to capture the effects of power shifts over time the payoffs to the
United States and China change from round to round in order to reflect the changes in relative
power in a rising China world and declining China world. In the first world, China’s power is
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increasing relative to the U.S. This is reflected in the payoff structures by decreasing the payoffs
of conflict for the U.S. and increasing them for China. Conversely, in the second world, China’s
power relative to the U.S. is decreasing and its payoff for conflict decreases at each stage of the
game while the payoff for the U.S. increase as the game progresses.
The outcomes in which either the U.S. or China backs down remain static, since there is
no chance for either party to inflict costs on the other. While the game assigns numeric values to
each outcome, these are meant to reflect ordinal preferences. Thus, “3” is the assigned value for
a country’s preferred order for the region. Therefore, an outcome in which China accepts the
status quo yields a payoff of (0; 3). An outcome in which the U.S. accepts China’s revision
however results in an outcome of (3; -3) since the U.S. concedes its preferred order and China
gains its preferred order. This provides a clear ordering of preferences, shown below.
Upper Branch (China Rising)
CHINA: (Rev; Accept) at any Tn > (Rev; Enf) at T2 > SQ > (Rev; Enf) at T1 > (Rev; Enf) at T0
U.S.: SQ > (Rev; Accept) at any Tn , (Rev; Enf) at T0 > (Rev; Enf) at T1 > (Rev; Enf) at T2
Lower Branch (China Declining)
CHINA: (Rev; Accept) at any Tn > SQ > (Rev; Enf) at T0 > (Rev; Enf) at T1 > (Rev;Enf) at T2
U.S.: SQ > (Rev; Enf) at T2 > (Rev; Enf) at T1 > (Rev; Accept) at any Tn , (Rev; Enf) at T0
With these inequality conditions, the game is ready to be solved, and the resulting
equilibria suggest several interesting insights. First, while there are a many Nash equilibria to
this game,5 most of these are off-path mixed strategies by the United States where the U.S. seeks
to incentivize acceptance of the SQ or barring that, either early revision in a rising China or later
revision in a declining China. One interesting observation here is that in no equilibria where
China revises at T0 does the United States have a pure enforcement strategy. This suggests that
while the U.S. is happy to use first-round enforcement as a bluff, it tries to avoid a round 1
conflict in favor of updating its information about China’s type and increase its chances of
arriving at a status quo outcome.
Second, while a rising China always attempts to revise at some point in the game, it does
so most frequently in T2 or T1 rather than T0. This is intuitive, given the fact that a rising China’s
payoffs for revision increase over time. A declining China, on the other hand, only attempts
revision after T0 in equilibria where its round 1 plays pooled with a rising type. This also stands
to reason, since the only benefit a declining China can gain from a Tn>0 revisionist move comes
from the United States mistaking it for a rising type and accepting revisions.
Finally, there were a number of separating equilibria in which a declining China revised
in the first round and a rising China accepted the status quo. This represents a declining China’s
attempt to gain its highest possible payoff (3; -3) at the point where the negative consequences of
5

Fifty two, to be exact.
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enforcement are the least painful (-3; -3). At this point in the game, the U.S. receives a payoff of
-3 whether it accepts revisions or not, and this indifference presents a type 2 China with its best
shot at getting its best outcome. A type 1 China, on the other hand, has incentives to put off
conflict until the risks of enforcement become higher for the U.S., thereby increasing the
likelihood of its accepting revisions.

Model 2: Symmetric Incomplete Information
The second game takes a different approach to providing insights into U.S.-China
interaction. Here, both players have uncertainty regarding the other’s type. The U.S. is unsure
whether China’s relative power is rising or declining, while China is unsure whether the U.S. is
more hawkish or dovish with regards to China. This framing springs from a common assertion
from Chinese officials and some China scholars that China’s revisionist policies are best
explained as a form of balancing against policies of containment on the part of the United States
and its allies. While I have discussed elsewhere the empirical challenges to this claim,6 it is also
instructive to review the results of formally modeling a situation in which China has to address
this uncertainty over U.S. intentions.
To that end, this game begins with two chance moves: one in which chance determines
whether China’s relative power is rising or declining, and one in which the U.S. is a “Hawkish”
type or “Dovish” type. Each of these chance moves creates an information set for one player.
As in the first game, the chance move regarding China’s power trajectory creates hidden
information for the U.S. In this game, however, China also has an information set on the chance
move that determines whether the U.S. is hawkish or dovish. Unlike the first game, this game
has only one round of play in which China chooses to attempt to revise or accept the status quo
and, in the case that China attempts to revise, the U.S. chooses whether to accept China’s
revision or enforce the status quo. If either a rising or declining China chooses to accept the
status quo, the game ends with payoffs corresponding to both China’s type and the United States’
type. The use of two information sets is in order to highlight the interactions resultant from
symmetric incomplete information. Still, since the dynamics of trends in power are important to
this study, the incentives that result from shifting power are reflected in the game’s payoff
structures, which are shown in Figure 2 below.

6

For data showing rapidly increasing U.S. investment in and aid to China, see: United States: Direct Investments in
China 2000-2013 | Statistic (Statista)
http://www.statista.com/statistics/188629/united-states-direct-investments-in-china-since-2000/ ; For a summary of
recent instances of U.S. cooperation with China on a range of political and security issues, see: Thomas Chrisensen,
“The Advantages of an Assertive China: Responding to China’s Abrasive Diplomacy,” Foreign Affairs, Mar/Apr
2001, 67. and Allistair Ian Johnston, “Is China a Status Quo Power?” International Security, Vol 27, 4, (2003)
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Figure 2

In the above game, payoffs are set to reflect China’s concerns of containment by a
Hawkish U.S. in addition to the concerns a declining China may have about its future prospects.
Thus, the payoffs for either a rising or declining China for otherwise equivalent outcomes (e.g.
“Status Quo”) are higher when encountering a dovish U.S. than a Hawkish one, since a hawkish
U.S. poses a higher risk of hostile policies down the line. Similarly, both a hawkish and dovish
United States are less concerned about a given outcome when they face a declining China than
when they face a rising China, since there may be opportunities for either U.S. to improve its
position down the line. This results in the following inequality conditions for each country
type’s preferences:

Preferences Ordering for Game 2:
CHR: Accept RevH & D > SQH > SQD > EnfD > EnfH
CHD: Accept RevH & D > SQD > SQH > EnfD > EnfH
USH: EnfR > SQR & D > EnfD > Accept RevD > Accept RevR
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USD: SQR & D > EnfR > Accept RevD > EnfD > Accept RevR
Given these inequality conditions, we see that both types of China prefer that their
revisions be accepted. This is consistent with the preference structure of the first model, and
makes sense. Ceteris paribus, obtaining an objective without the costs of fighting for it is
preferable to having to fight for the same objective. Having delineated each player’s preference
order, we can solve the game. This game has only 4 Nash equilibria. In four equilibria, we
observe China pooling on accepting the status quo. In these equilibria, we see separating or
semi-separating on the two types of U.S., with a hawkish U.S. choosing to enforce with
probability 1 or .66 and a dovish U.S. choosing to accept revisions with probability 1 or .33.
These plays, however, are off-path, since China already chose to accept the status quo. Thus,
these are not feasible plays for the U.S., but rather serve as plays to incentivize the China player
to accept the status quo.
In light of game 1, the most interesting equilibrium is the one in which there is a
separating equilibrium among the two types of China: with a declining China playing “Revise”
with probability 1 and a rising China playing “Accept” with probability 1. This reflects the
worry a declining China may have about its diminishing power, especially with the added
concern of the intentions of a hawkish United States. Another interesting feature of these
equilibria is that the only instance of conflict (Revise; Enforce) results from a declining China
and a hawkish U.S. Each other equilibrium leads to a continuation of the status quo. As with
game 1, these observations consistent across range of values for p (rising China) and q (hawkish
U.S.).

Implications and Conclusions
This paper has examined the role of power shifts and hidden information on the strategic
decisionmaking of China and the United States in the South China Sea. The first game suggests
that, since a rising China’s expected utility of revision increases over time while a declining
China’s expected utility of revision decreases, there are significant incentives for a declining
China to pursue revisionist policies early in a game, while a rising China faces incentives to put
off revision since the costs of a possible enforcement play by the U.S. are lower. These results
were complemented by the second game, in which a Rising China always accepted the status
quo, while a declining China was sometimes willing to pursue the status quo. While the variants
of off-path plays by the United States varied across a range of values of p (where p is the
probability of a “Rising” type for China), the equilibria for China’s plays remained surprisingly
consistent, even at the limits of these values (p=1/10 and p=9/10).
Another consistency across games was that the scenarios most likely to result in conflict
arose from a declining China in the first game and a declining China and hawkish U.S. in the
second game. In fact, in the second game, CHD,USH (Revise; Enforce) was the only equilibrium
resulting in conflict. This leads to two concluding implications. First, it provides theoretic
support for the empirical argument presented elsewhere in this research project that China is
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more likely declining than rising in power relative to the United States. Second, it suggests that
the implications of a declining China should be of concern to policymakers, since a declining
China may be more risk-acceptant than a rising China, increasing the possibility of
miscalculation on the part of the U.S. if American leaders are acting under the assumption that
only a rising China would be willing to pursue risky attempts at revision.
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ABSTRACT
Maritime piracy presents a dynamic ever-evolving
problem for the complex merchant shipping industry.
There have been various efforts to model this problem, but
these models provide either too much detail of a specific
region or represent the issue on a global scale. This project
proposes to model the issue on a far more simplistic level
which will allow for greater model utility.
This work is still in its conceptual stage, but it offers a
different approach from currently existing models of
maritime piracy. Only by focusing on the socio-political
and socio-economic variables that encourage piracy can the
true complexity of the issue be understood. By simplifying
the details of certain aspects of the model, the focus is
placed on the issues at the heart of the problem. This
greatly enhances the utility of the model so that it can be
used in different geographic regions.
INTRODUCTION
Maritime piracy is as old as history. While the
frequency and location of pirate attacks vary over time, the
phenomenon continues to exist and evolve. Maritime
piracy does not occur in a vacuum. It is a complex socioeconomic problem which the modern world considers to be
criminal activity.
Therefore it also has a political
dimension. Primarily a crime of opportunity, piracy
requires certain elements to occur. Obviously maritime
piracy requires a maritime domain. By definition that
maritime domain is the high seas (as opposed to armed
robbery in the ports and on the inland and territorial waters
of a nation). The crime therefore requires perpetrators who
can operate in the marine environment and target vessels.
This means that pirate attacks are more likely to occur in
certain portions of the world’s oceans than in others areas.
Most merchant ships travel along established shipping
routes. Many of these routes were determined during the
age of sail by the prevailing winds and currents. Others
were established as a result of international conferences and
committees to provide traffic separation schemes.
Importantly, they provide some semblance of order for

international trade and allow for a certain amount of
maritime safety. These global shipping routes also provide
a target rich environment for pirate attacks, especially at the
chokepoints where vessel density is the greatest.
All criminal activity, maritime piracy included, has a
certain element of supply and demand to it. For the activity
to occur there has to be a certain level, or supply, of targets.
At the same time, we can posit that there must be a lack of
other opportunities for the pirates who calculate that the
risk of engaging in piracy is worthwhile. This risk
calculation is a function of the potential rewards minus the
sum of risks. An increase of pirate attacks creates a
demand for better maritime security. An increase in
maritime security, either by the target vessel or provided by
maritime security forces, causes an increase in risk to
pirates. Improved pirate capabilities may decrease this risk.
The result is a dynamic ever evolving complex problem.
An agent-based model is suited to simulating this type of
problem since each of the actors can be modeled as separate
groups of interacting agents. This project proposes to build
an agent-based model of maritime piracy which simulates
the dynamics of the system and allows us to better
understand its complexity.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Can an agent-based model be used to gain a better
understanding of the relationship between the local sociopolitical and socio-economic variables and the risk of
maritime piracy to a transiting merchant ship?
EXISTING MARITIME PIRACY MODELS
Only in the recent past have there been serious efforts
to model pirate activity. This was primarily prompted by
the huge surge in pirate activity off the coast of Somalia
and in the Gulf of Aden. On April 8, 2009, the United
States MV Maersk Alabama was enroute from Djibouti to
Mombasa, Kenya when pirates attacked, boarded the vessel
and took the Captain hostage. This was the first pirate
hijacking of an American flagged ship in modern times.
Following this event the US Navy sponsored modeling
research to better understand maritime piracy.
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The Piracy Performance Surface (PPS) model was
developed by Dr. Jim Hansen, a physical scientist, at Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) in Monterey, CA. The model
used forecasted weather conditions and historical pirate
incident data to predict the locations in the Somali Basin
Region and the Gulf of Aden that would be conducive to
pirate activity. The PPS model was updated with user
feedback and additional refinement to the pirate operating
concepts. In March 2011 the Next Generation PPS (PPSN)
model was released (it was later renamed Pirate Attack Risk
Surface (PARS) model). The updated model factored in
Pirate Action Groups (PAGs) which are groups of pirate
dhows operating with the support of a “mother ship” off the
coast. The model’s output is the probability forecast of
pirate presence as a function of latitude, longitude and time.
Recent pirate activity is weighed more strongly than
historical attacks with a high risk in the vicinity of a recent
attack for the next 48 hours and then dissipating over the
next seven days.
Agent Technology Center Models

The Agent Technology Center at the Czech Technical
University in Prague, funded by a grant from the (US)
Office of Naval Research, conducted research on agentbased modeling of maritime pirate activity.[10] The
center’s AgentC software “models sea piracy and provides
alternative routing for commercial vessels in waters off the
Horn of Africa.”[10] The Agent Technology Center’s
website describes three individual modeling efforts:
“Maritime Simulation Platform,” “Maritime Transit
Simulation,” and “Vessel Behavior Models.”[1] The
Maritime Simulation Platform is a modular agent-base
model of the platforms and forms the base for the Maritime
Transit Simulation. The Vessel Behavior Models use real
world data to provide a highly detailed agent-based model
for each vessel class. The Maritime Transit Simulation
combines the Maritime Simulation Platform with the Vessel
Behavior Models to produce detailed a simulation of
maritime traffic. This simulation can provide an estimation
of the piracy risk under various transit routes with various
naval patrol strategies employed.
While the Maritime Transit Simulation can simulate
maritime traffic on a global basis, the Agent Technology
Center focused their suite of computational tools and
techniques on the piracy issue in the Somali Basin and the
Gulf of Aden. They were able to assess the efficiency of a
“range of piracy counter-measures, including the
recommended transit corridors, escorted convoys, group
transit schemes, route randomization and navy patrol
deployments.”[1] They were also able to assess the best
trade-off between cost and security by using decisiontheoretic and game-theoretic optimization techniques.[1]
When they published the results of their research, the
researchers at the Agent Technology Center believed
“AgentC is the only agent-based, micro-level simulation of

global maritime
purposes.”[6]

traffic

designed

for

non-military

The modeling efforts of both NRL and ATC resulted in
highly detailed models focused on the Somali Basin and the
Gulf of Aden. Given that incidences of piracy in this region
have significantly decreased and the existence of many
other regions where piracy provides a significant risk, there
is a need for a model that is less geographically dependent.
Risk Terrain Model

Criminology researchers at Rutgers University have
taken a different approach to modeling the risk of piracy
using Geographic Information System spatial modeling
tools.[2] They use Risk Terrain Modeling (RTM), which is
an approach to risk assessment used to evaluate the
occurrence of crime within a geographic area. RTM
“standardizes risk factors to common geographic units over
a continuous surface,”[2] They argue that while favorable
geographic factors and the presence of a potential target
vessel are necessary for piracy to occur, these factors are
not sufficient. They identify three risk factors for piracy:
state status (using the 2008 Failed States Index), shipping
routes, and chokepoints. Using these factors they created
risk map layers which they then overlay to identify the
regions of greatest risk. Once they compiled this global
piracy RTM using 2008 data, they overlaid the 2009
reported incidents of piracy and found their RTM predicted
the location of these incidents with more than 60%
accuracy. As they report: “This is quite a feat considering
that pirate attacks were located in approximately 1.3
percent of all the cells, globally.”[2] While the factors
considered for creating the piracy RTM could be revised or
weighted differently in the creation of the map layers, what
was unique about this model is that it did not use the
occurrence of prior pirate attacks to predict future attacks.
Since the researchers used ArcGIS software to create the
RTM of piracy, their effort could be duplicated with the
data they used or similar models could be created using
different data.
Spatial Models

A spatial model of piracy risk areas has utility as an
input into a more comprehensive model, but as a standalone
model it does not provide any risk differentiation for any of
the other factors involved in pirate attacks. In fact, the
zones for increased piracy risk are identified by maritime
insurance underwriters on an ongoing basis without the
benefit of a spatial model. Mariners are aware of areas
where there is a high risk for piracy. What is needed is a
model which will allow mariners to better determine their
individual risk. This model should allow evaluation of risk
mitigation options. The model should also provide insight
into how the other parts of the “system” may impact the
vessel’s voyage.
Two researchers, from the Department of Security and
Crime Science at the University College London, Elio
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Marchione and Shane Johnson, conducted research to
examine patterns in the location and timing of maritime
piracy incidents. They applied theories developed to
explain spatial and space-time patterns in urban crime to
maritime piracy. Their work drew on previously developed
criminology theories such as crime pattern theory and
disease contagion models which look at time-space patterns
for risk clusters.[7] They cited the RTM work of Caplan,
Moreto and Kennedy, discussed above, as a promising
approach for identifying areas of risk for maritime piracy;
however, limited security assets cannot constantly patrol all
of these areas.[7] Thus Marchione and Johnson set out to
identify “regularities concerned with when attacks might
occur as well as where they are most likely.”[7]
Marchione and Johnson examined spatial patterns to
determine where pirate incidences tended to cluster and
then looked at times-series data to determine how the
patterns varied reflecting the local condition differences.[7]
Their data consisted of 5,715 recorded events of piracy
from the NGIS Anti-Shipping Activity Messages database.
Their work revealed some seasonal trends, but the trends
varied by sub-regions.[7] Four geographic areas stood out
as a result of their analysis: near the coast of Sri Lanka,
near the coast of Malaysia, near the coast of Somalia and in
the Gulf of Guinea. These four locations accounted for
4,062 of the 5,715 events in their data base.[7]
The final portion of their data analysis was to detect
time-space clustering of the incidents of piracy. The results
made it “clear that more events occur close to each other in
space and time than would be expected if the timing and
location of attacks were independent.”[7] This work
provided the basis for their development of a spatial model
of maritime piracy.
Marchione and Johnson, along with Alan Wilson,
developed an agent based model to simulate the dynamic
patterns of pirate, vessel and naval forces behaviors and
interactions.[8] Their paper “Modeling Maritime Piracy: A
Spatial Approach,” provides a video visualization of the
NGIA dataset that Marchione and Johnson did their earlier
analysis of. They cite a noticeable burst of pirate activity
around the Gulf of Aden in 2010 and focus their modeling
efforts on this geographic area.[8] Their subset of data
included 56 incidents of piracy that occurred in that area in
2010.[8] Data from the Canal Suez Traffic Statistics was
used to simulate the proper volume of shipping traffic
passing through the canal as well as the type and flag of the
vessels.[8]
This information was supplemented with
information obtained from Surface Synoptic Observation
(SYNOP) reports concerning the position of vessels in the
area of interest and the weather conditions at the time of
their reports.[8] Lastly, they based the number of naval
units on the work of Peter Chalk who cited 14 international
naval units operating in the Gulf during the time of the
model’s case study – 15 November to 31 December
2010.[8,3]

The model’s agent behavior condition action rules
generate a dynamic maritime piracy risk map and allow the
testing of hypotheses about pirate activity.[8] The model
outputs were tested using separate data of pirate attacks in
the Gulf of Aden from earlier in 2010.[8] They conclude
that despite the simplicity of the model it appears to
“approximate the observed spatial distribution of pirate
attacks rather well.”[8] Thus, they argue that their model
provides the basis for developing and testing “more
accurate and realistic agent behavior, and the simulated
impact of specific types of policy intervention.”[8]
Marchione, Johnson and Wilson’s spatial model is
definitely a step in the right direction for portraying
maritime piracy with an agent-based model. Alas, they
defaulted to the same geographic limitations as other
models. They focused in on a subset of global maritime
piracy because of the enormous scope of the issue and the
differences in the characteristics of the problem between
sub-regions. They centered their attention on the Gulf of
Aden where a significant increase of piracy incidents in
2009 occurred as a result of socio-economic and sociopolitical variables. However, their resulting model did not
model the influences of these variables.
With the decline in maritime piracy off the coast of
Somalia, so too has there been a decline in the efforts to
model the phenomena. Yet there continues to be a need to
better understand the dynamics involved in maritime piracy
to include maritime anti-piracy operations.
Hybrid Model

Indeed, a recently developed model aims to contribute
to the literature on operational research and model
simulation for maritime security issues. Two Turkish
Naval Officers, A Emre Varol and Murat M. Gunal,
developed a hybrid model utilizing an agent-based model
with discrete event scheduling. The objective of this model
was to provide a better understanding of the relationship
between deployment of naval forces and piracy
prevention.[11]
Their model combined three separate
systems. The backbone and data structures that support the
model are contained in a computer-code class library they
call Maritime Security Operations Library (MSOLib).
They used SharpSim DES engine to create the hybrid
DES/ABM model.
Finally, they used GMap.net
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) package to interface
their model with a map of the region of interest.[11] The
purpose of the model was to aid decision makers in
understanding the relationship between pirate behavior and
naval force planning, thus the focus of the simulation
efforts were on variations of maritime security patrols. The
model confirmed a “strong positive relationship” between
the resource allocation and the success of the operation.[11]
It therefore allows for decisions which could increase the
efficiency of these operations. While Voral and Gunal’s
model significantly contributes to understanding how to
improve the efficiency of naval force deployments aimed at
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preventing piracy, it does not focus on the root causes of the
piracy nor does it provide adequate fidelity of the merchant
vessels for individual merchant ships to make risk analysis
decisions.
WHY A NEW MODEL IS NEEDED
Most of the models discussed above were designed for
a particular geographic area, primarily the Gulf of Aden and
the waters off the coast of Somalia. Because of the
differences in the tactics employed by pirates from one
region to another, a significant amount of change would be
needed to apply these models to another geographic region.
The exception to this is the RTM model designed by
Caplan, Moreto and Kennedy. Despite the RTM model,
there is a need for a model that is less geographically
dependent.
The ATC at the Czech Technical University initially
developed a model of the world shipping routes. While this
model was global in scope it did not specifically model
piracy, rather it was informed by piracy reports as to where
the main hubs of piracy are. This global model was used to
inform their later development of a region specific model
for the Gulf of Aden. The Maritime Traffic Simulation
model replicated “the key static and dynamic features of
maritime transit” for thousands of vessels consisting of
several categories.[6] It was based on real-world shipping
information, shipping routes and recommended transit
corridors. While this global model was not limited to a
specific geographic region, its global scope makes it very
large and complex. A model which can drill down into
more detail of what is occurring in a limited amount of seaspace yet also be of value to various regions would provide
greater utility.
While the ATC models were designed for non-military
purposes they were used to evaluate the best route for the
Internationally Recommended Transit Corridor and the
optimum patrol patterns of Naval Security Forces. What is
needed is a model which will allow mariners to better
determine their individual risk depending on the
environment they are planning to operate in. The objective
of this work is to distill maritime piracy down to a form
simple enough to portray generic phenomena regardless of
geographic location yet robust enough to provide insight
into the associated issues. Such a model will provide a risk
assessment based on the socio-political and socio-economic
variables in the vicinity of operation, the maritime security
readiness of the merchant vessel, and the presence or lack
of maritime security forces. Ideally, the model should also
provide insight into how the other parts of the “system”
may impact the vessel’s voyage.

THE MODEL
The model is in the beginning stages of development.
The model is written in NetLogo, a readily available open
source agent-based programming protocol. The focus of
the model is a scalable small area with adjustable variables
to simulate regional differences.
Certain assumptions must be made about the generic
water area to be modeled. First, the area is part of an
established shipping lane, which means merchant ships are
apt to transit the area. Second, the area is near the littorals
but outside territorial waters and therefore considered to be
international waters or on the high seas. This assumption is
important since most pirates operate from land. Territorial
waters extend 12 nautical miles from the coastline and
within this area the state has jurisdiction. The orientation
for such an area of water would vary depending upon the
coastline. For simplification purposes the model area will
be depicted with the landward area to the west and the
shipping lane oriented from north to south.
There are three types of agents that exist within the
model: pirates, ships (merchant ships) and units (security
units, typically naval vessels). The agent world consists of
a generic patch of water that is 100x100 patches and meets
the assumptions stated above. For this reason the patches
are colored to indicate shallower water to the left (west)
outside the shipping lane. Only small boats, such as pirate
skiffs or rigid inflatable hull boats (RHIB) can operate in
this area.
Two scalable variables; fragility and corruption,
determine the pirate agent population. The fragility
variable is based on the Fragile State Index (previously
known as the Failed State Index) which is published
annually by the Think Tank “Fund for Peace” and Foreign
Policy magazine. The index is a value from 0 to 10 with 0
equal to the most stable and 10 equal to the least stable.
The score is a sum of 12 indicators (4 social, 2 economic
and 6 political) which measure a state’s vulnerability to
conflict or collapse. The corruption variable is based on
Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index.
This is a score from 0-100 which classifies states from
highly corrupt to very clean.
The units agents may be turned on or off by choosing
to include Maritime Security.
This allows for an
assessment of how the presence of maritime security forces
impact pirate activity. The number of maritime security
units present in the operating area can be selected
separately.
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Sometimes we seek to portray the problem in such a level
of detail that the model loses its simplicity. At the same
time the model needs to have enough fidelity to provide
credibility. This model seeks to put the emphasis on the
variables that are key to understanding the problem while
simplifying many of the other aspects which have a
negligible impact on our understanding. The objective of
this work is to distill maritime piracy down to a form
simple enough to portray generic phenomena regardless of
geographic location yet robust enough to provide insight
into the associated issues.
Imagine 1: Simulation setup example

ADDITIONAL MODEL REFINEMENTS
Given that the current model is still primarily in its
conceptual mode, there is much work to be done on model
refinement. The most basic version of the model assumes
standard characteristics for the merchant vessel but not all
ships are equal. Model refinements will recognize the
differences between the various classes of merchant ships
and how these differences impact the ship’s vulnerability to
a pirate attack. Further refinements will take into account
the readiness of the ship to include the material condition of
the ship and the crew’s proficiency with counter piracy
tactics. The goal is to be able to provide the various
merchant ships with a better understanding of the risk of a
pirate attack when transiting a particular area.
Since the model assumes that the population of pirates
is dependent on socio-political and socio-economic
variables, further refinement of the variables and their
relationship to the pirate birth rate is needed. Additionally,
since not all maritime security units are equal, the addition
of a variable for the robustness of the security forces would
significantly improve the realism of the model.
CONCLUSION
I propose the development of an agent-based model
which takes a different approach to modeling the problem
of maritime piracy. Existing models are either specific to
the Gulf of Aden region (and therefore not appropriate for
other regions) or are on a global scale and unable to provide
a useful level of understanding of what is occurring at the
regional level. The goal of this model is not to accurately
portray the details of pirate tactics or maritime security
forces’ counter-piracy procedures, but rather to focus on the
complex relationship of the socio-political and socioeconomic variables that encourage acts of maritime piracy.
Although the model is in the early stages of
development, it will provide a valuable tool for better
understanding the complex dynamics involved in a problem
which has continuously challenged the maritime domain.
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were reclassified and complaint information for Chicago was
deemed ‘public’. This reclassification didn’t happen overnight,
as it took seven years of litigation to do so. The legal case of
Kalven v. Chicago deemed these records as public knowledge
[3]. A journalistic production company called the ‘Invisible
Institute’ uploaded and made this data trove publicly available.
The ABM introduced in this paper is a direct contribution to the
considerable work that was done on behalf of the Kalven v.
Chicago case. Going forward, this paper will cover background
information related to the city of Chicago and how the process
of which individuals file complaints is handled with the
Chicago Police Department (CPD). Questions are developed
based upon early findings within the data and an agent based
model is introduced using the ‘agent_zero framework’ that
Joshua Epstein has outlined in his book, “agent_zero”. The
model process is explained through a pseudo algorithm.
Assumptions and generalizations are discussed as well as future
adjustments that are to be made. Some very early results are
reflected upon and an outline is presented on going forward
with this model.

agent_zero, agent based modeling, netlogo, abm, chicago

BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

When a CPD officer responds and discharges his weapon a
series of events unfold. These events are adequately similar to
when a complaint is filed by a civilian. The initial investigative
supervisor is from a separate branch of the CPD, the
Independent Police Review Authority (IPRA) [4]. Generally
during an officer involved shooting the IPRA representative
will attempt to obtain all information surrounding the crime
scene as they aren’t permitted to investigate the immediate
crime scene as this is still being processed; this external
investigation usually starts at the boundaries of the police crime
tape and generally involves talking to witnesses, attempting to
obtain nearby surveillance camera footage, and any other
information sources that are external to the immediate on-going
investigation. The IPRA as a separate agency has all of its
internal policies private as well as most of its general directives.
This lack of understanding the internal workings of the IPRA
from external groups like news outlets and the general public
causes a hazy understanding of exactly what is going on [4]. A
prime example of this is the most recent case of Laquan
McDonald who was fatally shot over a year ago. The dashboard
footage took almost a year to release due to the interworking’s
and delays of the IPRA and other internal factors; from the

‘Agent_Zero’ is an agent based modeling technique developed
by Dr.Joshua Epstein over years of research in social systems.
This framework is used to model the emerging trend of police
complaints within the City of Chicago. This paper explains the
current situation in Chicago, how citizens generate complaints,
how these complaints are processed, ongoing criminal
activities, and the police response to these events. Data has been
provided from the Citizens Police Data Project I, as well as
historic Chicago crime data, and current socio-economic data
are used as initial inputs to calibrate the model. This paper then
introduces a prototype agent based model (ABM) using the
agent_zero method and a proof of concept model is developed
using ABM software NetLogo. This model is tuned to match
the City of Chicago’s data with intentions of the model being
generalized for other cities. Early results suggest that the
agent_zero method can be used to identity and understand
emerging rationale behind the current trend of violence and
cumulative police complaints.

It is hard to avoid the news headlines coming out of the city of
Chicago. A yearly average of 480 criminal homicides has been
reported, this is based off of the last 11 years; that’s
approximately 1.3 murders a day. There are nearly 1080 daily
crimes reported, with a rate of about 12-14 formal complaints
filed against the on scene officer(s) [1]. This report and project
is aimed specifically at how these complaints factor into the
complex city of Chicago and the generated outcome of how
complaints are handled. Within a 11-year span, 56,361
allegations have been filed, of which 96.28% were considered
Unsustained – which means that the officer(s) were found to
have been in the right, of which the other sustained cases merely
2% were never punished [1]. To put this in perspective, the city
Police of Norfolk Virginia have their external allegations at a
rate of 36% that result in an outcome that is ‘Unsustained’ [2].
Up until recently the city of Chicago never released the details
of their complaints. The specifics of their complaints were
originally restricted to have been deemed ‘not public access’
and thus only specific organizations within the city of Chicago
had access to these details. During 2015 these ‘private’ records
I

The Citizens Police Data Project (CPDP) was developed by The Invisible Institute which is a journalistic production company on the South Side of Chicago that works
to enhance the capacity of civil society to hold public institutions accountable.
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outside it would appear that nothing was going on, but in
actuality due to the structure of the IPRA and constant delays
took a long time to conclude. Most of the information that the
IPRA obtains cannot be used in future criminal cases and they
have no authority on removing/firing officers; the IPRA serves
as a separate investigation that’s primary purpose is to provide
recommend courses of actions. Upon their final investigation
and recommendation, the case then turns over to the
department’s superintendent. The superintendent has the
authority to remove/fire the officer but also has up until 90 days
to make their decision. As with the McDonald case, they waited
until the very last few days to remove the officer. The public,
not aware of the ongoing internal investigations, wasn’t part of
the process until a Judge ordered that the dashcam footage be
released to the general public within a week of his ruling. This
went into effect November 19th, nearly 13 months after the
shooting incident. The timing of these events with the officer
being fired and charged with murder, the timeframe of the
pending video release all contributed to circumstances that
kicked off a media storm and pending Federal Justice
Department investigation [4]. This structure of complaints and
formal investigations lies at the heart of the on-going problems
the CPD is facing and is the main concern for the model
development. ABM modeling offers many facets to tackle this
type of problem, instead of working the inner structure of how
these investigations fold out, the model will concentrate on
complaints, current crime trends, the geographic layout of
Chicago, the structure of the CPD, and how complaints and
their outcomes can fuel animosity and act as a multiplier to
ongoing criminal activities.
Developing Questions

As mentioned above, the current data that is available
surrounding the CPD points to a culture that looks out for police
officers [1]. It also would suggest that the appropriation of
resources to specific investigations tend to be lacking when
complaints come from less affluent neighborhoods. According
to the Invisible Institute, roughly 61% of all complaints filed

from ‘2002 – 2008’, and ‘2011 – current’ were from African
Americans and 50% of the time white officers were involved.
More intriguing is the varying response rate to complaints filed
by non-white ethnicities. On average these complaints are not
equally appropriated- where in outcomes that resulted in
punishment or suspension, if the complaint was filed from a
white male, this was 7 times more likely to yield in a
punishment opposed to an African American Female filing a
complaint [1]. These type of confounding statistics suggest that
not only is crime relevant to a specific complaint but also
socioeconomic factors. The main question the model intends to
investigate is in attempt at understanding and replicating the
outcomes of the CPD complaints based purely only the crime
data, complaint data, and whether or not the complaints justified
supervisor reprimand.
MODEL DESCRIPTION & METHODOLOGY

In using the agent_zero approach the model is broken down into
key components. NetLogo, a free ABM software package is
used to facilitate these actions. The police officers and
complaints are represented by agents and patches represent the
environmental factors. This model was developed and built
upon the ‘Arab Spring’ model provided by Joshua Epstein [5].
In Epstein’s work he uses the communicable properties of the
patches to share information to the agents about the current
situation and in which the agents themselves are connected.
Epstein’s model structure is used as the starting foundation for
the papers work.
Model Process

The pseudo algorithm for the agent_zero approach is outlined
below and all of the steps are done within one frame/cycle to
the system.
Steps for agent_zero method

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Upon loading all of the relevant data required, the agents
are placed within their designated locations inside the
virtual environment. Upon being placed they will update
their location to match their corresponding starting
conditions.
Generate Crime Events
Generate Complaint Multiplier
Update agent_zero Parameters
4.1. Affect
4.2. Probability
4.3. Disposition
4.4. Weights
Update Agent Links
Agents take action or not
Update the generated complaints
Update the environmental factors
Repeat

Environment Setup, Simulating crime, Establishing Police
Agents, and Simulating Complaints
Environment Setup

Figure 1: City of Chicago by district and by area

The starting conditions for the environment are based upon
statistical information provided by the city of Chicago through
their public online access portal [6]. All of this data matches the
time frame related to the Invisible Institute data release,
specifically two periods with a gap in the middle: period 1
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reflects 01/01/2002 until 01/01/2009, and period 2 reflects
01/01/2011 until 11/30/2015. There are a few data sources
referenced further on, the ‘CRIME’ data is in reference to the
data source that was obtained through the city of Chicago portal
and the ‘CPDP’ data is in reference to the data provided by the
invisible institute. The CRIME data is used to establish separate
criminal offenses based upon location. The locations are filtered
in three ways, by District, by neighborhood, and by major area.
To see a picture of how Chicago’s police districts match with
their neighborhoods and central areas see Figure 1. The data
was filtered and aggregated from the CRIME data source to
match the CPDP dates, in which the data was aggregated to
daily crime and complaints. Using a triangular distribution
random variates were generated representing each district.
Each of these random variates, representing the entire district,
where then split up based on frequency of associated patches
within the district. The frequency was established via
neighborhoods reflecting a data statistics called the ‘hardship’
index [7].
This index ranges from 1 – 100.
generated from six key factors.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In order to keep some of the data processing down, only 5
categories were separated out of the 29 categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Criminal homicide
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Weapon charges

The hardship index is

Unemployment percentage for those over 16
Dependency, % of the population under 18 and over 64
Education, % over the age of 25 with less than a high
school diploma,
Income Level, the per capita income.
Crowded housing,
% of people living below the poverty level

The higher the index the correlated frequency of criminal events
related to that neighborhood [8]. The hardship index provides a
way of shifting or accounting for 'worse' grid zones within a
district by neighborhood [7].
Simulating Crime Events

Crimes are generated by district based on the datasets, for
example: in District 8 there were a daily average of 74 crimes.
A triangular distribution is used due to the lack of statistical
work done yet on each districts daily crime averages. For now,
District 8 uses a triangular distribution with parameters of 17,
84, 74 representing the lower limit for Cook County, upper limit
for Cook County, and the District 8 mean. The final version of
this model will have specific distributions generated based upon
each districts criminal dataset, so for example District 8 should
use a Triangular distribution such that Triangular (24, 168, 74).
These values are passed to a triangular distribution to generate
the variate representing the number of crimes for that iteration
(day) by district. This number was then broken up into 7 crime
types. The FBI established a ‘Uniform Crime Reporting’
handbook which all law enforcement use as a way of indexing
their crimes for database unification [9]. These crime types are
broken up over two offenses with Part 1 Offenses containing 8
categories and Part 2 Offenses containing 21 categories. For a
complete breakdown of the codes see Appendix Table 1.

Figure 2: How a district was broken down into neighborhoods and setup
in a grid pattern in NetLogo

This leaves the remaining 24 categories as part of their
aggregate. These 5 were picked to use for validation purposes.
Using District 8 as an example, their criminal homicide rate
0.0011, robbery rate 0.0096, aggravated assault rate 0.0757,
burglary rate 0.0849, and a weapons rate of 0.0096. These 5
types account for 0.1809 of the total crime. For a complete
aggregate breakdown by district totals based upon the database
files see Appendix Table 2. The remaining categories were just
the aggregates of the Part 1 and Part 2; again for District 8 the
rate for the remaining Part 1 Offenses is 0.4275 and Part 2
Offenses accounting for 0.3916 totaling the remaining 0.7191.
In order to distribute out the random variate amount of crimes
across the district the frequency of the neighborhood hardship
index is factored in. For District 8 there are 9 neighborhoods to
consider, each neighborhood has a hardship index and some
quantity of NetLogo patches. In order to represent the hardship
index as well as account for the size of some of the
neighborhoods, the number of patches in a neighborhood were
multiplied by the neighborhood hardship index. This value was
then divided by the sum of the hardship index for the district.
Using District 8 again and looking at the “Clearing”
neighborhood the following calculation represents this
frequency of crime within the given ‘Clearing’ neighborhood
and specific to District 8:
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑁𝑁ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
90 ∗ 29
=
≈ 0.0736 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 7.35%
∑𝑑𝑑 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑁𝑁ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
35426
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Figure 3: How each district was represented with different police agents and how these agents are networked

Using our variant that is generated above from our triangular
distribution we allocate 7.35% of the crimes generated from
District 8 to randomly be generated within the ‘Clearing’
neighborhood. Of these crimes they are broken down based
upon the figures mentioned above. For example, if 40 crimes
are to be generated out of District 8 for one iteration, then
approximately 2.94 (rounded to 3) will be randomly placed in
the ‘Clearing’ neighborhood, each of these 3 crimes will go
through the specified District Crime probability calculator and
will be either assigned as a C01, C03, C04, C05, C15, Part1, or
Part2 – all based upon the district crime probabilities mentioned
above. This is done for all of the remaining neighborhoods until
the generated daily crimes have been allocated across all the 22
districts. An example of how the district and neighborhoods can
be seen in Figure 2. At every iteration a new random variate is
generated representing the total crimes generated for each
district by day. This allowed for a more accurate representation
of generating crime data to match current crime trends. This
crime engine replicates the mentioned 7 different crime events,
five individual categories and the two aggregate categories.
The individual categories were selected and weighted based
upon recommendations from a local retired police captain.
Establishing Police Agents

In order to represent the structure of the Chicago police force
different classes of police agents were used. To keep the model
within computational limits each district is represented by 3
police agents. This is the case for every district. These agents
are considered ‘patrol’ agents. Each district then has a
supervising agent. Following suite to how Chicago is
organized, the region is broken up into four zones, with each
zone having a ‘chief’. This is the case for this model. Each zone
is broken up by districts, this follows the current structure of the
Chicago police. Each district then has 3 patrol agents, 1
supervising agent, and 1 area chief. For a network view see
Figure 3. From the top down, the area chiefs are networked
together and their corresponding district supervisers. This

connection quantity ranges from area to area as there aren’t
equal number of districts within each area. At the district level
each supervising agent is connected to their patrol agents and
their direct area chief; or 4 connections. For the patrol agents
they are connected to each other and their superviser, 3
connections. In total this puts our patrol agents at 66 (3 for each
district), 22 supervising agents (1 for each district), and 3 area
chiefs with a total of 91 police agents and a network of 182
links. In order to calibrate for how the officers move within their
environment it is assumed that all agents work a 5 day work
week out of 7 days. Patrol agents are within their districts 5 out
of 7 iterations with the other 2 iterations in a ‘home’ area, this
area is assumed to be free of crime. This movement between
environments of exposed crime and not exposed crime follows
with Dr.Epsteins Court Case agent_zero model [5]. For
supervising agents they spend 3 of their 5 work days within
their district, the remaining two are in the ‘office’ and with the
area chief they spend 3 of their 5 work days in any of their given
districts with the remaining two spent at the office. This method
of putting different classes of agents in different areas is a
representation of normal day exposure to events. Patrol agents
rarely leave their patrol area/district and are frequently more
exposed to daily environmental interactions whereas
supervising agents are not. All of the agents have their two days
off to be within their ‘home’ area. This home environment
allows the agents to ‘cooldown’ which is a reflection of normal
assumptions about working in environments such as this. This
process of not being exposed to the current crime trends allows
for a better representation than having the agents constantly
being exposed every iteration. This cooldown effect is
important to grasp and thus is modeled in this design. Note that
the interconnection of the different police agents are never
broken, so even if the agents are home or in the office they are
still feeling the impact of their connected agents. Dr.Epstein
explains in great detail how this is important to consider when
dealing with work place and home place environmental
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variables. This within itself could be an entirely separte model,
but due to keeping the limitations and assumptions as general
as possible, the agents are just removed from the environment
and then placed back in when on/off dusty. More details
specific to the agent_zero framework and how they are
implemented for the officer agents are outlined later on in the
agent_zero heading.
Simulating Complaints

Following in similar fashion to the crime generator, complaints
are more generalized with future work being tailored to match
the detailed approach to crime generation. Currently this model
generates complaints based upon a combination of the CRIME
and CPDP datasets. Overall complaints are generated at a daily
city average of about 12 a day. Currently this probability is
applied to every generated crime resulting in a generalized
assumption that no matter what the crime type is, where it is
occurring, or the type of person that is the victim of a potential
complaint, it has an equal probability that a complaint could be
generated – this is not very accurate as the CPDP dataset clearly
shows that complaints do appear to be correlated with specific
incident types. An example of this is that on average across all
of the complaints ‘illegal search’ and ‘use of force’ are
categories that make up a majority of the complaint types. Most
of these complaint categories can be applied to wide spectrum
of given situations and scenarios, however, when you consider
‘use of force’ this is normally followed with some form of an
arrest. Not all crime incidents involve someone being arrested.
The CPDP dataset also clearly shows that complaints of ‘use of
force’ do generally come from different socioeconomic
backgrounds, suggesting that police officers who respond to
low income areas and/or when dealing with other ethnicities
unlike their own they are more likely to treat these civilians with
excessive force. These types of factors and considerations are
the main intentions of the model but due to limitations of time
this portion hasn’t been fully integrated yet to match the current
data.
To generalize this, complaints are produced based upon the
level of crime and the hardship index allocated to the patches.
This approximation supports the CPDP dataset, if you visually
align two maps of Cook County – one with crime data and the
other with complaint data – there is a close correlation to high
crime areas generating a majority of the complaints. To be
clear, what is not being stated is that crime cause’s complaints,
but more so in regards to a general probability function. Where
if there are more officers responding to the same crime prone
areas frequently more than other areas it is only logical to see
more complaints come from these areas. See Image 4 for a
visual representation of crime overlaid with complaint data. In
order to compensate for the complaints, they are then
appropriated equally across the different districts but have a
larger impact on both the officers and the environmental
variables associated with crime prone areas. This is done by
generating complaints equally but weighing them based upon
the crime type that they occurred from. If a complaint is
generated from a criminal homicide, not only will it have a
larger impact on the immediate environment, but it will stay
active in that environment for upwards of 180 iterations – 6
months. The complaints are organized based off of their

generated crime type. Each of these categories has an ‘impact’
on the immediate environment. This impact is weighted based
on the crime severity and the amount will diffuse over a
timeframe. With less impact crimes, for example drunkenness
which is considered a ‘Part 2 Aggregate Offense’, it will have a
small impact to the immediate environment and will dissipate
rather quickly. These weights are setup so that the user can
modify them or set them up another way for varied model
configurations. Suggesting that specific crimes are more
atrocious than others is a matter of opinion, and such by using
a weighted amount that diffuses over time it is with best
intentions to replicate a wide case of situations to support the
current data. Using the ‘drunkenness’ as an example, if there is
a known area where a lot of bars and restaurants were allocated
and officers were consistently responding to these types of
offenses over time this area would be considered a nuisance and
ultimately could have an overall larger impact on the immediate
environment than a random small occurrence of a higher
weighted crime. This system of weights and diffusing has been
used through numerous other examples [9], [10], [12]. As
mentioned in the introduction, complaints are handled much as
so when an officer is involved with a shooting. In the case of
Laquan McDonald, this type of situation is represented as a
complaint against a criminal homicide which carries with it the
highest potential damage to the immediate environment if this
isn’t handled appropriately. There is one additional type of
complaint that is generated as a direct result of an officer who
has ‘crossed the line’; this complaint is derived from the
agent_zero framework and what goes into this complaint will
be explained further.
Complaints, as they show up on NetLogo, are small green x’s
representing general probability complaints and large red x’s
when an officer has ‘crossed the line’. As complaints diffuse
over time the local environment is impacted and the immediate
officers are impacted as well. It is important to identify that not
only can these complaints have a negative impact on the
environment but they can also have a positive impact as well.
For all generated complaints there is a probability associated
with how the complaint is ‘handled’. The assumption here is

Figure 4: Top Right, Crime heat map. Bottom right, complaint heat
map. Left image shows combined layers
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that either it is handled in a way that both parties support or it
is handled in a way that both parties didn’t support. In the case
of all complaints generated from the officer crossing the line
they are considered to always have a negative impact on the
environment whereas the randomly generated complaints can
go either way. What goes into this represents the CPDP dataset
as a complaint that has been sustained or unsustained. This will
also be explained in more detail in the agent_zero framework.

for a complaint within proximity. If it finds one, then the
variable associated with how relevant the complaint is will
slow down the rate at which misconduct dissipates from the
patch.
Officer Agent factors

1.

2.
AGENT_ZERO

For more detailed information on how agent_zero works please
see Agent_Zero by Joshua Epstein. The thought process to how
agent_zero is used within this modeling situation is outlined
below. In using agent_zero it is very important to have a
variable or sets of variables of interest that your agents are
constantly checking, the notion is that an agent will decide to
take some type of action upon which when a threshold has been
exceeded. In the case for this model, the variable of interest is
called ‘total misconduct’ and this variable is stored on each
patch within the environment. Components that affect this
variable are directly related to crime generated events and the
complaint process. At every iteration a patch will process the
current situation resulting in either increasing or decrease this
misconduct value. When a crime is generated on a patch the
patch will process the crime and allocate some amount of
misconduct based upon the crime itself. These weights are
associated with the use of sliders within NetLogo and the
default values can be seen within the modeling file. At the start
of the model the total misconduct for each patch is set to 0 and
it can never be larger than 1. This scale represents a totality of
how bad the area is and how bad the officers have been within
the area. If a patch generates a criminal homicide it will add
0.35 to its current misconduct value. This value of misconduct
is affected by the following factors: a criminal event, a
complaint event, and local proximity other patches. An example
outlined below is broken down by the factors that go into each
complaint and is demonstrated as the model would represent the
Laquan McDonald case:
Environmental Factors

1.

2.

3.

A criminal homicide with an excessive force complaint has
been generated and assigned to a Patch in District 8, Archer
Heights neighborhood, it has a weight of 0.35 and because
it is a generated complaint it will also instantiate a
complaint agent
1.1. The patch evaluates the current weight associated
with criminal homicide and adds this to its current
misconduct variable.
Complaint agent is instantiated and processes a time when
it will no longer be active within the environment.
2.1. Because it is a homicide and because it is an excessive
force complaint it will generate a random variant
from a triangular distribution that is associated with
first the crime type and then compounding officer
excessive force. This can result in having an impact
on the environment for upwards of 280 iterations.
The excessive complaint will process every iteration
affecting the patch it is on with a diminishing amount for
every iteration. A patch examines its 4 neighbors to check

An officer evaluates the patch he is on and its neighbors for
their misconduct values, as these values adjust up and
down it will have an effect on the officer agents
Using the agent_zero framework the officers are affected
rationally, emotionally, and based on their social structure
2.1. Rationally: Compares their immediate environment
and evaluates the misconduct across this space as well
as if the environment is prone to having weapons
violations. The higher relationship to weapons
violations within proximity will cause the officer
agent to be more on edge.
2.2. Emotionally: The misconduct variable plays
significantly into this component, as the officers
inspect their current environment if they find that it is
continuously been hostile they are more likely to be
on edge and/or match their daily tolerance to
misconduct
2.3. Social Network: There are 3 normal patrol officers per
district linked together with a supervising officer
connected to them and an area chief representing the
North/Central/South areas of Chicago connected to
their corresponding district supervisors. Each
connected component carries with it an associated
weight.

Agents taking Action

1.

Agents will take action when their disposition exceeds a
level of threshold, when this occurs there sparks a
possibility that the officer will engage in the use of
excessive force resulting in an excessive complaint being
charged. Depending on the outcome of this complaint, it
can have a lasting effect on the environment.

EARLY RESULTS

Given the complexity of this model and the current lack of
statistical support the model is absent in rigorous areas of
verification and validation. Even with the lacking statistical
evidence, visually the model represents how crime events
populate throughout the city and specifically known high crime
neighborhoods to appear to be reflected correctly. A simple
way to see the varying effect how handling complaints
appropriately can be seen by adjusting the ‘Complaint
Punishment’ slider. Based on the CPDP data it is set at 0.04
representing 4% of all complaints being handled within an
unsustained manner. When this slider is adjusted to represent
more of the complaints being handled in a sustained manner
representing that both sides feel is adequate in the complaint
outcome the overall misconduct throughout the city slowly
drops. This is within line to other cities such as the city of
Norfolk Virginia [2]. Excessive complaints are still generated
but at the rate to which they don’t surpass some margin that is
related to an overall impact of the environment. This supports
the design of the model as these outcomes are affectively
lowering the misconduct within surrounding patches.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion this model makes an attempt to adopt
Dr.Epstein’s agent_zero methodology to the ongoing situation
within the City of Chicago. It generates and replicates crime
types related to relevant data; it generates complaints and these
complaints impact the environment and are directly related to
the current overall system; and when excessive complaints are
generated with varying negative/positive outcomes the resulted
overall level of misconduct fluctuates at each different patch
representing the city of Chicago. Different outcomes result in
different periods of reflection and overall impact. The
agent_zero framework is demonstrated and initial results would
suggest that being able to capture the emerging trend of when
small injustices are left unchecked that they can eventually lead
to an overall presence of misconduct. Thus having potentially
affecting the officer’s likelihood of acting in unjust ways and
impacting the environment overall. This paper outlines the
initial setup for future work to explore and validate specific
circumstances.
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APPENDICES

Part 1 Offense
Index

Description

1

Criminal Homicide

2

Forcible Rape

3

Robbery

4

Aggravated Assault

5

Burglary

6

Larceny-theft (except motor vehicle theft)

7

Motor Vehicle Theft

8

Arson

Part 2 Offense
Index
9

Description
Other Assaults

10

Forgery and Counterfeiting

11

Fraud

12

Embezzlement

13

Stolen Property: Buying, Receiving, Possessing

14

Vandalism

15

Weapons: Carrying, Possessing, etc.

16

Prostitution and Commercialized Vice

17

Sex Offenses

18

Drug Abuse Violations

19

Gambling

20

Offenses Against the Family and Children

21

Driving Under the Influence

22

Liquor Laws

23

Drunkenness

24

Disorderly Conduct

25

Vagrancy

26

All other offenses

27

Suspicion

28

Curfew and Loitering Laws (under 18)

29

Runaways (under 18)
Appendix Table 1: FBI Uniform Crime Index
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District

Total Crime

Part 1
Total

Part 2 Total

Daily
Avg.

FBI 01
Daily Avg

FBI 03
Daily Avg

FBI 04
Daily Avg

FBI 05
Daily Avg

Part 1 Daily
Avg.

FBI 15
Daily Avg

Part 2 Daily
Avg

1

174204

111144

63003

40.051

0.013

0.940

1.549

1.642

25.553

0.715

14.485

2

222477

136527

85694

51.149

0.059

2.714

4.700

2.714

31.389

0.428

19.702

3

241423

144241

96786

55.505

0.091

2.572

2.981

3.756

33.162

0.607

22.252

4

269634

163641

105591

61.991

0.092

2.453

3.826

4.169

37.622

0.814

24.276

5

209985

125561

84053

48.277

0.085

2.986

2.841

3.722

28.867

0.736

19.324

6

269800

166994

102383

62.029

0.097

4.802

6.287

4.532

38.393

0.719

23.539

7

283776

171704

111527

65.242

0.125

6.644

6.779

3.908

39.476

1.056

25.641

8

322489

192753

129371

74.143

0.084

0.712

5.612

6.292

44.315

0.712

29.743

9

237127

139227

97523

54.517

0.087

1.814

4.427

3.508

32.009

0.695

22.421

10

199618

113528

85678

45.894

0.095

3.841

4.222

1.988

26.101

0.574

19.698

11

302183

123825

177829

69.474

0.122

2.792

3.579

2.187

28.468

0.808

40.884

12

229869

146496

83145

52.849

0.052

1.656

1.900

2.680

33.680

0.380

19.116

14

183351

120553

62639

42.154

0.037

1.564

1.359

3.210

27.716

0.277

14.401

15

208256

101619

106312

47.880

0.075

1.830

1.962

1.534

23.363

0.581

24.442

16

154865

86139

68675

35.605

0.012

0.553

0.575

2.200

19.804

0.154

15.789

17

135120

84844

50189

31.065

0.020

0.920

0.859

2.359

19.506

0.183

11.539

18

199289

131205

68006

45.818

0.018

1.142

0.935

1.680

30.165

0.151

15.635

19

208699

134085

74518

47.981

0.022

1.485

0.897

3.547

30.827

0.146

17.132

20

81523

49443

32030

18.743

0.011

0.548

0.432

1.044

11.367

0.078

7.364

22

154849

92202

62451

35.601

0.045

0.548

1.304

2.258

21.198

0.390

14.358

24

140015

83739

56171

32.190

0.024

1.221

0.909

2.006

19.252

0.224

12.914

25

271828

161305

110203

62.495

0.074

2.355

2.420

4.217

37.085

0.639

25.336

Appendix Table 2: Aggregate Crime Data by District Matching Years 2002-2009 & 2011 – 2015 with Daily Averages by FBI Uniform Code
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Modeling Street Robbery with Routine Activity Theory of Crime: an Agent
Based Modeling and Simulation approach
E. Gamarra1
(1) Ph.D. student of Modeling and Simulation Engineering, Old Dominion University.
Abstract
Street Robbery is the use of threat or force to steal property from a person in a public space. Routine Activity theory of
Crime provides a theoretical framework for explaining Street Robbery as the result of the convergence in space and
time of motivated offenders, suitable targets, and lack of guardians. This paper uses Agent Based Modeling and
Simulation approach for modeling street robbery in the context of Routine Activity Theory of Crime. Model explores
the dynamics between offenders, guardians, and targets whit the purpose to analyze the emergence of street robbery.
Model inputs are set with geographic and demographic data from cities focus of study. Simulation outputs accurately
reflect number of crimes from the Uniform Crime Reports 2013 – Federal Bureau of Investigation. Simulation
provides a framework for analyzing and comparing different crime rates for street robbery as the result of the
dynamics between the number of offenders, the number of guardians, and targets’ risk of victimization.
Keywords: Street Robbery, Agent Based Modeling and Simulation, Routine Activity Theory of Crime.

1. Introduction
Routine Activity Theory of Crime was developed by
Cohen and Felson (1979) emphasizing the presence of
three factors that converge in time and place to create a
high likelihood of crime and victimization. These factors
are motivated offenders, suitable targets, and lack of
guardianship. Cohen and Felson used Routine Activity as
explanatory framework for no negligent homicide,
forcible rape, aggravated assault, robbery, burglary
(Cohen and Felson 1979).
The use of Modeling and Simulation in an agent
based environment allows modeling the behavior of
complex real world systems by representing agents
interactions with each other and with their environment in
a virtual computer environment, while the simulation of
system over time allows to explore the emergence of
social structures and group behavior as the result of the
local agents’ interactions, finally an analysis of the which
factors have the highest degree of influence in the
outcome will provide a way to test the impact of different
strategies (Epstein and Axtell 1996, Macal and North
2010, Sokolowski and Banks 2011).
This paper models street robbery in the context of
Routine Activity Theory of Crime with an Agent Based
Modeling and Simulation approach. Model represents
three types of agents: offenders, targets, and guardians
and their relationships with each other and their
environment in the context of Routine Activity with the
purpose to explore the emergence of street robbery in a

given city when the number of guardians, the number of
offenders and the targets’ victimization risk are changed.
Inputs were set with demographic and geographic data
from selected cities in the US. Model is validated with
data from the Uniform Crime Reports 2013 of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation for the US. Through simulation
model provides a framework to analyze and compare
different dynamics of emergence of street robbery as the
result of interactions between targets, guardians and
offenders.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
(2) literature review; (3) model development whit an
Agent Based Modeling and Simulation approach to
represent street robbery occurrence in the context of
routine activity theory of crime;
(4) simulation and
analysis of emergence of street robbery; (5) Conclusions.

2. Literature review
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Uniform
Crime Reporting (UCR) Program's defines robbery as
"the taking or attempting to take anything of value from
the care, custody, or control of a person or persons by
force or threat of force or violence and/or by putting the
victim in fear" (FBI, 2010). Street robbery is defined as a
crime with the following characteristics: the offender
targets a victim, the victim is a pedestrian and a stranger,
the offender attempts or completes a theft of cash or
property, the offender uses force or the threat of force
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against the victim, and the offense occurs in a public or
semipublic place, such as on a street, in an alley, in a
parking garage, in a public park, on or near public
transportation, or in a shared apartment hallway. Street
robbery not necessarily involves a weapon or that the
offender injures the victim.
The public concern about street crimes is the
confrontation with violence that traumatizes victims and
their families rather that the property losses. While
potential victims avoid the exposition to dangerous
places, potential offenders go to places where people are
unguarded, vulnerable and no vigilant and carries
valuable items (Bernasco, Block et al. 2012). Street
robbers use threats or physical force to steal property
from their victims, they usually attack by surprise and
often use a weapon. According to the FBI UCR program
in 2010, nationwide there were an estimated 367,832
robberies. 43.2% of the robberies reported were street
robbery, while the remaining 56.7% were reported as
residence robbery, commercial housed robbery, gas or
service station robbery and others. The estimated robbery
rate was 119.1 per 100,000 inhabitants. In 41.4% of the
robberies fire arms were used.
Cohen and Felson developed Routine Activity
Theory of Crime to explain criminal behavior. Routine
Activity proposes a micro level definition of conditions
required for a crime to happen: the convergence
offenders, targets and lack of guardians at the same time
and place, this micro level definition of Routine Activity
has led to a wide research application for modeling and
analyzing crime as the macro level result of these
interactions.
Descriptive and Inferential Statistical models of
crime in the context of Routine Activity were developed
using data about predatory crime as robbery and burglary,
analysis shown the presence of zones with high
concentration of crimes or hot spots near to bars, bus
stops, markets, and others, supporting the convergence in
space and time of motivated offenders, suitable targets
and lack of guardians as a reason for a crime to happen.
Sherman (1989) analyzed 323,979 calls to police in
Minneapolis for one year, finding that relatively few hot
spots produce most calls (50% of calls in 3% of places)
(Sherman, Gartin et al. 1989). Sampson and Wooldredge
(1987) analyzed the micro and macro dimensions of
household and personal victimization with data from the
British Crime Survey finding that victimization risk is
highest for young, singles, and people who go out at night
and leave homes empty (Sampson and Wooldredge 1987).

Agent Based Models of crime in the context of
Routine Activity were developed in an effort to represent
the individual actions of offenders, targets and guardians
and their interaction with each other and their
environments, these models implemented behavior rules
that lead to the occurrence of crimes, and in some cases
allowing agents adaptation and learning. (Bernasco, Block
et al. 2012) demonstrated that street robbers attack near
their own homes on easy accessible blocks where cash
economies are present using a discrete choice framework.
Groof (2008) studied space and temporal constrains in the
context of Routine Activity in an agent based
environment to test whether time away from home
increases rates of street robbery (Groff 2008). Mallerson
(2010) developed a framework for analyzing human and
environmental factors in the occurrence of residential
burglary (Malleson, Heppenstall et al. 2010). Epstein
(2002) developed a violence inter groups agent based
model to represent violence dynamics between two
populations while analyzing the level of tolerance
between groups (Epstein 2002).
Modern applications of Routine Activity include
Geographic Profiling which uses Global Positioning
Systems GPS to identify the exact location of each crime
that takes place in a given jurisdiction, this information is
used to solve or predict crimes using triangulation. Hot
Spots are areas with high-crime-density; these areas are
detected by crime mapping. Hot Spot Analysis helps
police identify high-crime areas, types of crime being
committed, and the best way to respond.

3. Model Development
The Modeling approach most suitable for
representing complex human systems is Agent Based
Modeling and Simulation ABMS as it allows modeling a
complex human system as a group of agents interacting
with each other and with their environment. While there is
no universal agreement in the definition of the term agent,
Wooldridge and Jennings list properties that define a
weak notion of agent (Wooldridge and Jennings 1994):
autonomy (agents operate without intervention of humans
or other agents), social ability (agents interact whit other
agents), reactivity (agents perceive their environment and
respond to a changes), pro-activeness (agents exhibit
goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative), finally
with an strong notion agents may have mobility (ability to
move in a grid or network). According to North and
Macal, agents may also have other useful characteristics
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(Macal and North 2010): adaptive (ability to learn and
adapt its behaviors based on its accumulated experiences,
this requires some form of memory), heterogeneous
(considering a full range of agent diversity across a
population).
ABMS allows to explore the emergence of macro
behavior, according to Epstein and Axtell these
fundamental social structures and group behavior emerge
from the interaction of individuals interacting with one
another and with their environment according to simple
behavioral rules (Epstein and Axtell 1996, Epstein 2014).
In the context of Routine Activity Theory of Crime,
the convergence in space and time of motivated offenders,
suitable targets and lack of guardians is a condition
required for a crime to happen. An Agent Based Model
allows representing street robbery in the context of
Routine Activity Theory of Crime with the next
components: three agents: offenders, targets, guardians,
and two behavior rules: Move (M) and Crime (C). The
environment (city) is represented by a grid that included
geographical and demographical data about the city
represented. All these specifications were developed as
follows in NetLogo agent based language programing.
Offenders have the next characteristics: local vision
in a Von Neumann neighborhood with radius = 1, the
vision represents the neighborhood configuration that an
agent is able to see and get information from, for this
model all agents (offenders, targets and guardians) have a
von Neumann neighborhood vision as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Von Neumann Neighborhood with r=2
Targets have the next characteristics: local vision in a
von Neumann neighborhood with radius = 1, and
victimization risk (V) heterogeneous and uniformly
distributed in the interval

0,1

represents mainly youth population living alone and going
out at night.
Guardians have the next characteristics: local vision
in a Von Neumann neighborhood with radius = 1.
Move (M) is a behavior rule implemented for all
agents in the model, in each simulation time all agents
select randomly a location in their local vision and
displace to it, and then the agents’ move rule is:
Select a random position in neighborhood
Move to selected position
Crime (C) is a behavior rule implemented for
offender agents in the context of Routine Activity Theory
of Crime, in each simulation time motivated offenders
have to inspect their local vision looking for a suitable
target and the lack of guardians, if offenders find the
convergence in space and time of 1 target and 0 guardians
they have the opportunity to commit a crime. But the
opportunity to commit a crime is not enough; offenders
have to evaluate the target suitability represented by the
target’s victimization risk (V) compared with a threshold
(Ts). For this model (Ts) represents the percent of
population in a selected city with high risk of
victimization. Then threshold equation representing the
offenders’ crime rule is as follows:
If (Local Vision shows (1 target – 0 guardians)
;; verify suitability
If (Ts>V)
then commit-crime
Inputs: The threshold (Ts) is the population in risk of
victimization, set as a rate of population between [18-35]
years old. The number of guardians set as a rate of the
number of police officers per city. The number of
offenders set as a percentage of the number of targets.
Runs: six sets of runs were simulated for representing
the changes in rates of offenders, guardians, and
population in risk of victimization. Through simulation
the model tried to represent the dynamics between
guardians, offenders and targets’ victimization risk to
show the emergence of street robbery.
Outputs: the number of crimes in a period of time of
365 days.

for all the targets, this

variable will be compared with the likelihood of been
victimized. Research by (Sampson and Wooldredge 1987)
found that victimization risk is highest for young, singles,
and people who go out at night and leave homes empty.
For this model the population with high victimization risk
is a rate of population between 18 to 35 years that

4.

Simulation Analysis

The model developed above was used to analyze the
number of crimes in seven selected cities in the US:
Norfolk VA, Richmond VA, Houston TX, Cincinnati OH,
St Petersburg FL, Atlanta GE, and Buffalo NY.
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RUNS
Targets
Population (P)
Guardians

1
Norfolk
VA
2,500
247,303

2
Richmond
VA
2,500
212,830

3
Houston
TX
2,500
2,180,606

4
Cincinnati
OH
2,500
296,491

5
StPetersburg
FL
2,500
247,084

6
Atlanta
GE
2,500
451,020

7
Buffalo
NY
2500
258,789

763
703
5318
961
533
1855
741
G
8
8
6
8
5
10
7
House Income
42.6 k
42.1 k
45.2 k
48.9 k
45.1 k
55.5 k
51.4 k
Offenders % T
0.6% T
0.6% T
1.2% T
1.2% T
1.2% T
1.4% T
1.4% T
O
15
15
30
30
30
35
35
Victimization Risk (Ts)
18.5
17.7
12.3
15.6
10.2
17.1
14.2
Table 1 Runs configuration. For all runs: lattice dimension39x39, topology torus, Targets=2,500, Offenders=O=%T,
Guardians=G=T*PO/P
Police Officers (PO)

Model was set for each city with geographic data (land
area) and demographic data (population, population
between 18-35 years, and house income per city) from the
2010 US Census (http://www.census.gov/2010census)
interactive population map link for age distribution and
2010 Census Population Profile Maps page link for
incomes per city. Also model was set with the number of
police officers per city (https://www.fbi.gov/aboutus/cjis/ucr/crime-in-the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.2013/tables/table-78), table 1 summarizes these
configurations.
For example, the next variables were set for a base
case configuration and changed in the next runs with data
from each city:
 Base configuration: (1) Norfolk VA
 Number of targets (T) = 2,500
 Number of offenders (O)

O  0.6%T  0.6*2500 /100  15



The number of offenders is a percentage of the
number of targets and is directly proportional to the
house income per city.
Number of guardians (G) per city is set as a direct
proportion to the number of police officer per city (if
Norfolk VA city as 757 police officers per 247,303
habitants then Norfolk VA city will have G
(Guardians) per 2500 habitants).

 2500*757 
 T *PO 
G  int 
 int 
 8

 P 
 247,303 


Risk of Victimization Threshold (Ts)

Ts  18.5%
Rate of population between 18 to 35 ages in Norfolk
VA (population with high risk of victimization)



Figure 2 shows the base case configuration for
Norfolk VA city and one simulation run executed in
NetLogo.

Figure 2 Simulation run for Norfolk VA city.
Model was run 50 times for each configuration and
the results were summarized in table 2 and figure 3 as
follows: empirical data from the Uniform Crime Reports
2013 from the Federal Bureau of Investigation including
population per city, number of crimes in 2012 from
January to December (https://www.fbi.gov/aboutus/cjis/ucr/crime-in-the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.2013/tables/table-8 ), and the number of crimes per 2,500
habitants that was calculated as a direct proportion of
police officers per city. As example for Norfolk VA City
the number of crimes per 2,500 habitants was calculated
as follows:
 Base configuration: (1) Norfolk VA
 Population (P) = 247,303
 Number of crimes 2012 – UCR FBI = 1,418
 Targets (T) = 2,500
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Norfolk
Richmond Houston Cincinnati StPetersburg
Atlanta
Buffalo
VA
VA
TX
OH
FL
GE
NY
247,303
212,830
2,180,606
296,491
247,084
451,020
258,789
Population
FBI 2012
1,418
1,327
20,993
2,826
2,379
5,517
3,249
#Crimes UCR 2013
14.33
15.59
24.07
23.83
24.07
30.58
31.39
Crimes per 2500 hab
15.44
22.36
23.02
19.08
29.40
28.42
16.20
Mean
Simulation CI LimInf
14.17
20.91
21.53
17.46
27.46
26.84
14.76
16.71
23.81
24.51
20.70
31.34
30.00
17.64
CI LImSup
Table 2 Simulation outputs show similar values for number of crimes from the Uniform crime Reports 2013 - FBI and the
number of crimes obtained from simulation.

Number of Crimes (per 2500 habitants)

OUTPUTS

31.34
30.58

31.00
29.00

27.46

27.00
25.00

24.07
23.81

23.00
21.00

20.91

24.51
23.83
21.53

31.39
30.00
26.84

24.07

20.70

19.00
17.00
15.00

17.46

17.64
14.76
14.33

16.71
15.59
14.17

13.00
Norfolk
VA

Richmond
VA

Houston
TX

Cincinnati StPetersburg
OH
FL
Cities

Atlanta
GE

Buffalo
NY

Figure 3 Confidence Interval from simulation results (black line) and number of crimes from Uniform Crime
Reports2013 – FBI (blue circles)



Then the number of crimes per 2,500 habitants in
Norfolk VA City is given by the direct proportion:

Crimes ( per 2,500h) 

CR * T 1418* 2500

P
247,303

Also table 2 includes simulation outputs for 50 runs
including the mean and a confidence interval for a level of
significance of α=0.05 and 50 gl., with both series of data
showing similar results.
As model was run with different configurations, the
dynamics between targets, offenders and guardians were

analyzed as street robbery emerged from local agent’s
interactions.
Ts represents the population with high risk of
victimization in each city. Different values for risk of
victimization threshold (Ts) resulted in different number
of crimes, from lower to higher values of Ts the number
of crimes had increased.
Cities with higher incomes were set with higher
number of offenders and cities with lower incomes with
lower number of offenders. The increase in number of
offenders resulted in the increase of number of crimes
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showing that cities with higher incomes attract more
offenders.
Cities focus of study had different number of
guardians (G), the change in the number of guardians
from lower to higher tend to decrease the number of
crimes, but has less impact than the change of the
victimization risk threshold or the number of offenders.
Model main result show higher number of crimes as
the concurrence of three main factors is present in cities
focus of study: high percentage of population in risk of
victimization, less police officers, and higher incomes that
attracts more offenders.

5. Conclusions
This paper presented an ABMS approach to represent
street robbery in the context of Routine Activity Theory
of crime. In this model the main hypothesis of Routine
Activity Theory of Crime was tested, it means that the
concurrence in space and time of motivated offenders,
suitable targets and lack of guardians is necessary for a
crime to happen. An agent based environment allows
representing the dynamics between three types of agents:
targets, guardians and offenders and show the emergence
of street robbery as a result micro behavior rules of
interaction. Model explores the interplay between the
number of guardians, number of offenders and the target’s
risk of victimization for explaining the differences in
number of crimes in cities focus of study. The selected
cities were: Norfolk VA, Richmond VA, Houston TX,
Cincinnati OH, St Petersburg, Atlanta GE, and Buffalo
NY. Simulation results accurately replicate the number of
crimes presented in the Uniform Crime Report 2013 of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Model main result
presents an explanation of high number of crimes with the
concurrence of three main factors: high percentage of
population in risk of victimization, higher house incomes
per city which attracts more offenders, and fewer
guardians.
Future research should include population dynamics
for representing the addition or elimination of offenders,
targets, or guardians from model which could be used to
represent changes in the population over time and
incarceration of offenders. Also incarceration of offenders
for a given time can be used to provide agents with a kind
of memory of past events allowing offenders to learn
from past behavior.
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Influence Wars: Modeling Information Campaigns
By
J.R. Reiling
INTRODUCTION
Influence campaigns are an important component of modern unconventional warfare. Government and
insurgent forces will vie for control of populations utilizing influence tools such as Military Information
Support Operations (formerly known as Psychological Operations) and Public Affairs that fall under the
process known today as Strategic Communications.1 A wide range of media including television, radio,
newspapers, loudspeakers, leaflets and the Internet are utilized. An abundance of studies exist
discussing the value of these media and how to employ them,
These things are all important: however, a critical starting point that is not commonly discussed among
factors influencing populations is the mere presence of combat forces in their neighborhoods,
particularly foreign forces. People are typically drawn to insurgency due to problems such as perceived
lack of justice and security provided by the government.2 However, most studies focus on factors such
as these or the insurgent organization itself. Studies may mention costs to a populace of supporting
insurgents, but don’t really touch on the actual presence of the insurgents and their opponents
operating in and amongst its supporters (see Rand 2013) or develop a true social network simulation
(Giabbanelli 2014 and Kress 2014).
It was the author’s experience in Iraq and Afghanistan that the local populations did not like a military
presence in their areas, particularly if they felt it might lead to combat as the opposing side is attracted

1

Joint Publication 3-13, Information Operations, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, D.C., 27 November 2012, page
II-5.
2
Carter, Stephen and Clark, Kate, No Shortcut to Stability: Justice, Politics and Instability in Afghanistan, Chatham
House, London, December 2010, p. 4.
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to the area. This dislike is particularly true for foreign forces. The positive side of foreign forces is that
they are usually more combat-capable than indigenous forces, thus we can expect to see them defeating
both insurgent and government forces when they come into contact with them. The meltdown of the
Iraqi army when confronted by ISIS demonstrates this: Anbar Province in Western Iraq was fairly secure
prior to the departure of US forces (see Dalder 2007).
Influence campaigns allow us to bring simulation back full-circle to its ancient recorded usage: Roman
military war-gaming.3 This paper will attempt to test the following hypothesis: H1: Foreign forces are
most effective at opposing enemy forces. H2: Indigenous forces are most effective at converting
territory from hostile to friendly. H3: A mix of indigenous and foreign forces is most effective at
conducting successful insurgency or counter-insurgency campaigns.
METHODOLOGY
Utilizing NetLogo, we can develop an “influence battlefield” to simulate various forces maneuvering
against each other and their effects on each other and the local environment. This allows us to build a
series of social networks to depict the opposing forces involved.4 The field of simulation includes two
possibilities: insurgent (blue) or government-controlled (red) territory. Four types of turtles will include
rebels (insurgents), greenberets (foreign forces supporting the insurgents), soldiers (government forces),
and proxys (foreign forces supporting the government).
When turtles land in a patch not controlled by their side, they will attempt to convert it. Foreign forces
have a lower probability of converting a patch than indigenous forces. When hostile forces meet, the
following events will occur:

3

Sokolowski, John and Banks, Catherine, Modeling and Simulation for Analyzing Global Events, Wiley Publications,
Hoboken, New Jersey, 2009, p. 8.
4
Ibid, p 75.
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Battle: soldiers/proxys vs rebels, soldiers more likely to kill rebels than proxys
Battle: Greenberets vs soldiers, can kill soldiers
No Battle: greenberets vs proxys (reflects the reluctance of “sponsor nations” to end up directly fighting
each other directly)
Foreign forces are not killed. Rebels and government forces have a probability of spawning if they are in
friendly territory.
The following assumptions are also integrated. A1: Populace support in this simulation is treated as
either positive or negative, i.e. whether a patch likes one side or is cowed into supporting them is
treated the same. A2: No influence is impacting the patches outside of the named agents. A3: All
influence in this game is conducted face-to-face, i.e. no radio/TV/Internet is simulated. A4: Errors in
message transmission/reception are ignored. A5: Agent movement is random.
No specific insurgency is modeled: intent is to develop a general tool that can be used across a wide
variety of insurgency situations and focusing on the effects on the local population. This reflects US
military doctrine regarding successful conduct of counterinsurgency operations which are considered to
be valid in any area of operation (see DoD Joint Publication 3-24 Chapter II: Community Allegiance:
2013).
RUNNING THE MODEL
Some fine-tuning was required to develop a hatch/death rate model wherein force levels and patch
conversions stay relatively stable through about 1000 ticks. For example:
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Run 1: Even Force Simulation
Using this as a departure point, the next run wanted to focus on an insurgency bereft of foreign support.
It only took about 800 ticks for rebel-held territory to drop to single digits.
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Run 2: Rebel-Heavy Simulation
Next a simulation was run utilizing primarily foreign insurgency forces. This produced the most
interesting result, annihilating the government forces after about 1100 ticks:
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Run 3: Greenberet-Heavy Simulation

The final simulation involved government forces with minimal foreign support. Run produced the
following results after about 1,500 ticks where rebel-controlled territory was reduced to single-digits
(greenberets will always ensure there are some conversions since they never die in this simulation):
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Run 4: Soldier-Heavy Simulation
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The following table depicts the starting force levels selected for each of the four simulations:
Rebels

Greenberets

Soldiers

Proxys

Even Forces

10

5

10

5

Rebel-Heavy

13

2

10

5

Green-B Heavy

2

13

10

5

Soldier-Heavy

10

5

13

2

ANALYSIS
A key element in this series of simulations was the never-die capability of foreign forces whether
supporting the insurgents or the rebels. This more than balanced their slower patch conversion
capabilities. For the rebels in particular, heavy greenberet support provided their most advantageous
outcome. This probably indicates too much importance being placed on foreign force patch conversion
capability. Future iterations of the model should probably integrate true battles where foreign forces
die and are replaced after a delayed period of time. This would reflect their “infinite regeneration”
ability while providing them a major disadvantage compared to indigenous forces, who don’t have to be
raised and flown in from overseas locations to replace their comrades who are killed during the course
of operations.
This series of simulations likely overrates combat capabilities of foreign forces and underrates the
importance of friendly control of territory. It would probably be difficult for foreign forces in particular
to survive without Mao Zedong’s friendly “sea” to swim in5. Future iterations could make foreign forces
more reluctant to leave friendly-controlled territories and correspondingly more vulnerable when they

5

Zedong, Mao, reproduced by Brainyquote.com.
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venture into hostile territory. Integration of “neutral” territory into future models might also provide a
vehicle to reduce the power of foreign forces by only allowing them to convert territory to neutral,
never to friendly.
CONCLUSION
We can now look at our hypotheses to determine if the model strengthened or weakened any of them:
H1: Foreign forces are most effective at opposing enemy forces. This simulation did demonstrate the
hypothesis that foreign forces are in fact most effective in combating enemy forces, although this has
been discussed as potentially being a product of their “never-die” capability rather than their combat
power.
H2: Indigenous forces are most effective at converting territory from hostile to friendly. Not
demonstrated, particularly during the Greenberet-Heavy simulation which produced the best insurgent
patch-conversion rate of any simulation. Again, importing neutral-territory patches with appropriate
modification of conversion rules might help bring out the unique capabilities of indigenous versus
foreign forces.
H3: A mix of indigenous and foreign forces is most effective at conducting successful insurgency or
counter-insurgency campaigns. Simulation was not conclusive. Most effective results for the rebels
occurred when they were greenberet-heavy, but the government was less effective when utilizing
proxy-heavy forces. More even ratios of foreign forces to indigenous might allow for a more definitive
determination of the proper force mix.
One out of three probably isn’t too bad. Some of the potential flaws in the model have been discussed
earlier in the analysis section. Nonetheless the model did provide some insights that could be a useful
foundational tool.
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This is a basic model, but expansion possibilities are possible. A starting point would be treating the
assumptions detailed earlier. For example, radio and TV stations could be placed on the battlefield that
would propagate messages across multiple patches friendly to the side that controlled them. Directed
movement might allow both sides to tend to stay in their own areas, government forces to tend to
clump together, and insurgents to tend to disperse. Additionally, neutral territory could be integrated
so for example, foreign forces can only convert a patch to neutral: indigenous forces are required to
convert it to friendly control. Foreign forces could be killed with a delayed tick regeneration to reflect
the time needed to replace them.
The important lesson to be drawn from this simulation is that more attention needs to be paid to the
effect on populace support to insurgency/counter-insurgency efforts resulting from the mere presence
of military forces. All of the other elements that analysts currently study could easily be integrated 1nto
this model in a “stepping-stone” approach that could help further determine which of these are most
critical to supporting unconventional warfare. However, failing to consider force presence first,
particularly when it involves foreign forces, is likely to lead to situations where the United States is
attempting to apply a solution to a foreign insurgency or counter-insurgency situation and failing to
produce the desired results despite considerable investments of people and resources that “checks all
the right blocks.”
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ABSTRACT

Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) is a wellestablished non-perturbative method for calculations of
strong forces among quarks and is of importance in studies
of nuclear and high energy physics. LQCD requires high
computational power and also, high memory and network
bandwidth. High fidelity simulation that reproduces these
physical phenomena requires larger lattices, finer lattice
spacing, and quark masses approaching those in nature.
However, as these limits are approached, simulations
currently suffer from critical slowing down and become
very
expensive
numerically.
Hence
optimized
implementations are of the essence. This in return requires
well optimized code on HPC platforms. LQCD operates on
a 4-dimensional space time lattice, with V = LxLyLzLt sites,
where Lx, Ly, Lz and Lt are the dimensions of the lattice in
the x, y, z and t directions respectively. Quark fields are
represented by the sites of the lattice and the links between
sites represents gluon fields. The interaction of quarks and
gluons is represented by Fermion matrix. The core
component of linear solvers used in LQCD is the so called
Wilson Dslash operator. The Wilson Dslash operator is a
nearest neighbor stencil-like operator, and which
implements a matrix-vector product. Optimizing Wilson
Dslash on Intel Xeon, Intel Xeon Phi and GPU has been
challenging due to the difficulty of fully exploiting memory
bandwidth, and appropriately engaging the vector units
leading to complicated code. Solving several linear systems
at once provides opportunities for increased data reuse and
Notice: This manuscript has been authored by Jefferson Science
Associates, LLC under Contract No. DE-AC05-06OR23177 with the U.S.
Department of Energy. The United States Government retains and the
publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the
United States Government retains a non- exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable,
world-wide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this
manuscript, or allow others to do so, for United States Government
purposes.

a simpler vectorization strategy leading to simpler code and
better performance. In this paper we have investigated how
to use Kokkos library [1] to implement Dslash. To
implement a performance portable applications Kokkos
implements a programming model in C++ targeting all
major HPC platforms. For performance portable
applications it provides abstractions for both parallel
execution of code and data structures. Kokkos provides a
minimal overhead API that isolates user code from device
specific programming models, also provides architecture
specific Layouts and choose the best storage ordering for
the given architecture without having to modify
computational kernels. We have implemented Dslash kernel
acting on multiple vectors in Intel Xeon, Intel Xeon Phi and
GPU architecture using Kokkos library. The initial
implementation of Dslash using Kokkos library performed
poorly, because it failed to vectorize. However, a version
optimized by the Kokkos developers performs at 82
GFLOPS in Intel Xeon, reaching over 80% of the
performance of the hand tuned non-Kokkos version, 65
GFLOPS in Intel Xeon phi and 90 GFLOPS in GPU for a
particular problem size. The techniques used by the Kokkos
team to achieve performance were: I) using the
ThreadVectorRange() construct to achieve vectorization,
sub-views to optimize index calculation, and forcing
aggressive inlining. Our example provides a use case for
potential improvements in Kokkos sub-views features.
These present results show that Kokkos can provide
competitive performance with our hand written code, but
there still remains performance to be gained to reach
hardware limits and to match the most finely tuned
implementations, for example our Dslash kernel using
QPhiX library [2] sustains a performance of up to 398
GFLOPS in Intel Xeon Phi on a particular problem size in
single precision.
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Our future work will concentrate on exploiting other
Kokkos features, such as the polymorphic data layouts to
see if Kokkos implementations can also approach these
limits.
Author Keywords

Lattice QCD; Wilson Dslash; HPC; parallel programming;
vectorization.
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ABSTRACT

Studies on the ion transport in pores with nano-scale sized
have shown some fascinating characteristics due to the
presence of electric double layers (EDL). In fact,
asymmetric nanopores possessing excessive amount of
surface charge and the diameter of the small opening
comparable to the electric double layer thickness of
electrolyte show non-linear, diode-like current-voltage (IV) responses. This kind of phenomenon refers to ionic
current rectification (ICR). In other words, the magnitude of
current through the nanopore at negative potentials is
greater or less than the current at positive potentials. ICR
can be quantified by the ratio of the two countercurrents
generated by potential gradients equal in magnitude with
opposite senses. These ion-current responses show that
there is a preferential direction for ionic flow. In this study,
the ICR phenomenon through an asymmetrical nanopore
subjected to an electric field is numerically investigated. A
mathematical model consisting of the Nernst – Planck
equations for the ionic mass transport, and the Navier –
Stokes equations for the flow field has been developed. In
order to test the numerical model, results of a benchmark
problem involving electrical double layer structures for
which analytical solution exist is also studied. The system
of coupled equations have been simultaneously solved for
the nanopore geometry using appropriate boundary
conditions. Given the complexity of asymmetric domain, an
analytical solution of this system of equations will not be
possible. The nonlinear system of equations was solved
numerically. The computational domain was discretized
into quadratic triangular elements with various sizes.
Because of the forming an EDL near the charged nanopore
wall, finer mesh was used near the pore wall in order to
obtain better quality for simulations. Potential and
concentration distribution profiles along the conical
nanopore has been examined in order to identify possible
mechanisms for ionic current mechanisms. It has been
shown that the surface charge generates a very small
electrostatic potential at the nanopore tip. The origin of the
ionic current rectification is a consequence of the high
selectivity (and thus, high transference number) for positive
electrolytes in the nanopore’s tip region. This mechanism
has also been observed in the numerical simulations. Other

interesting characteristics, such as voltage – dependent
solution conductivity, have been observed. We believe that,
the ionic current rectification originates from the surface
charge of the nanopore, which generates an asymmetrical
distribution of ions along the asymmetrical nanopore,
rendering the nanopore similar to a nanofluidic diode.
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ABSTRACT
Observing the uncertainty property of matchup
scores, in this paper, we present a new predictive model
(V2.0) of coupling matrix completion process with a
perturbation strategy to generate the winning probabilities
for March Madness matches. We first perform the
perturbation process to estimate the possible fluctuations
in the outcome of regular season matches, where a set of
perturbed score matrices is generated by taking into
account the standard deviation of historical performance
of each team. Then, matrix completion is carried out on
each perturbed score matrix to estimate the potential
spread in the outcome of a tournament game. Finally, the
winning probability for each possible tournament game is
evaluated based on the number of wins and losses in the
completed matrices. We analyze the parameters, which
are encountered in the perturbation process and matrix
completion based on historical records of game scores,
and identify appropriate values of these parameters to
improve the prediction accuracy. The effectiveness of our
predictive model is demonstrated in the Kaggle’s March
Machine Learning Mania competition 2016.
Keywords: March Madness Prediction, Matrix
Completion, Perturbed Score Matrices, Winning
Probabilities, March Machine Learning Mania.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Each March, the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) conducts a popular college sporting
event known as March Madness, a single-elimination
tournament to select the national championship from 68
college basketball seeded teams [1]. One of the best parts
of March Madness tournament is not only watching the
great competitions, but also following the excitement of
participating in a bracket challenge to predict the outcome
of the tournament games. In 2016, tens of millions of
bracket predictions have been created and submitted to
bracket challenge contests organized by the companies
and associations, for instances, NCAA [2], Kaggle [3],
ESPN [4], Yahoo [5], and NBC [6].
The March Madness event has attracted the attention
of researchers to apply data science to predict the winners.
The early work by Colley [7] and Massey [8] predicted

the match outcomes by solving systems of linear
equations. Since then, there have been many
developments in the field. For example, Smith and
Schwertman [9] used a linear regression model and
identified the nearly linear relationship between the
tournament seeds and the game results. Ruiz and PerezCruz [10] adapted a classical soccer forecasting model to
produce predictions for basketball games. Lopez and
Matthews [11] designed a logistic regression model using
team-based possession metrics, whose bracket won the
Kaggle competition 2014. Gupta [12] developed a dualproportion probability model with a team rating system to
produce the bracket predictions. In comparison to existing
models, we created a predictive model based on matrix
completion approach to forecast the winning probabilities
[13], which allowed us to successfully predict 49 out of
63 tournament games in March Madness 2015.
Even though our previous matrix-completion-based
model worked well in March Madness prediction, a
challenge we faced is how to overcome probability
assignment issues that arose because of the uncertainty
property of matchup scores. It is well known that the final
scores played by the same two teams may vary
significantly if the match were performed again, due to a
fluctuation in the relative strength of the teams.
Sometimes an upset happens [14], where a lower-seeded
team beats a higher-seeded team. Therefore, a winning
probability based on a range of the potential outcomes of
a game would be able to yield more accurate prediction
results, compared to a single instance of predicted scores.
In this paper, we present a new predictive model
(V2.0) that combines matrix completion and a
perturbation process to generate the winning probabilities
of March Madness matches. First of all, we construct a set
of perturbed score matrices to account for the possible
fluctuations in the outcome of regular season matches.
Then, we apply matrix completion to each perturbed score
matrix to estimate the range of the potential outcomes of a
tournament game. As a result, the predicted winning
probability of each possible tournament game is
calculated from the corresponding entries in the
completed matrices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the proposed predictive model. The results are
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shown in section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2.

METHODS
The predictive model V2.0 incorporates three
primary components: (1) perturbation process, which
generates a set of perturbed score matrices. (2) matrix
completion, which completes the perturbed score
matrices. (3) probability adjustment, where the predicted
winning probabilities are derived from the completed
score matrices.

The Log Loss function below is employed to evaluate
each submission,
𝑛
1
𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = − ∑(𝑦𝑖 log(𝑝𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log(1 − 𝑝𝑖 ))
𝑛
𝑖=1

where 𝑛 is the number of games, 𝑝𝑖 is the winning
probability of team 1 to win over team 2, and 𝑦𝑖 equals 1
if team 1 wins over team 2 and 0 otherwise. The bracket
prediction with a smaller value of 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 achieves
better prediction accuracy.
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matrix, where most of the entries are unknown.
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Figure 2. The Colormap of the score matrix 2016
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Figure 1. Procedure of the predictive model V2.0
Figure 1 presents the procedure of the proposed
predictive model V2.0. Compared to our last year’s
predictive model (V1.0) [13], the model V2.0 relies only
on the score information of regular season matches to
predict the winning probabilities, instead of considering
relevant game details, such as assists, turnovers, and
teams’ rank. Moreover, the perturbation process is
introduced to estimate the possible fluctuations on
matchup scores. The perturbation process can improve the
prediction accuracy on the potential upsets in tournament,
which will be demonstrated in Section 3.
We participated in the bracket challenge contest “the
March Machine Learning Mania 2016”, which is hosted
by Kaggle.com. Each participant group can submit at
most two bracket predictions containing the winning
probabilities of every possible matchup in the tournament.

In basketball games, it is common that teams
experience random fluctuations in their performance.
Therefore, there exists such a bounded range of scores on
every entry in the score matrix, and any value in the range
is likely to happen in real competitions. To this end, we
generate a set of independently perturbed score matrices
to sample and estimate the possible fluctuations in the
outcome of regular season matches.
Let 𝑀 denote the incomplete score matrix and Ω be a
set of the indices of the matchup scores from the regular
season. Each perturbed score matrix as a sample is created
by adding a Gaussian random perturbation to each
nonzero score entry in the score matrix, such that
𝑀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑀𝑖𝑗 + 𝑡𝑖 for (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ Ω
where 𝑡𝑖 is a random variable for team 𝑖 which follows the
normal distribution 𝑁(0, (𝑠𝜎𝑖 )2 ).
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error between the predicted scores from the completed
matrices and the actual tournament scores from 20122015. Since the MSE for each year may differ
significantly, to determine the optimal 𝜔 we chose the
value that performs the best over all years. This was
calculated by:

1.4
1.2

Logloss Value

1
0.8
0.6

2015

0.4

𝜔 = arg min ( ∑ (𝑒𝑦𝜔 −
∗

0.2

600≤𝜔≤2000

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Value of s

Figure 3. The average Logloss of the predictions for
years 2012-2015
The standard derivation 𝑠𝜎𝑖 is specified as a multiple
of the standard derivation 𝜎𝑖 of the game scores of team 𝑖
played in the past. The scalar 𝑠 is a positive number
which is tuned to obtain a smallest average Logloss value
of predictions. Our analysis found that 𝑠 = 1.0 and 𝑠 =
1.5 obtain the smallest Logloss values on historical
records for 2012 to 2015, as shown in Figure 3.
2.2 Matrix Completion
Matrix completion is the process of recovering the
unknown entries of an incomplete matrix based on a small
set of observed samples [15, 16, 17]. In our model, we
apply the Singular Value Thresholding (SVT) algorithm
[18], one of the popular matrix completion approaches, to
complete each perturbed score matrix. In theory, the SVT
algorithm seeks a low-rank matrix 𝑋 that minimizes the
following Lagrange dual function,
1
𝜏‖𝑋‖∗ + ‖𝒫𝛺 (𝑋) − 𝒫𝛺 (𝑀 )‖2𝐹
2
where 𝒫𝛺 is the projection operation and 𝜏 is a
Lagrange multiplier trading off between the nuclear and
Frobenius norm.
9
8

Prediction Error

{ 𝑒𝑦𝑡 } ))

where y is the tournament year and 𝑒𝑦𝜔 is the MSE value
for a completed matrix in a given year at a 𝜔 between 600
and 2000. Figure 4 shows prediction errors on the
tournament games 2012-2015 at different 𝜔. As a result,
𝜔∗ = 1250 becomes an obvious choice for our model
which achieves the smallest prediction error.
2.3 Probability Adjustments
By counting the number of wins by the teams from a
set of completed matrices, in the model V2.0, we use the
following equation to generate a winning probability
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1,𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2 of a game that team 1 beats team 2,
𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1,𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2 =
𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1 + 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2
where 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1 and 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2 denote the number

of wins by team 1 and team 2, respectively.
Additionally, based on the tournament statistics [1] that
no team with seed 16 has ever won a team with seed 1, we
apply the following rule
1
𝑝𝑖 = {
0

𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2 = 16
𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚1 = 16 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚2 = 1

to lower the 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 value of our predictive model.
3.
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Figure 4. The prediction error for years 2012-2015
In general, parameter 𝜏 is specified to be a factor of

√𝑚𝑛, such that 𝜏 = 𝜔√𝑚𝑛, where 𝑚 and 𝑛 denote the

dimension of the incomplete matrix and 𝜔 is a positive
number. In order to figure out a satisfactory 𝜔 value, we
use MSE (mean squared error) to measure the prediction

RESULTS
By generating and completing 1000 perturbed scores
matrices, our predictive model V2.0 generates the
winning percentages for 2278 potential tournament games
in 2016. For simplicity, the resulting two brackets with
𝑠 = 1.0 and 𝑠 = 1.5 are shown in Appendix, respectively.
Figure 5 presents the actual result of the March
Madness 2016 [19], where the games we predicted
correctly are highlighted in red color and the ones we lost
in green and blue colors. One can find that our predictive
model V2.0 is able to predict accurately the win/lose
outcome of 47 out of 63 tournament games. More
importantly, based on the perturbation process, we
successfully predicted 11 out of 20 upset games (55%),
which outperforms our last year’s result that only 4/12
upsets (33%) were forecasted [13]. However, the final
𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 score of our prediction (0.598446) is slightly
greater than that of last year (0.529547) by 0.029296. This
is due to the fact that some severe upsets occurred this
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year, which heavily penalize our prediction. As shown in
green color in Figure 5, for example, No.1, No. 2, No. 3,
and No. 4 seed teams unfortunately lost their tournament
games, which largely increases our 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 score by
0.0807.
CONCLUSION
The predictive model V2.0 for March Madness 2016
is presented. To take into account the uncertainties of
matchup scores by the teams, the perturbation process and
matrix completion on score matrices are carried out to
estimate the potential spread in the outcome of a
tournament game. The predicted winning probabilities are
then evaluated from the corresponding entries in the
completed perturbed score matrices.

The predictive model proposed in this paper takes
into account only score records. To gain further
improvement in the prediction accuracy, our future work
will focus on building a comprehensive predictive model
involving relevant game details, such as assists, turnovers,
and teams’ rank.
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Abstract— Image segmentation remains one of the most
challenging problems in image processing despite decades of
research. A promising method that was developed recently to
tackle this problem is Spectral clustering approach [6, 8].
However, the effectiveness of image segmentation using
spectral clustering depends heavily on the quality of the affinity
matrix measuring the similarity between each pair of pixels.
This work introduces an improved spectral clustering
approach using weighted path connectivity to generate the
affinity (weight) matrices. Weighted path connectivity describes
the relationship among pixels within an images by considering
all possible connecting paths between the pixels. We show that
combining weighted path and spectral clustering for image
segmentation leads to promising preliminary results.
Keywords—spectral clustering; weighted path, affinity matrix;
image segmentation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation plays a fundamental role in
digital image processing. As image segmentation is a requisite
step in many tasks such as image description, and classification
[1]. Also image segmentation is part of many application areas
like content-based image retrieval, automated industrial
inspection, medical image processing, and remote sensing [1,4,
and 5]. Building image segments can be done based on pixel
intensity, color, texture, location, or some combination of these.
Currently the best image segmentation algorithms make use of
all these combinations and adds many tuning parameters for
adjusting the optimum segmentation. Although, the image
segmentation problem has been studied for a long time and has
laid to a wide variety of promising approaches [2,3, and 4],
there in some situations these approaches do not perform well
due to the choice of tuning parameters.
Recently, researchers in the image segmentation area were
interested in the spectral clustering as many extensions and
applications of the algorithm being developed. The main
concept in spectral clustering was inspired from spectral graph
theory. As it starts by constructing a weighted graph from the
image pixels where each node represents a pixel and each
weighted edge represents the similarity between two pixels.
Then the segmentation problem can be seen as a graph cut
problem, and can be handled by means of the spectral graph
theory. The eigenvalue decomposition of the Laplacian matrix

of the weighted graph calculated from image pixels is the core
of this theory [1]. It is proved that the second smallest eigenvalue
of the Laplacian and the graph cut are strongly related [5,6].
Spectral clustering approaches has obvious advantages over
other traditional image segmentation approaches. For instance,
it has the ability to perform well in sample space with random
shape and converge in global optimization.
The performance Spectral Clustering depends on the choice of
the affinity matrix. A wrong choice of the affinity matrix scaling
parameter can cause a poor clustering result. However, there
does not exist an effective method select the most appropriate
value [7]. Usually this value is set based on work experience.
Ng et al. [8] suggested selecting it by running their clustering
algorithm repeatedly for a number of values of scaling parameter
and selecting the one which provides least distorted clusters.
This increases significantly the computation time. However, the
range of values to be tested still has to be set first. In addition, if
the input data consists of clusters with different local statistics
there may not exist a single value of scaling parameter that
works well for all the data. Zelnik-Manor et al [7] added a local
scaling parameter for each pixel and defined it as the similarity
of current pixel to its Kth pixel, where 𝐾 has to be chosen in
advance. However, such a technique for choosing the parameter
is heuristic in nature, which leaves setting of the scaling
parameter as an open issue, and there is no known effective
method.
In this paper, we propose a simple weighted path-based
similarity measure which makes use of neighbor additional side
information. This makes our method even more powerful for
solving some highly challenging and making spectral clustering
more robust. Section 2 briefly outlines the basic spectral
clustering algorithm. Section 3 discusses related work in spectral
clustering image segmentation. Section 4 describes the proposed
method for detail-preserving weighted path spectral clustering
image segmentation. Experimental results are presented in
Section 5, and conclusions and future work are presented in
Section 6.
2.

SPECTRUAL CLUSTRING

Spectral clustering methods have a strong connection
with graph theory [1]. Let 𝑋 = {𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛} be the set of
element to cluster. Starting from𝑋, we can build a weighted
undirected graph 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) having a set of nodes 𝑉 =
{𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝑛} corresponding to 𝑁 nodes and edges defined
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through the 𝑁 × 𝑁 affinity matrix A. The affinity matrix for a
weighted graph is given by the matrix whose element 𝐴𝑖𝑗
represents the weight of the edge connecting nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗.
Adjacency between two patterns can be defined as follows:
𝑑(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 )
𝐴𝑖𝑗 = {exp( 2𝜎 2 )
0

𝑖≠𝑗
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Where 𝑑 measures the similarity between nodes, and 𝜎 is the
scale tuning parameter.
The degree matrix 𝐷 is the diagonal matrix whose elements
are the degrees of the nodes of the graph 𝐺.
𝑁

𝐷𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑗=1

By this the clustering problem can be treated as a graph cut
problem [6, 7, and 8] to separate a set of nodes from the
complementary set. Depending on the choice of the
optimization function the graph cut problem can be articulated
in several ways. The complexity in optimizing the objective
functions is very high and for this reason it has been proposed
to relax it by using spectral concepts of graph analysis. This
relaxation can be formulated by introducing the Laplacian
matrix [6]:
𝐿 = 𝐷 − 𝐴
Which can be seen as a linear operator on the graph 𝐺. Useful
information about the properties of the graph can be obtained
from the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian matrix.
Specifically it was found that the second smallest eigenvalue of
𝐿 is related to the graph cut [6]. Using corresponding
eigenvector can cluster similar nodes in the same group and
dissimilar data points in different groups [6,5,7, and 8].

their paper normalized cut was applied to segment grayscale
images based on a combination of contour and texture cues [6].
Another spectral clustering algorithm was introduced by Xiang
et al [13,14] that works on estimating an appropriate number of
clusters while also dealing with noisy data. In their method, they
only select those Eigen-vectors that are likely to help separate
the regions. Instead of using the K-mean in the final step the
expectation maximization algorithm was used. In their
development of a path based spectral clustering algorithm
Chang et al [15] integrated robust statistics methods for image
segmentation, where they applied M-estimation to reduce the
effect of noise and outliers on the pairwise similarity matrix.
Zelnik-Manor et al [7] proposed an automated approach to
determining an appropriate number of segments and adaptively
select an appropriate neighbor-hood scale parameter. In this
algorithm the number of clusters is determined by minimizing
the cost, for arrange of possible numbers of clusters, associated
with rotating alignment in a canonical coordinate system. A
local neighbor-hood scale is determined for each pixel based on
the distance to its kth nearest neighbor-hood. In [16], Xiang et
al. proposed a method to define similarity, which is context
sensitive due to that the new similarity is learned iteratively so
that the neighbors of a given data influence its final similarity to
other data points. In [17], a framework was proposed that is
called co-transduction, to fuse two or multiple similarities. The
authors in [18] proposed to learn the similarities on tensor
product graph with itself instead of diffusion on the original
graph. Also, they presented an efficient iterative method to
approximate this diffusion process. Later, in [19] authors
suggested to fuse different similarity graph using the diffusion
technique on tensor product graph in [20]. In this paper, we
propose a simple weighted path-based similarity measure.
Instead of computing the pairwise similarity matrix, we made
use of the degree of connectivity between the elements which
utilize the neighbors’ information. This makes our method even
more powerful for solving some highly challenging and making
spectral clustering more robust.

4.
3.

PROPOSED METHOD

RELATED WORK

Several segmentation algorithms have been proposed
in the state-of-the-art, histogram based analysis [9], clustering
[5,6,7, and 8], split and merge [10], region growing [11] and
edge based algorithms [12]. Mainly most of the proposed
algorithms work on provide an optimal segmentation of images
[1], where each pixel has to belong to a unique region. On the
other hand usually in natural images the presence of shadows,
bright and color gradients makes the separation between
regions rough. In such cases traditional algorithms are not often
appropriate. To overcome such a problem, Spectral clustering
was developed by Shi and Malik [8].
Shi and Malik introduced the normalized cut algorithm, which
formulated the problem from a graph theoretic perspective. In

The proposed segmentation approach, weighted path
similarity measure, is a connectivity measure between two data
points in the input space by taking into account the existence of
noise. It is based on the notion that any object should has a
smooth surface inside and a gap at its boundary. Finding a closed
boundary that indicates the intensity of the object is the key of
this method. The measure of path connectivity can be used to
partition image pixels into connected components based on
adjacency of neighbors.
The path connectivity in image is defined on an undirected graph
𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) with an associated potential function 𝑓:
𝑓: 𝑉 → 𝑅𝑀
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Where 𝑅𝑀 is the 𝑀 number of pixels in the input image, and
𝛼𝑝 is neighbor-hood connectivity of adjacent pixels 𝑖, 𝑗 based
on 𝑝(𝑖), 𝑝(𝑗) to define:
𝜇(𝑝(𝑖), 𝑝(𝑗))
𝛼𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗) = {
0

𝑖, 𝑗 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡.
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

Where 𝑝(𝑖) is the intensity of the pixel 𝑖, and 𝜇 ∶ 𝑅𝑚 𝑥𝑅𝑚 →
[0,1] with 𝜇(𝑝(𝑖), 𝑝(𝑗)) = 𝜇(𝑝(𝑗), 𝑝(𝑖)) and 𝜇(𝑝(𝑖), 𝑝(𝑖)) =
1, then the path connectivity 𝛽 on < 𝐺, 𝑝 > can be define by :
𝛽𝑝 (𝜋(𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑛 )) = min{𝛼𝑝 (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥𝑘+1 )| 𝑘 = 1,2,3 … , 𝑛 − 1}
Where 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 is called a path, if (𝑥𝑘 , 𝑥𝑘+1 ) ∈ 𝐸 .
Finally, the weighted path connectivity of two pixels 𝑖, 𝑗 with
respect to 𝑝 is defined as :
𝐶𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗) = max{𝛽(𝜋(𝑖, 𝑗))| 𝜋 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ}

5. EXPERMINTAL RESULTS
This section presents experimental results on a set of
natural scene images from the Berkeley segmentation database
[21]. Segmentation results obtained by the spectral cluster [8]
and weighted path spectral clustering approaches are shown for
comparison.
Figure 1 shows the segmentation results for four images on
natural scenes. From left to right, the four columns show the
input color images, segmentation results based on spectral
clustering, weighted path spectral clustering, and human
segmentation respectively. The segmentation results are shown
with red contour representing different segments. In these
images, color changes in the sky, water, grass land and buildings
form multimodal manifold structures. It can be seen that the
weighted path spectral clustering algorithm outperforms other
methods. In the figure it is observed that although spectral
clustering can cluster multimodal structures, it is not robust
enough against background clutters.

The weighted path connectivity measure can reflect the genuine
similarity between 𝑖 and 𝑗 even when outliers exist. If there
exists a path from 𝑖 to 𝑗 going through only points with high
values, then the total similarity should be high and hence 𝑖 and 𝑗
are likely to belong to the same segment. On the other hand, if
all paths between 𝑖 and 𝑗 contain at least one low value, then the
total similarity should be relatively low, implying that 𝑖 and 𝑗
may belong to different clusters.
We defined the weighted path connectivity matrix 𝐶 and use it
to replace the common affinity matrix 𝐴 used in spectral
clustering [3]. Besides its robustness property, 𝐶 is no longer
sensitive to the scaling parameter 𝜎 as pointed out above and to
be illustrated further through sensitivity analysis in [7]. Our
proposed weighted path similarity measure is similar to the
common spectral clustering algorithm but with the change of
using the connectivity measure described above to define the
affinity matrix. Such a small modification is in fact very
significant as it improves the obtained clustering results. In
summary, our algorithm is composed of these steps:

1) Starting from the image 𝑋, construct the weight path
connectivity matrix 𝐶 based on path connectivity
between pixels.
2) Compute the degree matrix 𝐷.
3) Compute the Laplacian matrix 𝐿 = 𝐷 − 𝐶.
4) Construct the normalized Laplacian matrix 𝐿𝑁 =
𝐷 −0.5 𝐿 𝐷 −0.5 .
5) Use 𝐿𝑁 to compute the eigenvector 𝑒2 associated to the
second smallest eigenvalue 𝜆2 .
6) Use 𝐷 −0.5 𝑒2 to segment 𝐺.

Figure 1 Segmentation results for natural scene images from the
Berkeley segmentation database [21] processed at their full
resolution. Fine details such as the air plane outcroppings in image 1,
the snake in image 2, and the buildings in image 3, are better preserved
in the full resolution segmentation

From human segmentation, we can see that proposed approach
results for the images are fairly consistent. The segmentation
results using spectral clustering algorithm has much higher
errors. On the other hand, the weighted path clustering algorithm
can give significantly lower errors. In particular, detailed
structures are better preserved in the proposed segmentation, as
reflected in the higher boundary detection.

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper has presented a robust spectral
clustering image segmentation algorithm that addresses one of
the main challenges faced by image segmentation. The proposed
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method is developed based on weighted path connectivity
matrix and spectral clustering. Experimental results indicated
that the proposed method is able to preserve details more
accurately than comparable spectral clustering algorithm
without significant computational demands. In the current
implementation, only intensity is used to segment the images; an
interesting direction of future work would be to incorporate
texture information to improve the segmentation. We also plan
to experiment with more advanced edge detection techniques for
the post-processing step. Furthermore, we would like to
investigate how optimal number of segment might be estimated
automatically based on image characteristics. Finally, we plan
to explore the usefulness of the proposed method in applications
where robust segmentation is needed for very large images, such
as in medical images.
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ABSTRACT

This paper probes whether the WTO’s Dispute Settlement
Body tempers defection between trading partners with
asymmetric interests. To test this expectation, instantiations
of a formal model are used, which have the players moving
sequentially, but with incomplete and imperfect
information. Each version has Prisoner’s Dilemma-like
payoffs and the inclusion of delta, the cost for litigation,
which varies for each player.
The paper finds that with the same delta, there is pure
subgame Nash equilibrium where both states will engage in
protectionism and avoid filing. With mixed strategies and
variations in delta however, the states alternate between
playing free trade, litigating or acquiescing. The study also
shows that there is an indirect relationship between cost and
litigation, and that State B’s probability of playing free
trade is a function of State A’s. These findings however, do
not examine the costs incurred by a punisher after
successful litigation and counter retaliation.
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WTO; Dispute Settlement Body; defection; delta; litigation;
acquiescence

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the WTO to test how, if any at all, its
Dispute Settlement Body serves the needs of its members.
In an ideal world, all trading partners avoid protectionism
and engage in free trade. In reality however, this is not
always true. Countries frequently flout the principles and
provisions to which they have agreed to be bound. Some
affected parties are able to unilaterally retaliate, others find
recourse through bilateral and regional arrangements, while
some find reprieve through case settlement at the WTO.
Since the WTO seeks to promote and facilitate free trade, it
is therefore useful to explore if the presence of a Dispute
Settlement Body inhibits states’ inclination to cheat. The
test this expectation, this paper uses a dynamic game of
incomplete and imperfect information, penalties for
litigation and Prisoner’s Dilemma – like payoffs in which
global welfare is maximized by cooperation at free trade,
but individual states have incentives to cheat. The
conditions affect the sequential moves that players make
and the consequent equilibria that are formed.

THE STRATEGIC INTERACTION BETWEEN A FREE
TRADE AND A PROTECTIONIST STATE
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Figure 1. Dynamic Game of Strategic Interaction
Between a Free Trade and a Protectionist State.
This game contemplates only the strategic choices and
outcomes that are available to two states as they oscillate
between free trade and protectionism. A key assumption of
this game is that it is possible for a free trader to be
inaccurately described by its trading partner as protectionist
and also for a protectionist to be mistaken for a free trade
state. This is because no state has complete information
about what the other is really doing. Moreover, some of the
WTO’s provisions are ambiguous and are therefore open to
interpretation by the affected countries. A trading partner’s
response to what it construes as protectionism, may
therefore catalyze trade wars, dispute settlement
proceedings, or acquiescence. The various information sets
of this game highlight the blurred lines across which
asymmetric trade often traverses. There are therefore two
main branches which outline all the possibilities and
payoffs that player B must contemplate if it believes it is
facing a free trading State A versus contending with a
protectionist State A.
In both branches, State B moving in sequence after State A,
decides if it will engage in free trade or protectionism. State
A is now unclear what type of State B it is interacting with.
State A’s options include filing a case in the Dispute
Settlement Body or foregoing that choice. If State A
proceeds with the DSB alternative, State B, not knowing
which state of the world it is in, chooses between
acquiescence and litigation. If however, State A does not
pursue a case, State B with its information set, may opt to
file or avoid doing so. With that move, State A which
remains dubious about State B’s real strategy, selects
between acquiescing and litigating. These options are
consistent for both free trade and protectionism.
In terms of payoffs, the game builds on a common model of
trade as a Prisoner’s Dilemma 1 and adds the complex
interplay of trade at the WTO / DSB. Consequently,
although there are twenty possible payoffs, they all fall
under mutual cooperation, mutual defection and “sucker”
situations. There are two additional dynamics however, to
this game. Upon successful litigation, the WTO allows the

complainant to impose countermeasures. 2 This is
accommodated in the game by making it synonymous to
“cheat, cheat.” The thinking is that if a country is
protectionist, then the free trader now has the WTO’s
permission to also protect its trading entities. There is a cost
however, for all filing. As a result, a penalty, delta, is used
to capture what states have to pay financially as well as
audience costs for going to the DSB. It should be noted
however, that delta may not be the same for both parties.
Some scholars also contend that it is the initial cost for
filing that is cumbersome, but this often becomes negligible
once a culture of litigation has been formed. 3 It is therefore
possible for States A and B to be regular DSB users and this
may make delta less of an inhibiting factor.
Previous studies on DSB usage have explored the
disparities in capabilities between developed and
developing countries. 4 If one considers however, the fact
that not all advanced countries are regular litigants and also
that some goods are more frequently contested then others,
then it could mean that exploring delta could illuminate
how the DSB functions. This model therefore probes how
the different costs to filing regardless of what the other state
pays affects the tendency to use the DSB versus engaging in
tit for tat strategies. It is hoped that conclusions from
variations of this game can answer the broader question of
whether (and when) the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body
tempers defection between trading partners with
asymmetric interests.
Equilibrium When Delta is the Same for Both Countries

A Nash equilibrium occurs when two players make best
replies to each other and none has an incentive to
unilaterally deviate from that strategy. 5 This however, does

2

See for example, Lisa L. Martin in “Interests, Power, and
Multilateralism.” International Organization. Volume 46,
Number 4. (Autumn 1992) pp. 765 – 792.
3

See for example, Christina L. Davis and Sarah Blodgett
Bermeo in “Who Files? Developing Country Participation
in GATT/ WTO Adjudication.” The Journal of Politics.
2009. Volume 71, Number 3: 1033 – 1049
4

1

See for example, Meredith Kolsky Lewis in "The
Prisoners' Dilemma Posed by Free Trade Agreements: Can
Open Access Provisions Provide an Escape?" Chicago
Journal of International Law. 2011. Volume 11, Number 2,
Article24.Availableat:
http://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cjil/vol11/iss2/24 for a
discussion on the paradoxical nature of trade. Here, she
reasons that trade liberalization would lead to mutual
benefits, but defecting remains the dominant strategy. This
has implications for when the WTO is pursued versus the
options available in free trade agreements.

See for example, Chad P. Bown and Bernard M. Hoekman
in “WTO Dispute Settlement and the Missing Developing
Country Cases: Engaging the Private Sector.” Journal of
International Economic Law. 2005. Volume 8, Number 4:
861-890 and Andrew T. Guzman and Beth A. Simmons in
“Power Plays and Capacity Constraints: the Selection of
Defendants in World Trade Organization Disputes.”
Journal of Legal Studies. 2005. Volume 34, Number 2: 557598.
5

See for instance James D. Morrow, Game Theory for
Political Scientists. (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1994), 80 – 81. Here, Morrow explicates the fact that
“a pair of strategies Si and Sj forms a Nash equilibrium iff
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not mean that it is the best possible outcome for either
player. It is instead, “a minimal condition for a solution to a
game if the players can correctly anticipate each other’s
strategies.” 6 In interstate trading relationships, both states
are better off as free traders that also avoid dispute
settlement. The international trading system however, is
replete with states that use protectionism as their dominant
strategy. 7This has implications for the type of equilibrium
that is formed. Let us now look at the strategic interactions
between States A and B based on B’s conjectures about the
type of State A that it is facing.
Equilibrium if State B Believes it is Interacting with a
Protectionist State A

Proposition 1: If State B perceives that it is dealing with a
protectionist State A, then its best response is to also play
protectionism if the cost Δ > 0.
Proof: Suppose that State B responds to State A with
protectionism. State A, in response to State B’s tactics now
has the choice of pursuing litigation at the DSB or
foregoing that option. If State A chooses the DSB, State B
can decide to acquiesce or to litigate. If both states believe
the other is culpable of trade violations, neither will
acquiesce. This yields a payoff of-1 for the state that
capitulates. If B acquiesces, A receives 2-Δ , while B gets 1. Here, State A has to pay the filing costs because it is the
one that chooses to go to the DSB. State B, on the other
hand, gets a payoff of -1 for this move because it has
dropped its protectionism without achieving a similar
concession from A. If however, both parties litigate, then
the joint payoff is 0-Δ , 0-Δ, which is preferable to a payoff
of -1. However, the cost for filing, delta, makes this choice
unattractive to both sides. The payoff from not filing is zero
for both parties, and 0 > 0 – Δ.

the strategies are best replies to each other.” He also
demonstrates that “a pair of strategies forms a Nash
equilibrium iff M1 (Si ; sj) > Mi (S; sj) for all S /= Si and M2
(Si ; sj) > M2 (Si ; s) for all s /= sj.
6
Ibid. See also and Nolan McCarthy and Adam Meirowitz
in Political Game Theory: An Introduction. (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 107 – 112.
7

A strategy S1 is said to “strongly or strictly dominate
another strategy S2 for Player 1 iff M1 (S1; sj ) > M1 (S2 ; sj)
for all sj.” If however, S1 strongly dominates all other
strategies Si, then S1 is classified as a dominant strategy.
The dominant strategy equilibrium is the result when both
players have dominant strategies. See James D. Morrow.
Game Theory for Political Scientists. (New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1994), 77 and Nolan McCarthy
and Adam Meirowitz in Political Game Theory: An
Introduction. (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2007), 94 – 100.

Hence, if both states engage in protectionism, the DSB
procedure will not be accessed by either state, and an
equilibrium will occur in which neither state makes use of
the DSB. Thus, under mutual expectation of protectionism
and a costly DSB, protectionism prevails.
Another route that can be taken, is for State B to return its
guess of State A’s protectionism with its own
protectionism. Instead of bringing a case to the DSB
however, State A can decide against it. Sequentially, State
B can opt to go to the DSB or not. If State B selects the
DSB strategy, the payoffs for acquiescence and litigation
are -1 , 2-Δ and 0-Δ , 0-Δ respectively. Here again, the
penalty delta, impedes the possibility of an equilibrium
forming in any of these options, and especially around
“litigate, litigate.” For States A and B, in a world where
both are believed to be protectionists, the best course of
action is to act outside of the constraints and costs of the
DSB. Consequently, the Nash Equilibrium that will be
formed is Protect, No DSB, No DSB; Protect, No DSB, No
DSB. This produces a payoff of 0 , 0. In this instance then,
the presence of the DSB does not mitigate the tendency to
defect between trading partners with asymmetric interests.
Equilibrium if State B Believes it is Interacting with a
Free Trading State A

The previous Nash Equilibrium assumes that delta is the
same for both countries. In this scenario, the same
assumption is made, with the added dynamic that delta has
become so negligible that it is almost zero. In essence, both
states are frequent users of the DSB and therefore do not
pay any significant cost to file.
Proposition 2: If State B thinks that it is interacting with a
free trading State A, then there exists a pure strategy
response to also play free trade iff the cost Δ ≈ 0.
Proof: Suppose that State B is of the view that State A is a
free trader. Prima facie, Free Trade, No DSB, No DSB;
Free Trade, No DSB, No DSB looks like an equilibrium.
This strategy gives a mutual payoff of 1 , 1. This however,
is not a stable equilibrium. Since no party should have an
incentive to unilaterally deviate from a Nash equilibrium,
exploring the different nodes reveals a more lucrative
option for State B. If State B surmises that in response to it
being a free trader State A will not go to the DSB, then
State B could quickly change its tactics and play Protect,
No DSB, No DSB. This gives it a payoff of -1 , 2, while
State A gets -1. Consequently, Free Trade, No DSB, No
DSB; Free Trade, No DSB, No DSB is not stable because
State B is faced with the possibility of getting a payoff of 2
versus 1. A true equilibrium here could only come from a
mixed strategy.
Things change however, if delta is not as cumbersome as
previously imagined. If the cost for litigation is miniscule,
then the presence of the DSB could promote a jointly
beneficial equilibrium. In this regard, Free Trade, DSB,
Litigate; Free Trade, DSB, Litigate is a possible
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equilibrium. The respective payoffs are 1-Δ , 1-Δ. If both
countries as free traders try to avoid going to the DSB for as
long as possible, then Free Trade, No DSB, DSB, Litigate;
Free Trade, No DSB, DSB, Litigate leads to same payoffs
of 1-Δ , 1-Δ. It seems counterproductive for two free
trading states to go to the DSB. This however, is what
happens in a world of incomplete and imperfect
information. Moreover, if trade disputes were only between
a free trade and a protectionist state, then in all
determinations, the DSB would find one party guilty and
the other innocent. There have been cases however, where
the DSB has judged that there was no breach of its
provisions in a cases brought before it. It is therefore
possible for this to happen.
This branch of the game shows that with the information
sets in place, avoiding the DSB can give both states a
payoff of 1 , 1. This however, is not stable since State B can
be incentivized to defect from that strategy and play
protectionism. With the presence of the DSB however,
there are checks and balances on the propensity to defect,
and this will cause one of two free traders in a dyadic trade
dispute to invoke it and follow through with litigation. So
does the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body temper defection
between trading partners with asymmetric interests? In this
instance it does, but only if delta is the same for both
countries and if the cost for filing is so negligible that it is
almost zero.
STATE B’S PROBABILITY OF PLAYING FREE TRADE
AS A FUNCTION OF STATE A’S DELTA

The extensive form game between a free trade and a
protectionist state with the same delta outlines the different
combination of strategies that each employs at the various
nodes. The results therefore vary based on how the states
mix between free trade and protectionism. It should be
noted however, that the previous version highlights the pure
strategy subgame perfect Nash Equilibrium in which the
response to anticipated protectionism is also protectionism
rather than using the DSB mechanism. I now expand the
analysis to include mixed strategies. While there are other
mixes and the pure strategy of “protect, protect,” this
section contemplates the maximum probabilities of each
side playing free trade and the consequent equilibria that
are formed.

Figure 2. Delta and the Maximum Probability of Playing
Free Trade.
Figure 2 computes different values of delta ranging from
.01 to .5. For each value, it also calculates the maximum
probability that State A will play free trade and the greatest
likelihood that State B will also play free trade. Delta is the
same for both countries in each variation of the game. This
is in order to ascertain what as cost varies, is the best case
probability of free trade occurring.
Figure 2 proves that the assumptions made in equations 1
and 2 are correct. It shows that State B’s delta is a function
of State A’s. Importantly, it demonstrates that there is an
indirect relationship between litigation cost and free trade.
This means that the higher delta is, the less likely it is that
free trade will be played. In terms of the DSB, this
highlights the fact that many states avoid it because filing
costs are too exorbitant when compared with the recourse
that they have to engage in tit-for-tat strategies. If however,
a robust mechanism is in place whereby the states are
frequent DSB users and have therefore overcome the initial
costs of litigation, a lower delta may induce participation.
MIXED STRATEGY EQUILIBRIA WITH VARIATIONS OF
DELTA

Below are the set of assumptions that inform the
calculations:
Proposition 3:
Premise 1:

ΔA

= delta for State A

Premise 2:
PA
trade by State A

= maximum probability of free

Equation 1:

PA

=1–ΔB

Equation 2:

PB

= 1 - ΔA / 2
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Figure 3. Example of a Mixed Strategy Subgame Perfect
Nash Equilibrium with Delta = .25.
This formal model probes the independent variable, cost of
litigation. It hypothesizes that the higher delta is, the less
likely it is for states to play free trade. With delta being the
same for both players, it also assumes State B’s delta is
being informed by State A’s. Consequently State B seems
to have an information advantage as the second mover since
it can ascertain whether State A has chosen a strategy or
not. Delta in this context, can therefore help to determine
the minimum amount of protectionism that State B can
engage in, while making State A indifferent between free
trade and protectionism. Delta’s value can also provide
figures for the maximum probability that each state will
play free trade.

pursue the case. These findings however, are based on the
assumption that delta is .25 and that it is the same for both
parties.
Delta is Greater for State A

Delta is the Same for Both Countries

Figure 3 provides an example of a subgame perfect Nash
Equilibrium. In this case, delta is .25. It shows that State A
will mix between playing as a free trader and a protectionist
¾ and ¼ of the time respectively. If State A chooses free
trade which it has a higher percentage of doing, State B will
in turn, alternate between free trade 7/8th of the time and
protectionism with a probability of 1/8. Subsequent to State
B’s likely free trade choice, State A will choose to go to the
DSB. Once the DSB is evoked, State B will mix between
acquiescence with a probability of 3/7 and litigation with a
likelihood of 4/7. In the 1/8th chance that State B has of
playing protectionism after State A’s 1/ 4th possibility of
also choosing protectionism, State A will resort to using the
DSB. State B, recognizing this move, will capitulate.
Figure 3 also explores what happens when State A acts on
the ¼ likelihood that it will be protectionist. As a result of
State A’s option to play protectionism, State B will
alternate between free trade with a 7/8 possibility, and
protectionism with a 1/8 chance. In the 1/8th time that State
B chooses to counter State A’s protectionism with its own
defection, State A will seek redress at the DSB. At the DSB
however, State B will acquiesce instead of litigating. If
however, State B acts on the 7/8th chance that it has to be a
free trader, State A will go to the DSB. In this instance,
State B will mix between acquiesce 3/7th of the time, and
litigation with a 4/7th possibility.
This dynamic game of incomplete and imperfect
information shows that in prima instantia, State A is more
likely to be a free trader. It also highlights the fact that
regardless of what State A does in its first move, there is a
greater probability that State B will choose free trade. State
A however, always chooses to go to the DSB after State B
has moved, even if State A is culpable. For State B, in the
event that it is brought before the DSB as a protectionist, it
will acquiesce to State A’s wishes and not pursue litigation.
If however, State B is a free trader and the DSB option is
evoked, it will alternate between acquiescence and
litigation, with a slightly higher probability that it will

Figure 4. Mixed Strategy Subgame Perfect Nash
Equilibrium When State A’s Delta = .5 and State B’s =
.05.
Figure 4 shows what happens when State A has a greater
cost, delta, of .5 for using the DSB, while State B has a
lower cost of .05. In this case, State A as the first mover,
mixes between playing free trade and protectionism 19/20
and 1/20 of the time respectively. Once State A chooses
free trade, State B in turn has a higher probability (3/4) of
playing free trade versus protectionism (1/4). Here,
regardless of what State B decides to do, State A will go to
the DSB. If State B is a free trader, it will mix between
acquiescence and litigation, with a higher possibility that it
will litigate. If however, it is brought before the DSB as a
protectionist, it will capitulate. Here, the higher delta cost
does not prevent State A from seeking recourse at the DSB.
In the event that State A utilizes its 1/20 chance of being a
protectionist, State B, remarkably, still has a greater
probability of being a free trader. (3/4 versus 1/4) In this
branch of the game, State A always opts for the DSB when
given that option. A protectionist State B has a 100%
chance of acquiescing, while a free trading State B will mix
between litigation (2/3) and acquiescence (1/3). With both
states bearing a cost for litigation, these results show that
State A is still more likely to pursue free trade over
protectionism in the first instance, and State B also
maintains its tendency to choose free trade. State A is
resolute in going the DSB, while State B modifies its
subsequent strategies based on whether it is a protectionist
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or a free trader. In essence, if it is a protectionist, it will
always surrender when brought before the DSB, but if it has
not breached any trade regulation, it will alternate between
litigation and acquiescence, with a greater possibility that it
will pursue the case.
Delta is Greater for State B

probability of filing (20/39 versus 19/39). These results
however, are examples that show the maximum probability
of playing free trade. In other versions, State B goes on to
also take State A before the DSB. If State A is a free trader,
it litigates with the lower delta. As a protectionist however,
it surrenders. Hence State B’s threat of pursuing litigation
even though it will pay more, seems sufficient to convince
State A to acquiesce.
CONCLUSION

In the final analysis, this paper sought to test whether the
WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body mitigates defection
between trading partners with varied interests. This
question forms part of the larger debate in international
politics about the efficacy of institutions. The WTO is a
multilateral institution. Its wide membership and perceived
clout make it a valuable subject for analysis. In an attempt
to answer the research question, several instantiations of a
formal model are used, both of which have the players
moving sequentially, but with incomplete and imperfect
information. Each version has Prisoner’s Dilemma-like
payoffs and the inclusion of delta, the cost for litigation,
which is assumed to be the same for both players.

Figure 5. Mixed Strategy Subgame Perfect Nash
Equilibrium When State B’s Delta = .5 and State A’s =
.05.
Figure 5 features State B having a higher delta value of .5,
while State A has a cost of .05 for filing in the DSB. This
instantiation of the game has both similarities and
differences from what was found in the other versions. In
this case where State B has a higher delta, there is a 50%
chance that State A will be a free trader or a protectionist.
If State A selects free trade, there is a greater likelihood that
State B will also play free trade (39/40 versus 1/40).
Regardless of what State B chooses however, State A will
evoke the DSB. If State B is culpable, it will capitulate. If
however, State B is a free trader, it will mix between
litigation and surrender, with a higher possibility that it will
litigate (20/39 versus 19/39).
If State A chooses protectionism as the first move, State B
alternates between free trade and protectionism, with a
greater chance of choosing free trade (39/40 versus 1/40).
Here again, State A resorts to using the DSB regardless of
what State B does. When brought before the DSB, State B
surrenders if it is protectionist, but mixes between litigation
and acquiescence if it is a free trader, with a higher

The first version of the game highlights two possible
equilibria, each dependent on the type of State A State B
believes it is facing. Protectionism and counter
protectionism are best replies to each other if State A is
believed to be protectionist. The resulting equilibrium is
Protect, No DSB, No DSB; Protect, No DSB, No DSB. In
essence, the DSB would not temper the tendency of trading
partners with asymmetric interests to defect in this case.
Free trade for free trade would be the best strategy if State
B guesses that State A is a free trader. Free Trade, DSB,
Litigate; Free Trade, DSB, Litigate or Free Trade, No DSB,
DSB, Litigate; Free Trade, No DSB, DSB, Litigate would
be the resulting equilibria. While it is counterproductive for
two free traders to go to the DSB, incomplete and imperfect
information make it difficult for them to correctly assess
what the other is. Moreover, these nodes of the game reveal
that it is only the credible threat of going to the institution
that curtails the states’ inclination to cheat.
The second version examines mixed strategy options with a
yet similar, yet costly delta. It shows that at the onset, State
A is more likely to be a free trader. State B is also more
likely to be a free trader for its first move. State A is shown
to always choose the DSB as opposed to foregoing that
alternative. State B in turn, when brought before the DSB,
acquiesces if it is protectionist, but mixes between
acquiescence and litigation if it is a free trader. The paper
also finds that cost and filing have an indirect relationship
and that State B’s delta is a function of State A’s. This
means that State’s A’s choices determines B’s consequent
moves and that the higher delta is, the chances of using the
DSB decrease.
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In the instantiation where State A has a greater delta, State
A is evenly split between choosing free trade and
protectionism for the first move. State B however, is more
likely to be a free trader, while State A evokes the DSB no
matter what State B does. A guilty State B will surrender,
but will mix strategies it is a free trader. If however, State B
is brought before the DSB, its high delta values will cause it
to acquiesce both as a free trader and as a protectionist. In
the case however, where State B has the greater delta cost,
the initial tendencies of the previous version also obtain.
When brought before the DSB however, a free trading State
A with a lower delta will always litigate. If however, it is a
protectionist, it has a 100% chance of surrendering. In this
case, both delta and the possibility of having
countermeasures taken against it seem to force compliance.
One limitation to these findings is that there are some costs
to a trade dispute that are not captured by delta. In countries
for example, where there are high levels of asymmetrical
interdependence, there may be some reluctance on the
needier party’s side to instigate a formal trade dispute. This
is because there are other costs which it may face which
may leave it worse off than winning a case at the DSB.
These costs are therefore not captured by delta as
exemplified in the variations of this game. Another
dimension to the dispute settlement process that these
models do not consider is what may happen to a WTO
Member that retaliates after successful litigation. In some
cases, a developing country that wins a dispute may be
unable to initiate WTO sanctioned countermeasures
because of inequitable volumes of trade flow. The outcome
would be that resources are spent filing the dispute, but the
complainant loses in the end if it is unable to truly punish
the defector. These possibilities make the decision to
litigate a serious matter, which many countries pursue, only
if they believe the odds of winning and punishing are very
high. Those that are unable to secure these outcomes may
choose to respond outside the DSB, or do not act at all.
In general however, the employment of these dynamic
games with incomplete and imperfect information is useful
in analyzing the strategies, outcomes and payoffs that are
available to countries as they alternate between states of
free trade and protectionism. The instantiations of the game
also show that when costs are varied, the probability that
State A plays free trade is conditioned by the costs borne by
State B in pursuing the DSB. These therefore illuminate the
degree to which State B can constrain State A to play free

trade. If the models hold across cases, they therefore can
feature in the debate about institutional agency; that is, if
and under what conditions do they matter and especially,
what makes states use them versus finding recourse
elsewhere.
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ABSTRACT

The scalability of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation is tested using varying numbers of nodes on
a supercomputer. The CFD software uses the iterative
PISO algorithm to numerically solve the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. Results indicate that
increasing the number of nodes generally increases the
speed of the simulation. However, internode and
intranode communication increase simulation time. The
cost of communication overhead increases as the
simulation scales up and is run on an increasing
number of nodes and processors. With some
exceptions, for each additional node utilized during the
computation, the amount of speedup gained
decreases. Exceptions likely arise due to the
mathematical favorability of dividing a physical domain
into a specific number of subdomains.
Author Keywords

distributed, MPI, scalability, speedup, CFD
ACM Classification Keywords

I.6.1 SIMULATION AND MODELING
1. INTRODUCTION

The National Science Foundation and Louisiana State
University’s (LSU) Center for Computation and
Technology provided CFD research opportunities in the
domain of petroleum engineering. Petroleum engineers
use CFD to study and predict the flow of hydrocarbons
through porous rock. Due to its computationally
intensive nature, CFD simulation benefits from the runtime reduction of parallelization. Parallelization is
running a simulation on more than one processor at a
time. The OpenFOAM CFD software divides the
physical domain into adjacent pieces that are simulated
on separate nodes and processors. Each subdomain
must be aware of the boundary conditions of adjacent
subdomains at each iteration of the solving process for

the algorithm to reach a correct solution. OpenMPI
uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to
communicate boundary conditions between nodes and
processors.
2. BACKGROUND

The Navier-Stokes equations describe the velocity and
pressure of a Newtonian fluid. Figure 1 shows a
generalized, constant-density form of the equation for
incompressible flow in three dimensions. The
equations cannot be solved analytically, and therefore
must be solved numerically. CFD software uses the
discretized versions of the Navier-Stokes equations, as
demonstrated in Figure 2, to approximate the
momentum of a fluid.
𝜕𝜌𝑢$ 𝜕(𝜌𝑢$ 𝑢( ) 𝜕(𝜌𝑢$ 𝑢+ ) 𝜕(𝜌𝑢$ 𝑢, )
+
+
+
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥(
𝜕𝑥+
𝜕𝑥,
𝜕𝑝
𝜕 + 𝑢$ 𝜕 + 𝑢$ 𝜕 + 𝑢$
= −
+𝜇
+
+
𝜕𝑥$
𝜕𝑥(+
𝜕𝑥++
𝜕𝑥,+
+ 𝑆34
5

Figure 1 The Navier-Stokes momentum equation balances
changes in the density of a fluid with changes in pressure and
temperature and with body forces

𝑎$,8 𝑢(5,9 =

𝑎:; 𝑢(<= + 𝐴$,8 𝑝?@(,A − 𝑃?,A + 𝑏$,8

Figure 2 In two dimensions, the discretized equation
determines the velocity 𝑢( in the control area 𝑢(5,9 by

considering 𝑢( velocities of neighboring 𝑢( control areas,
pressure values on the boundaries in the direction of the flow,
and the body forces
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The physical domain of the fluid is approximately
modeled by a three-dimensional staggered grid that
stores velocity and pressure information, separately, at
specific points in and between cells. Velocities are
stored at cell faces; pressure is stored at cell centers.
Figure 3 establishes the grid in two dimensions.

scalability. Many algorithms by their nature are not
perfectly parallel, but contain a mix of serial and parallel
procedures. Amdahl’s Law predicts speedup for a fixed
problem, 𝑆D , solved using an algorithm with a
percentage of serial procedures, 𝑠, and a percentage
of parallel procedures, 𝑝 or 1 − 𝑠, distributed across 𝑁
processing units. As 𝑠 grows, the capacity for a
problem to achieve speedup diminishes.

𝑆D =

1
1−𝑠
𝑠+
𝑁

[2]

Figure 4 Amdahl’s Law predicts the amount of
speedup that can be expected, discounting superlinear
speedup and communication costs
OpenMPI utilizes a distributed memory model for
internode communication and a shared memory model
for intranode communication. The processors in a node
share memory, but distinct nodes do not share
memory. In real-world applications, even perfectly
parallelizable problems are not infinitely scalable
because communication time between processors
increases latency. As the distribution of a problem
becomes more complex, an increasing amount of time
is devoted to managing communication rather than the
computation required to solve the problem.
[1]

Figure 3 The two-dimensional standard staggered grid
uses x-velocity (yellow), y-velocity (blue), and pressure
(green) control areas; e.g. the pressure at point P
approximates pressure throughout the entire control area

The cells of of the grid begin as cubes but can assume
non-cubic shapes as the grid is refined to conform to
the surface of the physical model. CFD software
considers the geometry of the domain and snaps the
grid to the geometry to build a model that is useful for
simulating fluid flow. Depending on how the simulation
is being distributed to different nodes and processors,
the grid is accordingly divided.
In high-performance computing (HPC), strong
scalability relates to speedup achieved by solving the
same problem on multiple processors through parallel
computing. A problem is perfectly parallelizable if it can
be completely distributed to separate processing
elements. Theoretically, if a problem is perfectly
parallelizable, the computation time for n processors
will be a fraction 1/n, relative to the baseline serial
computation. For example, if solving a problem on 10
processors speeds up the simulation wall time by a
factor of 10, the system demonstrates model strong

3. PROCEDURE

A base OpenFOAM simulation directory, including a
mesh, is provided by Dr. Shang for experimental
purposes. The mesh intends to model porous media.
Experiments are conducted on LSU’s SuperMIC
cluster, which has 360 compute nodes and 20 Ivy
Bridge processors per node. Simulations are
automated by using the Linux shell to schedule jobs
through job submission scripts. Each script:
(1) allocates one or more nodes on SuperMIC,
(2) edits the number of subdomains in the
decomposeParDict file,
(3) runs the domain decomposition program,
decomposePar, and
(4) runs icoFoam, the incompressible laminar flow
simulation program, in parallel using OpenMPI
over the allocated nodes. The simulation runs
for 0.1 seconds with a fixed time step of 0.001
seconds.
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4. RESULTS

5. DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows that the experiment yields at least
model strong scalability when the simulation is run on
n nodes, n equals two through five. The simulation
achieves superlinear speedup for n equals two through
five likely due to the effect of the increased amount of
cache memory available across all nodes that allows
for faster access to data. For six nodes, speedup is
almost linear. For n greater than six, the increasing cost
of communication reduces speedup. Amdahl’s Law
predicts model theoretical speedup and is used as a
baseline comparison against real-world results.

Table 1 shows that because the experiment shows
superlinear speedup for n equals two through five,
running the simulation on two to five nodes yields the
best balance of speedup and efficient resource usage.
The added benefit of running the simulation on more
nodes decreases with each additional node. Running
the simulation on more than five nodes can deliver a
faster solution, but at a cost that is disproportional to
the time saved, relative to the superlinear speedup
achievable with using two to five nodes.

Figure 5 Nodes utilized versus simulation wall time for eight
million cells

Figure 6 differently depicts the effect of running the
same problem on an increasing number of nodes.
Total CPU time is calculated by multiplying the
simulation wall time by the number of nodes used in
the simulation. When the simulation is run on n nodes,
n equals two through five, the total CPU time is
relatively constant and lower than the total time for n
equals 1. As n increases beyond 5 the total CPU time
increases, which indicates an increasing amount of
overhead required to run the simulation.

Figure 6 The same simulation described in Figure 1; nodes
utilized versus total CPU time for eight million cells

Nodes

Wall
Time
(s)

Total
CPU
Time (s)

Speedup

Speedup /
Num.
Nodes

1

377

377

1.00

1.00

2

166

332

2.27

1.135

3

111

333

3.40

1.133

4

86

344

4.38

1.095

5

69

345

5.46

1.092

6

63

378

5.98

0.997

7

63

441

5.98

0.854

8

57

456

6.61

0.826

9

59

531

6.39

0.710

10

51

510

7.39

0.739

11

52

572

7.25

0.659

12

47

564

8.02

0.668

Table 1 Speedup for n nodes, n equals 1 through 12

Because the physical domain has a specific size and
shape, there are certain ways to form subdomains from
the domain that are more appropriate than others,
considering the sizes and shapes of the subdomains
and how they will communicate with each other. If the
problem is run on n nodes, the domain is divided into n
subdomains. When the domain is automatically divided
in the simulation, larger prime numbers tend to work
less well than numbers that are highly factorable. For
example, Figure 6 illustrates that n equals 16, which is
highly factorable, is more effective than n equals 15 or
17, which are less factorable and prime, respectively.
When n is 16, the domain is divided more effectively
because it can be divided more equally among all
dimensions, which makes for a more efficient
simulation. When the domain is more optimally
divided, the divisions share less surface area with
adjacent
subdomains,
which
decreases
communication time and latency.
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Figure 7 compares experimental speedup to linear
speedup. Region 1 demonstrates superlinear speedup,
which is desirable. As the problem is decomposed and
the data is divided among an increasing number of
nodes, the amount of data on each node decreases.
As a result of the decreased data size per node, more
of the data can be stored in cache memory, which
allows for faster access to data and shorter latency.
Region 2 demonstrates diminishing returns as the cost
of communication increases.

6. FUTURE WORK

Increasing the number of nodes utilized will likely
demonstrate that eventually, as n increases beyond a
certain number, wall time will increase beyond an
experimental minimum.
This is common scaling
behavior.
A system demonstrates weak scalability when the
problem size and processing resources increase such
that time to solution remains constant as the problem
size grows.
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor with Many Integrated
Core (MIC) architecture offers an alternative
parallelization solution.
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2.1

Description of The Problem
Electric Field

In the special case of a steady state (stationary charges
and currents), the two resulting equations are:
∇ · (σE) =

Abstract

ρ


(1)

∇×E=0
The effect of electrical field on the shape deformation of
fluid-filled viscoelastic capsules could be critical. If the
electrical potential, in particular, satisfying a constant
coefficients Poisson equation, can be solved numerically
by the Correction Function Method which incorporates
the jump conditions, one in the function values and the
other one in the normal derivatives. This method can
achieve 2nd order accurate, based on the standard 5point stencil discretization of the Poisson equation and
the modified bilinear interpolant of the correction terms,
in the least square sense.

1

E is the electric field intensity, σ is the electric conductivity of the medium, ρ is the electric charge density,
 is permittivity.
One can define an electric potential, that is, a function
of φ, such that:
E = −∇φ,

In this paper, the finite difference based Correction
Function Method is used to solve constant coefficient
Poisson equation with interface jump conditions. The
Correction Function Method relies on corrections applied on stencils across the interface. For constant coefficients Poisson equation, the corrections are solutionindependent, which can be moved to right-hand-side of
the equations. A same symmetric discretization matrix
is produced as of any Standard Poisson problems without interface.

in

Ω\Γ

(3)

The boundary conditions along the interface Γ separating Ω+ and Ω− are based on the continuity of the
electric potential and the normal component of the electric flux density across the interface. The following is the
electrical potential equation with inhomogeneous jumps:
ρ

[φ] = 0 on Γ
[σ∇φ · ~n] = 0 on Γ

∇ · (−σ∇φ) =

Introduction

There has been quite a few effort in using numerical
methods to simulate the electro-hydrodynamics of a viscous capsule under an electric field. The resulting Poisson equation, based on how the interface is treated,
can be solved using the front tracking method, level
set method, phase field method and the volume-of-fluid
method, etc..

(2)

2.2

(4)

Formulation of The Problem

In the case where conductivity is constant through the
whole computational domain, without loss of generality,
we consider the following elliptic interface problem with
jumps as
∇ 2 φ+ = f +

in

Ω+

∇2 φ− = f − in Ω−
[φ] = a on Γ
[∇φ · ~n] = b on Γ

(5)

The interface Γ divides the domain into the subdomains Ω+ and Ω− , φ+ and φ− are used to denote the
solution in each of the subdomains.
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Define function D(~x) by D(~x) = φ+ (~x) − φ− (~x). The
governing equation for the resulting ”ill-posed” Cauchy
problem follows:
∇2 D(~x) = fD (~x) in Ω
D(~x) = a(~x) on Γ
∇D(~x) · ~n = b(~x) on Γ

i=1

(6)

The correction term, D(~x) = φ+ (~x) − φ− (~x), is a solution of the PDE (6). This PDE will be solved over a
band across the interface.
We will use bilinear interpolants to approximate D(~x)
in each Ωij
Γ . However, the Laplacian of a standard bilinear interpolant vanishes, Thus, a modified linear will be
used to take full advantage of the fact that D(~x) is the
solution to the Cauchy problem.

2.3

This yields the compact form of modified bilinear interpolant:
5
X
φ(~x) =
φi Ni (ξ, η)

Modified Bilinear

Since each cell Ω is arbitrary rectangle, in order to use
Guassian Quadrature, we will map this rectangle from
x − y plane to ξ − η plane.
The standard bilinear quadrilateral element basis function in (ξ, η) plane:
1
(1 − ξ)(1 − η)
4
1
N2 (ξ, η) = (1 + ξ)(1 − η)
4
1
N3 (ξ, η) = (1 + ξ)(1 + η)
4
1
N4 (ξ, η) = (1 − ξ)(1 + η)
4

To solve ξ and η, we use the following relationship
between the four vertices: (xi , yi ) and (ξi , ηi ) as follows:
xi = a1 + a2 ξi + a3 ηi + a4 ξi ηi
yi = b1 + b2 ξi + b3 ηi + b4 ξi ηi
We next use these expressions to solve for the four
coefficients:
 

 
a1
1 −1 −1 1
x1
x2  1 1 −1 −1 a2 
 
 =
x3  1 1
1
1  a3 
a4
1 −1 1 −1
x4
This can be easily done by inverting the matrix:
  
−1  
a1
1 −1 −1 1
x1
a2  1 1 −1 −1 x2 
 =
  
a3  1 1
1
1  x3 
a4
1 −1 1 −1
x4
To obtain the reverse mapping, we need to solve
x = a1 + a2 ξ + a3 η + a4 ξη

N1 (ξ, η) =

y = b1 + b2 ξ + b3 η + b4 ξη
Note this system is no longer linear, however it can be
solved quite easily analytically. We first obtain
ξ=

x − a1 − a3 η
a2 + a4 η

Which can be substitute into the second expression to
obtain:
The standard bilinear interpolation of a scalar function φ is given by
φ(~x) =

4
X

φi Ni (ξ, η)

i=1

where φi represents the function value of φ at point i.
Now, we add a quadratic term proportional to ξ 2 + η 2 ,
so that the Laplacian of the modified bilinear is no longer
identically zero.
The coefficient of the quadratic term can be written
in terms of the average value of the Laplacian over the
domain, ∇2 φ. We obtain the following formula for the
modified bilinear interpolant:
φ(~x) =

4
X

1
φi Ni (ξ, η)− [(1−ξ)(1+ξ)+(1−η)(1+η)]∇2 φ
4
i=1

In addition to the standard basis function, for convenience, we define N5 (ξ, η) and φ5 (~x) as follows:
1
N5 (ξ, η) = [(1 − ξ)(1 + ξ) + (1 − η)(1 + η)]
4
φ5 (~x) = ∇2 φ(~x)

a4 b3 − a3 b4 )η 2 + (a4 b1 − a1 b4 + a2 b3 − a3 b2 + xb4 − ya4 )η
+ (a2 b1 − a1 b2 + xb2 − ya2 ) = 0
This is a quadratic equation can be solved by using
quadratic formula.
For our problem, the transformation of arbitrary rectangle is always linear, this implies that a4 = b4 = 0, we
calculated other coefficients as follows:
1
(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 )
4
1
a2 = (x2 − x1 + x3 − x4 )
4
1
a3 = (x3 + x4 − x1 − x2 )
4
a1 =

1
(y1 + y2 + y3 + y4 )
4
1
b2 = (y2 − y1 + y3 − y4 )
4
1
b3 = (y3 + y4 − y1 − y2 )
4
b1 =

Solve for ξ and η, we obtain:
−a1 b3 + b1 a3 − a3 y + b3 x
a2 b3 − b2 a3
 −a b + b a − a y + b x 
1 2
1 2
2
2
η=−
a2 b3 − b2 a3
ξ=

(7)
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3

Numerical Scheme for Solving
Poisson Equation

in Ω+ . To minimize the integration area, we make a
rotation to define integration area Ωij
Γ (the yellow area):

We will solve the local Cauchy problem in a least square
sense, using a minimization procedure. Since we don’t
have boundary conditions, but interface conditions, we
must resort to a minimization functional that is different
from the standard one associated with the Poisson equation. Thus, we impose the Cauchy interface conditions
by using a penalization method. The functional to be
minimized is then:
Z
Jp =(lcij )3
[∇2 D(~x) − fD (~x)]2 dV
Ωij
Γ

Z

[D(~x) − a(~x)]2 dS

+ cp
Γ

T

Ωij
Γ

cp (lcij )2

+

Z
Γ

T

Ωij
Γ

[Dn (~x) − b(~x)]2 dS

(8)

Figure 1: ψ(i + 1, j) < 0 and ψ(i, j + 1) < 0

where cp > 0 is the penalization coefficient used to
enforce the interface conditions, and lcij > 0 is a
characteristic length associated with Ωij
Γ , the shortest
side length(width). Jp is a quadratic functional whose
minimum (zero) occurs at the solution to Cauchy
problem. cp can be determined empirically from a low
resolution calculation.

The standard second order accurate 5-point finite difference scheme is used to solve Poisson equation in two
dimensions:

We use 4 Gaussian quadrature points for the 1D line
integrals, and 16 points for the 2d area integrals. The
modified bilinear representation for D involves 5 basis
polynomials, the minimization problem produces a 5 × 5
linear system.
To derive the 5 × 5 linear system in the least square
sense, we take partial derivative of eqn. (8) with respect
to D(~xj ), and obtain the following equation system:

If the 5-point Laplacian does not cut through the interface, we do not have to modify equation (10); On
the other hand, if the 5-point Laplacian of a grid point
involves using both inside and outside point(s), a correction of will be needed to ensure that the solution is
smooth.
In the vicinity of the discontinuities at the interface,
proper correction terms will be added to RHS of Poisson
equation. In the case of Figure (1), where the node (i, j),
(i, j − 1), i − 1, j lie in Ω+ while the nodes (i + 1, j) and
i, j + 1 are in Ω− , ideally, we would like to use equation
(10) as follows:

5
X


Z
D(~xi ) (lcij )3

Ωij
Γ

i=1

∇2 Ni (ξ, η)∇2 Nj (ξ, η)dV

(

ui+1,j −ui,j
)
4x

−(

ui,j −ui−1,j
)
4x

4x

+

(

ui,j+1 −ui,j
)
4y

−(

ui,j −ui,j−1
)
4y

4y

= fi,j

(10)

Z
+ cp
Γ

+

T

Ωij
Γ

cp (lcij )2

=(lcij )3

(

T

Ωij
Γ

(∇Ni (ξ, η) · ~n)(∇Nj (ξ, η) · ~n)dS

Γ

T

Ωij
Γ

+ cp (lcij )2

a(~x)Nj (ξ, η)dS

Z
Γ

4x

T

Ωij
Γ

b(~x)(∇Nj (ξ, η) · ~n)dS

+
u+
i,j −ui−1,j
)
4x

+

(

+
u+
i,j+1 −ui,j
)
4y

−(

+
u+
i,j −ui,j−1
)
4y

4y
(11)

We do not have any information about ui+1,j and
−
ui,j+1 , instead, Di+1,j = u+
i+1,j − ui+1,j and Di,j+1 =
−
u+
i,j+1 − ui,j+1 can be computed by using above numerical scheme.
Now, eqn. (11) becomes:

Z
+ cp

−(

= fi,j

fD (~x)∇2 Nj (ξ, η)dV

Ωij
Γ

+
u+
i+1,j −ui,j
)
4x



Z
Γ

Z

Ni (ξ, η)Nj (ξ, η)dS

(9)

Now we are ready to compute D(~x) in different cases,
depending on the way how the interface intersect the
stencil.
Figure (1) is the case where the nodes (i + 1, j) and
(i, j + 1) < 0 are in Ω− , and other nodes are located

(

+
u−
i+1,j +Di+1,j −ui,j
)
4x

−(

+
u+
i,j −ui−1,j
)
4x

4x
+

u−
+Di,j+1 −u+
i,j
( i,j+1 4y
)

−(

+
u+
i,j −ui,j−1
)
4y

4y

=fi,j

(12)
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Di+1,j and Di,j+1 are independent of solution u, we
can move them to the right hand side of equation (12),
that is
(

+
u−
i+1,j −ui,j
)
4x

−(

+
u+
i,j −ui−1,j
)
4x

4x

+

(

+
u−
i,j+1 −ui,j
)
4y

−(

+
u+
i,j −ui,j−1
)
4y

4y

= fi,j + Ci,j

(13)

1
1
where Ci,j = − (4x)
2 Di+1,j − (4y)2 Di,j+1
There are up to 12 different cases when the 5-point
stencil across the interface, we apply the similar formulas
for other cases than above.

4
4.1

Examples
Example 1

Figure 2: error behaviour of the solution

This is an example taken from [1] and [2].(C.6.3 in [1],
Example 6 in [2])
Consider 4u = 0 in two dimensions on [−1, 1]×[−1, 1]
with the interface defined by the circle x2 + y 2 = 0.52 .
The jump conditions are [u] = −ex cos(y) and [un ] =
2ex (y sin(y) − x cos(y)), with Dirichlet boundary condition, u(x, y) = 0 on ∂Ω.
The exact solution is
 x
e cos(y) (x, y) ∈ Ω−
u(x, y) =
0
(x, y) ∈ Ω+
Table 1 shows the result of the Correction Function
Method (The rectangle enclosing interface is aligned by
rotating with angle θ):

4x
1
10
1
20
1
40
1
80
1
160
1
320

Table 1
L∞ error in u Numerical Order
1.54838e-03
N/A
3.79951e-04
2.09987
1.59049e-04
1.27898
3.39593e-05
2.24767
9.17615e-06
1.89635
2.43579e-06
1.91782

Figure (2) shows the convergence results for the errors
in the L∞ norms.
Figure (3) shows the plots of numerical solutions with
grids 21, 41, 81, 161, 321 and 641, from top to bottom,
left to right, respectively.

Figure 3: Numerical solutions
The exact solution is
p

1 + log(2 x2 + y 2 )
u(x, y) =
1

Table 2 shows the result of the Correction Function
Method (The rectangle enclosing interface is aligned by
rotating with angle θ):
4x

4.2

Example 2

This is another example taken from [1] and [2].(C.6.2
in [1], Example 5 in [2])
Consider 4u = 0 in two dimensions on [−1, 1]×[−1, 1]
with the interface defined by the circle p
x2 + y 2 = 0.52 .
The jump conditions are [u] = log(2 x2 + y 2 ) and
[un ] = 2,pwith Dirichlet boundary condition, u(x, y) =
1 + log(2 x2 + y 2 ) on ∂Ω.

(x, y) ∈ Ω−
(x, y) ∈ Ω+

1
10
1
20
1
40
1
80
1
160
1
320

Table 2
L∞ error in u Numerical Order
2.07059e-03
N/A
2.29257e-04
3.28936
9.10811e-05
1.35574
1.84140e-05
2.32714
4.91145e-06
1.91517
1.35885e-06
1.85795

Figure (6) shows the convergence results for the errors
in the L∞ norms.
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Table 3 shows the results of numerical accuracy.

4x
1
5
1
10
1
20
1
40
1
80
1
160

Table 3
L∞ error in u Numerical Order
8.19894e-03
N/A
2.28310e-03
1.97714
6.24386e-04
1.93785
2.33045e-04
1.44745
5.25309e-05
2.16874
1.41005e-05
1.90598

Figure (6) shows the convergence results for the errors
in the L∞ norms.

Figure 4: error behaviour of the solution
Figure (5) shows the plots of numerical solutions with
grids 21, 41, 81, 161, 321 and 641, from top to bottom,
left to right, respectively.

Figure 6: error behaviour of the solution
Figure (7) shows the numerical solution with 11, 21,
41, 81, 161 and 321 grid points in each direction, from
top to bottom, left to right, respectively.

Figure 5: Numerical solutions

4.3

Example 3

This is another example taken from [2].(Example 7)
Consider ∇2 u = 0 in two spatial dimensions on [−1, 1] ×
[−1, 1] with the interface defined by the circle x2 +
y 2 = 0.52 with an outward pointing normal vector,
~n = (2x, 2y).
The jump conditions are:
[u]Γ = y 2 − x2
[un ]Γ = 4(y 2 − x2 )
The exact solution is
 2
x − y2
u(x, y) =
0

(x, y) ∈ Ω−
(x, y) ∈ Ω+

Figure 7: Plots of Numerical Solutions
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5

Conclusions

We solve the constant coefficient Poisson equation using finite difference based Correction Function Method
which incorporates the jump conditions naturally along
the normal direction. This method can achieve 2nd order accurate when we apply the standard 5-point discretization for Laplacian operator. Furthermore, the coefficient matrix of the associated linear system is the
standard symmetric matrix in the presence of discontinuities across the interface. In future, the multi-grid
iterations will be adopted to solve the resulting linear
system obtained from 2-D or 3-D cases efficiently.
In Alexandre Noll Marques’s paper, he mentioned that
the CFM is easy to generalize to 3D, or to higher orders
of accuracy. We are currently working on ”ill-posed”
Cauchy problem in three dimensions by changing the
integrations from line integrals to surface integrals and
the area integrals to volume integrals.
If the jump condition, [u] is given by a function, a(~x),
in the vicinity of the discontinuities at the interface Γ,
we may use another simple hybrid method derived from
literatures [2] and [8], which can achieve 2nd order accurate for 7-point stencil in 3-D without using jump condition in normal direction. We are also investigating if
this method can achieve higher order accurate by using
a fourth order stencil in 3-D. Truncated Taylor series expansion along the normal direction at interface can be
used to derive the jump function.

[6] Erik Bjorklund The level-set method applied to
droplet dynamics int the presence of an electric field.
Computers & Fluids 38, 358-369(2009)
[7] Rajat Mittal, Gianluca Laccarino Immersed Boundary Methods. Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech. 2005. 37:23961
[8] Frederic Gibou, Ronald P. Fedkiw, Li-Tien Cheng,
and Myungjoo Kang A Second-Order-Accurate Symmetric Discretization of the Poisson Equation on Irregular Domains. Journal of Computational Physics
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Abstract
We report on the development of a new GPU-accelerated
simulation framework for long-term symplectic tracking of
charged particle beams. The underlying physical model relies
on a matrix-based, arbitrary-order symplectic particle tracking. The computations are greatly accelerated through a parallel implementation on a hybrid GPU/CPU platform. With
the new framework, previously computationally prohibitive
long-term simulations become tractable.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The non-linear dynamics is the key in the performance of a
storage ring or a collider. Moreover, the long-term stability of
the particles non-linear dynamics is the fundamental criterion
of the proper magnetic optics design. To that end, many approaches have been developed for the design and optimization
of the particles non-linear behavior in an accelerator ring [1].
Nevertheless, any design still has to be validated by numerical tracking. Since various techniques of estimating the longterm dynamical stability based on relatively short-term simulations [2] may not provide the necessary level of confidence,
to accurately predict the beam dynamics in a storage ring or
a collider, it is imperative to track the beam particles for millions to billions of turns corresponding to a period of time
comparable to that of the beam storage. This is highly desirable for the design and optimization of existing and future
storage rings and colliders such as the LHC, RHIC, LHeC,
and electron-ion colliders. However, until the recent advent
of the GPU technology, such long-term simulations have been
prohibitive due to their intense computational requirements.
Simulation of such a long term dynamics requires the
tracking to be symplectic, i.e., one must make sure that there
is no non-physical change of the invariants of motion due to
accumulation of numerical error. A constant linear transfer
map can be made trivially symplectic by ensuring that it satisfies the symplecticity criterion [3]. This fact is used by many
“kick-drift” codes for symplectic step-by-step integration of
the particles equations of motion through a ring represented
by a piece-wise constant Hamiltonian. This technique, however, is not very suitable for long-term tracking due to the inherently large number of steps required for each particle turn
around the ring.
In this paper, we present a new simulation framework
for long-term tracking of particle dynamics in particle storage rings and colliders. To achieve the necessary calculation speed, our new Gpu-accelerated Higher-Order Symplec-

tic Tracking (GHOST) framework uses a truncated single-turn
Taylor map at an arbitrary order to track a particle quickly
while preserving the non-linear features of the lattice. Since
the Taylor maps of order above one are inherently nonsymplectic, we explicitly enforce symplecticity by solving a
set of associated implicit, non-linear equations [4]. Another
useful feature of Taylor maps is that their coefficients offer more insight into the optical system. The computations
are accelerated through a parallel implementation on a hybrid
GPU/CPU platform.

2.

GHOST: ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Since element-by-element tracking would be prohibitively
slow to achieve long-term simulations, particle tracking in
our simulation framework is done using a single-turn maps.
Map generation techniques in application to accelerator lattices are well-developed and are available in various codes.
Thus, we build upon the well-established algorithms of COSY
Infinity [5]. COSY Infinity computes a Taylor map of an arbitrary order for a given optical system by numerically integrating the equations of motion in the system using differential
algebraic techniques [6]. As a result, it generates coefficients
M(x | αβγηλµ) of the Taylor expansion of the form
x=

∑

M(x|αβγηλµ)xα aβ yγ bη l λ δµ ,

(1)

αβγηλµ

for each of the six phase-space coordinates x, a ≡ px /p0 , y,
b ≡ py /p0 , l, and δ where x and y are the transverse particle
positions, a and b are the transverse momentum components
px and py , respectively, normalized to the reference momentum p0 , l = −(t −t0 )v0 γ0 /(1+γ0 ) and δ = (K −K0 )/K0 . Here
t, K, v0 , and γ0 are the time of flight, kinetic energy, velocity,
and Lorentz factor, respectively. The subscript 0 indicates the
reference value of the variable. The six variables form three
canonically conjugate pairs.
To preserve the symplecticity in long term tracking, one
needs to make sure the initial and final coordinates satisfy the
symplectic condition, which can be described as the following partial differential equations constructed from the generating function of the dynamic system [4]. Taking the second
kind of generating function as an example, assuming the initial coordinates of a symplectic system are (qqi , p i ) and its final coordinates are (qq f , p f ), the coordinates satisfy

(qq f , p i ) = J∇F2 (qqi , p f ), where J =

0
I

−I
0


(2)

One can perform symplectic tracking by solving the above
equations. The generating function F2 can be derived from
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Figure 1: Efficiency of GHOST on a GPU cluster. Left panel: Execution time per turn as a function of the number of particles for fully
symplectic (green dots) and non-symplectic (red) tracking of third order. Right panel: Execution time per turn as a function of the number of
GPU devices for fully symplectic (green dots) and non-symplectic (red) tracking of third order for 100, 000 particles.

the truncated map M[7]. With M and F2 known, first one
calculates (qq0f , p 0f ) applying M on (qqi , p i ), and then use
(qqi , p i , q 0f , p 0f ) as a start point to solve Eq. 2 numerically.

3.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

The sheer amount of computations involved in tracking
beams over 107 − 109 turns is daunting. In serial mode, the
problem would simply be computationally intractable, which
necessitates the use of sophisticated, finely-tuned algorithms
running on massively-parallel platforms.
The particle tracking in GHOST is implemented on a hybrid
CPU-GPU platform using CUDA (Compute Unified Device
Architecture)[8], taking full advantage of the highly repetitive nature of calculations performed. More precisely, one
portion of the code–the setup, initialization and I/O–run on
the traditional CPU platform, while computationally intensive components of the beam tracking and collision execute
on a cluster of NVIDIA’s GPUs. This speeds up the most
time-consuming calculations of the code by a few orders of
magnitude, leading to a substantial overall speed-up.
Our numerical experiments were carried out on a cluster of
Kepler K20 GPUs. The left panel of Fig. 1 illustrates the performance of GHOST framework for tracking different number
of particles when using a third order map for a single turn.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the scalability of tracking
code on a cluster of GPUs when tracking 100, 000 particles
with a third order map. The particles are equally distributed
between the available GPUs in the cluster and the absence
of communication between the threads and also between the
GPUs provides a linear scalability with the number of GPUs.
The scalability continues to be linear until the number of particles assigned to each GPU is sufficient enough to keep the
device busy by maximizing the utilization.
The GPU tracking leads to orders-of-magnitude reduction
in computation time, thereby making the previously inaccessible physics tractable. At this level of performance, track-

ing 100, 000 particles for 400 million turns— corresponding,
for instance, to one hour of beam lifetime of the proposed
MEIC—on 25 GPUs takes about 4.5 days in symplectic and
about 7 hours in nonsymplectic third order tracking mode.

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We developed a new high-performance computing framework for long-term tracking of particle dynamics in particle
storage rings and colliders. The implementation on massively
parallel hybrid GPU/CPU platform substantially improves its
speed over the existing matrix-based codes so that the previously inaccessible long-term tracking simulations become
possible. In addition, we carry out a truly long-term tracking
simulation spanning 400−million turns, which in case of the
proposed electron-ion collider JLEIC is on the order of an
hour of machine operation.
Our present study is the first step toward the development of a high-fidelity framework for simulating long-term
beam-beam collision effects. Our future plans are to expand
GHOST framework with models of beam-beam interaction,
synchrotron radiation, electron cooling, space charge, intrabeam scattering and others.
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Abstract
A comparison of the impact of soft fault errors - as given by
two distinct soft fault error models - on the GMRES iterative method with flexible preconditioning (called FGMRES)
is performed. The effect of the two soft fault error models is
evaluated on the convergence of FGMRES in solving an elliptical PDE problem on a regular grid. Two types of preconditioners are explored, featuring an incomplete LU factorization and an algebraic recursive multilevel solver ARMS. The
experiments conducted in this study quantify the difference
in soft fault error modeling approaches and provide a means
to compare the potential impact of soft fault errors of various
types.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Research into fault tolerant methods is a natural means to
protect against the appearance of faults inside of computing
programs. The prevalence of faults is expected to increase
as high-performance computing (HPC) platforms continue
to move towards larger and larger computing environments
([4, 1]). As the typical HPC environment moves closer to the
exascale level of performance, the mean time between failures (MTBF) will continue to decrease dramatically. As the
occurrence of faults becomes increasingly more common, the
software used in HPC environments will become required to
provide some means of fault tolerance in order to deal with
the faults that are experienced. When examining the need for
fault tolerance, one must look at what type of occurrence is
traditionally associated with the word “fault”. In most of the
research into fault tolerance, faults are typically divided into
two distinct categories: hard faults and soft faults ([9, 12]).
Hard faults usually come about due to negative effects on
the physical hardware components of the system; the key
characteristic of all hard faults is that they cause program interruption. As such, they are difficult to deal with from an
algorithmic standpoint. However, as hardware components
themselves continue to evolve and grow both smaller and
faster, they (generally) become more prone to error, and the
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algorithms and software packages that are used in HPC environments need to be able to respond to sudden and unexpected changes in both the quantity and quality of the physical resources that may be available for use.
The other category of faults, soft faults, are notable for the
fact that they do not immediately cause program interruption,
although program interruption can occur as a result of the
damage caused by a soft fault. Another key feature of soft
faults, is that they are able to be detected (though the cost for
detection may be prohibitively high) during program execution. Most of the time, soft faults allude to some type of data
corruption.
The study of soft faults is the focus of this paper. Soft
faults are typically divided into various categories based on
how long their effect is felt by the resident program. For
a long time, the impact of soft faults was measured by the
injection of bit flips into the data structures that are used
by the algorithm in question. However, recent research efforts (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 6]) have focused on modeling the impact of soft faults with a slightly more generalized numerical
approach that quantifies the potential impact of a bit flip –
which is dependent on where the bit flip occurs – and generating an appropriately sized fault using a more numericallybased scheme. The experiments conducted in this paper seek
to adapt two existing, generalized, numerical soft fault models to study a particular class of soft faults faults (“sticky”
faults) that has not been examined extensively in the past.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows: in section 2., the motivation for both the adapted fault
models and the study itself is presented, and a brief overview
of related studies is provided as well as general motivation for
the study of soft faults, in section 3., background information
for both the FGMRES algorithm and the preconditioners used
in this experiment is provided, in section 4., details concerning each of the fault models that is used throughout this work
are given, in section 5., experiment results from each of the
fault models are provided, along with an analysis of the similarities and differences that appear between the results from
each of the two models, in section 6., a quick summary is presented along with a few possible directions for future work.
The contributions found in this work include the following:
• An extension to the fault model presented by Elliot,
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Hoemmen, and Mueller [8, 9, 10] is provided
• A modification to the fault model presented by Coleman
and Sosonkina in [6] is detailed
• A comparison and analysis of the differences between
each of the adapted models is given, focusing on how
each of the two fault models predicts that a sticky fault
will effect an iterative linear solver – specifically, the iterative solver, FGMRES.

2.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

As the easiest instance of a soft fault to understand occurs
in the form of a bit flip, researchers have typically relied upon
the direct injection of bit flips into their routines in order to
simulate the occurrence of a soft fault [3, 11]. On the other
hand, in the work by Elliot, Hoemmen, and Mueller [8, 9, 10],
faults are modeled in a more general sense. In this approach,
during the injection of a fault into the result of a specific important operation inside of the algorithm – in the case of an
iterative solver (i.e. FGMRES) this could be a sparse matrixvector multiply or in the application of the preconditioner –
instead of flipping a bit inside of the resultant data structure, a
study ([11]) was conducted to quantify the impact of a single
bit flip and this analysis was used in [8] in order to create a
numerical soft fault model that injects a fault in a more general sense. This fault injection methodology is described fully
in section 4.1.
In the classification of soft faults that is presented in [9, 12],
soft faults are divided into the following three categories
based upon how they effect (and continue to effect) program
execution: transient, sticky, and persistent. Transient faults
are defined as faults that occur only once, sticky faults indicate a fault that recurs for some period of time but where
computation eventually returns to a fault-free state, and persistent faults arise when the fault is permanent. Note that a
fault in any of these three classifications should be detectable
during program execution, and as such, it should be possible
to ameliorate the negative impact caused by the fault.
Scenarios that could cause a persistent fault include a stuck
bit in memory, or the Intel Pentium FDIV bug [9, 7]. Traditional analysis of potential persistent type errors has rested
more in the hardware domain than in the algorithmic domain,
with analysis of both processor based faults [13, 2] and memory based faults [19]. An example of a situation that can create a sticky fault, that is provided in [12], is the incorrect copy
of data from one location to another. The incorrect bit pattern
present in the faulty copy of the data will remain incorrect
for an indefinite amount of time, but will be corrected if and
when the data is copied over again – assuming that the later
copy routine executes correctly. It is also important to note
that in the case of a sticky fault, the fault can be corrected by
means of a direct action. Transient errors are typically caused
by solitary bit flips, which may be caused by different issues

(e.g. radiation, hardware malfunction, data cache set incorrectly, etc).
Whether research chooses to model faults using bit flips or
adopt a more numerical approach, much of the previous work
on the impact of silent data corruption (SDC) has to do with
the modeling of transient errors. The goal of the study that is
detailed here is to adapt both a numerical soft fault model for
transient soft faults and a perturbation based soft fault model
for persistent soft faults so that each of the two models is
capable of modeling the potential impact of a sticky fault.

3.

BACKGROUND

In this section, a brief background of both the GMRES algorithm with flexible preconditioning (FGMRES) is given,
and then an overview of the two preconditioners that were
focused on in this study is provided.

3.1.

FGMRES

The FGMRES algorithm, as described in [15], is provided
in Algorithm 1. FGMRES is similar in its nature to the standard GMRES with the notable exception of allowing the preconditioner to change in each iteration by storing the result
of each preconditioning operation (cf. matrix Zm in line 11).
FGMRES was selected in this study because it is a robust,
popular iterative solver which is proven to converge under
variable preconditioning - including converging in situations
where the variable preconditioning comes as a result of some
sort of perturbation or anomaly in the preconditioning operation. In this study specifically, such a perturbation is due to
injected faults via one of the two fault models that is used in
the experiments.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input: A Linear system Ax = b and an initial guess at the
solution, x0
Output: An approximate solution xn for some n ≥ 0
r0 := b − Ax0 ,
β := ||r0 ||2 , v1 := r0 /β
for j = 1, 2, . . . , m do
z j = M −1
j vj
w = Az j
for i = 1, 2, . . . , j do
hi, j := w · vi
w := w − hi, j vi
end
h j+1, j := ||w||2 , v j+1 := w/h j+1, j
Zm := [z1 , . . . , zm ], H̄m := hi, j 1≤i≤ j+1;1≤ j≤m
end
ym := argminy ||H̄m y − βe1 ||2 , xm := x0 + Zm ym
if Convergence was reached then return xm
else go to to Line 1
Algorithm 1: FGMRES as given in [15]
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In particular, faults were injected at two distinct points inside of the FGMRES algorithm; line 1, termed here as the
outer matvec operation, and line 4, which is the application
of the preconditioner.

3.2.

Preconditioners

A transformed preconditioned system writes the general
linear system of equations, Ax = b, in the form M −1 Ax =
M −1 b, when preconditioning is applied from the left, and
AM −1 y = b with x = M −1 y, when preconditioning is applied
from the right. The matrix M is a nonsingular approximation
to A, and is called the preconditioner. Incomplete LU factorization methods (ILUs) are an effective class of preconditioning techniques for solving linear systems. They write
in the form M = L̄Ū, where L̄ and Ū are approximations of
the L and U factors of the standard triangular LU decomposition of A. The incomplete factorization may be computed
from the Gaussian Elimination (GE) algorithm, by discarding some entries in the L and U factors. In the ILUT preconditioner used in these experiments, a dual non-zero threshold
(τ, ρ) is used where all computed values that are smaller than
τ||ai ||2 are dropped - where ||ai ||2 is the l 2 -norm of a given
row of the matrix A, and only the largest ρ elements of each
row are kept.
In a given linear system, if m of the independent unknowns
are numbered first, and the other n − m unknowns last, the
coefficient matrix of the system is permuted in the resulting
2×2 block structure. In multi-elimination methods, a reduced
system is recursively constructed from the permuted system
by performing a block LU factorization of PAPT of the form
T

PAP =



D F
E C




=

L
G

0
In−m




×

U
0

W
A1



where D is a diagonal matrix, L and U are the triangular factors of the LU factorization of D, and A1 = C − ED−1 F is
the Schur complement with respect to C, In−m is the identity matrix of dimension n − m, denoted by G = EU −1 and
W = L−1 F. The reduction process can be applied another
time to the reduced system with A1 , and recursively to each
consecutively reduced system until the Schur complement is
small enough to be solved with a standard method. The factorization above defines a general framework which accommodates for different methods. The Algebraic Recursive Multilevel Solver (ARMS) preconditioner [18] uses block independent sets to discover sets of independent unknowns and
computes them by using the greedy algorithm. In the ARMS
implementation used here, the incomplete triangular factors
L̄, Ū of D are computed by one sweep of ILU using dual nonzero thresholds (ILUT) [16]. In the second loop, an approximation Ḡ to EŪ −1 and an approximate Schur complement
matrix Ā1 are derived. This holds at each reduction level. At

the last level, another sweep of ILUT is applied to the (last)
reduced system.

4.

FAULT MODELS

In this section, a description of each of the fault models that
are included in the comparison is provided. Particular note
is made to distinguish each of the models from one another.
As noted earlier, the two main sticky fault models that were
utilized in this study were an adapted version of the numerical soft model presented in [8, 9, 10] - termed “Numerical
Soft Fault Model” (NSFM) due to the origins of this model
in seeking a numerical estimation of a fault (rather than modeling faulty behavior directly), and an adapted version of the
model given in [6] - which will be referred to as the “Perturbation Based Soft Fault Model” (PBSFM) due to its modeling
of faults as small random perturbations. A fuller description
of each of the two soft fault models follows in the next two
subsections.

4.1.

Numerical Soft Fault Model

The approach given by detailed in [8, 9, 10] generalizes the
simulation of soft faults by disregarding the actual source of
the fault and allowing the fault injector to create as large or
as small a fault as necessary for the experiment. In the experiments conducted in [8, 9, 10] faults are typically defined as
either:
• a scaling of the contribution of the result of the preconditioner application for the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) process in which a fault was injected,
• a permutation of the components of the vector result of
the preconditioner application for the MPI process in
which a fault was injected,
or a combination of either of these two effects. Note that if α
is the scaling factor used, and if x is the original vector and if
x̂ is the vector with a fault injected into it that we have three
scenarios:
1. α = 1: ||x||2 = ||x̂||2
2. 0 ≤ α < 1: ||x||2 > ||x̂||2
3. α > 1: ||x||2 < ||x̂||2
The adaptation that was made to extend this model to be
applicable in a “sticky” sense was to inject a fault into a single MPI process in the exact same manner for every iteration
that occurred while the persistent fault was being simulated
to have occurred. That is, if a sticky fault was determined to
be in effect for the first 100 iterations of a run of the iterative
solver, on each iteration.
The analysis that was performed in [8, 9, 10] details the
impact of the NSFM in the case where it is modeling transient
soft faults with various scaling values. The impact of this fault
model relative to the impact of a single bit flip is given in [8]
and shows that regardless of where the bit flip occurs, the
NSFM will perform comparably to the worst case scenario
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induced by a traditional bit flip. Analysis to show the impact
of a bit flip based on where in the storage of a floating point
number it occurs is given by [11].

4.2.

Perturbation Based Soft Fault Model

The approach proposed in [6] is similar in spirit to the
NSFM proposed above. It selects a single MPI process and
injects a small random perturbation into each element of the
vector. That is, if the vector to be perturbed is x and the size
of the perturbation based fault is ε than to inject a fault, then
generate a random number in the range rε ∈ (−ε, ε) and set
xi = xi + rε for all i. The resultant vector, call it x̂, is thus perturbed away from the original vector x.
Since the FGMRES algorithm works at minimizing the l 2
norm of the residual, and this can be directly effected by the
l 2 norm of certain steps inside of the FGMRES algorithm,
there are three variants to the PBSFM:
1. The sign of xi is not taken into account. In this variant,
||x||2 ≈ ||x̂||2 .
2. If xi ≥ 0 then rε ∈ (−ε, 0) and if xi < 0 then rε ∈ (0, ε).
Here, ||x||2 ≥ ||x̂||2 .
3. If xi ≤ 0 then rε ∈ (−ε, 0) and if xi > 0 then rε ∈ (0, ε).
Here, ||x||2 ≤ ||x̂||2 .
Using these three variants allows the PBSFM to possess
some level over the l 2 norm of the vector that it is injecting
a fault into, and therefore an added level of control on how a
fault may affect the convergence of the FGMRES algorithm.

4.3.

Comparison of Soft Fault Models

In looking to see which of the two fault models induces
a “larger” fault, then in general it will be the case that the
NSFM will create a larger difference between a given data
structure with a fault injected and the same data structure in a
fault free environment.
Examining this for the test problem (section 5.1.) used in
these experiments, the result of the outer matvec operation is
a zero vector initially and as FGMRES progresses closer to
the solution, this vector will begin to approach the original
right hand side of the equation, b. In this problem, the entries
in the final iterates of Axi before convergence will have entries, bi , where −0.01 ≤ bi ≤ 0.01 forms a loose bound on all
entries of b = Axi . To show the potential difference in magnitude between a given vector b and a vector b̂ representing
the vector b with a fault injected, 10000 random vectors were
generated in MATLAB for vectors b of varying sizes (to represent varying problem sizes) and the l 2 norm of |b − b̂| was
calculated for each of the two fault models. These results are
shown in table 1.
Additionally, the NSFM allows slightly more exact statements to be made concerning the effect of the injected fault
on the l 2 -norm, as the l 2 -norm will be the exact same for all

Vector Size ||b − b̂||2 - NSFM ||b − b̂||2 - PBSFM
10
2.2223
9.0351e-04
100
5.1826
0.0029
1,000
17.1997
0.0091
10,000
53.8458
0.0289
100,000
172.3676
0.0913
1,000,000
543.9308
0.2887
Table 1. Difference in the effect of each of the fault models
on random vectors with values similar to those found in the
result of the outer matvec operation. Note: The scaling factor
in the NSFM was set to 1.0 and the fault size in the PBSFM
was set to 5 × 10−4 . Columns 2 and 3 represent average differences over 10,000 runs.
but the effected subdomains, where the l 2 -norm of that section is controlled explicitly. However, the size of the fault –
measured as a difference from a fault free run – is in general
dependent only on problem size in the case of the NSFM. On
the other hand, statements concerning the l 2 -norm are inherently less exact when the PBSFM is used, as the l 2 -norm of
the faulty subdomain is not precisely controlled, but the difference from a fault free run - i.e. the “size” of the fault - is
easier to control by way of simply adjusting the bounds on
the perturbation that is used.
In general, one of a limited number of outcomes is most
likely to occur when a fault occurs during the execution of an
iterative solver ([8, 3]).
• The solver will converge in the approximately the same
number of iterations, with an error in the final solution.
• The solver will converge in the approximately the same
number of iterations, with no error in the final solution.
• The solver will converge in more iterations than in a fault
free run; with or without an error in the final solution.
• The progress of the solver towards the solution will stagnate, and it will fail to converge.

5.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the results of the experiments that were conducted are given; the results are presented as a comparison of
the effects of a sticky soft fault as modeled by both the PBSFM and the NSFM. First, a brief summary of both the test
problem and the test environment that were utilized in this
experiment is given.

5.1.

Test Problem

The test problem that was used comes directly from the
pARMS library [14], and represents the discretization of the
following elliptic 2D partial differential equation,
−∆u + 100

∂ xy
∂
(e u) + 100 (e−xy u) − 10u = f
∂x
∂y
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on a square region with Dirichlet boundary conditions, using
a five-point centered finite-difference scheme on an nx × ny
grid, excluding boundary points. The mesh is mapped to a
virtual px × py grid of processors, such that a subrectangle of
rx = nx /px points in the x direction and ry = ny /py points in
the y direction is mapped to a processor.
The size of the problem was varied and controlled by
changing the size of the mesh that was used in the creation
of the domain. The mesh sizes that were considered corresponded to a “small” problem of nx = ny = 200 and a “large”
problem variant with nx = ny = 400. Both of these two problem sizes were run on a px = py = 20 grid of 400 total processors. This leads to problem sizes of,
• Small: n = px × py × nx × ny = 64, 000, 000
• Large: n = px × py × nx × ny = 16, 000, 000
As pointed out in section 4.3. the NSFM creates larger faults
in some sense for larger problem sizes, whereas the size of the
fault injected by the PBSFM scales much more evenly with
problem size.

5.2.

Test Environment

The test environment that was used was the Turing Cluster
found at Old Dominion University. The Turing Cluster features a grand total of 22,880 processor cores and 3,060 GB
of memory spread across a grand total of 163 nodes. For the
purposes of these experiments, all of the experiments were
conducted on a subset that contained 400 cores.

5.3.

Experiment Description

All of the trials were run on both the small and large problem sizes detailed above in section 5.1. in three sets of scenarios: a fault-free run, a series of runs using the NSFM and a
series of runs using the PBSFM. For the NSFM, the variable
that will have the largest impact upon the fault injected is the
scaling factor, α, while for the PBSFM the largest contributor
to the impact of the fault is the size of the perturbation that is
added, ε. For these experiments, three values of both α and ε
were used: α = 1/2, 1, 2, and ε = 1e − 3, 5e − 4, 1e − 4.
All three variants of the PBSFM were utilized. To compare
with the runs of the NSFM using α = 1/2, the variant of the
PBSFM that minimizes l 2 norm was used, to compare with
the runs of the NSFM using α = 1 the version of the PBSFM
that leaves the l 2 norm approximately the same was used, and
to compare with the version of the NSFM using α = 2 the
form of the PBSFM that maximizes the l 2 norm was used.
As sticky soft faults are defined as being present for a certain duration and then being naturally corrected at some point
during program execution, sticky faults were defined to be
present during the first 1000 iterations of the iterative solvers
execution. The number of iterations required for convergence
in a fault-free environment is a factor of many variables the
small problem used here converged in roughly 1500 iterations

in a fault-free environment, and the large problem converged
in approximately 3500 iterations for the set of parameters that
were used in this study. Determining more exact bounds for
the start and stop times for the injection of a sticky fault based
on analysis of potential causes of sticky faults is a direction
for future work. Lastly, as both fault models that were included in these experiments have an element of randomness
all runs of FGMRES were performed multiple times and an
average of the results that were found was taken.

5.4.

Results

Throughout this section, the effects on the ARMS preconditioner will be provided in blue, while the effects on the
ILUT preconditioner will be given in red. Due to space considerations, plots are only presented for the neutral l 2 -norm
variants of the fault models in figs. 1 to 4, while extended,
full results are provided in tables 2 and 3 for all other experiments. Each figure shows five different fault methods: a
nominal (fault-free) run, a PBSFM run with a “small” fault
(1e-4), a PBSFM run with a “medium” fault (5e-4), and a
PBSFM with a “large” fault (1e-3).
The first plots that are shown, in fig. 1, depict the effects of
the various soft fault model combinations and the effects they
have on the small version of the problem in the case of the
neutral (with respect to the l 2 -norm) variants of the model.
To be specific, this involves the variants of the PBSFM where
the faults are centered about 0, and the version of the NSFM
where the scaling factor, α, is set to 1.
In these images it is apparent that, for the neutral variants of
the soft fault models, for both the ARMS and ILUT preconditioners, the NSFM has a more negative effect on the convergence of the FGMRES algorithm than the PBSFM - at least
for all of the parameter combinations that were considered.

Figure 1. Soft fault comparison on total number of iterations
for the small problem for faults injected at the outer matvec
operation. ARMS preconditioner on the left (blue), ILUT preconditioner on the right (red). Fault methods are displayed
along the x-axis and total iterations required for convergence
are represented by the y-axis.
Next, in fig. 2, the results for both soft fault models are
shown for the small problem in the case where the faults are
injected into the second fault location, the result of the appli-
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cation of the preconditioner. Again, the plots that are shown
for this set of results represent the neutral l 2 -norm variants.

Figure 2. Soft fault comparison on total number of iterations
for the small problem for faults injected at the application of
the preconditioner. ARMS preconditioner on the left (blue),
ILUT preconditioner on the right (red). Fault methods are displayed along the x-axis and total iterations required for convergence are represented by the y-axis.
All of the remaining results for the experiments that were
conducted on the “small” problem are provided in table 2.
Note that the results in table 2 are again color coded so that
the blue lines represent the results associated with the ARMS
preconditioner, and the red lines represent the results corresponding to the ILUT preconditioner.
l 2 PBSFM (S) PBSFM (M) PBSFM (L) NSFM
=
1424
1501
1870
2610
–
2238
2241
2232
2541
+
1605
1611
1616
2596
=
1359
1728
2289
2361
–
2314
2258
2291
2315
+
2173
2360
2180
2380
=
1587
1651
1773
2707
–
2346
2342
2232
2737
+
1870
1859
1875
2749
=
1542
1993
2466
2522
–
2366
2372
2403
2539
+
2312
2400
2298
2570
Table 2. Full results for the small problem for faults injected
into the outer matvec operation (above the line) and the preconditioning operation (below the line) with the ARMS preconditioner (blue) and ILUT preconditioner (red). “=” represents the neutral l 2 -norm variant of all models, “–” represents
the model variants that decrease l 2 -norm, and “+” represents
the versions of the model that increase l 2 -norm.
In the next set of images, shown in fig. 3, results are given
for the simulated injection of faults into the outer matvec operation on the large problem size. As before, the plots reflect
the versions of the fault models that are designed to not effect
the l 2 norm. As in fig. 1, the results shown in fig. 3 show a
steady increase in the delay in the convergence of the FGMRES iterative solver from the nominal case, to the PBSFM

l 2 PBSFM (S) PBSFM (M) PBSFM (L) NSFM
=
3246
3820
3974
4787
–
3583
3580
3642
4755
+
4066
4057
4055
4764
=
3096
4014
4163
3921
–
4207
4159
3939
3957
+
4374
4079
4367
4053
=
3756
4610
4739
5526
–
4232
4139
4828
5500
+
4836
4827
4828
5502
=
3452
4781
4707
4561
–
4833
4549
4733
4554
+
4990
4538
5007
4540
Table 3. Full results for the large problem for faults injected
into the outer matvec operation (above the line) and the preconditioning operation (below the line) with the ARMS preconditioner (blue) and ILUT preconditioner (red). “=” represents the neutral l 2 -norm variant of all models, “–” represents
the model variants that decrease l 2 -norm, and “+” represents
the versions of the model that increase l 2 -norm.
(ordered by the increasingly sized faults), to the faults simulated by the NSFM.

Figure 3. Soft fault comparison on total number of iterations
for the large problem for faults injected at the outer matvec
operation. ARMS preconditioner on the left (blue), ILUT preconditioner on the right (red). Fault methods are displayed
along the x-axis and total iterations required for convergence
are represented by the y-axis.
In the last set of plots, shown in fig. 4, results are given for
the injection of faults into the result of the preconditioning
operation for the large problem size using the neutral l 2 -norm
variants of both of the soft fault models. These results show
the one instance where the “large” fault size associated with
the PBSFM (1e − 3) causes a larger delay in the convergence
of the FGMRES solver than the corresponding runs of the
NSFM. This effect was seen for all l 2 -norm variants of the
PBSFM, although only the neutral variant is shown in fig. 4.
The details of the results for all of the other experiments that
were run on the large problem are given in table 3. As in table 2, the results are colored so that the runs with the ARMS
preconditioner are marked with blue and the runs with the
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ILUT preconditioner are denoted with red in table 3.

Figure 4. Soft fault comparison on total number of iterations
for the large problem for faults injected at the application of
the preconditioner. ARMS preconditioner on the left (blue),
ILUT preconditioner on the right (red). Fault methods are displayed along the x-axis and total iterations required for convergence are represented by the y-axis.

5.5.

Comparison and Analysis

In a fault-free environment the use of the ARMS preconditioner caused the FGMRES algorithm to converge in fewer
iterations than the use of the ILUT preconditioner did. This
remained true when faults were injected into the application
of the preconditioner, but the injection of faults into the outer
matvec operation caused FGMRES to converge in roughly
the same number of iterations whether it was preconditioned
with ILUT or with ARMS. This suggests that for faults occuring at the outer matvec operation, the advantage of the ARMS
preconditioner is not as present as it is elsewhere.
Next, faults injected into the outer matvec operation had a
larger impact than identical faults injected into the result of
the application of the preconditioner. This was seen in runs
using both the ILUT and the ARMS preconditioners. Similar
results were seen in [6]. In addition, the impact of the faults
injected by each of the two soft fault models studied on the l 2 norm seems to be more pronounced in the PBSFM; although,
this is clearly adjustable through the use of the parameters
available to both soft fault models and using larger values for
α in the NSFM may provide a better comparison.
When comparing the two fault models presented here directly, it is evident that the NSFM has a larger negative impact on the convergence of the iterative FGMRES than the
PBSFM in most scenarios. In every instance tested except for
preconditioner faults on the larger problem size, the comparable version of the NSFM delayed convergence longer than the
PBSFM. This is in part due to the fact that the NSFM moves
the vector that it is injecting a fault into much farther from
its original location than the PBSFM (see section 4.3.). Also
worth noting is that in all instances, the FGMRES algorithm
was able to converge successfully to the correct solution despite the presence of a sticky fault for the first 1,000 iterations
of execution.

For recurring faults specifically, the PBSFM offers a
greater level of fine-tuned control over the impact of the
fault, as the size of the fault that is injected on each iteration.
However, the size of the fault in the PBSFM does not seem to
have as large of an impact on the convergence of FGMRES
on the runs that attempted to manipulate the l 2 -norm. Also,
due in part to the results in section 4.3., the expectation
was that the NSFM would delay convergence of an iterative
solver significantly more than the PBSFM (for the particular
model input parameters chosen); while this is true for the
case of faults injected into the outer matvec operation, it
appears that the PBSFM causes more of a problem with
convergence for FGMRES than the NSFM for faults injected
into the result of the application of the preconditioner.

6.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the results of a comparison between two preliminary sticky soft fault error models has been given and analyzed. It is hoped that analyses such as this can contribute
to the formation of algorithm based fault tolerance (ABFT)
techniques to combat the effects of all possible of variants of
soft faults in the future. In order to formulate effective ABFT
techniques, the first step would be to develop a reliable fault
detection mechanism; however, the two fault models explored
in this study each present their unique respective challenges
in fault detection, and a fault detection designed towards one
of the fault models may not necessarily work when applied to
faults generated by the other. Using the data from each series
of runs to generate the most generalized fault detection technique possible would have the farthest reaching impact and is
a direction for future work.
Additionally, it would be beneficial to better quantify the
potential impact of both sticky and persistent faults that originate in a real-world environment. Doing so could help make
more precise the simulation of both sticky and persistent soft
faults, aiding in soft fault simulation and the development of
ABFT techniques. It would also be helpful to examine the
impact of both of these modified fault models on multiple
subdomains; they both define faults to effect a single subdomain (i.e. a single MPI process) at a time, but it is possible
that a real world fault could effect multiple subdomains and
the impact of this potential event could be explored. For the
transient case, this has been explored in [8, 9, 10]. It may also
prove helpful to consider a wider range of scaling factors for
the NSFM, as well as a wider range of fault sizes for the PBSFM in order to cover a larger spectrum of potential impacts
due to the presence of faults.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
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Methodology, present

segmentation, registration

3D object files were downloaded from the
website Body Parts 3D, while an ontological file known

Introduction
This

as the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA)
abstract

presents

the

task

of

ontology was downloaded from its respective website

automatically segmenting and registering incoming

[1][2]. A simple python script was written to parse data

medical imaging data from many of the modern forms

from any of the various collections of 3D object files

of hospital diagnostic equipment, such as CT

and rename the files accordingly. This was applied to

scanners and MRI machines. This includes modifying

a downloaded set of over 300 bone models to allow

how the data is processed and what data may be

for easy linking to the ontology.

referenced while scanning is performed. Currently,
imaging data is not registered to individual bones or

Methodology, projected

tissues automatically. The goal is to not only perform

From the ontology, the multitude of different

the segmentation and registration more effectively, but

classes and properties about each node may be

also allow for the entire tissue of concern (such as

searched for and only individual objects defined under

bone, in our case) to be registered to include the

the skeletal system (i.e, bones) pulled for data

information of what individual structures are and how

extraction. This extraction will include the linkage that

they should connect, and therefore allow for potential

each object makes to adjacent bones, providing an

automation

personnel

automated method of segmentation with reference to

evaluation. Using an ontology file containing the data

the expected bones of the given region the imaging

of how the different components of the human body

machine is processing at any one time, as well as

are organized and the imaging data provided from any

registration of each bone to only the bones that are

of a number of sources, a partially automatic

expected to connect to other bones. This will greatly

registration should be achievable.

reduce the amount of processing required of atlas-

and

backup

to

medical

based methods and be quick enough to operate in a
real-time fashion.

Figure 1. Object from Body Parts 3D (left humerus)
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Body Parts 3D), all while the scanning is occurring.
Conclusion
Clinicians

and

physicians

demand,

and

should have at their disposal, the highest quality of
equipment whenever possible. Given the inexpensive
nature of a large majority of software, a hospital or
clinic that is not able to afford a high-end piece of
equipment should still have access to the highest
quality of software available. Lives need not depend
Figure 2. Foundational Model Explorer (visually
representative of the FMA)

on limitations to the distribution of resources when the
resource

is

infinite,

implementation
Predicted experimental results

segmentation

The results of this project will provide the
code and methodology necessary to automate this

of

and
even

and

with

this

partially

registration,

type

of

automated

the

positive

implications to the medical field worldwide are
enormous.

additional capability to the imaging process. This will
include the the script used to tie together the FMA
ontology and Body Parts 3D data extracted from the
metadata of the object files themselves, the code
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With a medical imaging device able to
perform the technique as described, segmentation
would benefit from the ability to give feedback to the
device about which bones are in the current scanning
region, while a regional-based registration can easily
identify abnormalities in connections between bones
and distinguish what may be abnormal to the
expected bone (based on the atlas data provided by
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Abstract
For the past several years therapeutic cancer treatments using oncolytic viruses has become a popular area of study. How successful is targeting tumor cells with viruses that
replicate and eradicate these tumor cells, simultaneously minimizing their effect on normal cells? In an effort to analyze the influence of oncolytic viruses, we formulate and
speculate aspects of a mathematical model
of a tumor that is injected with a replicating
oncolytic virus. The formulation consists of
non-linear PDE system in spherical domain
with a moving boundary accompanied by relevant initial boundary conditions. In order to
conduct stability analysis on the model, we
introduce an accompanying ODE endemic
model, treating the infected tumor cells as
the “disease/infection,” and the virus is the
cause of the infection.

from one “compartment” to the other:


 dx


dt








dy



 dt


dz





dt








 dv
dt

= Λ − βxv − dx

= βxv − kyz − δy
(1)
= syz − wz 2

= αy − k0 vz − γv

Let x, y, and z be the densities of uninfected tumor cells, infected tumor cells, and
immune cells, respectively. The density of
dead cells is n but it is assumed that
x + y + z + n = 1,

so the equation for n is dropped. In addition, v represents the density of free
virus particles. The parameter values of
Λ, β, d, k, δ, s, w, α, k0 , and γ are based on
In an effort to eradicate tumors in the experimental data.
body, oncolytic viruses have been introduced.
Oncolytic viruses are presumed to target, inNumerical results show that (1) has the
fect, and kill harmful tumor cells. Upon “infection”-free equilibrium (DFE), where
infecting the tumor cells and killing them, the infected tumor cells and free virus parthe virus particles are released to infect other ticles are absent. As it turns, the DFE is
tumor cells.
locally asymptotically stable for R0 < 1 and
unstable for R0 > 1, where R0 represents
Consider the following ODE model for tu- the number of uninfected tumor cells that
mor virotherapy that describes the transition become infected from an tumor cell that is
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infected. It determines whether the virus or
the tumor cells “invade” and persist.

We investigate the local stability of the
non-trivial equilibria and prove that the
immunity-free equilibrium (z = 0) is unstable, the positive endemic equilibrium (z 6= 0)
is stable, when R0 > 0. It is observed that
if the proportion of the “population” that is
infectious or infected exceeds the proportion
that is uninfected, then the infection can persist and size of the tumor decreases. However,
the reaction of the immune cells can retard
this process a great deal. The immune response is complex in itself and is easily modeled as a separate system. For simplicity, we
only split the immune response into two compartments, innate and adaptive, which allows
for further analysis of the ODE system and
the its stability.
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Immunotherapy and the Th1/Th2 Paradigm – A System Dynamics Approach
A. Hinton, J. C. Johnson
Department of Modeling, Simulation, & Visualization Engineering
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA USA
Abstract— When successful, immunotherapy desensitizes
atopic individuals to an allergen by inducing a Th1
dominated immune response. Modeling the complex
dynamics of Th1 and Th2 cells in response to
immunotherapy can be beneficial to immunologists when
developing and testing immunotherapy protocols. In this
study we developed a system dynamics model to simulate
the balance between Th1 and Th2 cells during
immunotherapy. The qualitative performance of the
model is emphasized to demonstrate the utility of the
system dynamics methodology. Based on various initial
conditions and parameter values the model outputs
reproduced the classic beneficial switch from a Th2
dominated response to a Th1 dominated response. These
results prove a system dynamics approach can be used to
model Th1 and Th2 cell dynamics during
immunotherapy.
Keywords—Immunotherapy, System Dynamics

I. INTRODUCTION
Allergies affect more than 50 million Americans where
symptoms can range from mild to life threatening [8]. For
some allergies, when the reward outweighs the risk,
immunotherapy is the treatment of choice. Allergic diseases
are a result of an anomalous imbalance between the tightly
regulate T-Helper1 (Th1) and T-Helper2 (Th2) T-cells.
When Naïve T-Cells (Th0) cells are activated by Antigen
Presenting Cells (APC) they mature by proliferating and
differentiating into specific effector cells [4]. In reference to
allergies, CD4+ T-Cells, also called helper T-cells, have
four subtypes of importance: Th0, Th1, Th2 and induced Tregulatory (Treg). A key event observed during allergen
specific immunotherapy occurs when the overactive Th2
response converts to a more natural Th1 response. By
developing a system dynamics model we aim to elucidate
the complex nonlinear behavior of these Th1 and Th2 cells
during immunotherapy.

cell can produce more than 20 daughter cells in a 48-hour
timespan [3]. Each daughter T-cell can then proliferate in
the same fashion. Because of this, T-Cell clonal expansion
can be dynamically modeled as exponential growth. When
considering Th1 and Th2 cells interaction it is necessary to
understand how these cells are related. Th1 and Th2 cells
possess the ability to cross regulate each other in order to
preferentially prime the body for the appropriate response.
Cross regulation is carried out by cytokine’s Interferon-Υ
(INF-Υ) and Interluekin-10 secreted from Th1 and Th2 cells
respectively [5]. Th1 cells are responsible for type 1
immunity and Th2 cells are associated with type 2 immunity
[5]. This cross regulation will be modeled as a mutual
inhibition between Th1 and Th2 cells. Based on a similar
immunological computational model in [6], Treg cells
possess the ability to down regulate the action of both Th1
and Th2 cells. As a direct consequence of Th2 proliferation,
cytokines produced by Th2 cells stimulate the production of
immunoglobulin E (IgE) from B-cells. INF-Υ secreted by
Th1 cells has been shown in [7] to inhibit the synthesis of
IgE. For simplicity, allergen in the system was modeled as a
pulse at predetermine time intervals to perturb the system as
encountered in immunotherapy.
B. Casual Loop Diagram
With an understanding of the complex behavior of the
key immune cells during immunotherapy we next developed
a causal loop diagram to further investigate the system
dynamics, as shown in Fig. 1.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Theoretical Cell Behavior
In order to develop our system dynamics model we first
defined the theoretical behaviors of the key cells involved in
immunotherapy. These assumptions will serve as the
theoretical underpinnings of the resulting feedback loops
depicted on the causal loop diagram. A single activated T-

Fig. 1. Causal Loop Diagram
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Parameters were developed for each interaction which are
shown in Table I. Values in this table are representative of a
hypothesized parameter profile of an atopic individual.
From the causal loop diagram, it is easy to see graphically
the mutual inhibition between Th1 and Th2 cells. This loop
is a critical component of this model and in the pathogenesis
of allergic disease. Additionally, a positive feedback loop is
created by the clonal expansion of Th0 Cells which
reinforce the action of immunotherapy and subsequent
proliferation and differentiation of Th0 cells. Apoptosis or
programed cell death is considered in this model and is
modeled as a negative feedback loop. Treg cells create
negative feedback loops with Th1 and Th2 cells through
complex interactions with Th0 cells, allergen concentration
and IgE levels. Th0 cell differentiation is strongly
influenced by the capricious cytokine milieu in the
microenvironment [4]. As such, a major simplifying
assumption in this study was made. In order to simplify the
stochastic nature of naïve T-cell clonal expansion, we fixed
the proportion of the Th1, Th2 and Treg differentiation rates
to simulate the Th0 differentiation into Th1, Th2 or Treg
cells. These parameters must satisfy the following equation:

TABLE I
EQUATIONS PARAMETERS
Symbol

Name

Value

λ

Naïve T-Cell activation rate

0.2

α

Th1 diff. rate

0.33

δ

Th2 suppression by Th1

0.35

β

Th1 & Th2 suppression by Treg

0.1

η

Th2 diff. rate

0.4

ξ

Th1 suppression by T2

0.6

μ

Rate of IgE production

0.2

ω

Treg diff. rate

0.27

κ

Cell Apoptosis Rate

0.3

x

0.001

z

IgE Allergen Interaction Rate
Therapeutic effect of
Immunotherapy
Allergen decay constant

φ

IgE Suppression by Th1

0.1

y

10
10

C. Mathematical Model
With the theoretical behavior understood and the
variable relationships identified and graphically depicted,
the dynamic relationships were mathematically modelled as
rates of change of the T-cells and the allergen based on their
influences on each other. This resulted in the set of state
equations as shown in Table II. These relationships are

depicted on the causal loop diagram of Fig. 1. The stocks of
the system are the levels of Allergen, Serum IgE, Th1, Th2,
Treg and Th0 (i.e. Naïve T-cells) in the system.
Additionally,
the
immunotherapy
“Dose”,
when
administered, is additive to the Allergen.
TABLE II
STATE EQUATIONS and INITIAL CONDITIONS
States

Initial

State Equations

Allergen
Naïve Tcells

500

Ȧ=

-Az - (IgE)x + Dose

50

Ṅ=

ANλ - N

Th1 cells

10

Ṫ1 =

Th2 cells

10

Ṫ2 =

IgE

10

İgE =

μT2 - φT1

Treg cells

0

Ṫreg =

ωN - κTreg

αN - δT2 – βTreg - κ*T1 +
Ay
ηN – βTreg - ξT1 - κT2

D. Simulation Implementation and Verification
The model was implemented and executed in Vensim®
PLE. The model equations from Table II and parameters
from Table I are configured in dialogue boxes associated
with the variables. To aid in development of the simulation
and to verify its implementation and execution, the model
was also implemented in Simulink. Having both
simulations helped resolve some questions about the Vensim
implementation and configuration, as the author was less
practiced with Vensim than Simulink. Verification was
provided by obtaining identical results from each model
using identical models and input. Of interest to some is that
Vensim’s variable step Runge Kutta differential equation
solver did not handily converge on the solution. However,
its Euler solver at very small step size of 1e-6 week (i.e., 0.6
sec simulation time) was quite suitable. On subsequent
investigation it has been found that the Runge Kutta will
converge with step size setting of 1e-6 (but not less), as is
effective for Euler. Data output results are the same in this
case between Runge Kutta and Euler, yet the time required
to run the Runge Kutta simulation is much longer at 4.5
minutes vs. 25 seconds for Euler. Indications were
consistent in that the difficulty of integration is due to the
dose pulse inputs that occur on weekly and semi-weekly
intervals starting at week 2 of the 7-week simulation. Dose
pulses are shown in Fig. 2. The transient dynamics of the
response variables do not indicate high frequency content
requiring high frequency iteration, but the impulse-like dose
pulses affect some variables sharply, particularly the
Allergen, and occur in narrow 0.01 week pulse widths.
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When the integrator displays errors it consistently occurs at
times of the dose pulses.

Naive Cells, Th1, Th2, Treg
700,000

525,000

Immunotherapy Dose
6,000

350,000

4,500

175,000

0

3,000

0

1

2

3
4
Time (Week)

5

6

7

NaiveCells : ImmunoTherapyMod1again
Th1 : ImmunoTherapyMod1again
Th2 : ImmunoTherapyMod1again
Treg : ImmunoTherapyMod1again

1,500

Fig. 3 Plot of Naive T-cell, Th1, Th2, & Treg Populations

0
0

1

2

3
4
Time (Week)
Dose : ImmunoTherapyMod1again

5

6

7

Fig. 2 Plot of Immunotherapy Dose Protocol

III. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
A. Results
The results show how immunotherapy achieves the
beneficial switch from a Th2 dominated response to a Th1
dominated response. Fig. 3 shows the proliferation of Naïve
T-Cells in response to the allergen dose protocol
administered to the patient. The simulated protocol shown
is similar to the “rush” protocol which is initiated by a large
dose (modeled as the initial condition of Allergen) followed
by semi-weekly and weekly smaller doses starting two
weeks later (see Fig. 2) [6]. Fig. 4 shows the concentration
of allergen in the systems as a result of the protocol,
exemplifying the response to the protocol of the large initial
and smaller but increasing semi-weekly doses.
The
beneficial result sought is that progressive and increasing
amounts of allergen in the body, induce the switch from Th2
dominated response to Th1 dominated response. The switch
does indeed occur, as shown most clearly in Fig. 3, and the
ratio of Th1/Th2 grows as allergen dose continues to be
added to the system, which indicates the growing dominance
of the Th1 response. Thus the Th1/Th2 relationship now
indicates a non-allergic response to the allergen, in what
previously was an atopic patient.

Fig. 4 Plot of Patient Allergen Concentration from
Immunotherapy
B. Model Validation
Validation of a model of this type was challenging due
to the paucity of data available publicly. In order to validate
this modeled we used published literature to validate the
results. This validation allowed us to test the results of the
model to similar studies. A major result of this model is the
famed switch between a Th2 dominated immune response to
a Th1 dominated response. As indicated by the plots, the
behavior of our model qualitatively behaved similarly to the
result defined in [1]. In this study, a reduced
lymphoproliferative response to allergen and a shift from a
Th2 to a Th1 response was observed in Allergen Specific
Immunotherapy. The second critical part of our model was
the rapid production of IgE and successive decrease in IgE
production after the switch occurred based on [2] and shown
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in Fig. 5, Allergen Specific Immunotherapy frequently
induces a transient increase in serum specific IgE which is
followed by gradual decrease over months or years of
treatment [2]. Again, our model’s output qualitatively
behaved similarly to this statement. From this, we were able
to conclude that our model outputs were valid based on its
qualitative similarities to established results.

Fig. 5 Plot of IgE Cell Population Response to
Immunotherapy

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Understanding when a shift from the Th2 to the Th1
response occurs could ultimately prove useful when
attempting to optimize immunotherapy treatment strategies
and durations.
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In this study we used the system dynamics approach to
model the dynamics of various complex immune cells
during immunotherapy. From our study, we were able to
model the dynamics of the immunotherapy to behave
similarly to the widely accepted Th1/T2 paradigm. While
some simplifying assumptions were made to demonstrate
the potential of the modeling technique, the model behaved
as expected based on the biological functions of the key
immune cells. The results shown in this work hopefully will
provide a foundation for more elaborate uses of system
dynamics in immunological studies of the allergic
phenomenon. With many unanswered questions relating to
long term tolerance after completing immunotherapy, this
work endeavors to suggest an alternative mode of study InSilico as opposed to In-Vitro or In-Vivo studies. Future
work should include a rigorous parameter analysis. Clinical
experiments are also recommended to precisely tune model
assumptions, inputs and outputs. In particular, analysis of
the rates of production of Th1, Treg, and Th2 cells in
response to allergen stimulation during immunotherapy
would prove quite useful. In order to best predict when a
shift from the Th2 dominated response will occur,
production rates of the complex cells will need to be
estimated based on patient specific activation rates.
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ABSTRACT

OpenSim is an open-source software system that enables
numerical analysis of the musculoskeletal system. Using
OpenSim in conjunction with freely available MRI data can
help in the analysis of the Medial Patellofemoral Ligament
for surgical planning. Combining this simulation with
currently available gait analysis techniques may be able to
give surgeons a powerful tool for the reconstruction of this
ligament.
Author Keywords

OpenSim, SimTK, Gait Analysis, personalized models,
MRI, MPFL
INTRODUCTION

OpenSim is an open-source (or user-extensible) software
available from the SimTK project, based at Stanford
University (1). This abstract describes the effort to expand
its use to the surgical planning domain, and its potential
uses in gait analysis.

Fig 1: Anterior View of Gait
Model

Fig 2: Lateral View of Gait
model with 90 degrees of
hip flexion

Fig 3: Anterior view of leg
model

Fig 4: Leg model with
MPFL bodies highlighted

OPENSIM

As described above, this software is freely available. It
comes complete with several generic models, and sample
motion files. As can be seen in figures 1 and 2, it comes
complete with several models that can be loaded with
motions.
However, more relevant to this particular project is the
limited models of a single leg, which can focus on the
patellofemoral joint.
More importantly, these models can be used to explore the
forces on the musculoskeletal system under different
conditions. For instance, it can output the lengths of
muscles at different joint angles, or it can sum the forces
applied by muscles and then calculate the resultant motion.

MEDIAL PATELLOFEMORAL LIGAMENT

The medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) is a recently
delineated ligament that restricts movement of the patella
laterally (away from the center line of the body) (2). It also
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Fig 5: MPFL length with respect to knee flexion
has a fairly poor successful repair rate, one source reporting
a 46% recurrence rate (3).
Optimally, the MPFL is only placed under stressed when
the knee is at approximately 30 degrees of flexion.
However, due to the three dimensional motion of the patella
during flexion, it is difficult for a surgeon to find the
appropriate point to implant the ligament replacement. As
can be seen in figure 5, this behavior is not replicated with
current placement techniques.
PERSONALIZATION

Current personalization efforts have been focused on
placing freely available MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging) images into OpenSim. This data, known as the
TARO model, was taken from BodyParts3D and imported
into the OpenSim framework (4). It boasts 2 mm MRI
interval images.
IMPLEMENTATION

As can be seen in figure 7, the data taken from
BodyParts3D can be implemented into the OpenSim
framework. This means that using MRI data, personalized
musculoskeletal models can be made, and simulations of
ligament placement completed prior to surgery.
FURTHER DIRECTIONS

As this project progresses, more in depth simulations are
planned. For instance, a more complete predictor of optimal
surgical placement could use gait analysis to find more
information about the placement of the patella while the
MPFL is placed under stress.

Fig 7: TARO Leg model
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Abstract
In this paper we present an adaptive deformable registration method for Deep Brain Stimulation. The method relies
on hexahedral mesh generation to compensate for the noise
of CT scans. An adaptive approach is utilized to improve
the accuracy of a well known non-rigid registration method
used extensively for registration of MRI data. Finally parallel computing is used to reduce the execution time introduced
due to adaptivity. Our evaluation on three DBS cases indicates that the proposed scheme satisfies the real-time constraints of DBS surgery and recovers the deep-brain deformation with high fidelity. Understanding brain shift in this
context is an important task to improve the patient outcomes
in DBS surgery.

1. INTRODUCTION
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an effective palliative therapy for patients suffering from Essential Tremor, Parkinson’s
disease, and other neurological movement disorders. As an
adjunct to medical intervention, DBS therapy can reduce the
morbidity associated with these disorders significantly [11].
DBS surgery involves the placement of electrical leads into
precise locations in the deep structures of the brain, without direct intra-operative visualization of the target structures
or of the electrode lead. Modern DBS surgery makes use of
stereotactic systems and image guidance to accurately place
electrode leads, as well as intra-operative imaging to surveil
the location of the lead and guide the surgery. The effectiveness of DBS is directly correlated with the accuracy of DBS
electrode lead placement, with more accurate electrode placement leading to better clinical outcomes. Rarely, re-operation
is necessary to correct the placement of a DBS lead (1% to
12.7%)[1, 4, 9, 8]. The targets of the DBS surgery are located
in the basal ganglia, a structure that helps regulate movement
and is central to the pathology of Parkinson’s disease. The
basal ganglia itself includes the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
and globus pallidus internus (GPi), two of the targets of DBS
surgery [12, 13].
Compounding the relatively small size and deep location

of these nuclei is the fact that they are often moving targets
during surgery. The phenomenon of brain shift is well documented during DBS and other procedures that result in CSF
leakage. Previous studies have shown a brain shift during
DBS surgery of up to 4mm in deep brain structures, 13mm
in cortical structures, and development of a pneumocephalus
in early post-surgery of up to 20mm. In addition to intraoperative shift, there is evidence that as subdural air collections resolve in the weeks after surgery, these leads may continue to shift [12, 13]. This shift complicates the placement of
the DBS electrode leads, because the target nuclei are not visible on intra-operative CT, the modality commonly available
in community and academic medical centers. The accurate
modeling and correction for intra-operative brain shift during
DBS surgery is essential for the improvement of surgical outcomes.
In this paper we propose a method to detect and quantify brain shift during DBS surgery using pre-operative (CT,
MRI) and intra-operative (O-arm CT) imaging as inputs to a
patient-specific biomechanical adaptive deformable (or nonrigid) registration algorithm [7]. In essence, this approach
compares pre-operative and intra-operative images, detecting
their movement, and inferring the unknown position of the
surgical targets after brain shift using the deformation recovered from these landmarks.
In this work we describe a method to detect the brain shift
that occurs during DBS surgery both qualitatively and quantitatively. The average brain shift of 2mm in the area of interest is at the boundary of resolution for this biomechanical deformable registration method, however, the presence of
a highly radiolucent flexible intracranial fiducial (the stimulating electrode) improves the accuracy of this method. This
effect is greatest precisely where it is most needed; near
the deep-brain targets of DBS surgery. We use this fiducial as a gross landmark in the registration process that allows us to recover the detailed deformation of the electrode
and the surrounding solid tissues. Finally, we employ recent advancements in computational power and the availability of powerful multi-processing GPU hardware to make
the intra-operative use of these algorithms feasible and costeffective. This high-performance computing architecture is
widely available and a good candidate for intra-operative use.
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2. PATIENTS AND METHODS
Three patients were included in this study. All patients
had Parkinson’s disease that was refractory to medical management and were treated with DBS surgery. All patients
were treated at VCUHS Medical Center hospital or the VA
McGuire Medical Center in Richmond. Patients were selected for this retrospective study based on several criteria: (i)
amount of intracranial postoperative air, (ii) presence of bilateral air, (iii) amount of brain shift, and (iv) availability of preoperative images (MRI, CT), intra-operative images (O-arm
CT) at appropriate procedural intervals, and post-operative
images (CT). The image size and spacing of the acquired
clinical O-arm CT data is: 512  512  192 (voxels3 ), and
0:415  0:415  0:833 (mm3 ), respectively.

2.1. Procedural Methods
Pre-operative images for all patients were obtained, including fine-cut cone-beam CT, volumetric T1, T2, and FLAIR
MRI protocols. Additionally, the placement of six bony fiducials in the patient’s scalp assists in later rigid registrations.
A stereotactic plan was created using these images. The
NexFrame stereotactic system by Medtronic, Inc. was used
for all cases. Next, the stereotactic space was registered to
the image space using the previously placed bony fiducials
while optimizing registration accuracy. The patient’s skull
was trepanned and the dura opened to allow visualization of
the brain. The stereotactic tower was aligned to target and
then the rigid cannulas were inserted into the brain along the
planned track trajectory. The patient was awoken and Microelectrode recording (MER) was then carried out to physiologically identify the target nucleus with the intent of correcting
any targeting inaccuracy. An O-arm image was then obtained
with the cannula and microelectrode at the target. Additional
parallel tracks were made if necessary. Once the ideal track
was determined, the microelectrode was then withdrawn, and
the DBS lead inserted.
The same procedure is then repeated on the contralateral side.
O-arm CT images are taken after insertion of the microcannula on the second side, and then again after final placement of both DBS leads. Following closure, the fiducials
are removed and the patient is then taken for a second postoperative fine-cut CT scan.

2.2. Computational Methods
We use a physics-based real-time adaptive deformable registration method [6] customized to register 3D pre-operative
and intra-operative images for DBS (Figure 1). Given preoperative MRI and CT, and intra-operative MR (iMR) or CT
(iCT), we aim to find a deformation field between them and
then deform the pre-operative MRI according to this field.
The main idea of the physics-based non-rigid registration
method [5] is to use the known displacement vector associ-

ated with sparse feature points in the brain to estimate the
entire brain deformation using a regularization term based
on a brain biomechanical model [3]. This method includes
four critical components: (i) Segmentation and Mesh Generation; generate a patient-specific model, (ii) Feature point detection; identify small image blocks that have rich structural
information in the pre-operative MRI, and (iii) Block matching; calculate displacement for each image block to generate
a sparse deformation field, and the main computational step
the (iv) Finite Element Solver which is used to estimate entire brain deformation based on the sparse deformation field
computed at the block matching step (Figure 1). The preprocessing steps i.e., the segmentation, mesh generation of
the brain images, feature point selection and block matching
are described in [6, 7].
However, in this paper instead of using a tetrahedral mesh we
use a hexaderal mesh which is more robust for CT images
with higher noise than MRI. Given the noise in CT scans and
the fact that the relevance of a displacement estimated with a
block matching algorithm depends on the existence of highly
discriminative structures within a block, we briefly focus on
the feature selection and block matching. We use the variance of the image intensity within the block region to measure its relevance and only select a fraction of all potential
blocks based on a predefined parameter of the algorithm. To
avoid redundancy by the overlapping of blocks (i.e., eliminate
blocks which are too close to each other), a parameter of prohibited connectivity is used. There are three options for the
connectivity: vertex, edge and face connectivity (Figure 2).
In addition to various connectivity patterns are supported in
the ITK implementation, in this paper we use the face connectivity since it allows us to leverage the high confidence
landmarks from the lead. Block matching is a well-known
technique widely used in motion coding, image processing
and compression. It is based on the assumption that a complex non-rigid transformation can be approximated by pointwise translations of small image regions. Considering an image block in a floating image and a predefined search window
in a reference image, the block matching algorithm searches
for a position in the reference image that maximizes a similarity measure M. Similarity measures in this task include
mean square difference of intensity (MSD), mutual information (MI), and normalized cross correlation (NCC) [2]. By assembling the individual displacement vectors, one can create
a sparse displacement field D, which the finite element solver
will use to approximate the unknown displacement vector associated with the mesh vertices.
2.2.1. Parallel Finite Element Solver
The Parallel Finite Element Solver (PFEMS) estimates
the mesh deformations from an approximation to an
interpolation-based formulation while it rejecting the feature
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Figure 1. Software architecture of the Parallel Adaptive Physics-Based Non-Rigid Registration method (PAPBNR). The red
boxes indicate that the computation is utilizing multiple cores and the gray boxes the existing ITK modules. The red arrows
show the execution order of the different modules. The loop breaks when the desired number of iterations Niter has reached.
trices of the blocks and the mesh, respectively. Kg = Kb + Km
is the N  N stiffness matrix of the biomechanical model. F
is the block displacement vector of size N, with N = 3  Nn
and Nn is the number of the mesh vertices. The parallel outlier rejection loop depicted in Figure 3, for each iteration j, it
removes (Nb  Fr )=Nappr blocks with the largest error between
the computed mesh deformations and the block matching displacements. Nb is the number of selected image blocks, Nappr
is the number of outlier rejection steps, and Fr controls the
fraction of the rejected blocks. The PFEMS and all its parameters are described in detail at [6].

2.2.2. Analysis

Figure 2. The distribution of the selected blocks in a brain
CT scan, using different connectivity patterns. The results are
depicted on six consecutive slices. From top to bottom row:
sagittal CT slice (left) and volumetric rendering (right), selected blocks with “vertex” connectivity, selected blocks with
“edge” connectivity, selected blocks with “face” connectivity. The “vertex” pattern results in a more uniform distribution, while the “face” pattern results in a higher block density
nearby the lead and the tissue boundaries.

outliers (blocks with a large error between the computed
mesh deformations and the block matching displacements).
Figure 3 depicts PFEMS. Kb , Km are the N  N stiffness ma-

The patient specific biomechanical non-rigid registration
algorithm described above estimates the deformation that
occurs between any two images. In particular, the registration algorithm accurately tracks highly radiopaque structures,
such as the flexible electrode lead. Our hypothesis is that
the deformation in the flexible electrode approximates the
deformation in the deformable soft tissue (which is radiolucent). The deformations produced between successive intraoperative images is first visualized, and qualitatively evaluated. We describe the deformation in the region of interest
near to the deep basal ganglia nuclei, or in a diameter of 1cm
around the flexible electrode lead. Next, the recovered deformation fields are then used to deform the pre-operative scan.
Using this newly updated image, we measure the locations
of the relevant nuclei and characterize the brain shift that accounts for this movement.
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the lead shifted primarily posteriorly and toward the side of
the lead. In case 3, the lead shifted anteriorly and toward the
side of the lead. In our future work we will include additional
quantitative data regarding the shift in clinically important
nuclei like the STN and the GPi in the MRIs, as well as additional measures of registration accuracy like the Hausdorff
Distance. Figure 4 presents the qualitative evaluation results
for case 1. The image discrepancies after our non-rigid registration are smaller compared to the rigid registration, particularly near the flexible electrode lead. Figure 5 depicts in more
detail the recovered deformations for case 2. Figure 6 depicts
qualitative evaluation results for case 3.
Table 1. The input parameters for the deformable registration (x: axial; y: coronal; z: sagittal).
Parameter
Element type
Similarity metric
Fs
Connectivity pattern
Bs;x  Bs;y  Bs;z
Ws;x  Ws;y  Ws;z
Hs;x  Hs;y  Hs;z
Eb
νb
Fr
Nappr
Nint
Niter

Units
voxels
voxels
Pa
-

Value
8-node Hex
NCC
5%
“face”
333
999
18  18  13
2:1  103
0.45
25%
5
5
1

Description
Normalized Cross Correlation
% selected image blocks
Block size
Window size
Num Hexahedrons
Brain’s Young modulus
Brain’s Poisson ratio
% of rejected block outliers
Num of outlier rejection steps
Num of interpolation steps
Num of adaptive iterations

Table 2. Deformation (mm) at the tip of the flexible lead,
end-to-end non-rigid registration time (including I/O) (seconds), and speed-up for the three clinical cases. The experiments conducted in a Linux workstation with 8 Intel i7-2600
@3.400 GHz CPU cores, and 16GB of RAM.
Figure 3. The Parallel FEM Solver (PFEMS) [6]. Green represents the input, gray represents the main steps (i.e., initializations, assembly, outlier rejection, and interpolation), cyan
represents the components of each step, and yellow represents
the output (i.e., mesh deformations U).

3. RESULTS
For each patient, we performed a deformable registration
between O-arm CT1, and O-arm CT2 images. Table 1 lists the
parameters of the registration. We identified the pre-operative
and intra-operative positions of the relevant nuclei, and the
deformation at the tip of the flexible lead from the deformed
registered O-arm CT1. For the initialization of the non-rigid
registration we performed a rigid alignment using Slicer’s
4.4.0 BRAINSFit module [10]. Table 2 presents some quantitative results of the deformable registration. In all cases, the
deformation is for the first side lead. In cases 1-2, the tip of

Case
1
2
3

Deformation (mm)
Lead tip Lead max
1.05
2.21
1.26
2.08
1.57
3.18

Time (sec)
1 thread 8 threads
233.07
100.70
212.76
90.10
219.99
94.01

Speed-Up
(T1 =T8 )
2.31
2.36
2.34

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we measured the brain shift that occurs during
deep brain stimulation surgery by using flexible DBS leads as
a radiopaque landmark in a biomechanical deformable registration method. We show how it is possible to recover the
deformations that affect two clinically important nuclei of the
basal ganglia. This technique can be applied intra-operatively
to improve the targeting of DBS leads, and post-operatively
to understand the nature of shift during DBS surgery. Future
work includes characterizing how the brain shift occurs over
time using multiple intra-operative images acquired during
a single surgery. In addition, using pre- and post-operative
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4. Qualitative results for case 1. Top row: intra-op Oarm CT2 (left) and its volume rendering (right). Middle row:
Rigid registered O-arm CT1 subtracted from CT2. Bottom
row: Deformable registered O-arm CT1 subtracted from CT2.

Figure 6. Qualitative evaluation results for case 3. (a)-(f) depict the same sagittal slice of the volumetric CT scan. (a): Oarm CT1; (b): O-arm CT2; (c): rigid registered O-arm CT1;
(d): non-rigid registered O-arm CT1; (e): rigid registered Oarm CT1 subtracted from O-arm CT2; (f): non-rigid registered O-arm CT1 subtracted from O-arm CT2.
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Abstract
Mesh generation is a useful tool for obtaining discrete descriptors of medical objects represented by images. Different from the conventional meshes with all straight-sided elements, the curvilinear meshes match curved shapes of medical objects that are ubiquitous in nature very well. However, the fidelity (accuracy of the representation) of the
mesh boundaries and the quality (measured by Jacobians) of
the mesh elements could be deteriorated when transforming
straight-sided meshes to curvilinear meshes. In this work we
present a technique that allows for the automatic construction of high-order curvilinear meshes with C1 or C2 smooth
boundaries. By carefully designing the linear mesh generator, the fidelity is improved compared to the corresponding
linear mesh. The paper also provides a technique as a postprocessing step that corrects all the invalid elements and improves the mesh quality as measured by their Jacobians. The
technique is illustrated with examples and data analysis.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of discretizations for delineating homogeneous
spatial zones within objects that can be represented as units
for an overall object description is an emerging computing
area that requires a quantitative analysis of spatially dependent attributes. With this approach one starts with the knowledge of observable object properties and uses statistical methods to infer the processes that govern the formation of the
object. It is a useful tool for biomedical applications, for example gene expression pattern analysis [11, 12, 4, 5].
In our previous work [11, 12] we used triangular meshes
with straight sides to discretize images of fruit fly embryos.
However, the embryos, like most biomedical objects, have
curved shapes, and their discretizations with straight-sided
elements have limited accuracy. To obtain much higher accuracy one needs to use curved-sided elements that match the
curves of object boundaries.
Various procedures have also been developed and imple-

mented by other authors to accomplish the generation of a
curvilinear mesh. Sherwin and Peiro [9] adopted three strategies to alleviate the problem of invalidity: generating boundary conforming surface meshes that account for curvature; the
use of a hybrid mesh with prismatic and tetrahedral elements
near the domain boundaries; refining the surface meshes according to the curvature. The mesh spacing is decided by a
user defined tolerance ε related to the curvature and a threshold to stop excessive refinement. In the present work we develop a method that allows for an all triangle mesh which
simplifies and unifies both meshing and analysis. Persson and
Peraire [7] proposed a node relocation strategy for constructing well-shaped curved meshes. Compared to our method
which iteratively solves for the equilibrium configuration of a
linear elasticity problem, they use a nonlinear elasticity analogy, and by solving for the equilibrium configuration, vertices located in the interior are relocated as a result of a prescribed boundary displacement. Luo et al. [6] isolate singular
reentrant model entities, then generate linear elements around
those features, and curve them while maintaining the gradation. Local mesh modifications such as minimizing the deformation, edge or facet deletion, splitting, collapsing, swapping as well as shape manipulation are applied to eliminate
invalid elements whenever they are introduced instead of our
global node relocation strategy. George and Borouchaki [8]
proposed a method for constructing tetrahedral meshes of
degree two from a polynomial surface mesh of degree two.
Jacobian is introduced for guiding the correction of the invalid curved elements. In contrast, our method does not require a starting curved boundary mesh, as well as produces
more flexible cubic elements.
In this paper we build the methodology for automatically generating high quality curvilinear meshes with smooth
global mesh boundaries to represent curvilinear domains with
higher accuracy. Cubic Bézier polynomial basis is selected
for the geometric representation of the elements because it
provides a convenient framework supporting the smooth operation and mesh validity verification. We highlight the two
contributions of this paper:
1. The proposed approach is robust in the sense that all the
invalid elements are eliminated, and the mesh quality is
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2.2.

much enforced.

Bézier triangles

2. The method provides higher accuracy compared to the
linear discretization.

P300
P201

P210

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. in Section 2.,
we review some basic definitions. Section 3. gives a description of the automatic construction of a linear mesh and the
transformation of the linear mesh into a valid high-order
mesh. We present meshing results in Section 4. and conclude
in Section 5..

P111

P102

P120
P012
P030

P003
P021

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Bézier curves
P1

Figure 2. An example of the cubic Bézier triangle with its
control net formed by ten control points.
P2

A Bézier triangle of degree n can be defined similarly:

T n (~u) =

∑
i+ j+k=n

P3

P0

Figure 1. An example of the cubic Bézier curve with its control polygon formed by four control points.
We express Bézier curves in terms of Bernstein polynomials. Let u and v be the barycentric coordinates, u ∈ [0, 1] and
v ∈ [0, 1], u + v = 1, the n-th order Bernstein polynomial is
defined explicitly by
 
n i j
Bnij (u, v) =
u v , i = 0, ..., n, j = n − i,
i
where the binomial coefficients are given by
  
n!
if 0 ≤ i ≤ n
n
i!(n−i)!
=
i
0
else.

where B~ni (~u) is a n-th order Bernstein polynomial in the bivariate case and
 
n
B~ni (~u) = ~ ui v j wk ,
i
where
~i = {i, j, k},

∑

b3 (u, v) =

+ 3P201 u2 w + 3P210 u2 v + 3P120 uv2

Bnij (u, v)Pi j ,

∑

B3i j (u, v)Pi j

i+ j=3

= u3 P03 + 3u2 vP12 + 3uv2 P21 + v3 P30 .

+ 3P102 uw2 + 3P021 v2 w + 3P012 vw2
+ 6P111 uvw.
Fig. 2 gives an example of the cubic triangular patch with its
control net formed by its ten control points.

2.3.

The Jacobian

We explore the concept of a derivative of a coordinate
transformation, which is known as the Jacobian of the transformation.
Jacobian is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J which
is defined by all first-order partial derivatives of the transformation:
" ∂T n ∂T n #
x

Fig. 1 gives an example of the cubic Bézier curve with its
control polygon.

~u = {u, v, w},

T 3 (~u) = P300 u3 + P030 v3 + P003 w3

i+ j=n

where the set of points Pi j ∈ R 2 are called control points, and
the polygon P formed by points Pi j is called control polygon
of the curve bn . Note that this and the following equations are
in fact two equations corresponding to the two spatial coordinates.
Specifically, the cubic Bézier curve can be written in terms
of the barycentric coordinates:

|~i| = n,

u ∈ [0, 1], v ∈ [0, 1] and w ∈ [0, 1] are the barycentric coordinates and u + v + w = 1. It follows
the standard convention

for the trinomial coefficients ~ni = i! n!
j!k! . The set of points P~i
are control points, and the net N formed by points P~i is called
control net of the Bézier triangle T n .
Specifically, the Bézier triangle of degree three can be written as

Now the Bézier curve of degree n can be defined in terms of
Bernstein polynomials as
bn (u, v) =

B~ni (~u)P~i ,

J=

∂x̂
∂Tyn
∂x̂

x

∂ŷ
∂Tyn
∂ŷ

.
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The transformation should be bijective, because there should
not be overlapped regions inside the element. This implies
that the sign of the Jacobian of the transformation has to be
strictly positive everywhere on this element.

3.

MESH GENERATION FOR CURVILINEAR DOMAINS

Given a bounded curved domain Ω ⊂ R 2 , the algorithm
outputs a curvilinear mesh of the interior of Ω with globally
smooth boundary. The algorithm starts with the automatic
construction of a linear mesh with several specified properties. The boundary edges of those linear elements are then
curved using cubic Bézier polynomials such that these boundary edges constitute a smooth closed curve. The procedure
next curves the interior elements by iteratively solving for the
equilibrium configuration of an elasticity problem until all the
invalid elements are eliminated and the mesh quality is dramatically improved.

3.1.

Linear mesh construction

The linear mesh has to provide an approximation of the
object shape, and we measure the closeness by the two-sided
Hausdorff distance from the mesh to the image and the image
to the mesh. For image boundary I and mesh boundary M, the
one-sided distance from I to M is given by
h(I, M) = max min d(i, m),
i∈I m∈M

3.2.

Smooth boundary construction

A curve can be described as having Cn continuity, n being
the measure of smoothness. Consider the segments on either
side of a point on a curve: (1) C0 : The segments touch at the
joint point; (2) C1 : First derivatives are continuous at the joint
point; (3) C2 : First and second derivatives are continuous at
the joint point.
A smooth C1 piecewise cubic curve has a first derivative
everywhere and the derivative is continuous. A Bézier path
is C1 smooth provided that two Bézier curves share a common tangent direction at the joint point. The cubic Bézier
form provides enough degrees of freedom to construct a cubic
spline curve that satisfies C2 smoothness requirement. Since
the curvature of a point on a curve is a function with respect
to the first and second derivative of this point, and if the first
and the second derivative are continuous, then the curvature
at this point is continuous. We prefer C2 smooth curve to C1
smooth curve because the boundary of the biomedical objects
usually have continuous curvatures. For how to construct C1
and C2 Bézier curves, please see our previous work [10].

3.3.

Mesh untangling

It is usually not enough to curve only the mesh boundary
because some control points may be located such that invalid
elements occur. In such case, edges in the interior of the mesh
should also be curved to eliminate the invalidity or to improve
the curved element quality.

where d(·, ·) is the regular Euclidean distance. The one-sided
distance from M to I is given similarly by
h(M, I) = max min d(m, i).
m∈M i∈I

The two-sided distance is:
H(I, M) = max{h(I, M), h(M, I)}.
The initial linear mesh is generated by the modified quadtree based image-to-mesh conversion algorithm [3], which
satisfies the following requirements:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1. The mesh maintains the topology of the original image.
2. The two-sided Hausdorff distance from the mesh to
the image and the image to the mesh is within a userspecified tolerance.
3. The vertices that are on the mesh boundary are all located on the image boundary.
4. It can either generate a mesh with almost equal-sized elements inside (except the boundary elements) or coarsen
the mesh to a much lower number of elements with gradation in the interior, decided by the application.

Figure 3. (a) Invalid mesh with red invalid elements. (b) The
control nets of the linear mesh elements is the undeformed
geometry. (c) The red control points of the smooth curved
boundary edges are the external loads. (d) The final configuration is determined by solving for the equilibrium configuration of an elasticity problem.
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We relocate the control points of the interior mesh edges
using a finite element method [13]. The geometry of the domain to be meshed is represented as an elastic solid. For each
linear mesh edge, the two points which are located in the one
third and two thirds ratio of each edge are computed. These
points together with the mesh vertices are the original positions of the control points of the mesh edges before deformation. These points form the control nets of the linear mesh
elements. The control nets together as a whole is the undeformed geometry (shown in Fig. 3b). The external loads are
the displacements of the control points (red points in Fig. 3c)
of the smooth curved boundary edges. The control nets are
deformed such that when the control points of the boundary
edges of the linear mesh moved to the corresponding control points of the curved boundary edge, the new positions of
the control points of the interior mesh edges are determined
by solving for the equilibrium configuration of an elasticity
problem. Fig. 3 illustrates these steps.

(a)

When one step FE method was applied, the blue point was
directly moved to the red point. After solving for the equilibrium configuration, the control net is still twisted. However,
when the yellow point was made the intermediate displacement, the blue point was first moved to the yellow point, then
moved to the red point, the two iteration FE method successfully corrected the twisted control net.
The iterative FE method executes the validity check before
each round [10]. When it is reported that an invalid element
exists, the procedure divides the segments formed by the control points of the linear boundary edges and the corresponding control points of the curved edges. The procedure takes
the endpoints of the subsegments one by one as the intermediate external loadings, and takes the solution of the current
external loadings as the undeformed geometry of the next external loadings. The algorithm terminates when all the invalid
elements are corrected. Fig. 5 shows an example of the comparison of the result of one-step FE method and the result of
the iterative FE method.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. An illustration of the iterative finite element
method. (a) The mesh composed of one element. (b) The
invalid mesh with twisted control net. (c) The one-step FE
method was applied, but the control net is still twisted. (d)
The iterative FE method successfully corrected the twisted
control net.
In some cases, the one step finite element method can handle this problem successfully. However, in the case that the
curvature of the boundary edge is very large, the interior
edges may not be able to be curved enough to correct the invalidity. The iterative finite element method successfully solves
this problem. Fig. 4 illustrates the iterative FE method. In this
example there is only one element in the mesh, the black border line represents the mesh boundary, the blue point represents one control point of the linear boundary edge. The red
point represents the corresponding control point of the curved
boundary edge. The green point is one of the mesh vertices on
the mesh boundary, thus it has to maintain its position. The
control net is invalid because there exists an inverted triangle.

(b)

Figure 5. A comparison of the result of one-step FE method
and the result of the iterative FE method. (a) After one-step
FE method, the two red edges are still tangled together. (b)
After eight iterations, the edges are untangled, all the elements are valid.

4.

MESH EXAMPLES

The input data to our algorithm is a two-dimensional image. The procedure for mesh untangling and quality improvement was implemented in MATLAB. All the other steps were
implemented in C++ for efficiency.
In the following mesh examples, we meshed the mouse
brain image [2], two slices of the human brain image [2], and
the fly embryo image [1]. The mouse brain image (MB) has
the size 198 ∗ 169 pixels; the first slice of the human brain image (HB I) has the size 239 ∗ 233 pixels; the second slice of
the human brain image (HB II) has the size 235 ∗ 283 pixels;
the fly embryo image (FE) has the size 182 ∗ 130 pixels. Each
pixel has side lengths of 1 unit in both x, y directions. The
original images are listed in Fig. 6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

Figure 6. The original images. (a) The mouse brain image.
(b) The fly embryo image. (c) The first slice of the human
brain image. (d) The second slice of the human brain image.
We show the linear mesh results for the original images
with different requirements (in Fig. 7). For the mouse brain
image, the fidelity tolerance was specified by 3 pixels; for
the fly embryo image, the fidelity tolerance was specified by
2 pixels; for the first slice of the human brain image, the fidelity tolerance was specified by 4 pixels; for the second slice
of the mouse brain image, the fidelity tolerance was specified
by 3 pixels. For all the linear mesh results, the mesh vertices
that are classified on the mesh boundary were required to be
located on the boundary between the background and the tissue of the image. This requirement results in different angle
bounds for the linear mesh results: the minimum angle bound
of the mouse brain image is 3.6◦ ; the minimum angle bound
of the fly embryo image is 2.8◦ , the minimum angle bound of
the first slice of the human brain image is 3.2◦ , of the second
slice is 5.4◦ . The minimum angle bound is an important measure to the quality of the linear mesh (the higher the better),
and it also directly contributes to the quality of the curvilinear
mesh. For the curved meshes, the quality can not be measured
just simply by calculating the planar angles, however, it can
be measured by scaled Jacobian [13]. The lower minimum
angle bound for the linear mesh could lead to worse scaled
Jacobian after curving the linear mesh boundary to a smooth
closed path, however, the scaled Jacobian can be improved
by the iterative FE method. For all the linear mesh results, the
elements were not coarsened.
For each of the above linear meshes, we show the linear
mesh boundaries and the curved boundaries with both C1 and
C2 smoothness requirements. In Fig. 8, from left to right for
each image, the boundaries are linear boundaries, C1 boundaries and C2 boundaries.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. The linear meshes. (a) The linear mesh result for
the mouse brain image. (b) The linear mesh result for the fly
embryo image. (c) The linear mesh result for the first slice
of the human brain image. (d) The linear mesh result for the
second slice of the human brain image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 8. The linear mesh boundaries and curved mesh
boundaries with C1 and C2 smoothness requirements for the
original images.
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NBPIM
73
128
95

Example
Linear
C2
C1

NBPIM
39
59
52

Example
Linear
C2
C1

NBPIM
70
138
111

Example
Linear
C2
C1

NBPIM
147
215
206

Mouse Brain
NMP
PNMP (%)
381
1.139
294
0.879
300
0.897
Fly Embryo
NTPOM
NMP
PNMP (%)
101
140
0.592
83
120
0.507
89
123
0.520
Human Brain I
NTPOM
NMP
PNMP (%)
376
446
0.800
229
307
0.659
268
319
0.681
Human Brain II
NTPOM
NMP
PNMP (%)
314
461
0.693
216
431
0.648
201
407
0.648
NTPOM
308
166
205

PIA (%)
N/A
22.835
21.260
PIA (%)
N/A
14.286
12.143
PIA (%)
N/A
31.166
28.475
PIA (%)
N/A
6.508
11.714

The accuracy was specified by the number of misclassified
pixels that composed of background pixels that are inside the
mesh and tissue pixels that are outside the mesh. The accuracy of the linear mesh results and the corresponding curvilinear meshes with C1 and C2 smoothness requirements are
listed in Table 1.
For each of the original image with linear meshing result
and the corresponding C1 and C2 smooth boundaries, we list
the number of background pixels inside the mesh (NBPIM),
the number of tissue pixels outside the mesh (NTPOM), the
total number of misclassified pixels (NMP), the percentage
for misclassified pixels out of all pixels (PNMP) and the improved accuracy in percentage for both C1 and C2 smooth
boundaries compared to the linear mesh boundary (PIA).
Compare the improved accuracy in percentage (PIA) in Table 1, both C1 and C2 smooth boundaries improved the accuracy of the representation. The improved accuracy also relates to the size of the dataset, usually the larger the image,
the more improvement its curvilinear mesh obtained. However, if the linear mesh is a very close representation of the
image object, after smoothing the mesh boundary, the accuracy can not improve much. Compare the improved accuracy
of the meshes that have C1 smooth boundaries with those of
the meshes that have C2 smooth boundaries, the C2 smooth
boundaries usually have higher accuracy than the C1 smooth
boundaries, but the differences are not large. We chose the results that have better accuracy to construct the final valid high
quality meshes.
When the linear mesh boundaries were curved to closed
smooth paths, and the interior mesh edges remained straight,
the invalid elements were created. The number of invalid elements for the mouse brain image is 6, for the first slice of the
human brain image is 3, for the second is 1. The invalid elements are shown in red in Fig. 10a, Fig. 12a and Fig. 12c. The
iterative FE method was applied to the invalid meshes. After
6, 5, 5 iterations, all the invalid elements were eliminated for

these invalid meshes. For the fly embryo image, there is no
invalid element (Fig. 11a). We executed 10 iterations to improve the quality of the elements. The final meshes are shown
in Fig. 10b, Fig. 12b, Fig. 12d, and Fig. 11b.
Scaled Jacobians before FE method
30

Number of boundary elements

Example
Linear
C2
C1

25

Mouse Brain
Human Brain I
Human Brain II
Fly Embryo

20

15

10

5

0
-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Scaled Jacobians
(a)

Scaled Jacobians after FE method
30

Number of boundary elements

Table 1. Accuracy of the mesh boundaries

25

Mouse Brain
Human Brain I
Human Brain II
Fly Embryo

20

15

10

5

0
-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Scaled Jacobians
(b)

Figure 9. The comparison of the scaled Jacobian. (a) The
scaled Jacobian before iterative FE method (the negative
scaled Jacobian were set to be 0 for representation convenience). (b) The scaled Jacobian after iterative FE method.
The quality of the curvilinear meshes was also improved
by the iterative FE method. The measure scaled Jacobian is
defined by:
I=

min|J|
,
max|J|

where |J| is the Jacobian of the mapping from the reference
coordinates to the physical coordinates. For a straight-sided
element, since its Jacobian is a constant, I = 1; for a curved
element, I ≤ 1. When the curved element is invalid, I is negative; when it gets degenerated, I approaches to 0. From Fig. 9,
the iterative FE method produced more elements with larger
scaled Jacobian, thus the bad shaped elements were improved
largely.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Invalid meshes and corresponding corrected
meshes for the mouse brain image. (a) Invalid curvilinear
mesh for the mouse brain image. (b) Valid final curvilinear
mesh with quality improvement for the mouse brain image.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Bad quality curvilinear mesh for the fly embryo
image and corresponding mesh with quality improvement. (a)
Bad quality curvilinear mesh for the fly embryo image. (b)
Improved quality curvilinear mesh for the fly embryo image.

(d)

Figure 13. curvilinear meshes with coarsened elements for
the original images.
The algorithm can also construct curved meshes with
coarsened elements inside that have fewer elements. Fig. 13
shows the coarsened curvilinear meshes for the original images.
Table 2. Run time (s) for the eight examples

(a)

(c)

Example
MB (fine)
HB I (fine)
HB II (fine)
FE (fine)
MB (coarse)
HB I (coarse)
HB II (coarse)
FE (coarse)

(b)

(d)

Figure 12. Invalid meshes and corresponding corrected
meshes for the two slices of the human brain image. (a) Invalid curvilinear mesh for the first slice of the human brain
image. (b) Valid final curvilinear mesh with quality improvement for the first slice of the human brain image. (c) Invalid
curvilinear mesh for the second slice of the human brain image. (d) Valid final curvilinear mesh with quality improvement for the second slice of the human brain image.

TNE
528
251
235
213
39
27
39
21

NIE
6
3
1
0
4
3
1
3

ITRS
6
5
5
10
10
12
80
8

RTL (s)
0.169
0.239
0.262
0.111
0.164
0.238
0.266
0.119

TFE (s)
88.457
23.890
23.212
42.373
10.199
16.860
40.500
10.685

TRT (s)
89.703
24.785
25.691
44.357
13.122
19.079
42.391
14.366

In Table 2, we list the total number of elements inside the
mesh (TNE), the number of invalid elements (NIE), the iterations needed to improve the quality of the mesh (ITRS),
the run time of the linear mesh (RTL), the time spent on FE
method (TFE) and the total run time (TRT). The high-order
mesh generator is slower, and most of the time was spent on
the FEM iterations. The run time is not only decided by the
number of elements inside the mesh, but also determined by
how many iterations it needs, because when there are highly
distorted invalid elements, more iterations are needed to correct them.

5.

CONCLUSION

We presented a new approach for automatically constructing a quality curvilinear mesh to represent geometry with
smooth boundaries. The algorithm we presented is sequential.
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Our future work includes the multi-tissue triangular curvilinear mesh construction, the development of the corresponding
parallel algorithm and the extension to the three-dimensional
high-order mesh generation.
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Abstract
This extended abstract is based on a senior research
project that was completed as part of the curriculum
requirement of Mathematics & Science Academy at Ocean
Lakes High School. This capstone project was created in
order to analyze the effects of invasive pectus excavatum
surgery for datasets from 30 patients from a hospital in
Beijing, China, as well as determine the accuracy
(qualitatively measured) of the 3D Slicer software in
generating 3D models from 2D images. Measurements from
the datasets were taken with MicroDICOM, and the
differences in Haller indexes from before and after the
procedure were gathered. 60 3D models (2 for each patient
with before and after datasets) were then generated from 3D
Slicer.
1.

METHODS
To begin my project, I obtained biomedical engineering
and research OSHA certifications from CITI Program,
which is the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative at
the University of Miami. I had to go through a series of
modules, educational videos, and quizzes for each field, as
my project involves both the medical field and scientific
research. The first coursework requirement focused on
Responsible Conduct of Research for Engineers, and the
second set of modules was titled “Biomedical Research –
Basic/Refresher”. After that, I began researching the
anatomy of the human chest. I familiarized myself with the
structures of the torso, especially those that are impacted by
pectus excavatum, including the sternum, ribs, lungs,
diaphragm, heart, several arteries, and the spine.
I first analyzed 30 sets of data sent from a hospital in
Beijing, China, of patients of various ages, from young
children to middle aged adults. Due to privacy concerns, the
name of the hospital as well as the names of the patients
remained anonymous; however, I was given the birthdays of
the patients. These patients have all undergone invasive
pectus excavatum correction surgery. The data was
presented in the form of scanned slices from the CT scans,
so there were about 150-300 images for each patient. Each
data set contained files for before the procedure, which were
labeled as “Pre”, and files for after the procedures, which

were labeled as “Post”. In total, there were sixty sets of
data, as each patient had two sets.
In order to analyze the effects of invasive pectus
excavatum correction procedures, I worked with a software
program called MicroDICOM, which allowed me to import
the before and after images and measure different sections
of the cross section scans. By obtaining a set of several
measurements for each patient with the tools provided in
MicroDICOM interface, including the height from the
sternum to the spine, the heights of each side of the chest,
the width of the chest, the tilted angle, and the amount of
concavity in millimeters, I was able to effectively collect the
data. I measured these sets of data for both the before and
after scans in millimeters.
After gathering all the data, these measurements
allowed me to solve the Haller Index, which is a ratio of the
width of the chest and the height of the chest, for each
patient. An ideal Haller index is 2.5, so I used that as a
control to compare the sets of data. In order to compare the
before and after Haller indexes, I calculated the percent
change by dividing the new value (after) to the old value
(before), and multiplying it by 100.
To develop the models, I had to include the regions of
interest for each patient as best as I could in order to exclude
the table, lower part of the body, and the body covering on
top. This process is similar to cropping a 2D image, but by
doing this, the unnecessary portions of the scans are not
generated into the 3D model (Figure 1, 2). After importing, I
had to use several modules within the software, such as the
“Editor” module and volume rendering to include all three
views of the data into one three dimensional model, the
axial, sagittal, and coronal fields. After that, I adjusted the
threshold lower bound and scrolled through the axial slices
to make sure that no external artifacts were included. By
choosing the CT-Cardiac3 preset and the “Skin” label, I was
able to adjust the colors of the models to make them as
visually appealing as possible (Figure 2, 3). Although the
models were not skin color, they were easy to visualize and
distinguish due to the bright hues of magenta, orange, and
yellow. After that, I moved into the “Model Maker” module
to apply the skin color and smooth out the surface. By
making the models a beige color, it was easier to see the
surface and the concavity on the torsos (Figure 3, 4).
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2.

RESULTS
I was able to gather the differences in Haller indexes
from before the procedure and after the procedure for all 30
patients. All of the patients improved from the procedure, as
their Haller indexes lowered by up to 3 units. There were
several outliers; however, in terms of this project, it was a
good thing. Outliers indicated that the procedures were more
effective for those patients. By analyzing the models, it was
easier to recognize which people the procedure worked on
more and which ones did not. The ability to rotate and pan
the models helped with the visual aspect, and was easier
than reading charts of data (Figure 4).
Figure 3. Use Slicer to search for the areas to exclude to
apply the final texture

Figure 1. Import scans into 3D Slicer

Figure 4. Final Model
4.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Reliability of power generation systems has been broadly
studied; however, it has not been paid too much attention to
the effect of cyber attack on reliability of power systems.
Due to the increasing number of cyber attacks, this field
become an emergent area of focus. This research aims to
reveal effects of cyber attacks on Roy Billinton Test System
(RBTS) by conducting Monte Carlo Simulation Analysis
using MATLAB software.
Power system reliability assessment is conducted in two
ways: system adequacy and system security. System
adequacy assessment considers existence of sufficient
infrastructure to be able to supply the demand under normal
conditions. System security focuses on the ability of the
system under disturbances [1]. Even though power system
reliability is studied sufficiently, there is not much research
in the literature based on the effects of cyber attacks on
reliability. That’s why the amount and the effect of cyber
attacks increased recently [2]. This study focuses on
revealing the cyber attack effect by comparing operation of
power generation system with and without cyber attack and
observing how sufficient the RBTS is under cyber attacks.

electricity demand is 185 MW and considered constant in
this study. Because of the nature of operation, some
components in the system result in failure in time and
require repair. Mean-time-to-failure (MTTF), mean-timeto-repair (MTTR), and other data for RBTS which is
required for the study are acquired from [3].
There are several types of cyber attacks and they evolve.
Moreover, new types of attacks emerge in time. Because of
this, types of cyber attacks are not taken into consideration
in this study. In average, 3 successful cyber attacks occur
on a generator in a year. This number is gained via
consulting with the experts in the cybersecurity field.
Monte Carlo simulation is employed to generate data for
10,000 sample years that simulates operation of the power
system both with and without cyber attacks. Results are
compared based on the measures given above. Because this
approach is based on random number generation, number of
sample years should be kept high to increase precision of
the Monte Carlo simulation. As it can be seen from Figure
1, average value of Monte Carlo analysis result becomes
stable when number of sample years is sufficiently high.

In this study, effects of cyber attacks are taken into
consideration from reliability and economic perspective.
Reliability measures are as follows:
Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) is the average time that
the demand is not supplied in N sample year (in hr/yr),
Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE) is the average amount
of energy that is not supplied in N sample year (MWhr/yr),
Loss of Load Frequency (LOLF) is the average number of
interruptions that the demand is not supplied in N sample
year (in occ/yr),
Energy Index of Reliability (EIR) is the ratio between
supply and demand of power.
From the economic perspective, this study calculates cost of
not serving the demanded amount of electricity to
customers.
RBTS is a sample power generation system with two power
generation plants and five group of customers. In total,
there are 11 generators that produce 240 MW. Total

Figure 1. Monte Carlo Analysis Solution vs Number of Sample
Years

Examples of the simulation output with cyber attacks is
given in Figure 2, and without cyber attacks is given in
Figure 3. In these two figures, it can be seen that there are
many points that generation decreases. However, generation
becomes less than demand just a few times because of
employing multiple generators in the system. Redundancy
increases reliability; while some components are under
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repair, others can still meet the demand. It also can be seen
that cyber attacks occur frequently and causes interruptions
even if their duration are short.

N=10,000 sample
years
LOLE (hr/yr)
LOEE (MWhr/yr)
LOLF (occ/yr)
Average EIR
Average Cost ($M)

Without Cyber
Attacks
80.17
914.86
281.27
1
2.779

With Cyber
Attacks
89.08
1041.30
325.01
1
3.218

Table 1. Simulation Results

Average duration of interruption is almost 17 minutes
without cyber attacks while duration of interruption caused
by cyber attack is approximately 12 minutes, in average.
Therefore, it is safe to say that cyber attacks cause
relatively short duration interruptions.
Energy index of reliability values are 1 in both situations.
Actually, they are not exactly 1 knowing that there are
multiple interruptions in service. Since the software is not
capable of doing calculations at that level of accuracy, they
are rounded to 1.
Figure 2. Power Generation with Cyber Attacks During a
Sample Year

From the economical perspective, cyber attacks cause
almost $500,000 more cost to service provider because of
not meeting the demand. This increase is almost 15.8% and
can be considered significant.
It is important to state that these measurements only take
the interruptions into consideration from the customers’
point of view. Cyber attacks cause many more interruptions
in the generation in addition to normal component failures.
All of these interruptions require technicians to restart the
generator by spending time and effort. Measurements in
this study considers only power outage scenarios. However,
there are even more interruptions that require attention even
if they do not cause outage. This study shows that cyber
attacks have a strong effect on disrupting power generation
system. In order to decrease its effect, cyber security
precautions can be improved. Another solution could be to
add more parallel generation units to increase redundancy.
Author Keywords

Figure 3. Power Generation without Cyber Attacks During a
Sample Year

Using Monte Carlo simulation, data for 10,000 years is
generated and the results are given in Table 1. Simulation
Results. The values for simulation with cyber attacks are
greater than without cyber attacks. Almost 9 more hours of
in a year is expected to be with power outage for some
customers (with almost 11% increase). This difference
causes approximately additional 127 MWhr loss of energy
expected in a year with 13.82% increase. Cyber attacks lead
44 more interruptions in power service in average for one
year with approximately 15.55% increase.
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ABSTRACT

Sequence alignment has been used to align DNA
sequences to find matching segments of DNA
from different specimens. Just as DNA
sequences can be used to find similar patterns in
DNA, this process can also be used on computer
programs to identify when segments of code have
been reused. Malware programs generally are
made from other malware programs or malware
templates. The byte information of these
decompiled malware programs can be sequence
aligned to identify them as malware from known
samples. Although sequence alignment is a time
consuming process, when a sequence has been
found this known sample can be used to identify
malware files orders of magnitude faster than
performing sequence aliment on two complete
files.
INTRODUCTION

The malware industry has become a wellorganized large market. Well-funded syndicates
invest in technologies that evade traditional
computer security. This requires anti-malware
programs to constantly develop new counter
measures to these threats. A major challenge for
anti-malware today is the amount of data and file
that need to be evaluated. One of the reasons
that there is such a large amount of malware data
is that malware developers have introduced
polymorphism into their malware to evade
detections meaning that instead of a single
malware program they create a family of malware
all similar but different enough to avoid traditional
detection. Because of this this malware families
have large amounts of identical code to one
another. Malware source code and modules are
also shared and sold online meaning that even
more programs share source code.

The malware sequence alignment research is
used to find the common sequences in the
families of malware and the common malware
modules. Microsoft has provided decomposed
malware files on the Kaggle website for public
use. The research project is utilizing those
decomposed malware files for implementing the
algorithm and testing. Using the Smith-Waterman
algorithm on the malware files creates a new
alternative way to find common sequences and
ultimately, the signatures of the malware families.
This alternative solution could possibly be a more
efficient way to finding the signatures of the
malware families.
Current Solution

Currently, antivirus software uses several ways to
detect malware. The first way the antivirus
software detects malware is definitions, also
known as signatures. Antiviruses use the
signatures to tell what the malware does and how
to recognize it. Definitions are also why antivirus
software tell people to constantly keep the
definitions up-to-date. Another form of detection
is heuristics. Heuristic analysis detects threats
based on behaviors and characteristics. A third
way that antivirus software use for detection is
sandboxing. Sandboxing runs a suspected
program in a sandbox, which is a protected space
environment on the computer that can run the
program without infecting the whole computer.
ALGORITHMS
Smith-Waterman Algorithm

The Smith‐Waterman algorithm finds local
sequence alignments. The algorithm is for
determining similar regions in two strings,
typically nucleotides, but in this case, byte
information from decompiled malware. The
algorithm is used for determining similar regions
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in two strings. In DNA sequencing, these strings
are typically nucleotides.
In this case, the
algorithm is applied to byte information from
decompiled malware.
Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm

The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, also known
as the global alignment technique, finds the
global sequence alignments. The algorithm is
used to align two strings to compare sequences.
The algorithm divides a full sequence into a
series of smaller sequences and use solutions of
the smaller sequences to reconstruct a solution
to the full sequence. The Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm is similar to the Smith-Waterman
algorithm because they both use a scoring
system of match, mismatch, and a gap penalty.
One of the differences between the two
algorithms is that the Needleman-Wunsch
algorithm does not start with all zeros along the
first row and column. Another difference is that
the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is for global
alignments and the Smith-Waterman is for local
alignments. Global alignments mean that the
sequences that are being compared are similar
and roughly equal in size. Local alignments mean
that the sequences are dissimilar and suspected
to contain regions of similarity. In comparison to
the Smith-Waterman algorithm, the NeedlemanWunsch algorithm is most likely to have less
gaps.
Example of the Smith-Waterman Algorithm
Where:
a,b = strings over the Alphabet Σ
m = length(a)
n = length(b)
s(a,b) is a similarity on the alphabet
H(I,j) is the maximum Similarity-Score between a
suffix of a[1…i] and of b[1…j]
Wi is the gap-scoring scheme
Example:
Sequence 1 = ACACACTA
Sequence 2 = AGCACACA
s(a,b) = +2 if a=b (match), -1 if a != b (mismatch)
Wi = -1

Figure
1:
Shows
the
numeric
visual
implementation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm

Figure 2: Shows the back trace of the SmithWaterman algorithm
IMPLEMENTATION

The project’s implementation of sequence
alignment uses distance matrix alignment to find
the longest common sequence of bytes. The
alignment of files is split into 10,000 byte long
chunks, which are then compared to one another
until all chunks from both files have been
compared. The file is broken into these chunks to
fit into a 10,000 by 10,000 matrix. Any larger then
this and the program would run out of memory.
The two chunks are compared as if they were put
into the matrix with one chunk going across the
top and the other going down the first column.
Then proceeding across the matrix, the bytes are
compared and the matrix filled using the Smith‐
Waterman algorithm. (This is where you would
introduce the term “gap” and what it means. See
note below). Because these malware programs
are believed to share the same sections of code,
the alignment in this case would have almost no
gaps once found. So, a gap value of ‐5 was
used and the matrix was only incremented by +1
if a match was found. The input was also filtered.
The byte files contained large sections of
unknown values “??” and zero values “00” which
have little impact on the data in the file. Because
these values would make finding a relevant
alignment more difficult, these entries were
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removed. The files also contain large sections of
repeating single bytes such as “CC CC CC
…”. These repeating single bytes could also
interfere with finding relevant sequences, so they
have been shortened to 3 repeats of the same
byte followed by a “**” to show that the byte
repeats.

Figure 3: Implementation of the Smith-Waterman
algorithm on the malware files

Input of file1: “CC ?? ?? 00 00 00 45 65 75 75 75
75 75 75 56 79 72 65 75 51 01”

The alignment has been run on a group of 10
randomly selected programs from class 1 byte
files from the Microsoft data set. The alignment
program has also been run on groups of 5 class
2 and class 8 files and on randomly selected files
between two different groups.

File1 is read as:
“CC 45 65 75 75 75 ** 56 79 72 65 75 51 01”
Input of file2: “75 ?? ?? ?? 00 00 21 00 75 75 75
75 75 75 61 79 72 65 75 51 01”
File2 is read as:
“75 21 75 75 75 ** 61 79 72 65 75 51 01”
C 4 6 7 7 7 * 5 7 7 6 7 5 0
C 5 5 5 5 5 * 6 9 2 5 5 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
7 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5
7 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5
7 0 0 0 0 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5
* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
9

The back trace of the matrix shows an alignment
of
“75 75 75 ** - 79 72 65 75 51 01” where the “-”
denotes a gap in the alignment.

RESULTS
The program has found alignments between the
malware programs. These alignments vary in in
length but we have found multiple alignment
between the malware file with alignment scores
from 100 to almost 10,000. The average score of
two chunks without alignment is below 10. The
diagram shows the location of the three
sequences shared by the two files. With the
numbers below the colored block denoting there
locations in the files by number of bytes file1 in
this case is 450,000 bytes long. The program has
only been run on a fraction of the malware files
due to the number of files there are (several
thousand) and the running time of the program.
An alignment can take up to 15 minutes per
megabyte of file so aligning two 20mb files can
take 10 hours. Alignments have been found
between files in the data set but the time to
compute these alignments is too great for a
normal computer to run. This has shown that
there are common sequences between these
files which could be used to identify other
malware files that also contain these common
sequences.

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
2
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
5
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
5
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
1

Figure 4: Shows the location of the common
sequences found within the two files

The alignment of the 10 class 1 files showed that
despite being classified as the same type of
malware, these files can differ greatly without
many common sequences between the files as
shown in figure 5. That shows the number of
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common sequences between the files where the
file names are represented as A-J.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

A

-

B

1

-

C

2

1

-

D

4

1

2

-

E

1

2

2

13

-

F

9

1

1

4

1

-

G

1

1

1

1

1

1

-

H

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

-

I

3

1

2

6

4

3

2

2

-

J

1

1

1

18

16

4

2

19

2

J

-

Figure 5: Shows the number of sequences found
between the set of 10 class 1 files.

The alignment of the 10 class 1 files found a
common sequence
89 F5 03 4C 24 04 EB 3F 83 E2 F0 31 C9 31 C0
51 B9 10 0F B6 44 0E FF 8A 04 03 88 84 0D 2F
06 E2 EF B9 10 8A 84 0D 2F 06 88 44 0F FF E2
F3 59 83 C3 10 83 C7 10 83 C1 10 39 D1 75 C9
C3 56 51 53 8D 99 20 FA FF FF FF 8D 7D 70 8D
15 C0 05 8D 71 F0 E8 A7 FF FF FF FF
This 88 long sequence is found in all tested class
1 files.
On a smaller set of 5 class 2 file that have been
compared a longer signature common to all of
these files has been found.
F7 C7 03 75 - C1 E9 02 83 E2 03 83 F9 08 72 F3 A5 FF 24 95 - - - 40 8B C7 BA 03 83 E9 04 72
0C 83 E0 03 03 03 C8 FF 24 85 - - F8 40 FF 24
8D - - 40 90 FF 24 8D - - 40 90 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40
23 D1 8A 06 88 07 8A 46 01 88 47 01 8A 46 02
C1 E9 02 88 47 02 83 C6 03 83 C7 03 83 F9 08
72 CC F3 A5 FF 24 95 - - 40 8D 49 23 D1 8A 06
88 07 8A 46 01 C1 E9 02 88 47 01 83 C6 02 83
C7 02 83 F9 08 72 A6 F3 A5 FF 24 95 - - 40 90
23 D1 8A 06 88 07 - - - C1 E9 02 - - - 83 83 F9 08
72 - F3 A5 FF 24 95 - - 40 8D 49 - - 40 - - 40 - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 8B 44 8E E4 89
44 8F E4 8B 44 8E E8 89 44 8F E8 8B 44 8E EC
89 44 8F EC 8B 44 8E F0 89 44 8F F0 8B 44 8E
F4 89 44 8F F4 8B 44 8E F8 89 44 8F F8 8B 44

8E FC 89 44 8F FC 8D 04 8D 03 F0 03 F8 FF 24
95 - - 40 8B FF - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 40 - - 40 8B 45
08 5E 5F C9 C3 90 8A 06 88 07 8B 45 08 5E 5F
C9 C3 90 8A 06 88 07 8A 46 01 88 47 01 8B 45
08 5E 5F C9 C3 8D 49 8A 06 88 07 8A 46 01 88
47 01 8A 46 02 88 47 02 8B 45 08 5E 5F C9 C3
90 8D 74 31 FC 8D 7C 39 FC F7 C7 03 75 24 C1
E9 02 83 E2 03 83 F9 08 72 0D FD F3 A5 FC FF
24 95 - - 40 8B FF F7 D9 FF 24 8D - - 40 8D 49
8B C7 BA 03 83 F9 04 72 0C 83 E0 03 2B C8 FF
24 85 - - 40 FF 24 8D - - 40 90 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40
8A 46 03 23 D1 88 47 03 - - - C1 E9 02 - - - 83 83
F9 08 72 - FD F3 A5 FC FF 24 95 - - 40 8D 49 8A
46 03 23 D1 88 47 03 8A 46 02 C1 E9 02 88 47
02 83 EE 02 83 EF 02 83 F9 08 72 - FD F3 A5
FC FF 24 95 - - 40 90 8A 46 03 23 D1 88 47 03
8A 46 02 88 47 02 8A 46 01 C1 E9 02 88 47 01
83 EE 03 83 EF 03 83 F9 08 0F 82 - FF FF FF FF
FF FD F3 A5 FC FF 24 95 - - 40 8D 49 - - 40 - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 8B 44 8E
1C 89 44 8F 1C 8B 44 8E 18 89 44 8F 18 8B 44
8E 14 89 44 8F 14 8B 44 8E 10 89 44 8F 10 8B
44 8E 0C 89 44 8F 0C 8B 44 8E 08 89 44 8F 08
8B 44 8E 04 89 44 8F 04 8D 04 8D 03 F0 03 F8
FF 24 95 - - 40 8B FF - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 - - 40 8B
45 08 5E 5F C9 C3 90 8A 46 03 88 47 03 8B 45
08 5E 5F C9 C3 8D 49 8A 46 03 88 47 03 8A 46
02 88 47 02 8B 45 08 5E 5F C9 C3 90 8A 46 03
88 47 03 8A 46 02 88 47 02 8A 46 01 88 47 01
8B 45 08 5E 5F C9
Note all of the gaps in this sequence. The gaps
between the files are different but the algorithm
still finds the common parts in the files. This
signature was also not found in a comparison
between the two different classes of files.

FUTURE
As of now, the program takes an extremely long
time to run. The program is currently being
modified to be run on a cluster computer to run
an alignment of all of the malware files which can
then be used on the testing set to see if it can
identify malware from these found common
sequences.
Apache Spark

Apache Spark is a powerful open source cluster
computing framework. Spark uses a data
structure called resilient distributed data (RDD) to
create a collection of elements to be distributed
over a cluster of machines. Spark is well suited
for iterative algorithms that require multiple
passes over a data set. The intent of using
Apache Spark is to reduce the time it takes to run
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the program. As stated above, one of the future
aspirations is to run and align all of the malware
files. The use of Spark will greatly reduce the wait
time considering there are thousands of files to
compare.

CONCLUSION
We have found sequences common to all class 1
files and class 2 files. These sequences are not
found in other classes of files that we have tested.
These common sequences are signatures of
class 1 and class 2 files that can be used to find
other class 1 and class 2 malware files. We
believe these signatures exist in all classes of
malware and once found can be used to identify
malware classes
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an approach that leverages computer
simulation models and experimental designs for exploration
analysis of a Department of Defense ammunition design
initiative. We apply the approach to an ammunition design
problem in order to demonstrate how we can illuminate
trade decisions between multiple design decisions and
environmental variables. We use a fast running, cloud-based
lethality service simulation to untangle the effects of 11
decision and environmental variables among 7 simulation
outputs. After running the experiments we fit statistical
metamodels that approximate the input and output behavior
of the simulation. These metamodels act as surrogates of the
simulation and are displayed in an interactive dashboard.
The purpose of the approach is to reveal tradeoff decisions
among the simulation input variables to help inform the
future design of an ammunition configuration. The results
are notional using unclassified data in order to demonstrate
the approach. Future implementations using classified data
are underway.
Author Keywords

Design of experiments; ammunition; tradeoff decisions;
simulation.
ACM Classification Keywords

I.6.1 SIMULATION AND MODELING
INTRODUCTION

The United States Army continually faces dynamic,
adaptive enemies that use asymmetric tactics from across
the globe. The capacity to overmatch the enemy on the
future battlefield is a strategic objective of the Department
of Defense (DoD). The Army Material Systems Analysis
Activity (AMSAA) is an agency that looks at threat and
force projections of 2025 in order to investigate material
solutions that will allow the US Army to achieve

overmatch against our future enemies. AMSAA has
undertaken a Small Arms Ammunition Configuration study
(SAAC) to analyze the future ammunition configuration that
will best overmatch the enemy in 2025 and beyond [Ruth
2015].
To evaluate a new ammunition configuration, AMSAA
collects field data via experimental testing either on ranges
or ballistic jelly that simulates the characteristics of the
human body (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Ballistic jelly testing. AMSAA and other labs routinely
utilize this method of testing for ammunition configurations because of
its ability to accurately depict the impact effects on the human body.
(Aimed Research Imaging, 2013)

The Army can choose to test thousands of small arms
ammunition configurations but it is too costly and time
consuming to perform the field testing on all of them. There
needs to be a means by which a smaller set of viable options
can be filtered amongst these configurations.
The SAAC study aims to screen the number of different
cases of ammunition configurations by utilizing a low
fidelity cloud based lethality service simulation. The goal is
to select a reduced set of alternatives while considering a
wide variety of ammunition types. Before investing in
building a new ammunition prototype, AMSAA routinely
uses the Infantry Warrior Simulation (IWARS) to evaluate
alternatives. Because IWARS can only model a small
number of ammunition alternatives, AMSAA intends to
explore a wider variety of alternatives using the simple
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cloud based lethality simulation model to help narrow the
set of alternatives.
IWARS is a force-on-force combat simulation used to
model scenarios and analyze survivability, lethality,
command and control, situation awareness, mobility, and
sustainability. IWARS models detailed scenarios that take
into account several factors about the environment, soldier,
and enemy to produce analytical information from the
scenario. [IWARS, 2011]. Modeling each scenario can be a
time consuming process due to the large amount of
computation resources required to run the simulation. A
single run of an IWARS scenario requires several different
inputs before it is able to complete an iteration. An
Environment Engine must be set to represent a terrain for
the modeled engagement to take place. Entities in IWARS
interact with the terrain in a large number of ways, from
determining elevation changes to allowing for cover and
concealment from enemy forces. After creating an in-depth
physical model for the simulation to be run in, an Agent
Behavior Engine begins to determine complex choices of
the entities in the simulation as well as communicate
between each other. Each iteration takes approximately
several minutes to run and program depending on the skill
of the person inputting the settings. For this reason,
AMSAA intends to use a lower fidelity cloud-based
lethality service simulation model in order to explore a
much larger ammunition configuration space. The
Department of Systems Engineering (DSE) at the United
States Military Academy assisted AMSAA with the
verification and analysis of the cloud based lethality service
simulation. The lethality service aims to analyze an
engagement between a soldier and an enemy in different
environmental conditions. The next section describes the
cloud based lethality service in more detail.

[Checkland 1999]. In order for emergent properties to be
identified, an integrated model in which all of the individual
models interact is needed. The resulting integrated model
will accurately depict the environmental context of the
scenario by enabling all variables to interact. The results of
this combined model will show the impacts of individual
variables as well as the emergent properties previously
unaccounted for in the separate sub-models used by
AMSAA.
The cloud based lethality service simulation model’s five
sub-models, including a target acquisition model (Acq), a
time to fire model (TTF), an Accuracy model (Acc), a
Human Body Model (Tar) and a lethality model (Leth), will
determine if the target is incapacitated. The cloud based
lethality service simulation scheme is depicted in Figure 2
below.

CLOUD BASED LETHALITY SERVICE SIMULATION

The cloud based lethality service is a simulation that
integrates five sub-models in order to simultaneously
evaluate the acquisition of a target, the time it takes for a
soldier to fire a weapon, the accuracy of the ammunition,
which part of the body was hit by the ammunition, and
whether the ammunition incapacitated the target. Previous
to this project, AMSAA used the individual sub-models
separately to find their independent outcomes and then
combined the data from each model at the end of the total
study to find the outcomes of the whole scenario. The
shortfall of this technique in depicting a total combat
scenario is that it does not incorporate or depict the
emergent properties that can only result when the submodels are integrated to model a shooting engagement. The
emergent properties are what surface when the system acts
as a whole with all of the interrelated constituent parts.

Figure 2: Cloud Based Lethality Service Simulation Scheme

Each of these sub-models uses a validated methodology and
algorithms that are utilized in many combat simulation
models. The acquire model represents a soldier’s ability to
identify a target as a threat [Barnett and Duvall 2012]. The
Time to Fire model simulates the different expected times
between acquisition and actually sending munition down
range towards the intended target [Barnett and Stroupe
2009]. The accuracy model represents the accuracy of the
munition based on range, type of round, and other factors
related to the weapon [Barnett and Duvall 2011]. Finally,
the human body model breaks down the likelihood of
incapacitation of the target based on the accuracy of the
round and the area of the target that the munition hits
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[Barnett 2003]. Figure 3 shows the lethality service’s
simulated scenario as a simple engagement between a
solider and an enemy target.

identify an input of the model that has the greatest impact on
the output. The boosted tree model uses the residuals, or the
error difference between the data and the model predictions,
as the input for the second partition tree layer. The
algorithm continues to fit models on the residuals of the
previous layer for a set number of iterations. This gives a
final model which is the weighted sum of all the previous
individual models. The boosted tree metamodel
mathematical equation results in a series of nested if
statements and appears as a complicated step function in
each dimension.

Figure 3: Cloud based lethality service simulation scenario.

We develop a boosted tree metamodel for each of the model
outputs and display them in what is called a prediction
profiler. The prediction profiler is a platform developed by
JMP that shows the partial derivative for each input
dimensions. JMP is an interactive tool that was developed
by SAS to visualize and explore statistical analysis of data.
[Ventura 2012] The prediction profiler allows us to
visualize the effects of each input on the collection of model
outputs we intend to evaluate.

By utilizing the simple fast running lethality service
simulation, AMSAA can explore a large variety of
alternatives to help narrow the selection of ammunition
configurations that will be modeled in IWARS. The next
section describes AMSAA’s current state-of-practice and
our proposed methodology in greater depth.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to propose a methodology that
leverages statistical metamodeling and design of
experiments (DOE) in order to illuminate trade decisions
between the lethality service simulation input and output
variables. DOE allows systems engineers the ability to
perform experiments in order to gain as much statistical
information about a system and learn about its behavior,
relationships, and interactions between variables. To
perform a DOE on the lethality model we utilize a design
matrix which contains columns of settings for input
parameters and rows containing the input specifications for
each experiment conducted.
After performing the simulation experiments using the
selected design matrix, we then fit a statistical metamodel to
the data. A metamodel is a mathematical expression that
acts as a surrogate to the simulation [MacCalman et al.
2015]. The metamodel allows us to identify the input/output
behavior of the simulation model and distinguish the most
significant model inputs that affect the model outputs from
the rest of the input variables.
There are several statistical methods used to develop a
metamodel that include linear regression, neural nets,
Gaussian Processes and many more. The method we used
was the boosted tree method which removes the traditional
drawbacks of Single Tree methods and their poor predictive
performance. [Ellith et al., 2008] The boosted tree method
uses a weighted combination of partition tree layers. Each
layer is found by identifying the optimal split in the data
between two groups where the distance between the means
of the two groups is maximized. From this split we can

The next section includes descriptions of both the inputs we
explored and outputs we analyzed using the lethality
service.
MODEL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

AMSAA utilized unclassified data sets in order to allow
DSE to successfully verify and analyze the lethality service.
Table 1 shows the lethality service inputs. Our goal is to
identify the effects of each input on the service’s outputs.
These inputs are listed in Table 1, below. The categories of
each input are listed within the description column. The
names of the sensors and firing munitions are generic so as
not to reveal the study’s true names.
Table 1: Cloud based-lethality service simulation inputs

Input Name
Sensor Name
Firing Munition
Season
Target Clothing
Clutter
Background
Light Level
Rounds per Burst
Range
Combat
Proficiency
Combat
Conditions

Description
Type of sensor/optic (none, day, night, heat)
Type of ammunition round
SUMMER or WINTER
Target’s body armor type
Cover around target (MED or LOW)
Vegetation or Sand
Clear Day, Overcast Day, New Moon, Full
Moon
Rounds fired per shot
Between 0 and 750 meters
Level of crew experience (Acceptable,
Good, Best)
Level of intensity during contact (Favorable,
Intermediate, Severe)

Some of the inputs were decision variables, and some were
environmental variables. In this study, decision variables are
defined as the factors which the team is able to control. The
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team decides which sensor to use or which munition to use.
The environmental variables are those factors listed in Table
1 above that were varied but are also out of the individual
soldier’s control. The decision variables were: the sensor
used by the soldier on the rifle, such as the naked eye or a
type of optic, the Firing Munition used in the rifle, such as
type and caliber of the round, and Rounds per Burst. The
remaining variables in Table 1 are environmental. The
outputs we analyzed are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Cloud-based lethality service simulation
outputs

Output Name

Description

%RoundsHit
SD%RoundsHit

Average Percent of Shots that Hit Target
Standard Deviation of the Percent of Shots that
Hit Target
Overall Probability of the Target being
Incapacitated in any given scenario
Probability that the Target is Incapacitated
given that the Target is Hit with at least one
round
Probability that the Target is Incapacitated
given that at least one shot was taken in the
scenario
Notional cost of the particular rifle setup in a
given scenario
Notional weight of the particular rifle setup in
a given scenario

P(Incap)
P(Incap|Hit)

P(Incap|Shot)

Cost
Weight

To generate the outputs listed in Table 2 we performed a
simulation experiment with a design matrix developed using
a genetic algorithm [MacCalman 2013]. The matrix had 11
columns, one for each input, and 4,480 rows, each row
representing the input settings for the 11 inputs. We
simulated 15 replications of each scenario in order to gather
a better sampling of results for each scenario. Because the
data used was unclassified, the results are notional and used
for demonstration purposes. Therefore we choose a small
sample size to save computation time and data memory
storage.
The raw output data from the simulation included the
number of shots fired (#ShotsFired), number of rounds hit
(#RoundsHit), and whether or not the target was
incapacitated. To calculate the outputs listed in Table 2 the
team used Equations 1, 2 and 3.
%RoundsHit = (#RoundsHit) / (#ShotsFired)

(1)

P(Incap|Hit) = [P(Incap)] / [P(Hit)]

(2)

P(Incap|Shot) = [P(Incap)] / [P(Shot)]

(3)

Conversely, a 0 represented not incapacitated, no shots
fired, and no rounds hit respectively. We interpreted the
average replications of the indicator variables as a
probability. Using Bayes Laws for conditional probabilities
we calculated the probabilities of incapacitation given a hit
(Equation 2) and the probability of incapacitation given a
shot (Equation 3). [Triola 1978]
To demonstrate compelling trade-offs we developed
notional cost and weight models to include in our analysis.
These notional outputs are intended as placeholders to show
that with measured and accurate cost and weight values
there may be significant tradeoffs to consider. Cost did not
affect the lethality of the service, but certainly the weight of
the rifle will affect the soldier’s ability to shoot and
maneuver. The next section goes in depth in explaining the
emerging results and takeaway that were gathered after
performing the proposed methodology.
EMERGING RESULTS

Figure 4 depicts the boosted trees fit for each of the
simulation outputs and notional data in a prediction profile
created in the JMP statistical package. A prediction profiler
allows us to visualize the model output landscape in order to
understand which model inputs along the x-axis are most
significant and how they affect the outputs along the y-axis.
[MacCalman et al., 2015]. The prediction profiler shown in
Figure 4 uses different intensity levels of green and red to
show positive or negative trends respectively for continuous
variables and yellow for categorical variables that had an
impact on the outputs. The advantage of using the prediction
profiler is that it allows the user to change the input settings
along the x-axis and visually see how the outputs change
without having to re-run the simulation. We note again that
these metamodel equations act as surrogates to the actual
simulation and therefore are approximations of the model.
Interested alternative configurations that emerge from the
use of the prediction profiler should be confirmed with a
simulation model run using the same input settings. Note
that the prediction profiler shows only 7 of the 11
categorical variables along the x-axis. These 7 are the only
input variables that had an effect on the seven outputs
(displayed in the y-axis).

In order to calculate Equations 2 and 3 we created three
indicator variables where 1 represented an incapacitation, at
least one shot fired, and at least one round hit respectively.
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Figure 4: Prediction Profiler

In Figure 4, above, there are specific inputs that express one
unique scenario, which are the input variables highlighted in
red. What this shows is that in a scenario with these seven
specific settings, the red-highlighted outputs occurred. The
trend lines in each grid show how that specific variable
affected the outcome of a scenario in which the other six
inputs were those listed in red. For example, at a range of
100m, with the six inputs held constant as shown in Figure
4, the P(Incap) of the target is just over 16%. As the trend
line shows, however, this P(Incap) naturally decreases as the
range increases. The Range input provided the biggest
contribution to the overall lethality of the ammunition.
Therefore, AMSAA can infer that as range increases,
weapons accuracy decreases. This ultimately leads to fewer
hits per shot, which results in a lower overall lethality factor
for the weapon. Because the CrewProficiency, Condition,
and RoundsPerBurst inputs did not have an impact on the
results in this scenario, their grids were blacked out. Sensor
Name and Firing Munition were the only variables to affect
cost and weight, which can be expected as they directly alter
the weight of the rifle setup and the cost of the rifle setup.
The Sensor Name and Light Level variables are also related.
As can be expected, a Heat sensor should fare better than a
normal Sight under full moon conditions. However, in
scenarios of better light, different sensors perform
differently. This means it is important to view results of
different combinations of sensor and light level, which the
prediction profiler allows us to do.
An interesting note is that the firing munition did not affect
the P(Incap), P(Incap|Shot), P(Incap|Hit) or the %RoundsHit
for this scenario. This is most likely just a product of the
difficulty of acquiring the target with the given Range,
Sensor Name, and Light Level. However, it is important to
find those scenarios in which the munition had different

effects. With classified data inputs for more munition types,
it is likely that this input will become much more
significant.
Finally, one issue that was noted in the prediction profiler is
that P(Incap|Hit) is less than the P(Incap|Shot) in some
isolated scenarios. On an intuitive level, one would expect
that to be the opposite, as a target that has been hit should be
more likely to become incapacitated than one that has been
shot at, as the shot could either hit or miss. The reasoning
behind this unexpected result would go a long way in
further refining the lethality service and building a more
accurate model. After further reviewing the lethality service
results in excel, it was confirmed that in every scenario
P(Incap|Hit) >= P(Incap|Shot) >= P(Incap). Therefore, we
attribute this error to the fitting of the boosted tree
metamodel equation in JMP.

CONCLUSION

The ability to quickly and efficiently evaluate trade
decisions between multiple design decisions and
environmental variables will benefit the SAAC study. The
previous methods used by AMSAA included many steps.
First AMSAA gathered field data by conducting numerous
shot iterations in a closed environment. Next, AMSAA
modeled the combat environment in a separate surrogate
model. Lastly, AMSAA would make another model for the
shooter/target interactions. These separate models (acquire
algorithm, weapons lethality, etc) were not joined together
into one larger model. This meant that AMSAA could only
simulate the ammunition characteristics without the
involvement of the environment, shooter, target, and
sensors. The ability to not fully represent a combat scenario
ultimately degrades AMSAA’s capability to provide their
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client, the DoD, with the technological overmatch that is
required to fight in an ever-changing and dynamic global
environment.
The proposed methodology can effectively untangle the
effects of the 11 decision and environmental variables
among 7 simulation outputs. Statistical metamodels can
mathematically represent the input/output behavior of the
simulation and reveal interesting insights. The prediction
profiler provides an interactive dashboard that allows the
user to move and change the values of input settings to see
the effects on the outputs. The ability to alter conditions
illuminates tradeoff decisions to the user, and ultimately,
provides the client with a better end product.
Insights from the prediction profiler benefit the SAAC study
because it allows the engineers to quickly view the tradeoff
decisions, whereas before these insights would have been
hidden throughout numerous individual models.
This research will not only benefit AMSAA. The SAAC
study will serve as a use case that we will apply within the
Engineered Resilient System (ERS) trade-space tool. ERS is
an architecture developed by the Engineered Research
Development Center (ERDC); its purpose is to leverage
information to better inform manufacturers by synthesizing
and analyzing information stored in multiple data clouds.
Inclusion of the lethality service methodology within ERS
ultimately allows the user the ability to quickly and
efficiently illuminate their tradespace. The trade-space tool
also stands to help ERS by suggesting further improvements
as to the ERS architecture in general. The ability for users to
manipulate the data via multiple open source clouds will
require a broader and adaptive ERS tradespace tool. The
next section will explain the implications this methodology
can have on future work across the government and industry
at large. [Holland 2015]
FUTURE WORK

DSE aims to transfer the proposed weapons lethality service
methodology to AMSAA for implementation with classified
ammunition and weapons data. Therefore, the verification
and seamless operation of the service remains crucial to the
AMSAA ammunition initiative. The majority of the
AMSAA SACC study data remains in the classified realm.
Successful implementation with classified data will prove
that the methodology is capable to work in conjunction with
other technologies not limited to just ammunition.
By providing a successful use case for the methodology, the
possibility for broader real-life applications becomes readily
apparent. The use of this surrogate statistical metamodeling
methodology to illuminate trade decisions can very well be

applied to a plethora of different scenarios. In the future,
after more use cases are iterated, developed, analyzed, and
improved upon, one can be sure that this methodology will
be used in not only the defense industry, but the business
realm as well. The government and private sectors alike will
certainly benefit- both in time and cost- from using the
proposed methodology used in the weapons lethality
service. In an increasingly globalized combat environment,
market place, and competitive industry, time will be saved
and efficiency maximized with the use of a tradespace
illumination service.
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Abstract—Threat modeling is an essential step in the design of
secure systems. Often, such critical threat models are not
explicitly specified in a product description. When such
products are deployed in a specific environment, it may fail to
protect its environment from attacks as its current threat
model is incompatible with the implicit threat model it was
designed for. In this paper, we illustrate the effect of a threat
model on a product design through the design of an identity
management system. We choose three different threat models
of different complexity. For each model, we define a threat
model and arrive at an identity management system
architecture that addresses the threats in that model. The
examples highlight the importance of explicit construction of
threat models during the system specification stage, prior to
the design stage, so suitable secure systems can be designed. It
also emphasizes the importance of examining the compatibility
of the threat models of the environment in which a product is
to be deployed with that of the product.
Keywords-architecture; threat modeling; identity management;
system design; security; modeling;

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advances in technology and the use of internet in
our day-to-day life, including online banking, online
shopping, online payments, etc., preserving individual
privacy and system security have become major issues [1].
Attacks routinely occur on systems that are believed to be
secure. Potential threats such as backdoor Trojan apps, data
leaks, etc., have become quite common. Such attacks are
inflicting huge financial and economic loss in commercial
sector [2]. In addition, such attacks on government sites are
becoming a threat to national security. These threats could
be both internal (e.g., data leaks by a disgruntled employee
in an organization) and external (e.g., phishing sites,
impersonation etc.) [3]. Organizations are addressing these
threats by investing in secure systems.
When designing secure systems, designers often make some
implicit assumptions about the underlying system and the
associated threat model. For example, while designing a
server, the designers may assume that all incoming requests
are filtered through a firewall which takes care of any denial
of service (DoS) attacks. This is an implicit assumption. So
when the system is deployed in an environment where the
firewall (if any) does not prevent DoS attacks, then the
implicit assumption is no longer valid, and the system
becomes vulnerable to attacks [4]. However, if these
assumptions are explicitly stated, then the organizations that
deploy the system understand the system’s limitations and
take appropriate actions to address the DoS attacks.
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More importantly, during system specification phase,
possible threats to be addressed by a system are to be
identified and stated in the form of a threat model [5, 6].
This helps the system designers in developing systems that
address these threats. Of course, the resulting design may
give rise to some additional threats, resulting in an enhanced
threat model. The design team can now modify the design to
mitigate these threats. In this paper, we illustrate the effect
of threat models on system design process using an example
system [7].
Identity management systems, such as Shibboleth, provide
authentication and/or authorization functionality for service
providers [8]. For example, Google acts as the identity
management system for service providers such as Gmail and
Google+ plus. When users attempt to use Gmail, they will
be required to provide their Google credentials. Gmail
system then uses the services of Google identity
management system to authenticate the users. Successfully
authenticated users will then be able to access their Gmail
services. In this situation, if due to inadequate security
measures, the Google identity management system was
attacked, Google’s users’ accounts may be compromised. In
addition, this will negatively impact all service providers
(e.g., Gmail, Google+, etc.).
When service providers such as commercial vendors (e.g.,
Amazon, eBay, etc.) are impacted by compromised identity
management systems, there would be significant financial
losses [9]. Similarly, if the Department of Defense’s identity
management systems are compromised through attacks, then
it could compromise national security [10]. Over the years,
many researchers identified several security flaws in the
existing identity management systems [14]. Hence, it is
important to design a robust identity management system
that is as secure as possible from external and/or internal
threats [15]. Identifying the threats, in an explicit threat
model, during design process, helps in developing a secure
identity management system. In this paper, we illustrate the
influence of threat models on identity management system
design through three successively complex threat models
and show the resulting system architectures.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe
a typical Identity Management System (IMS) and the
underlying interactions among its components. Section III
describes the threat modeling in the context of IMS. Section
IV discusses the impact of the threat modeling on the IMS
system design thorough three different models with different
levels of threats. Finally, in Section V, we summarize our
contributions and discuss future work.
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II. IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
As mentioned above, a typical identity management system
deals with identifying individuals in a system and
controlling their access to services provided within the
system by associating the user rights and restrictions with
the establishing identity [17]. It achieves its functionality
through three components: Service Provider, Identity
Provider and Users. In this section, we will briefly describe
each component and illustrate the interactions that take
place among the three components.
1. Service Provider: Service provider (SP) is an entity that
provides users/organizations with various services. It is an
interface through which outside world interacts with the
services. It could be a software service, a hardware service,
or a hybrid. Typically, an SP first authenticates and/or
authorizes a user before providing a service. It relies on a
trusted third party identity provider for authentication and
authorization.

6.

IDP authenticates and redirects the user to SP,
providing authorization token and other data
including the attributes such as user’s groups and
permissions

7.

User goes to SP with the attributes and
authorization token

8.

SP verifies the token with IDP

9.

IDP validates token

10. SP provides user access to its service
In the next section, we discuss the threat modeling in the
context of an Identity Management System.

2. Identity Provider: Identity provider (IDP), also called as
identity assertion provider or identity service provider, is a
service that authenticates the users who are trying to use a
service provided by a service provider. IDP authenticates
users and also provides the authorization information to the
service providers.
3. User: A user is an individual or an organization that uses
a service. A registered user’s identity is stored with the
identity provider. Users consume services provided by a
service provider by validating their identity using an IDP.

Figure 1: Architecture of components in a basic Identity
Management System.

Fig. 1 shows a basic architecture of an identity management
system. A user who requires a service reaches out to a
Service provider (SP). The service provider has to first
establish the identity of the user to provide access to its
service. For this, it relies on an identity provider (IDP).
Identity provider, in addition to supplying the identity of the
user, can also provide some relevant attributes of the user
(e.g., roles, affiliation, etc.) to the SP. Based on the
information provided by the IDP, service provider gives the
user access to its services.
Let us now look at the data and message control flow
among these components. Fig. 2 illustrates the sequence of
message exchanges among a user, an SP and an IDP. The
message exchanges are as follows.
1.

User requests a service from SP

2.

SP will redirect user to IDP with message for
authentication

3.

User redirects to IDP with message

4.

IDP will request user for its credentials

5.

User submits its credentials

Figure 2: Message exchanges in a typical Identity Management
System.
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III. THREAT MODELING IN IDENTITY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
A threat model helps to identify the risks, issues and attack
points in a system [16]. Typically, in most systems, threat
models are implicit. However, such systems are prone to
attacks in environments where the implicit assumptions are
no longer valid. For this reason, it is important to identify
and state the underlying threats through a threat model.
Such a threat model must be part of system design process.
Fig. 3 illustrates such a design process [18, 20].
1. Threat Analysis: This is where a system analyst attempts
to identify the internal and external threats to the system
that is being designed.
2. Risk Assessment: Risk assessment is a process to identify
the business impact of the risks associated with the threats
that are identified during the threat analysis.
3. Risk Mitigation: Risk mitigation is an approach to reduce
the risk impact severity and/or probability of occurrence.
We develop solutions to mitigate the threats using this
approach.

redirects the user to the IDP. If it is compromised, it can
redirect the user to a phishing site which can steal the user
credentials.
IDP-T3. (Data breach at IDP): The data stored at an IDP
has to be secure. Often, the data is stored in plain text and
certain permissions are set to restrict access to this data. If
the data is not secured, an intruder can easily get access to
users’ data.
IDP-T4. (IDP Server misconfiguration): It is possible that
whoever setup the ACLs of the IDP server would have
missed some configuration. With a loop hole in the system,
a hacker can get hold of the certificates, keys or even the
user data.
IDP-T5. (Unverified user data): IDP doesn’t usually
validate the data that is provided by the user at registration.
This makes it possible to impersonate a user and access
resources to perform malicious activities by a malicious
user.
B. SP Threat Modeling
SP has a certain level of trust on IDP and the user. It also
trusts that it is secure. With these assumptions, certain
threats arise. Following are the threats that are identified at
SP.
SP-T1. (Malicious IDP): If the IDP is compromised, a
malicious IDP is responsible for authentication and
authorization of users. Such IDP can authenticate users who
do not have access to the SP. It can also provide false
authorization. The data that IDP releases can no longer be
trusted.

Figure 3. Threat Modeling

Let us now look at the threat modeling in Identity
Management systems. We discuss this in terms of threat
modeling at the IDP, SP, User and System-wide.
A. IDP Threat Modeling
Since IDP interacts with the user and SP, the trust and
threat issues that need to be considered while designing an
Identity Management System are identified.
Following are the threats that are identified at an IDP.
IDP-T1. (Malicious user): It is possible that a user’s
account could be compromised and an impersonator is
trying access the service. Such impersonator can get access
to the user’s personal data, request changes to the stored
data and gain illegal access to the resources. It is the
responsibility of the IDP to identify such behaviors.
IDP-T2. (Malicious SP): If a service provider is
compromised, it is possible to impersonate an SP. Also, SP

SP-T2. (Malicious User): SP trusts the IDP to verify a user.
An intruder can hijack the system and get access to the
authorization token provided by the IDP. Without having a
way to verifying the user, an SP is vulnerable to such
attacks.
SP-T3. (SP Server misconfiguration): If the ACLs on the
SP server are not properly setup, someone can get access to
the server’s system memory. This can reveal the users’
data, which is a breach of privacy.
C. User Threat Modeling
A user has to trust IDP and SP to establish the identity and
gain access to the services. In the process, it may make
assumptions that lead to a threat. Following are the threats
that are identified at User.
U-T1. (Malicious IDP): If a user cannot verify the identity
of an IDP, they are prone to phishing attack. The phishing
site will be a malicious IDP and get access to user
credentials.
U-T2. (Mistrust in IDP): A user has to trust IDP with the
security and privacy of its data on the IDP. A user doesn’t
have control over what data is being shared [19].
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Figure 4: Threat model for Identity Management System

U-T3. (Privacy violation): Users expect that their data is
protected by IDP. Users also cannot control which parts of
the data is shared with a specific SP. This could violate the
privacy of the user.
U-T4. (Malicious SP): SP establishes its identity with the
IDP but not with the users. A compromised SP or a
phishing site acting as SP can try to get access to users’
data.
Fig. 4 summarizes these threats at the three components. It
is clear that one malicious entity could be a threat at
multiple components. For example, a malicious user could
be a threat both to an IDP as well as an SP.9
D. System-wide Threat Modeling
At this level, for simplicity, we identify only one threat.
SW-T1. (Insecure communication): The communication
between the components of an Identity Management
System has to be secure. If the data is not transmitted over a
secure channel, intruders can gain access to the data that is
being transmitted.
So far we have identified different possible threats both at
component and system level of an Identity Management
System. In the next section we illustrate the impact of this
threat model on the system design.
IV. IMPACT OF THREAT MODELING ON IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN
As mentioned in the introduction, threat modeling is a
critical step in the design of an Identity Management
System. As we try to handle more and more threats, the
threat model also becomes complex. System design process
that identify mechanisms to address these threats also

becomes complex. In this section, we illustrate this
relationship between a threat model and the resulting
system design using three examples. We start from a simple
threat model in Model 1 and move to Model 2 and then
Model 3 by considering more and more threats.
A. Model 1
Consider a simple case where IDP and SP are trusted and
have access controls in place. Let us assume that the
communication is also secure. These assumptions result in
the following threat model for Identity Management
System.

IDP-T1 (Malicious User)
IDP-T5 (Unverified user data)
SP-T2 (Malicious User)

As a part of risk assessment, we find that the threats that the
system is facing is from a malicious user. If the user’s
account is compromised, an impersonator will be able to get
access to the service. The malicious user can get access to
user’s data and possibly request modifications to it. It is
also possible that the original user is a malicious user who
is providing false information.
For risk mitigation, we can modify the Identity
management system to include a new component called
registrar. A registrar is responsible for validating the data
that is provided by the user at the time of registration. This
will mitigate the threat IDP-T5.
We also introduce a two factor authentication [11]. The IDP
should request the user a one-time password (OTP), which
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is valid for only one session. It usually requires access to
something a person has, such as a key-ring fob device with
OTP built-in, a smart card, a cell phone or an email. IDP
can also share the hash of the OTP with the SP along with
the other data. With this, the SP can also verify the user
before providing access to its service. This will mitigate the
threats IDP-T1 and SP-T2.

communication between different components is still
secure. This results in the following threat model. The
threats from Model 1 are shown in italics.

IDP-T1 (Malicious User)
IDP-T2 (Malicious SP)
IDP-T5 (Unverified user data)
SP-T1 (Malicious IDP)
SP-T2 (Malicious User)
U-T2 (Mistrust in IDP)
U-T3 (Privacy violation)
U-T4 (Malicious SP)

In model 1, we have already discussed the risks and its
mitigation techniques for the three italicized threats. Here
we assume that the same techniques are in place.

Figure 5: Architecture of components in Model 1.

Fig. 5 shows the components of the Identity Management
System based in Model 1. Fig. 6 shows the changes to the
sequence of message exchanges between the components of
the system.

Let us now look at the remaining threats. In terms of risk
assessment, we find two distinct risks due to the above
threats. One is impersonation of SP and IDP (e.g. through
phishing attack). The other is user privacy violation
(without the privacy rules or agreements between the IDP
and the user, the IDP cannot enforce privacy).

Figure 6: Message exchange between components in Model 1.

B. Model 2
Let us now look at another model with extended threats.
Here, as in Model 1, user is untrusted. In addition, we
assume that the other two components, i.e. IDP and SP are
also not trusted. As before, we assume that the

Figure 7: Message exchange between components in Model 2.
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These risks may be mitigated by introducing a
cryptographic
challenge-response
based
mutual
authentication [12] among User, IDP and SP. This mitigates
the threats IDP-T2, SP-T1, U-T1 and U-T4. For the user
privacy violation threat, we suggest introducing privacy
agreements between User and IDP to give the user control
over which data can be shared. With the privacy agreements
[13], the IDP becomes responsible to protect the privacy of
the user. This may not completely remove the threats U-T2
and U-T3, but reduces the severity of the threat. Fig. 7
shows the changes to the message exchanges between the
components.
In this model, we add steps 7, 10, 11, 13 and 14 are
modified or added to the steps in Model 1. Since we did not
introduce any new components to the system, the system
architecture remains the same.

loop holes. These components are allowed to participate in
the Identity Managements system, only after the security is
validated by the Auditor. Auditor is responsible for
performing regular audits of the components to make sure
that they are secure. This mitigates the threats IDP-T3, IDPT4 and SP-T3. Fig. 8 shows the changes to the system
architecture.
The message exchange between the User, SP and IDP
remain the same as in Model 2.
The three threat models and the resulting IMS architectures
are good examples to illustrate the impact of threat
modeling on system design and resulting system
architecture. In the next section, we discuss the criticality of
this step in more detail.

C. Model 3
Consider a case in which the model is based on modified
Model 2. Let us assume that the access controls on SP and
IDP are not complete. Let us assume that the
communication between various components is secure.
There assumptions result in the following threat models.
The threats from model 2 are shown in italics.

IDP-T1 (Malicious User)
IDP-T2 (Malicious SP)
IDP-T3 (Data breach at IDP)
IDP-T4 (IDP Server misconfiguration)

Figure 8: Architecture of components in Model 3.

IDP-T5 (Unverified user data)
SP-T1 (Malicious IDP)
SP-T2 (Malicious User)
SP-T3 (SP Server misconfiguration)
U-T2 (Mistrust in IDP)
U-T3 (Privacy violation)
U-T4 (Malicious SP)

As before, we assume that the threat mitigation techniques
that were proposed in model 2 are in place. This will leave
us with two types of threats, security at SP and security at
IDP.
It is possible that the security access controls on SP and
IDP are not complete. To mitigate this risk, we introduce a
new component in the system called Auditor. Auditor is
responsible for checking access controls on the IDP and SP.
When IDP and SP are initially setup, Auditor scans the
serves and notifies IDP and SP of any security loop holes in
their systems. IDP and SP are responsible for fixing these

V. DISCUSSION
So far we have built three progressively complex threat
models and arrived at identity management system
architectures for each of the models. In this section, we will
discuss criticality of the threat modeling step in more detail.
Let us consider architecture in Model 1. It assumes that the
identity provider, the registrar, and the service provider are
trusted. Hence, the IDP makes no explicit effort to verify
the authenticity of the SP or the registrar. When this
architecture is deployed in an environment where we could
have phishing attacks in terms of spoofed SP, then IDP may
be passing information to SP about a user that it should not.
Such systems would be prone to SP spoofing attacks.
Similarly, let us consider Model 2 that assumes that both
IDP and SP are secure. So if these architectures are
deployed in environments where the SPs are not so secure,
say businesses that cannot invest much in IT security, then
we could have security and privacy issues with respect to
the provided services as well as the user privacy.
On the other hand, an organization may go to the other
extreme and deploy an expensive system that has a very
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exhaustive threat model. This may be overkill. For
example, the architecture built with model 3 in mind may
be unnecessary in environments operating within threat
model 1.
These arguments are equally valid for other systems such as
web servers. We can see that as we consider more and more
threats during the design process, the system design
becomes more and more robust and resilient to attacks.
When a product designer explicitly specifies the threat
model that a system is designed to address, it is easy for a
customer to decide the appropriateness of that product it
his/her environment.
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have discussed the importance of building
a threat model during design specification phase of a
system so that during the design phase, these can be
addressed. More importantly, we have argued for explicit
threat models as opposed to implicit threat models. To
illustrate the impact of threat models on the design of a
system, we have chosen identity management as an
example. Accordingly, we identified three threat models
that are progressively complex. For each of these threat
models, we have stated the threats and arrived at a system
design that addresses the threats. These examples clearly
emphasize the importance of threat modeling prior to
design. For example, a system designed with implicit threat
assumptions of Model 1 has a high potential to be attacked
if employed in environments where threats of models 2 or 3
are present.
We are presently working on expanding Model 3 for
identity management systems. In addition, we plan to
expand this approach to other systems such as web servers.
While the focus of this paper is not come up with an allencompassing threat model, it serves the purpose of the
highlighting the importance of threat modeling for both the
architectural design as well as for customer of the product.
For the same reason, we have taken an informal approach to
threat modeling and did not employ any formal threat
modeling techniques [21], and instead took a more back-ofthe-envelope approach. We hope to extend this work with
more formal models [22].
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INTRODUCTION
One of the most important roles of a state’s leadership is preserving its security. The most
common way to do this is by having a military strong enough to deter potential adversaries, or
if necessary defeat them in wartime. Military end strength is always challenged by the problem
of desertion by individual soldiers and sailors. A soldier who deserts is as useless as one who is
killed in combat, more so if the state devotes resources to catching and punishing deserters.
Desertion can reduce military strength and make it more difficult for states to preserve
themselves. What induces soldiers to desert?
Being in a combat situation is no fun regardless of the circumstances. When faced with the
potential of imminent death, the rational course of action for soldiers is to run away. Even
though units that stay cohesive in combat normally survive as a unit, there are no guarantees
for individuals. A deserter is basically deciding that living is better than dying, particularly if his
comrades are “irrational” enough to stay behind and cover his escape with their lives. This
instinct and understanding of game payoffs can be demonstrated with a combat version of
Prisoner’s Dilemma.
This paper will review the classic Prisoner’s Dilemma, then apply it to combat situations
examining the following hypotheses: H1) states can alter the “Combat Dilemma” payoff matrix.
H2) states can successfully alter the Combat Dilemma short of executing runaway soldiers. H3)
the Combat Dilemma is waning in the US over time.
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METHODOLOGY
Prisoner’s Dilemma has been a favorite basis of game theory for decades, particularly in the
international arena. It is applicable to a wide variety of situations involving states, sub-state
and non-state actors, and individuals. The endless attraction is based on the elegance of the
game structure: players being forced to choose between pursuit of absolute gains (the Liberal
ideal) versus relative gains (the Realist view). The desire of and reward from pursuit of selfish
short-term ends at the expense of the greater long-term good is always present, whether as the
focal points of the conflict or hovering in the background as a menacing reminder of the penalty
for being “the sucker” (see Grieco in Kegley 1995).
Analysis will be conducted based on a normal form 2x2 game matrix assuming n = 2 number of
players. Payoffs in the game will be treated as ordinal. The game is a variant of the classic
Prisoner’s Dilemma, where the rational course of action is to choose to confess regardless of
the decision of the other prisoner. Whatever the other prisoner decides, confessing results in
the highest possible payoff for the individual. This occurs despite the fact that if both prisoners
cooperate and choose to remain silent, the greatest absolute payoff would accrue to the
players as a whole. Prisoner’s Dilemma is depicted in the following table:
PLAYERS

Robber 1

Robber 2
STRATEGIES

Silence

Confess

Silence

2,2

0,3

Confess

3,0

1,1

Table 1 Prisoner’s Dilemma
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In game form, we can see that “Silence” is the dominated strategy: a robber always receives a
lower payoff by selecting it, regardless of what course the other Robber chooses. Thus in
Prisoner’s Dilemma the Nash Equilibrium (circled in red in Table 1) always occurs when both
players pursue their optimal strategy of confess/confess: unilateral deviation from this strategy
would worsen the payoff for the deviating player, hence neither player has incentive to defect
(see Morrow 1994).
Desertion in this study is defined per the US Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) as “any
member of the armed forces who-without authority, goes or remains absent from his unit,
organization, or place of duty with intent to remain away therefrom permanently” (See
Spangler 2014).

BUILDING THE GAME
Imagine two soldiers, Private Able and Specialist Baker, are assigned to man machine-gun
positions on adjacent hilltop positions against an expected enemy attack. Possible game
outcomes are as follows:
1) If both soldiers man their posts, they mutually support each other against the enemy
attack and both will probably survive.
2) If both soldiers abandon their posts, no one is in place to cover their respective retreats
from the enemy advance and both will probably die.
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3) If Private Able mans his post while Specialist Baker runs away, Private Able will definitely
die because the enemy attack will overwhelm a single soldier, while Specialist Baker will
definitely survive due to time bought for his escape by Private Able.
4) If Specialist Baker mans his post while Private Able runs away, the reverse of Outcome 3
will occur: Baker definitely dies, Able definitely lives.
Soldier choices are simultaneous: hence they can be depicted utilizing a normal form game
payoff matrix as shown in Table 1:

PLAYERS

Private Able

Specialist Baker
STRATEGIES

Fight

Flight

Fight

PL, PL

DD, DL

Flight

DL, DD

PD, PD

Table 2 Combat Dilemma
Where:
PL = Probably Live
PD = Probably Die
DL = Definitely Live
DD = Definitely Die
Payoffs are ordinal with descending order DL > PL > PD > DD.
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As we can see, Combat Dilemma plays out in the same fashion as Prisoner’s Dilemma. Payoffs
for a soldier choosing strategy “Fight” are (PL) and (DD). Payoffs for a soldier choosing “Flight”
are (DL) and (PD). Regardless of the strategy of the other soldier, the best strategy of a soldier
is “Flight,” or cheating. If both soldiers choose the rational strategy of “Flight,” Nash
Equilibrium will be reached at the payoff of (PD, PD), because one soldier choosing to stay
changes his payoff from Probably Die to Definitely Die, a worse outcome per our ordinal
ranking system. Later we will see how state can change payoffs beyond live or die.
The strategy would hold true for any number of soldiers placed on the front line. In this model
the assumption is made that the soldier who chooses “Flight” will definitely live. If we were to
develop a model wherein we set the expected utility of “Flight” at any EU < 1, a simple formula
could also be developed demonstrating that as the number of soldiers increases, the EU for a
single soldier choosing Flight would correspondingly increase, and would actually approach 1
fairly quickly.
An example of such a formula might be:
Chance of living for one soldier choosing “Flight” = 1 - (.1/N-1)
Where N = number of players
With this formula, we have slightly altered the two-player “Flight” payoff from “Definitely Live”
to 90%. Even adding a third player to this modified game increases the survival chance of a
single soldier choosing “Flight” to 95%. By the addition of the 12th soldier to the game, the
survival chance of a single soldier choosing “Flight” increases to > 99% and continues to
approach 100% thereafter. The numerator value of .1 was selected arbitrarily for
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demonstration purposes: the basic principle holds true for any fractional numerator value
selected.
Thus as the unit becomes larger, the incentive for individual soldiers to desert under the
modified formula increases. We may also conclude that at the same time there is a
corresponding reduction in the likelihood that desertion by a single soldier will lead to
destruction of the unit. This does not mean that unit commanders become less concerned
about one soldier choosing “Flight” as unit size grows. The game discussed in this paper has
assumed a single deserter. However, commanders must always be concerned about the
“contagion” effect that a single soldier choosing “Flight” can have on the remainder of the unit.

CHANGING THE GAME
States of course are aware of the fact that if all their soldiers choose the rational strategy, the
country will have no army left to fight. Thus they have to figure out a way to change the payoff
matrix. Historically the most infamous way to do this is to label soldiers who choose the
strategy “Flight” as deserters, catch them and execute them. Thus the military is attempting to
create a new game with the payoff matrix depicted in Figure 2:
PLAYERS

Private Able

Specialist Baker
STRATEGIES

Fight

Flight

Fight

PL, PL

DD, DD

Flight

DD, DD

DD, DD

Table 3 Combat Cooperation
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What the state tries to do is artificially create a situation where both soldiers will definitely die
(DD) unless they both choose to stay and fight. Death can come either at the hands of the
enemy in combat or via execution by the state.
Again we can see that the intent of states is to change the payoffs in order to change the nature
of the game itself. Instead of Prisoner’s Dilemma, we now have a cooperation game akin to
Stag Hunt wherein each soldier maximizes their payoff by cooperating rather than cheating. In
this game, the rational strategy for each soldier is “Fight”: thus our Nash Equilibrium now has
the payoff (PL, PL). Technically “Flight/Flight” is still a Nash Equilibrium because neither player
will become less dead if they unilaterally deviate. However, it is clear that the only rational
strategy the players can pursue is for each to choose “Fight,” which has the only positive
outcome for any player in all four strategy outcome sets.
From the state’s perspective, the strength of the resulting cooperation game they try to create
is that it is self-enforcing. Under this game construct, a soldier will definitely die if the other
soldier chooses “Flight”: either the first soldier chooses “Fight” and is killed by the enemy, or he
chooses “Flight” and is executed by his own side for desertion. Thus if Private Able is manning
his position and observes Specialist Baker abandoning his position, Private Able knows that
Baker’s strategy of “Flight” will result in Private Able’s death regardless of what strategy Able
pursues. He may yell at him, fire warning shots or call the unit commander in an attempt to
prevent Specialist Baker from pursuing what the state has changed into an irrational strategy
that will kill both of them.
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There is another potential game-changing player: the enemy. They have the option of
providing another strategy for soldiers by offering them the opportunity to desert, with the
payoff of surviving in a prisoner-of-war (POW) camp or even of joining the other side.
Inducements are usually offered through psychological operations techniques such as leaflet
drops or loudspeakers, often with messages from former comrades who have previously
deserted to portray the conditions in the POW camps as at least preferable to dying (See Joint
Publication 3.13-2 2011). Whole countries can choose to switch sides, as Italy did during World
War One. The most notorious deserter in US military history was General Benedict Arnold, who
switched sides and became a high-ranking British officer.1 The enemy does not always have to
provide the players the opportunity to pursue a “Desert” strategy. When Santa Anna raised a
red flag at the beginning of his siege of the Alamo in 1836, it signaled that he would not offer
quarter to captured members of the garrison2. The intended audience for this message was not
the Alamo defenders (whose resolve actually increased when they saw it), but other Texans and
their supporters from the United States whom he hoped would be encouraged to choose Flight
prior to future engagements. Enemy strategies provide a fascinating sub-game in Combat
Dilemma, but will not be treated in further detail in this paper.
SOFTENING THE GAME
Countries clearly prefer not to shoot their own citizens. By putting desertion into a gaming
format, it is evident that deserters are pursuing a rational strategy. Few have an active desire

1

Harvey, Robert, A Few Bloody Noses: The American Revolutionary War, Robinson Books, London, 2004, p 458.
Watkins, Thayer, “The Matter of the Flags at the Battle of the Alamo,” San Jose State University applet, 1985,
accessed 4 Dec 2015 at: http://applet-magic.com/alamo.htm

2
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to endanger their fellow soldiers. They are simply trying to maximize their payoff of living by
choosing “Flight.” States are aware of this. During the US Civil War, both Abraham Lincoln and
Jefferson Davis seized on every opportunity to pardon or reduce the punishments approved for
deserters by the respective chains-of-command of the armies they led.3 They also issued
periodic general amnesties and pardon proclamations.4 In fact, one of Lincoln’s final official
acts on the day he was assassinated was granting a pardon of sentence of execution to a
deserter with the comment “Well, I think the boy can do us more good above ground than
under ground.”5
The long-term global trend away from executing deserters (most commonly by hanging or firing
squad, with the deserter’s unit on parade in attendance) is mirrored by the United States
military. Statistics for US military members deserting and being executed for desertion during
major conflicts are listed below:

War

Service-Members

Deserters

Percentage

Executions

American Rev.

45,000

Not found

25%

40 - 100

War of 1812

497,000

Not found

12.7%

205

Mexican War

111,000

9,200

8.3%

50

Civil War

2,700,000

279,000

11%

147

Philippine War

126,000

Not found

4%

2

3

Civil War 150: Desertion in the Union Army, Ford’s Theatre Website, accessed 25 Nov 2015,
http://www.fords.org/blogs/fords-theatre/civil-war-150-desertion-union-army
4
Robertson, Jr., James I., The Civil War (Tenting Tonight: A Soldier’s Life), Time-Life Books, Virginia, 1984, p. 153.
5
Foote, Shelby, The Civil War: A Narrative (Red River to Appomattox), Random House, NY, 1974, p 977.
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World War I

4,700,000

21,000

0.5%

0

World War II

12,000,000

40,000

0.34%

1

Korea

327,000

13,800

2%

0

Vietnam

1,500.000

32,600

2.2%

0

War on Terror

16,000,000

40,000

2.5%

0

Table 4

US Military Desertions during major conflicts 1775-2015*6

Looking at Table 3, we can see that even as the use of execution for desertion has declined,
there has been a long-term decrease in the desertion rate among US service-members. Even
the recent upward trend demonstrated in Vietnam and the Global War on Terror are a far cry
from the double-digit desertion rates experienced by the United States military during the first
century of its existence.
It should also be noted that most historical desertion cases resulting in execution had
aggravating circumstances, for example the soldier committed major crimes such as murder or
rape immediately prior to or while in deserter status. The last US Army soldier executed for
desertion (and the only one to receive this punishment in World War Two) was Private Eddie
Slovak, who curiously did not seem to have aggravating circumstances beyond being a
convicted criminal prior to being drafted by the Army and having a bad sense of timing (General
Eisenhower confirmed his death sentence on 23 Dec 1944, at the height of the Battle of the
Bulge).7

6

Graph compiled from various sources: many numbers are estimates or disputed, along with shifting definitions of
desertion. Many of the 1,500 US military members currently in deserter status are initial entry soldiers, i.e.
soldiers in basic training who quickly decided Army life was not for them and simply left.
7
“Eddie Slovik”, Wikipedia, accessed 30 Nov 2015, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Slovik
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So how has the United States been able to maintain the cooperation version of Combat
Dilemma in the absence of execution? They can do this by two means. One of course is trying
to maintain onerous punishments short of execution for choosing Flight. The other is to try and
increase the rewards for choosing Fight. This paper will first discuss the latter in more detail.
INCREASING THE FIGHT PAYOFF
If both soldiers choose the cooperate strategy of “Fight”, the payoff is that they will probably
live, which is not the same as definitely live. Thus states must deal with providing some form of
payoff for soldiers who choose “Fight” but still end up dying or being badly injured in battle.
The most important way to do this is to pledge to care for the soldier’s loved ones in the event
of his/her death. Pensions, formal recognition and continued access to on-base privileges such
as medical care and shopping are commonly provided to widows and orphans of deceased
soldiers.
States will also appeal to the vanity of their soldiers by acknowledging the human desire for
glory and being remembered even after we are gone, to “live forever.” Elaborate funeral
services are held. Memorial plaques and statues may be erected to honor the fallen, both on
military posts and by their civic communities at home. Soldiers who particularly distinguish
themselves may have a street or building on a military installation named after them, or even
an entire ship or installation itself (although this extreme honor is more commonly reserved for
successful US generals and admirals, not necessarily those who were killed in action (KIA)).
If nothing else, the US today tries to make every effort to ensure the fallen soldier is returned to
their family for burial. National cemeteries are set aside for deceased soldiers. A common
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characteristic of good combat units throughout history is that they are fanatical about not
abandoning fallen comrades, to the point that they will incur additional casualties to ensure
they bring everyone off the battlefield. Viewed through a non-iterative game lens, this makes
no sense. However, it is quite logical from an iterative game structure, because it ensures
better unit performance in future engagements. As a member of one of these units, a soldier
can take comfort in the fact that even if they get killed, their family will not live the rest of their
lives in the agony of having a loved one listed as missing-in-action. A negative resolution is
preferable to no resolution, thus the continued effort by the United States to send commissions
to Korea and Vietnam to identify fallen US soldiers. They aren’t doing it for those families: they
are doing it for today’s soldiers, reassuring them that they will not be left unaccounted for.
The US has a holiday honoring survivors, Veteran’s Day, where they are typically honored in
their home cities with parades and other civic activities. Organizations are also formed allowing
combat survivors to reunite, such as the American Foreign Legion or Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Medals and recognition work for KIAs as well as survivors. Medals are a sign of prestige and
raise the stature of the wearer in the eyes of their comrades and loved ones. The state can
cultivate national recognition and advantages for medal-earners beyond the military. Jobseekers in the US can claim hiring preferences on job applications based on their military
experience, with greater preference given to combat service. State license plates can be
purchased featuring earned military distinctions:
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IMAGE 1 (taken from on-line imagery)
The military also works to increase the payoff for soldiers who choose the strategy “Fight” and
survive, even though surviving is a pretty good thing in itself. Promotion opportunities are
normally higher for combat veterans, providing both increased pay and job security. Often the
survivors will be removed from combat postings and sent to support positions such as teaching
or developing doctrine. Some may even be designated to perform morale tours to inspire their
own soldiers or for the country’s civilian population.
DECREASING THE FLIGHT PAYOFF
Just as rewards for choosing “Fight” are provided, penalties for choosing “Flight” short of
execution must be enforced by a country. Flogging is regarded as little better and rarely seen in
modern countries. As a more realistic starting point, deserters are denied all of the benefits
listed above for soldiers choosing the strategy “Fight”. No pensions, no parades, no license
plates.
Mere denial of benefits is insufficient. Another austere form of punishment imposed on
military members for desertion is imprisonment. Surprisingly the US does not resort to this
punishment to a great extent either. The Army has listed about 20,000 soldiers as deserters
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since 2006, yet since 2001 only about 1,900 cases of desertion have been prosecuted by the
military. Only 78 have been convicted of desertion. About half of these pled guilty to the lesser
charge of deserting their post.8
As the most common form of criminal punishment imposed on deserters the Army even
bothers to catch and prosecute, let us examine desertion of post in more detail. Desertion of
post actually falls under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) Article 86, Absent Without
Leave, rather than the more forbidding UCMJ Article 85, Desertion. The maximum punishment
in the former case includes a bad-conduct discharge (BCD), forfeiture of all pay and allowances,
reduction to the lowest enlisted grade, and confinement for 6 months. The most important
element is the bad-conduct discharge. A BCD (affectionately known to military lawyers as the
“Big Chicken Dinner”9) is considered a punitive rather than an administrative separation,
requires a court-martial conviction, and renders the recipient ineligible for disability benefits,
including for mental diseases such as post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD. Although harsh,
this is not as severe as the dishonorable discharge which would normally result from a UCMJ
Article 86 conviction, which many states (in addition to the Federal government) treat as a
felony conviction rendering the member ineligible to vote or receive any Veteran’s
Administration (VA) benefits.10

8

Baldor, Lolita C., “Army Data Shows Rarity of Desertion Prosecutions”, Military.com, 26 Dec 2014, accessed 20
Nov 2015, http://www.military.com/daily-news/2014/12/26/army-data-shows-rarity-of-desertionprosecutions.html
9
US Air Force Academy Law 220 class (Instructor Forgotten), approx. 1983-1984. I just thought it was really funny.
10
Oregon Government website, accessed 21 Nov 2015,
http://www.oregon.gov/ODVA/docs/PDFs/Criminal_Justice_Portal/Military_discharge.pdf
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Even though execution for desertion is rarely pursued in the modern US military, it is still
written into the UCMJ. This may indicate that senior leadership may see the threat of
execution itself as holding some limited deterrent value, even if that value exists mostly as a
bluff. After all, how much does an 18-year old inductee really know about military history and
the evolution of military punishment?
ANALYSIS
The data certainly seem to indicate that execution is not a necessary component of good
military order and discipline, and it may not even be required. The combination of increasing
the “Fight” payoff and decreasing the “Flight” payoff for service-members choosing between
the two options seems to be producing the desired effect of enabling states to maintain a
viable fighting force in the event of conflict.
CONCLUSION
A review of the initial paper hypotheses statements provides the following insight:
H1) States can alter the “Combat Dilemma” payoff matrix.
H2) States can successfully alter the Combat Dilemma short of executing runaway soldiers.
H3) The Combat Dilemma is decreasing in the US over time. Statistics provided in Table 3
Combat Dilemma proved to be an interesting way to treat the problem states have in trying to
maintain armies in the field. Although execution is a favorite theme of war movies and popular
novels, in fact it is hardly ever used today, and even in the past it was an infrequent and
extreme measure. Nations are able to use a variety of means to increase the payoff for soldiers
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doing their duty in all situations, while also decreasing the punishment for soldiers who choose
to abandon their comrades during a fight. Statistics would indicate that these techniques are
effective in helping soldiers choose the “irrational” action of not abandoning their post in the
fact of the enemy.
Many factors that can contribute to deciding whether to fight or run away are not treated in
this study. For example, a conscript army may experience a higher desertion rate than our
current all-volunteer force. Changes in the national character could impact desertion rates:
citizens may identify more strongly as Americans than they did 150-200 years ago. Increased
attractiveness of the military as a career could also dull the desire to jeopardize one’s standing
by running away. Many other intriguing factors would require further study to fully explore the
ramifications to the game, and can and should be explored in greater detail in other academic
studies.
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